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PR.EFACE 

This essay :ls concerned .. with the principal theoretical 

issues which arise in t~e sociological study of automation. 

No attempt has been made to assess crampr~hensively the social 
. . . 

political and economic consequences of ~utamation. I have 

taken the view that at the present time it is far more 

important to try and state the terms in which automation must 
. . .. 

be understood than to enter into the uncertain field of 

socio:J:ogical prediction. 

There are several reasons underlying the choice of my 

approach. The most important of these is that despite same 

twenty years of direct.academic concern we have failed to state 

clearly what the sociological problems of automation are. 
. . . . .. 

This failure is due, in a l~ge part, to the methodo~ogical 

inadequacy of ~ great number important studies. M'y claim is . .. .. 

that it is a reflection, even a direct outcome, of the failure ..... 
of socio:J:ogical theory to state precisely what the relationship 

is between techno~ogical change and ch~nges in the structure 

of social systems. It can be seen equally ~n those studies 

which exam.i.ne the phenomenon of technical ch~e in its 

consequences for society as it can in those studies with the 



much narrower focus on the effects of technical change on the 

structure of_industrial organisations. It is with studies of 

the second type with which this essay is primarily, though not 

exclusively, concerned. 

MY intention has been to describe, classify and evaluate 

a series of empirical socio~ogical studies carried out in both 

Britain and America on the industrial consequences of 

automation. I have been particularly concerned with the 

theoretical soundness of these studies but I have also tried 

to assess what implications their findings have for same 

general.accounts of the consequences of automation for society. 
. . - . . . . . . 

In the last two chapte~s I .have set out a theoretical model 

of the industrial organisation and the forces which underly 

its operation to see how far we can account for the effects 

of automation on the structure of organisations and to see how 

far we can understand the problem of the resistance to 

technological cl:;!._ang~. 

In writ~ng this thesis I have drawn freely on the 

patience; knowledge and experience of a number of people. 

Professor John Rex has been of more direct h:elp than he 

could conceivably l.ID.ag~ne. I have tried to meet hi~ strict 



standards of writ~ng clearly and think~ng sociologically. 

I would like to t.a.ke this opportunity of thanking him for 

his patience and encouragement especially at those times 

when I was convinced that the whole exercise could qome to 

~oth~ng. I should also like to record my gratitude to 

Richard Brown both for his helpful ~~gestions and his 

support thr~ughout the most critical stage of the writ~ng 

of my thesis. Peter Bowen of Rutherford College of 

Techno~ogy read my manuscript and made a number of critical 

comments all of which I ~ave attempted to meet or incorporate 

in the final text. To put it this way, however, is to 

give the impression of a very short intei+ectual transaction. 
. . 

In fact, my long conversations with Peter Bowen have been 

extremely valuable to me in my attempts to understand the 

dimensions of Industrial Socio~ogy: in this respect they 

have had a very direct influence on the writing of this 

thesis. Of course, the responsibility for the basic 

approach with all its weaknesses is l)l;i..ne aloii.e. 

W. Williamson. 

August 1968. 



I 

THE CONCEPT OF AUTOMATION 

Section One 

T.he.Importance of Definition 

The logical start~ng point for an essay on the industrial . . 

consequences of a techno~ogical development and the practical 

and theoretical problems involved in studying it must be the 

clarification of central concepts. The purpose of this chapter 

is to review how automation has been defined and to consider 

the appropriateness of such definitions ·for it·s analysis in 

social scientific terms. 

The s~~ing point is a conviction that before the social 

implications of automation can be understood we must be clearly 

aware of what it is we are talk~ng about. The point is not 

so trite as it might first appear. Many students of automation 

have drawn attention to the fact that automation is frequently 

confused with other forms of technology. Crossman has written 

for instance that: 

"Pub Zished discussions of the impaat of automation on the 
Zabour force and on ~ociety at ~ge frequentLy suffer 
confusion through faiLing to draW a distination be~een 
a.utomation proper and the wider fieLd of generaL technicaL 
progress. Therefore we need to gain a ·cZear aonception 
of what automation is before proaeeding to discuss its 
effeats. If it aan be achieved this wiLL aZso provide a 
better focus for future empiriaaZ studies and anaZysis of 
job and ski LZ c"ho:(Lges. " ( 1) 
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We shall return later to Crossman's own definition of 

automation but in the meantime we can add further w~ight to 

our conviction by referring to the report of the Clark Committee 

on Manpower Policy. This committee, attempt~ng as part of its 
. . .. ' .. .. 

brief to assess the effects of technical change on future manpower 

policy in the United States, concluded that one of the reasons 

why no one was clear about the impact of technical change on 

manpower policy was because there existed a 'aonfusion of tongues 

- a faiZure ~o define terms and a tendenay to Zink aZZ 

teahnoZogiaaZ deveZopments under one inareas~ngZy me~~ngZess 

term: automation. ' (2) The problem of definition is thus 

clearly an acute one. 

Since the first coining of the word there has been a 

sustained interest in the possible effects of this new techno~ogy 
. . . 

both on the structure of industrial organisations and on society 

at l~ge but it is as true now as it then was that the student 

of automation is severely handicapped by the ambiguity of the 

terms he must- use (3) To what, we m~ ask, does the word 

specifically r'efer'Z But more than this, can we find a 

classification of all the technical applications encapsulated 

in the idea of automation. There are still many unsolved 
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difficulties in questions of this order. . . 

.A situation such as this is particularly disconcerting 

since the w~s in which we define automation are of considerable 
.. . 

importance in their consequences for the types of problems we 
. . . . .. 

select out for research. Th~ generality or speci~icity of our 

definitions will ultimately deter.mine the range of problems 
.. .. 

which we associate with automation: the point being that 

11 systems of definition are inextricably linked to research 

methodo~ogy and, equally, to the kinds of problems being 
. . . . . . . 

analysed." (4) It is for this reason above all others that 

the definitional problem is such a press~ng one. In this 

chapter a classification of the major technologies subsumed 

under.the ter.m automation will be outlined. 

Re~ognition of the. importance of precise definitions in 
. . 

framing research problems raises the ·problem of whether or not 

such precision is demanded for all types of analysis. Sultan 

and Prasow raise the possibility that for certain types of 

analysis ~igid definitions of automation are not required. 

For an appraisal of the effects of automation on the economy 

and, s~, for estimates of the rate at which automation is 

be~ng introduced - both considerations be~ng of strategic 

importance in the great debate which surrounds the subject 
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- they ~~gest that a much more meaningful analysis could be 

carried out us~ng rates of productivity change as the key 

indicators rather than ca~egories of technology. (5) What 

they are s~~ng here is that the factors which are likely to 
.. . -. 

produce unemplqyment, higher p~oductivity (or whatever other 
. - . . . 

measure we emp1Qyto quantifY our conception of p~ogress and 

which, at the same time, are the hypothesised consequences 

of automation) are legion and automation is only one of them. 

But the problems to which the sociology of automation has been 

addressed, unlike same problems of economics, would seem to 

require a well·worked out set of precise definitions. 

Socio~o~ists have for a l~ng while been concerned with 

the effects of automation on the nature of jobs, attempt~ng 

to find out whether or not the diffusion of automation will 

result in skill ~pgradings or else with the elimination of 

·industrial skills as we presently know them. ( 6) They have 
. . 

been concerned with the consequences of automation for the 

worker as a person - for his self identity. Does automation 

tend to increase or decrease the feelings of alientation 

associated w·ith current production conditions? (7) Do 

automated machines and the contingencies of their supervision 

result in. an increase in mental strain an~ general fatigue? (8) 
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What problems does automation present for the end of the line 

supervisors~ (9) Will the behaviour of work groups differ 

significant~ with automated conditions~ (10) How does 

automation affect the m9.I1:agerial problems of controll~ng and 

coordinating work flow~ (11) What kinds of ~rganisational 
. . . 

structures are.appropriate for automated production processes~ 

(12) When will technical ch~ge be resisted~ (13) 

These, and many other problems fall within the interests 

of sociologists. It is for this reason, that for sociological 

purposes, there is a need for a set of definitions which (·a) 

relate technical changes to the experience of those doing work 

and thus, ultimately, to the structure of the industrial social 

system and (b) form the basis of ~ generalisations we might 

make about the possible consequences of automation throughout 

industry as a whole. 
.. . . 

Since we are interested ~n the effects of technical 

ch~e on the nature of work roles and on the w~s in which 

work roles are related to one another in a system it is 
. . . . .. 

important that we know precisely the perfor.mance capability 
.. . 

of the machinery itse~f. It is wrong t~ generalise too 
. . 

freely because different types of automation m~ have different 

consequences for the nature of work and the structure of work roles. 
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Sociologists do, of course, c<:>ncern themselves with the 

much wider s~cie~al consequenc.es. ~f ~echnical ch~ge. and have 

increaiingly devoted their attention to the problems of 
. . 

autamati0n at this level. Michael, to anticipate our 

subsequent discussion in the next chapter, sees in automation 

a potential threat to t.~democratic political institutions ~n 

that it will, am~ngst other things, promote a kind of 
. . 

c~pu~erised ~echnocracy - a s~ciety based ~n the speci~ist 

knowl~dge of a specially trained techno~og-iqal elite. (14) . . .. 

Similarly, Daniel Bell envi~ages sweeping and fundamental 

ch~es in the system of social stratification in modern 

societies. He envi~ages the industrial proletariat . . . .. . 

metamorhosing with all the certainty of technical pr0gress 

into a new 'salariat'. (15) 

These accounts, altho~h based on a wide r~ge of 

evidence, depend also on a particular view of what automation . . . 

~s and how extensive it is likely to became. If their view 

of autamati0n is suspect in same significant sense then we 

can z:ightly dismiss their claim that automation will pr<:>duce 
. . . . . -

these changes. What we w<:>uld not be seying is that their 

predictions will not be confi~ed. Clearly there is a 
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possibility that the future will be moulded by technocrats or 

that the proletariat will disappear. What is not so-clear is 

the argument that t~ese ch~es can be attributed solely to 

automation. 
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Section Two 

Three Paths to a Definition 

An adequate appraisal of the research evidence must depend 

~n part, therefore, on the ~vailability of a relatively precise 

taxonomy of automated systems constructed in such a w~ that . . 

the social effects of these systems can be clearly identified. 

The task of developing such a taxonomy for specific sociological 

purposes is not so simple as it might first appear: within the 

literature there are at least three w~s of approaching this 

problem. 

Firstly, attetn.pts are made to discuss automation as a 

rather special philosophy of production: stress is laid on 

the fact that automation-implies a new w~ of look~ng at 

production systems and work in general. The second method is 

to rely purely on engineering descriptions of automation. 
. . . . . 

This has the advan~age of be~ng precise but a situation can 

ensue when a taxonomy based purely on the number of known 

applications of automated systems would yield so many ca~egories . . .. .. . . . 

that it would be almost impossible t~ generalise about them. 

The third method is to try and develop systems of classification 

based primarily upon t:Q,e demands which automated systems make 

upon those who have to operate them. For social scientific 
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purposes this would appear to be the most valuable but as I 
. . .. . .. 

shall show it can place strict limits on the range of problems 

one can legitimately analyse. 

In this section I shall discuss these classifications. 

It is important that we do this for as the T.u.c. report 

pointed out it is 'obvious that "automation" possesses more 

than one mean~ng and that the controversies surro~ding it 

arise, partly at least, because the same term is employed 

with different connotations.' (16) 

Automation .. as .. an Industrial. PhilosoJLhy 

D. S. Harder, the man who first introduced the term into 

the ~nglish language described automation as 'a philosophy of 

manufacturing - a new way of thinking about work' • (-17) 

Similarly, Drucker has ~gued that if automation is anyth~ng 

at all it is 'a concept of the structure and order of economic 

life.' Writing in Harpers ID;agazine he said: 

"Above aZZ there can be ZittZe doubt that automation is 
not technocracy under another name and that the push 
button factory is not its synibo Z. Automation is not 
gadgeteering. It is not even engi~eeri_ng! It is a 

. COncept of the structu:roe and order of economic Zife., 
the design of its basic patterns integrated into an 
harnionious., baZanced and organic whoZe. " (18) 
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In another context Drucker has attempted to characterise 

automation as 'a concept of the organisation of work'. (19) . . . 

Cammon to these two attempts is the implicit s~gestion 

that to try and describe automation is engineer~ng terms 

would be to strip it of some of its more essential connotations. 

Automation, so the argument seems to be is not merely a set of 

machines, however infinite the variety of tasks they ~ight 
. . . 

perform; rather it is a way of thinking about machinery. 

John Diebold has summed this position up succinctly: 

"It is no Zdnger necessary to think in terms of individuaZ 
machines or ·even in·terms of groups of machines; instead~ 
for the first time it is practicaZ to Zook at an entire 
production or information handZing process as an integraed 
system and not a series of individuaZ steps •.• 
Automation is more than a series of new machines and more 
basic than any particu'lal' harih.uare. It is a way of 
thinking as much as a W$1 of doing." (20) (rrry entphasis W. W.) 

The term 'autbma.tion' would seem therefore to have 

acquired the. s~e kind of meaning which a ter.m like 'mass 

production' acquired in the first quarter of the.twentieth 
. . .. . . . . . 

century, namely, a special orientation to the processes of work. 

How far this way of thinking about automation has 

contributed to th~ general confusion which surround the subject . . 

is difficult to tell. Certainly, by . obscur~ng the fact that 

there are different types of automation having different 
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perfor.mance capacities and quite likely, having a different 

effects on industry, these definitions do not facilitate a 

scientific appraisal of its implication. For scientific work 

we must be much more prec1se than this. 
. . 

Same Engineering Classifications 

One w~ in which we might be expected to do this is to 

rely on engineering classifications. These show the wide range 

of machinery to be found within automation and illustrate 
. .. . 

clearly the range of tasks these machines can perfor.m. It 

should be immediately pointed out, however, that even on this 

level it is extremely difficult to be precise. The reason 

for this is that amongst technical experts themselves there is 

considerable disagreement on what can be properly described as 

automation. Let me give an example of this. To my suggestion 

that automation could be usefully thought of as (a) all for.ms of 

computer technology {b) automatic transfer machinery (c) process 
. .. .. . . . . .. 

technology, Mr. J. Geddes of Eliot Automation Ltd. replied: 

"There is~ however~ one main point which I shou~d Uke to 
take up with you nameZy~ the meaning of the word 
'automa-tion'. It has~ we mainta-tn~ cme sing~e and 
aasi~y defined meaning and that is that it descril?es 
systems in which equipment is endcMed with the duty of 
taking decisions between a~ternative course of action 
within the content of the operationa~ T'OZe of the 
system. That is to say systems of advanced mechanisation~ 
such as automatic transfer ~ines~ are not automation. 
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The use.qf aomputers to perform.simple. aleriaal.tasks 
is not automation. In fact~ although aamputers aan be 
frequently used in. automated .systems~ aomputers and. 
automation are very far from being in any sense 
synonymous .••. Automation .is th~ extension of man's 
ability to make logiaal deaisions". (Private 
aorronuniaation) · 

I 

The advanced mechanisation which Mr. Geddes refers to 

has elsewhere be·en called ., detroit ·automation' after its oz:igins 

in the motor industry~ ·similarly', even if we have to exclude 

h:igher mechnisation from our definition of automation we ID;ight 

still have to rec.ognise· that such mechanisation and- even mass 

production techniques are in fact entailed in it •. (21) It 

~s the line of ·~rgument which I want.to follow up now. 

It has been pointed out that· E,Lutauiation po.ss.esses more 

than one meaning and this is part of the reason why we are not 

sure what to expect of it. At. the same time as the T.U.C. 

report ~gued 'Automation, however defined, is onlY one form 

of technological change and is rarely met" in isolation from 

other for.ms'. (22) This adds- to our difficulties but there 

is also the observation, often f~rgotten, that 'Au~omation 

~s a continuation of what has gone" before. 

historic~ roots.' The ineaning of automation is clarified 

if it ~s looked at· historically. The outiine to follow 
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draws almost entirely· on the work of Buckl:ngha.m who has · · 

suggested that: · 

"FoP purposes of anaZ.ysis automation ·aan. be best defined 
as any aontinuous and integ:l'ated ope:l'ation of a pPoduation 
sys·tem that uses e l.ectPoriia ozo othezo equipment to PeguZ.ate 
and aooPdinate the quantity an(i quaLity of pPoduat-ton. 
In its bzooadesp usage it inaZ.udes both rnq;n,ufq,atu.:ring. and 
administ:l'ative pPoaesses of a firm. These pPoaesses aan 
be distiZ.Z.ed into four. fundamental. pZ'inaipZ.es: meGhanisation~ 
aontinuous pPoaess~ automatia aontPoZ. and PationaZ.isation. 
Baah of these fouzo e~ements has evoZ.ved sepa;I'ateZ.y. ';rhe 
noveZ.ty of automation as a distinat teahnoZ.ogy is that it 
is a synthesis of aZ.Z. fouzo.eme~i~ sinae woPZ.d war two 
J:l'Om a Unique aombination of saientifia bPeak through 
and eaonomia aonditions." (23) · 

In Buck~pgha.m's analysis these four different pri~ciples 

represent different phases.in the evolutio~ of techpo~ogy since 

the ~ighteenth century. 

First in the line was mechanisation. I~ itself 'a fusion 

of several new concepts' mechanisation replaced muscle power; 

in fact mechanisation was b~~~d securely on 'forms of application 

of power'. In the beginn~ng of the twentieth century . . .. .. .. . .. 

mechanisation is s'll:percedeq. by mass production l;l~sed upon a 

continuous process ~e~~o~qgy. ~e symbol of this new technology 

of work is the a~sembly lin~. The second world w~ p~od~ced a 

series of innovat~ons which extenqed the +og~c qf mass p~oQ.uction. 

These were innovations in ~~~sfer mac~inery 'which in~egrated 
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the various s~ages of production so.that a continuous flow or 

process could be secured without the intervention of human 

labour.' (24) Develop:i:ng rap icily in the motor industry it 
. . . . 

is the form of technology which has come to be known as Detroit 

automation. 

The principle which isi peculiar to automation is the 

principle of 'feed back'. Essentially this is the method 

whereby the output of a machine or process is geared to. its. 

input. Controlled in.this wa:y suitably p;rogr~ed machines 

can start and stop automatically, check mistakes, rectify 

error, choose alternative courses of action an4 generally 

perform decision mak~ng functions once th~ugh peculiar to man. 
. ' . . . . . 

The fourth principle which for Buck~ngham "ties. the ~ngineer~ng 
. . . . .. . 

aspects of automation to the .economic, social and ma.D:agerial 

aspects'Pis that of rationalisation. He writes: 'In a 

production system it means that the entire process from raw 

material. to the final. product is tXa"efuZ.Z.y anaZ.ysed so that 

evecy operation ean be des:igned to contribute in .the most 

efficient way to the achievement of cZ.earZ.y enunciate~ goaZ.S 

of the enter-prise. ' (25) 

There are severE!,l very useful features of Buck~i:J,gham' s 

discussion. He has shown clearly that we must avoid the 
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tendency tq :r:egarq. a~tO¥J.at_ion a~ an entirely reyolutionary 

development. He has also shown how attitudes .t.owards work -

industrial_ph~losop~ies- cap b~ theoretically linked to_different 
.. . . .. . .. 

types of tec~o+ogy ~d thereby improve the descriptive capacity 
. . . . . . . .. 

of our definitions. Finally by show~ng how techno+ogie~ give . . .. 

birth to a special ~in,d of social ~rganisation - an aspect of 

his account which,for reasons of.economy I haye left out here-

he·has shown us the road al~ng :which we Ill;ight be able to discover 

a much more. satisfactory acco~t of the relationship between 
. .. .. . . 

systems of techno+ogy and the s.~cial .. systems whiqh hav.e evolved 

in their use. 

The underly~ng :reason for. emphasising the historical roots 

of automation is to show, as .Ted Silvey has put it,. hew ' .old 

t:p.~ngs beGome new in the new relation~hips_' and to h;igh light the 

engineer~~g diversity which_exists within automation. 
.. ,. .. 

One. way in which.we.can begin.to.simpli~ t~e ma~ 

engineer~ng classifica~i<:>n which are available is ~~ .. make a broad 

Q.istinction between factory automation .and office .automatic;m. 
.. . . 

Under factory automation Buck~ngham s:U:ggests we. shall find the 

following kindS of -~chinery. (a) Automatic production machines 

such as mill~ng machip.es. and lathes;. . (b) . automatic . process. control 
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machines used in oil refineries and chemical plants; - (c) 
. - .. 

automatic material handl~ng equipment that transports finished 

or semi-finished products from one·machi:he to another.- Almost 

inveriably computers are used in offices since··a great deal of 

infor.mation requires process~ng• 

Buckingham:' s list· of the tyj?es of factory· automation ~s 

not exhaustive. Forster·has classified nine automation systems· 

based upon the d:egree of 'feedback control·' involved in the 

system~ In industry he argues these nine·basic·types are 

usually found i;;o b~ grouped together. ·To· illustrate ·some· of 

the principal groupings he isolates three 'modes of automation'. 

They are (a) Command automation for stable industrial processes. 

This type is best exemplified in machinery whic~ can operate on· 
.. . . . 

programmed instructions. (h) Feedback automation for unstable 
. . . 

processes where the relay of information back and forth is an 

essential prerequisite for the successful operation of the 

system and. (c) Sorting automation which is appropriate for those 

systems with random input- (e.g.· post- office sorting) and which 

require classification· and allocation.- (26) 

One limitation of these ·classifications is-that they do 

not tell us to which·major·industrial seci;;ors·most of these 

devices are applicable and nor do they immediately s.~gest wb,at 
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implications each· has for the work of the operator.. A 

classification·.does exist however, which comes close to these 

requirements.. It. is that developed by the D.S.I.R. in 195.6 

which re~ognises three principle types of automation. The 

first type is identified as 'transfer machinery and automatic .. .. 

handling. This is essentially an .. advanced form of mechanisati6n 

and is particularly applicable to mass production industries. 
.. . .. 

It means in practice that ·a series of manufacturing operations 
,. .. .. ... . 

ca.ri be carried out w.i thout the intervention of an operator. 

One can find examples of this in the motor industcy and machine 

tools. The second type is referred to as 'automatic proce~s 

control'·- ~irectly useful in those industrie~ which process 

liquids or chemicals or. electricity. This type relies upon 

highly precise 1 sens~ng deyi~es' which control stra~egic system 

variables such as temperature and pressure etc etc. Any 

deviation from what is required is immediately corre,cted 

through complex feedback mechanisms. Lastly there is 
.. . . 

'computers in offices' p:!rfc;mning either decision m~ing functions 
-· . . --

or else concerned with the more mundane ~Sp!=cts of data. 

process~ng. {27) Silvey has. described automation in 

similar terms pointing. out that it is not often remembered 
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that a-q.tomatio~. j.s a. 'tl:J:re~-le:_gE$e~ ~tool'. A report of the 

research dep~~e~~ ~f ~he A~E~U~ ad?p~ed a similar t~ree fo~d 

classification of the types of automation. (28) . 

There are two immediate ~plications of these e:ngineering 

classifications. The first is that it is quite . ~r~ng to 

generalise in an ~qualified wa:y about automatio:Q.; it refers 

to at least three different types of techno~ogical syst~ •. 

Secondly, alth~ugh ~h~ sym~ol_of the automation revo~ution is 

commonly th~ught to ~e the ~amputer, ~amp~ters are not in fact 

_integi;aL. to sc:me -~ypes ~f automation. For_socio~ogical 

purposes, it is im.p~~a.n~ ~o be~. ~~ese distinctions in mind 

for ~he s~cial c~nsequences.~f·each ~ype are differen~~ 

Automation: Infor.mation ~recessing: The Mechanisation Profile 

Alth~ugh we find e:ngi~eer~ng diversity ~ithin automation 

these are common elements. The most notable element and the 

one which has most llllderstandab~· received most attention is 

the p~ogressive mow.ement, clearly visible within each type, 

towards _self ~egula~ing work ~r~cesses. I~_fa~t, a~tamati9n 
.. .. . . . 

·has been defined by Dr. Allen Astin as 'the process of render~ng 

automatic' • ("29) 

Conce:r:n with this gener~c attribute of h:i_ghe~ for.ms r£ 

techno~ogy has resulted in yet another attempt to classifY 
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automation in such a way. that it can .be systematically studied. 

I am referring here to the work. of Crossman who has attempted 
. . . - -· 

to construct.a taxonomy of automation based ~pon the 4egree to 

which it remoW:es the need for human skills - especial.ly 

information processing skills - and t~e work of B~ight who has, 

with similar interests, constructed the so-called 'mechanisation 

profile'. ·(30) ·(31) Both of these writers ~:~e~ the most 

important aspect of aut~ation the inexorable tendency to 

replace human skills with the skills of the machine. 

The first report we turn to is the earlier.repoz:t by 

Crossman written upder the auspice~:~ of the D.S.I.R. '(32). It 

was an attempt to describe. and analyse the ch~~es in skill 

requirements which.accampany automation. Written ~n 1960 the 

report.accepted as its basic framework the classification of 

automated syst~ produced by the D.S.I..R. in 1956 (see above). 

It became clear, however, that tpe classification was not 

sufficiently precise to be of great use in predict~ng skill 
.. . .. .. 

requirements. To overcame this deficiency he proposed at 

that time a further threefold classification based upon the 

demands each system made upon the operator. It was as 
.. . .. . .. 

follows: (a·) Continuous .flow production (:with . sub types) 
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(b) Pz:ogra.mme machines ·and c.dm:ptiters (c)· Cent·ralisea remote 
. . .. 

cont·rol. .. Several ·illustrations of each :principal type are . . . . . -. 

given ·accompanied by a· :precise description of skill ·ch~es. 

Generally; the conclusion seems to be that as ·a:titomation 

extends thr~ughout different :processes less is ·detnanded ·of 

the operative in terms of :physical effort and more.in ter.ms 

of 'monitoring-ability' or dial·watching. However, whereas . . . .. 

automated operatives rely more upon their ability to· carry 
. . . . . . . . . 

out· a const9:I1t surveillance· of many variables the other 

group of traditional tasks concerned with maintenance remain 

substantially the same. 

In his second report delivered to·the North Americal 

Joint Conference on the requirements of automated jobs held 

in Wash~ngton ~n 1964· Crossman is more explicit in :Q;is 

definition 0f automation as "the rep'laaement-of human 

information-proaesses by· meahO:niaaZ ones." (33) Automation 

is seen as the 'second :phase of·the industria.,l revolution' 

this be~ng the ' historical :process of replacing 'human·labour 

by mach;inery. I The first phase dis·pensed With nlUSCle :power; 

the 1 second replacement ·:proc·ess 1 of autOiiJ.ation is the removal 

of 'human information ·:processing' or·· evaluative skills from 
. . . . 

the :productive :process. He takes it as ~iomatic that these 
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~ec;on~ry r~plac.~m~nt processes -will result in 'severe 

struct'!li'al un~ployment. ". 

It is .not es.sential nor practical at this point to 

discuss Cross~ans cJ_ass_ification f~her. He himself lists 

ten different types of automation th~ugh he cla~s, -on the 

basis of his typol;ogy, to be able to identify a further 42~ 

types and 'that practical examples cquld.b~ given for all of 

them.' 

Draw~ng upon ~is t~qnamy wh~ch, o~ hi~ own admission he 

considers incomplete, Cro~sman draws six conclusions about the 

consequences of automation. (a) "The outstand~~g effect of 

automation has been to ~emoye ~ l~rge number of low-level 

information processing tasks from the scene SJ.together." 

He instances the Gh~geover from man_u~ pr_ocess control in 

chemicals, oil and stee.l to automatic pz:ocess contJ;"Ol. (b) . .. . . 

"In complete automation with remote b1:1t not ~ut_omatic control 

leads to an increase in. operat~ng ~tres~."- In this he_ gives 

the example of the changeqver from hand fe~ methods in st~el 

rolling to partially automatic control. (c) Complete 

automation api>~~l? tq inc~eas.e the gener~ .s~ill _level since 

the proportion of oper~tors ~ngaged on ~aintepanc~ .~unct~ons 
. . . . " .. 

increases. .(d) Work t~ams became· i:ll,q~e cqh,~si v:e. (·e) Great_er 

job security ~s one result of automation.(~·) Th.ere will be an 
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increase in :the. demand for junior, sci~nt.i!?t.s _a;pd t~c~ol:ogists. 

One of the pr~ncipal difficulties of Crossman's scheme is 

that alth~ugl;l the .. cha.nges he summarise.s may b.e co:r:re.c~ly predicted 

as the changes likely to came from autqmation he c~ot properly 
.. . .. ' ... 

. account .. for these .changes by merely pointi:ng ·to .different ·_skill . . . . " . .. 

requirements. · The idea of skill is by no IrJ.~Egl_s @~~;i,.gt:!-OU,S; 

it refers. to much. more than the .task content ()~ :the ;rol~;. it 

also·refers to the social status of a role. Further.more, skills 

need not necessarily dep.eriP, upon the nature . of the t~chnol:ogy; 

they may derive their particuJ,ar distin,ct:i,ve.ness .from ~ 

.occupational association such ~s.a T~E!.Q.es tJniop.. Being this 
. . . 

the case it .almost· certain that trades uniop.ists will resist any 

action which ~ight under.mine tl;leir.partic~ar skills. To assume, 
.. .. .. . 

therefore,.with Crossman. that skill ·levels are purely .a functiop. 

of the .system of technical apparatus is. -to rely on a ver:r mechanical 
. .. .. " .. 

conception of the nature .of industrial organisations. _There is 

always same degree.of 'orgnisational choice' in deter.mini:tlS skill . . .. 

levels; .so tasks could be regrouped; certain ro.les _expan_ded to 

take.on more .. res.ponsibility etc etc. ·(34). ~y concentrat~ng 

merely on.the ergonomic aspects of industrial .roles. E!.nd their 
. .. . 

associated. skills Crossman .has failed to take fUl~ into account 

the social· and cul:t;;ural matrix within. which.skills are ~~fin~d 
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and evaluated. This omission. is inevitable wii:;h a .theoretieal 

framewo.rk which does not re~ognise .the degree to which social 

systems exert strict cybernetic controis over systems of 

technology. :( 35.) 

Similar difficulties can be seen ~n Bz:ight's .mechanisation 

profile. · ( 36) The mechanisation profile is a device express~ 
. . 

de~igned to measure ch~es in skill with .higher forms of 

technol:ogy. It measures the degree to which any production 
. . . 

system approximates.full automation. Mechanisations is .. . .. .. . 

understood to have three principal dimensions. The first of 

these is the span of mechanisation or the extent to which in 

any one plant formerly discrete production operations are 
. -· . .. . . 

m.eelta.p.ised. ';[he second of these is the level of mechanisation .. -

the level of mechanical accamplishment.achieved with the machines. 
.. . . .. ... ,, 

Finally there is the penetration of mechanisation - the extent 
. . . .. -. . . . . '. 

to which secondary productive operations are mechanised. 
·- . . . . .. 

Bright ~~gests in relation to these three measures that: 

"Span seems simp~? enoZ1fJh to identify. Penetration, is 
not quite so obvious but it. can be appreciated simp Zy 
by examf:r~:ing the need for manual, cont:l'ibution to the 
system. ·Level, of mechanisa~ion is a more unquaZified 
notion •.. (but) !"" It seems quite possibZe to examine 
the cha:l'acte:l'istics ... by a systematic anatysis of the 
way in which man uses tooZs and refines them as he 
creates a mo:l'B automatic production s-equence." (37) 
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Follow~ng his own prescriptions he identifies seventeen 
. .. 

levels of mechanisation based on the qegree to which tool 

refinement replaces human intervention in the process. Used-

in conjunction with the other two measures of mechanisation 
. . 

production systems can be analysed and graphic profiles 
. -· . 

constructed which illustrate clearly the qegree of automaticity 

achieved with the system and also the kinds of skills which 

w~uld seem ~o be required wi~h ~he sys~em. 

The use of this profile involves a tacit rec_ognition 

that automation is a relative condition and not an absolute one; 

that there is considerable justification· in the common use of 

the ter.m when these are associated with 'a significant advance 

in automaticity'. Bright is therefore deny~ng that as we move 

up the mechanisation profile we shall reach fir.m cut-off points 
. . . . . . . . 

between ~igher mechanisation and automation. In his scheme 

automation is a matter of degree. We might find, for example, 
. . -- . . . . 

that in a fir.m the level of mechanisation is very ~igh but 

B~ight contends ~hat we would not be jus~ified in ~alking abou~ 

automation if the span of this mechanisation was restricted or 

the penetration quite low.· · 

On the-empirical Jerel Brigh~ goes· on to show that. at least 

one of the implications of the use to which he pats his 
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mechanisation profile is to illustrate quit.e clearly that 
·- . 

·automation is not so extensive as some commentators assume. 

Secondly, although the _level of mechanisation increases the 

skill required of the operator need not necessarily increase; 

nor is it certain that skill levels iD; general will r~se. .. This 

particuiar findings of Bright's study - carried out ~s it was 

in ·13 different piants - is probably very important for it 

expiodes some of the more enthusiastic accoUnts of what ~s 

like~y to happen with automation. 

The work of Crossman and the work of B~ight show some 

strik~ng similarities. Their differences in detail are far 

less important. Both writers are concerned with skills; 

both assume that one can nnderstand changes in skill solely by 

reference to the technical requirements of the machine:;~. This 

ergonomic emphasis leaves a series of critical questions nnasked. 

We can learn little of the nature of the changes which m,ight 

occur in work roles -not merely the task content of·these roles 

but also change~ in the amonnt of responsibility and power 

invested in them. But for the purposes of this ess~ what is 

more important is that a mechanical ~rgonomicist emphasis can 

tell us very little of changes in the social structure of 
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in~ust:g itself. ~~tt~dly -~t ~~s_not the ~ur~ose of either 

Crossman or B~ight to analys~ systematic~~ ch~~s 1n the 

structure of indust~ial social systems although both of them 
. . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .' . . .. 

have comments to ~ake about this. Our purpose in look~ng 

at thei! work _has not been, howe~~r, to show it to b~ wr?ng. 

Rather I have ~een. concerned to s~ow the limi~ations w~i~h 

exist even in th~ m~s~ s~phis~ica~ed ~~ncep~i~ns of autamati~n~ 

As I shall show ~~ ch~pter four ~f t4is study there are 

oth~r technical variables in in~ustry than the level of 

mechanisation which are. of dec~siv_e importance in understanding 

what changes in the social structure ~f industry are likely to 

follow technical innovat~o~. Their work illustrates all too 

cl.early the diff:i,.culties in assum.~~ that techp.ol;ogy imposes 

its own l:ogic on industry. As I have ~~gested there is no 

~ecessi?y that skill levels will ri~e or fall just because a 

technical sys~em ~ould seem ~o-~equire. ch~ges in the task 

content o_f _ occupa~ional roles; the level of' skill required at 

any ~~e p~in~ in ~~e depends jus~ ~s m~ch on ~~agerial 

pz:ac~i~e and ~rades uni~n pra~~ice_., ~s_ .i~ do~~ on. ~echnology~ 

In, a wor~, both Crossman and ~r.ight have nc:>t taken into ac~ount 
. " - ... 

t~~- re.ciproc~ n~t"!lre of -:t~c):l:nology and socia.J,. structure. 
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Summary -and .Conc:lusic:m. 

·In this cha~ter an attempt has been made to show . the 

importance of ·carefully defining our terms. In the first 

section·it·was ~rgued that the types o~ problems which we 

associ~te with automation will depend very l~rgely on how 

narrowly we conceive of it. Thus if we assl,mle that automation 

is synonymous with techp-ical pz:ogress then. it. is elear that 

almost everyth~ng - affluence, unemployment., the leisure . . 

society, alienation or whatever - will be directly associated 

with automation. As .the Clark Committee ~uggested_ this broad 

conception of automation was, in fact, pr.oduc~ng a.great deal 

of confusion. ·It was important, therefore. to. narrow it down 

·and te define -it precisely. This in itself was. no~ easy 

espeeially: when there is a clear need to have .operational 

definitions. 

Three types of definitions.were.distinguished, each 

having their own special-difficulties.. There were. (a). 

automation· as an industrial philosophy (b) autOJII.ation.defined 

in ~ngineeri:ng· terms and (c.) -automation defined . in terms of. • 

the demands which- it makes .on the operator-•. 

-Altheugh it- is. helpf'ul .. to .think .of automation ~s 
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s_omething qualitatively .d~fferent from a.nyi;h~ng which has 

preceded·it and·to z:egard it primarily as a new orientation 
.. . 

to work-we were able· to show that ·(a) this was neither 

appropriate·fromthe historical point of view and· (b) that 
. . . 

for social-scientific purposes we have·to be more precise 
. . .. . . . 

since the social consequences of automation will vacy with 

the type- of automation we were· talking about. 

·Turning to- engineering descriptions of-automation it 

became clear that even thes·e ·were not free from am~igui ty. 

On the other hand it was possible to separate out· three 

principal types - transfer automation;· process automation 

and computers in offices. 

This· threefold classification will be adopted in the 

main body of this s~udy alth~ugh it· has .certain inadequacies • 
. - . ~ 

Specifically it does not help us in predict~ng changes in skill 

levels or cha:nges in social struct~e. It can, however, act 

as a framework around which we can 'hang' specific studies. 

What is·properly·required for the sociology·of automation 

is a-definition ·or set of definitions which relate systems of 

automated techno~ogy to·the social system of industry~ In 

other·words·a classification includ~ng both·technical and social 
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variables. ~~ closest approximation which we have to such 
. . . - .• ... 

a classification is to be found in the work of Bright and in 
. . -· 

the work of Crossman. .. . . However, a certain ~rgonomical bias 

~recluQ.e~ ~he_ who;te~ale .adc:'p~ion c:'f ~hese fc:'r soci_o1:ogy~ 

We are left, therefore, with the classification evolved 

The reasons for accept~ng this 

classification are on the whole pragmatic; it is precise and 

widely.accepted and it can act as a framework around which we 
.. .. 

Call: group some of ~he ~c:'re impor:fiant empirical studies of 

automation. It is this basic classification which is employed 

~o orgaqise ~ discussion of these studies in chapter three. . . .. . - .. . . .. -

The main points in this chapter can perhaps be represented 

with a diagram.. 
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an·· Industrial 
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The Profile of' 
Mechanisation 
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mentioned 
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John-Diebold 
Peter Drucker 

D.S.I.R. 
Forster· 
Buck_ingham 
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B~ight 
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Notes to Chapter One 

Limitations 
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Imprecision: 
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No immediate 
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II 

AUTOMATION AND SOCI~TV 

- :section_:one 

:contrs.stine;_·po_sitions :in :the :Public :Debate 

In .the last .chapter.-an .attempt was made.to .f'ee:.the'.term 
.. ,. -· .. 

'automation~ ·from.some.of.the wmbiguity.which.has come.to 
. . . . .. . 

.surround.it •. The main.justification for ca~ry~g.out.such-an 

. -exercise was .that_:i:f' .we:~e .ever lik~ly·.to.- understand .its 

soc~al.consequences .. we had to.be.clea~zy·aware.of.what.it was 

-and.what.it was not. .The.threefold·distinction.which:we made 

between .the _types :of automation is an essential·preliminary for 

.the'::inuch .. more important task .of ·tracing .the relationship .between 
.. .. .. . . 

. automatiqn ·and· social.cha:nge. .We .turn- in .this .chapter .. to .the 

discussions .of .this .relationship .which -exist within .the ·. 
. . .. .. .. 

literature.. .Our. concern is to .delimit as far as .pqss:i,ble·.the 

sociological-problems.of:automation-and.~~gest.the.terms ~n 

.which .t~ey. can .be -l:egitimat~ly". an~:cysed. 
. . .. '. . 

A firs~.glance at.th~·grow~ng literature-on.the.consequences 
.. .. .. .. . .. 

. of :automation .at .this .level i.e •. at .the .level :of .the·. social 

.systeJ;ll, would· immediat~ly -~t;ggest .that .it is impossible·. to 
.. . .. .. .. 

discuss.this topic-in a.neutral.atmosphere •. At.the swme time 

~_less· a.note .of .objectiv:i,ty is. introduced .. into .the discussion 

\. 
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then.we·are.never likely ·to·understand.what:effects.automation 
. .. .. .. 

will· have on.the structure of social _systems. 

Few.techno~ogical.developments of.the last.few.decades. 

have aroused so.much concern as .automation save,.perhaps; for 

the· frightening. developments ~n the. technology . of war. .Even 

here, .of course, modern.weapons systems depend upon.automation . . . 

techniques for.their operational.efficie~cy. It is .quite 
.. .. . ... . 

impossibie·to-envi~age.the.defence ·systems :of either:Russia 
. .. .. . 

or .America without at the same time· .thinki.ng ·.of .the complex 

control.devices built into.these _systems and.which .. depend upon 

the-extensive ·use.of computers. 
.. . .. 

President.Kennedy saw.automation as .the 'greatest.domestic 

. challe_nge :of. the sixties' . pointi_ng . out . that to maintain .. full· · 

employment at a ·time :when .autoztta~ic:m was .replac~ng .men ·'we have 
. . . .. .. 

to find .over a ·ten ·.year :period .25,000 .new j0bs every .week to 
.. - . . 

take care of these displaced by machines·and those.who·are coming 

into theJa.bour market.' (1) Furthermore, as· an A.E.U. report 

has pointed.out:automation ·has· come to.be associated with an 
. . . -- . . . 

H. G •. Wells world 'with ·man as subordinate ·babysitter ·to a 

machine' or else wit·h a .pervasive machine madness portrayed ·in 

Chaplin's film, 'Modern Times'· .. {2) It is .seen at one-aild .. the 

same time as the.techno~ogical embodiment of the imperatives 
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of pz:ogress. and. rational~ty diffusi:ng rapidly·. thr~ughout. modern 
. .. .. . . 

economies and .the:creator .of. all·.manner .. of social pathol:ogies 
... .. . . ., 

insofar as it .destz:oys one :of man '.s most .mean~ngful.relationships 
.. . . .. -- . 

to.his society"':" his employment • 

. One is .. tempted at . the o:ut:s:et to enquire . w;h.y it . is . that 

.automation ·produces .. this .. reaction: to .be .concerned, -in fact, 

with.Y!hy it is.we·are.now.~eginn~ng to .question.o~ faith-in.the 

-infinite .. ad.aptability.of modern social .systems to.'environmental 
.. .. -- . .. .. . . . 

.threats'. It II!B-Y well . be as Crozier. and· Friedmann have ... suggested 

that.th~.general.public, .sensitive as it ~s to.new.developments 

J!!B:Y have . '~detected a vi tal . turn~ng point in . the history . of . our 

societies" :(:3) .The.reason on the other hand may.be.much more 

. fundamental. : . It is almost a ·truism to . s.ugge st. that . automation 

may. not .. be ·.of equal.benefit to .ev~ryone. Howard C~ughlin.of 

the A.F.L. ~ C.I.O. has stressed.this point •.. He·pressed us to 

conclude that unless something radical is done.automation may_ 

.result·.in-an.:unemployment,which .bY its. very. nature is 
.. . .. . . 

. . cumulative and .. residual and.that.under.current conditions, and 

contr~. to .what some would· have us. assume, .. au:torilation; .represents 

'an . overwhelmi.ng . burden .. on . the American worker ' • . . .. He writes.: 
.. . .. 

..-:r'The aitn~~ss,- .unpum:ized, ·e:x:ptosive and .. destructive 
introduction·ofautomation- under whatever name-it 

·.· comes - is reach~g a ·po~nt where -it is no: ~O!'lger to~erab~. 
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. We .. aa:n.so~ve -it~_as .we wiU~ .tempo:t'a:Pi~y~ by unerrrpZOymsnt. 
insUl'ci.nce~ .:t'etmining~ . the .sho'1'te'1' .working .week~· ·cha:t'ity~ 
but .none ·of. these c:ian do .mo:t'e .. than -a~Zay·. the overuhelming 
burden which ·automation has-pZaced on the American wo.rke:t'. 
We. may have .. to .:t'estruatzaoe OUl' ."eaonomy~ .:t'ep~ ·oza' :societY~ 
ask ove:t' and ove~ again~ what is.the ro~e of man in ·such 

. a society~ what is. the .purpose ·of .tec'foiica~ .change~· aan 
we affo:t'd: to have mi ZZions of educated. men and .·women 
wa:n.de:t'ing . about in a ' society . which has 'no use . fo:t' 'them. 
These ci'1'e the questions which we have .avoided a.Sking • 

. These azoe. the.-questions ,which ccy .fo:t' an answe:t' if~ indeed~ 
the:t'e is an answe:t'. " · (:4) 

The.central.question-in Coughlin's opinion is '~hy.aut0mate~' 

especia~ly' .if as.seems likely, the-extension.of.aut0mati0n will 
. . 

.merely induce an-extension:of-unemployment so.that.the.ability 
.. . . . .. -· 

to.consume will·no l~nger have to.be.dependent-on.the ability t0 

·prodU.Ce. 
. . 

If.this-analysis is correct .. then.it is.clear.that .autanation 

poses a.serious threat to.the distributive.mechanisms:of capitalist 
. . 

societies; it will .. break .the ·traditio.nal link .between .work and· 

income. The.question·arises therefore as.to.whether·or not 

.automaiion .should·.be a.planned _developzn.ent; that .if .necessary its 
. . .. 

. . 
.. development .should·.be .retarded until.such times as .we can .rethink 

.. . .. .. ·- .. 

. our·pre~autamation attitudes concern~ng.the relationship.between 
. .. . . . . . --

worki_ng. and eating. C~ughlin represents.the·Trades-Union position 
. .. .. .. . . . 

-on.aut0mation·or what.same.people·would·consider.the.pessimist 
.. . .. . . . .. .. 

position. 
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The .pessimist :view, .howe:Ver, is .being.constantly·:qila.l.if'ied. 
- -· . . . ~ .: . 

. . 
B •. Buckingham ~as .. s~ested .that 'Spr~ng .comes .. when it .is most 

needed' and'.that .this maxim is particulaz:ly· applicable .to 

.automation •... He .. writes: 

"Automation has proved:to .be as. great an 'improvement :over 
the sta:n.da:r>d.methods ·.of ·business ·operation as the .. mecha:riiaaZ. 
factOries ·of :the industmZ. .revoZ.ution proved :over _the. 
a:I'aft~men of .the· middZe ages. Even to the skepiia 
autorrrztion ·offers the q)portunity .for greater out;put~ 
shorter .wo-Eking hOurs~ the creation :of a host··of skiZ.Z.ed. 

· jobs in maintenance~ .design and engineering~ safer.w~king 
conditions and the prodUc:tion of 'new and .better goods ·of . 
. standa.:!>dised-quaz.ity with .more ·efficient use ·o{ 1'd:iJi matetaiaZ.s." 
_(p·.:J.d) 

.. Buck~ngham's· book can.be.read with satisf'action as.the.wor,k 

of' a.liberal.humanist.who is .suf'f'iciently.realistic.to.be aware 

.of' .the immense ·.pr,oblems .which will· have -to :be .overcome _if' .the 
.. . '. . . . 

po:tential.~be:Q.ef'its. of' .automation ·are .to :be ·.properly·.reaJ.ised· • 

. H~ goes .on: 

_ . "· •• · pubz.ic .poz.icies .shouz.d .be designed. to protect workers 
agai-nst. the most .'acute .personal. 'fui:r.dships that resuZ.t from 

. ·the~economic disZ.Ocations; .and· •••. the.Government.must 
maintain a high cmd .stabZ.e ZeveZ. ·of production cmd 

.. emp Z.Oyment •. '; :(--5·) 

.In .. this .pas~age ,Buckingham is .sensitive to .the diiemma .which 

.we.:mentioned earlier, na.mely .. that the .ability to .produce .. remain 
.. -· -. . . 

commensurate with.the.abil~ty.to.consume:else.automation :will· 
. .. .. .. . . . . 

·create more.problems.than.it can, in f'act, solve. 
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In a similar .vein ·sir .Leon· ~agrit in .the' B.B·.C.·.Reith· .. 

lectures ·in .1:965 ·:extolle:d. the virtues . of automation as. an · 

extension :of rather·. than as a .replacement· to man~ :(:6·) : .He. sees 
-- . . .. .. . . 

in .automation .the ·.possibility :of. more .leisure. and-.the possibil~ty 
.. ' .. .. . .. . .. . . 

. that man will-.be .able to·:fulfill· himself·· freed ·from .the .relentless 

.. dehuina.nising ·pressure .of an earlier·. technb~ogy ~ :AutomB."tipn. does 
- .. 

not diminish·creati~ty anQ usefUlness, .quite.the opposite, it 
.. . . . . .. .. 

. -extends· it. Given·.·an: .adequate·. education. for .leisure. and' a· 

· .responsible·attitude.to:one's.fellow men.then:automation portends 
. . .. .. 

not. o~ly to. increa·se . the material s~andard . of living bu~. als~ .~he 

.quality:of li"ri:ng-in.those societief? which can.successfully 
.. . . . . 

. -exploit it. 

On.e more -example· will.suffice to. illustrate .what .we have 

called-the optimist position • Speaking-in.l96i at a cqnference 

. on .automation· :Mr- •. Quintin H~gg, .then Lord Hailsha.In, :had .the 

"~ ~ ~- the essence of. the· rratter is . not·: the· ·subsi tution ·of . 
machinery.for-skiZZ. It is.the.deveZOpment·of:more-skiZZ 
in the use ·of rfaahinery. The end':I;JiZZ .be, :1J.ot. Zess 
opportUnities .for··ski-Z.·Zed-·empZOyment~ .. but :more, ·.not a 
t'l?,reat. to aZbour but q:n enhO:nd.ement ·of -its·-sta:t;us. This, 
oddZy enough""iS the·· end .resuZt "Of ·aU·· Zab'our saving .devices.· •• 
A neuJ a.rrfry ·of rraintenci:nce. tech:riicians ·.un,zz .be ·sub-stituted 

· .fo~ :the army ·of·r;)pe~s·;;.~" · :(.7} · 
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It is.not.necessary.to·prol~ng a discussio~:~f;~he~kinds:of 

issues.be~ng.debated. I have said.sufficient to.illustrate the 

amhivalence.which·exists within.the literature •. 

. In.this context.the.nee~.for more social.research.into.these 

·problems is c::Jearly· apparent not .mer~ly .. to .accbuni; .fer .the···. 
.. . . ·- . .. 

differences~. between .the two ~s.ides :of .tl:).e .debate :but., :ef far 

. ·greater importanc~, .. to spell'.out what .adaptations might ·have .to 
. . - . -- . .. .. . . 

. be: made. so .that .we .shall··.be. in a .position to control.technical 

.cha:nge •. 
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:Section·Two. 

Some:Theo:tetica.l·Tssues 

:R:egrettaqJ.Y;, some of .the confusion .which has .come·. to :surround 

our thinking about .automation has.been.reflected.on.the social 

.scie~tifi~ work on .the .subject. .Peter ·Drucker has .c~acter'ised 

the s~tuation. in .th~ followi.ng way:· 

"A7Ua1"e that .we· are Ziving in. the midst ·of t;;z. tech:noUx.ji~Z . 
. revo1:ution .we are .becorriing increasingZ.y :cOn.cerned'with 
·its .. meaning. for . the. indtviduaZ and .·its.· imPact on · fre·~dom, 
on society, and on ·our.poZttiaaZ.:institutions. ·. side. by 
side with messianic promises ·of.utbpia.to.be ushered in by 
.technoZ.ogy there ·are the most dire wamings ·of rran 's 
ensZavement by.tech:noZ.ogy, his·aZ.ienation jrom'himseZ.f 
and from sbaiei;y and .the .destruction of ·t;t.Z.Z. 'hl.mrzn and 
poZiticaZ. vaZ.ues." ·(:8) 

Norbert .Weiner, .often .thought :of as .th~ father.:of .automation 
. .. .. --

.. because it was .he .who pioneered .the .science :of .cybernetics, was:· 

. one ·.of . the first to raise his . voice . in. an attempt to . shoW that . the 

:successfUl exp:Ioita£ion.of :automation .required. serious .adjustments. . .. . .. . . 

. . He.pointed.out.that.although.automation·brought with it.remedous 
. .. .. . .. .. 

improvements· .. in. industrial .efficiency,. in rational .deca:sion-making 
. -- --

and·in·p~~duc~ivi~y, .we.were now.reach~ng a.p~in~.where i~ was 

.necessary.to p~ more attention to.the.'Human Use:of Human Be~ngs' 
.. ' . .. . .. . 

.and.that·in.the modern world·it.would.become.increasingly· 

.necess~ry to. pla.Il. for. technical .change. . .He .offered·. a forbidding 

warm.ng: 
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"Let us . remerriJer . that . the -automatia maahine · ~ • ~ is --the 
pioeaf,se . .'eaonomia ·equival-ent ·of··t;Jlave; Zabouza. Any ··Zabouza 
.whiah aompetes ·with :slave Zabouza must .'aaaept. the .'eaoncmia 

. aon4i'tions ·of ·slave· Zabola'. . It. is -perfeatZ.y :aZ.ear that -_ 
this wiZ.'t produae an unemp'tdyment sit'uiition~ . iri _ aorrrpr.zr.isan 

·with whiah ~he present.ioeaessian and even the.depression-
of.·the thirties"wiZ.Z..seem a"·pZ.easant:'joke." :{:9}· · 

.. He .went -on .to .question .the morality :of .allowi_ng .men· .. to use 

machines.which-onl.y.allowed.them.to use a small--fraction.of.their 
' ... ''' . . .. 

. abili~ies·. claimi_ng -~ha~; · 'I~ is a Aegra~~ion -~o a :~uman .be~n~ ~o 

.. chain him.to an oar •••. but it is almost an·eqUal.degradation.to 
. .. .. ' 

as~ign. to .pilrel.y .repetitive tasks: in a factq:ty , .. which .. demand .less 

than a millionth :of- his-· brain .power_.'· 

It .would-.be -wr~ng- to .over emphasise .the importance :of .Weiner 
.. . . - . .. ' 

. in .the .debate .over .automation· but .he-:did i,ay bare some .of .th~ 
... .. .. . .. .. 

·problems with.which.we·are still.occupied. It is.the.purpose:of 
' .. .. . . ' . ' . . ' 

.. this .chapter. to .review- and-.evaluate some .of .this .thinki.D.g 
' ' .. .. .. ' ' .. .. 

concerning _the . relationship .. betw'een .. atitomation. and. social. change. 
' -

' -
.Automation is. o~ly·. one aspect .of. technical .ch.a:nge; it is rar~ly· 

to . be- found. on its own. · · Presi.mia.qly, . therefore·, . it . ~ught . to . be 

anaJ.yseQ.:_ :fr~m ~i~hin .a mti.ch. mbr~. genera.r· :f,'r~ew~rk. c~ncerni_ng 

.tec~ol:~i~:U -~ha:nge .generaJJy and .. 'its .relationship-~~- s~cial --· 

structural .cful:nge·. in .the .·society .at ··l~ge.". .The ·carrying :out .of 
.. .. .. ' .. " ' 



model .which. takes. _systematicaJ,ly·. into .account .the .multif'arious 
.. .. . . . 

ways in ."which .systems .·of'. teclmol:ogy. articUlate with. social _systems. 
.. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 

The f'act.tlui.t.such a model is not read:i,ly.at hand.goes a l~ng waY 

to.account~ng f'or."the ain~iguity.which.beset inost discussions:of' 

.automation.at.this.level • 

. . Heilbroner has .s_-qggested .that. one. of' .the .. rea.soi;l.s .~by :such a 
. -- .. . 

model is not .~vailable· is .because. in .the history :of' .. th~ught. on 
.. . .. - .. 

. these matters.there has.been a split.between.economic .think~ng-and 
.. .. . ~- .. . .. 

social.theory. More ·precisely·.he .~uggests .that .economic .theorists 
. .. -- ·- " . .. 

have lacked 'a.conception:of'.the.teclmological·process :suf'f'iciently 
. . . . . .. . . '. 

·broad to comprehend its.long range.and it~.short range impacts, 

~ive to it~.se~u,lar.rear~a:ngements of'.soci~ty as.well.as to.its 

mixed·creative-and disruptive:ef'f'ects-9n.the.econqmy.' .(10) 
.. . .. -

.What. has .been lack~ng. in social theqry 'is no.t .overaJ.l· vision ·or 
-- . . . 

· prof'ound. in_tui tion, :but _.systematic and . scientif'ic · a~lysis - . which 
.. ... .. .. .. 

i.s to say, .the. on,ly kind :of' an~lysis .which will. allow vision· and 

intuition to.be·translated-into·f'ruitfUl.action.' (11)· 

From .Ad,a.m Smith, Ric~rdo. and Marx .the~e is a continlrl:ng 
. -- . . . 

. economic emphasis. on.the consequences of'.technicaLchange-on 

. ou,tput . ~nd . the .level . of' . output • 
.. .. . ... --

Although.this grossly.oversim.plif'ies 
. .. · - .. . : 

.the situation :th~re is a :certain .justif'_ic~tion- in .regarding 
-- ., ••'• .. -··· . . . -·· .. . -·· . 

. economics.even. up.to-and.includ~ng ~eynes as.be~g·primar~ly 
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concerned with the effects of innovation on the economic 

system. Little attention is paid to the wider insti·tU.ti.onal 

matrix of technical c~nge. 

Heilbroner does not attempt a chrono~ogical account of 

the social theories of technical change but concentrates 

his attention on two key themes which to him pervade the 

literature. One theme concerns the consequences of the 

machine on the worker: the other the consequences. of the 

machine on the institutions of society. With the former 

the history of social th~ught has been concerned with the 

dehumanising effects of technology. From Adam Smith's view 

that those who spend their time performi.ng simple industrial 

operations and having no time to exert their 'understand~gs' 

generally become 'as stupid and .ignorant as it is possible 

for a human creature to become' thro_ugh to :Marx's analysis 

of alienation and Durkheim' s 'anomie' there has been a 

constant moral abhorrence, with, .of course, same exceptions, 

of the consequences of a machine culture on the int.egrity of 

the individual. With the second emphasis, perhaps best 

exemplified in Veblen, there is the view that the machine 

affects all aspects of our . cul. ture. The machine, he ~gued 

in "The Theory of Business Cycles", !throws out QYLth:l'opomorhia 
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habits· of tho_ught · ••• ·"It ·inciZuZ.cates. thinki.n(;:in. terms ·of 

opaque cause and effect ; • .. Thus· in . the natu:t'e ·of. the ·case 

the "CUZ.tu:l>aZ. grOUJth.dominated by· .the mchine ·industry is ·of 

a skeptiaat ·matter ·of fact corrrpZ.exion; rm.teriaZistic~· Un.moraz.~ 

7inpatriotic~·."undevout-.' (quoted .Heilbroner). 

In Marx.there is the most .systematic.analysis.to·date.of 

.the consequences:of.technical.change.on.the·institutions.of 

soci~ty. A .dynamic·. theqry . of dialectical chan~e based. on 
.. . . . . 

. . the. contradictions .. between .the. social. forces :of ·production 
.. .. .. . . . . ·-

·etechnology) ·and .the. social.relations :of ·production. (classes) 
·- .. . . . .. 

is . developed . which, . when. applied .. to . the-. movements . in . western 
. . .. .. 

cap.italism.leads.inevita[?]¥.to .the .conclusion .that .. the .whole· 

.sys~em wi:J.l· be .des~~~yed .. by .f!"eV.~14.t·~'0Iiar.yc~ge~ .The Marxian 

model.r:egards.the.institutions .of.society- ·social.~egal.and 
. .. .. .. . . .. . 

political - as .be~ng fii"JI!,iy .rooted.· in a .technol:ogical·matrix 

.which is·of:decisive importance.in.exert~ng·pressures for 

.. change. .For Ma.rx.the .most important ·institutional facts 

concern.ed ·property. relationships. an!l. the social :·classes 

based: on .these. .Technical·.cha:nges -come. into .conflict. with 

. these.,-·. the': class·. strU;ggle· .. intensifies·, and" the . property . 
.. .. .. .. --

·.relations ·are ·.transformed. ~ (,12)· 
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The attributes of capitalism and the theorY- of dialectical 

change which are at the heart of the Marxian analysis of social 

systems are too well known to require recounti.ng here. What is 

clear that within this framework automation would necessarily be 

seen as a major technological development which would almost 

certainly bring chaos to the capitalist system. In fact, 

automation can be conveniently thought of within the Marxian 

system. But the model itself may be too simple; it neglected 

to take into account the many w~s in which capitalism has been 

able to overcome these potential threats: it understates the 

importance of labour movements as .agents of controlled institutional 

change rather than revolutionary instruments. Whatever is the 

case the intense miserisation of the proletariat which he could 

confidently predict from the framework of his political economy 

has-not occurred. This must lead us to question the theoretical 

utility of the Marxian model in a society which, although still 

capitalist in the legal and political sense, is not the capitalism 
. . 

of independent producers driven by greed and competition but, as 

Galbraith has reminded us, the capitalism of monopolistic· 

organisation. (13) 

The technical change has social consequences is something we 

are no longer required to prove. But the precise 
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.reliLtionship .between .. the. two. is. entir~J.Y .. problematic •. 
.. .. .. . 

Sociol:ogical.theory has l~gely·· failed .. in .develop~ng a . . .. . . 

framework within which.this.relationship can.be _systematica],ly· 
. .. .. . . 

-explored. This applies .not .merely·. to .the. classical :authors 

. :but aiso. to modern .theories :of .c~nge • 

. The· model.: of. structural Q.ifferentiation .developed:_by 

Parsons-and·smelser~ . (-1.:4) has little·.to·say.about 

.technological·factors. .Their basic.focus:of-interest is.on 

.the .strain-.which can .occur .between .. the :functional.needs :·of .the 

.system .. and .. the . needs . and abilities.: of . the·. individual.· 
.. ..· .. 

Sin4la.I:ly·- in .Moore's .theory ·.of. social.c~ge little· rec_ognition 
.. . . . 

i~ given:. to .the ·importance .. of .technical.c~nge .for social.change 
. -- . . 

m.or~-.gener~y·. · For him.social.cha:nge is a :function :of .certain 

. 'fleribilities~ ·in .the _system. .The fact.:of:partial-and 

differential.socialisation is -one .such .. flexibil:i,ty "":'.the fact, 
. . . . .. . . 

. . that is- to ~ay, .that :on~ .generation can .never :fully·: succeed- in 
.. .. .. 

·impar~~ng .i~s. own.:cul~ure. ~n~o -~he Ii.e~ •. (:1.:5)· 

.What .would·. seem. to .be required- in .these circumstances· is a 

model :of .c~ge .which .relates .technical.c~nges .. to .th~ ·group _, 
. . ·- .. . .... 

. structure.of.soci~ty-and.which .. attempts.to·predict.the likely· 
.. .. . . .. . . 

. reaction:of various·groups to.technical.chariges. 
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. To .-ee·onomi st s a major aspect .-.of . teehriical . cha:ri-ge . and ·of' 

.automatioD- in ·particular is .its .eonsequence .. f'or .. the .. level::of' 
-· ·- . . ·- . 

emp~oyment. and: f'or . the .level: of' :output·. SJ.ld. investment. : . An.other 

important aspect .. eoncerns .the way. iri .which .. this :output .and .the 
.. .. . .. .. - .. 

· . retur-ns . on . this . output ·are to . be distributed .. thrqughout . the 
.. . .. . ·- -- .. -· .. . 

population. .This ·problem.:of' distribution is lik~ly .. ,to .be 
. . .. -- . -·-

partic~ly·.acute with :automation since .the ·traditional link 
.. ·- .. - .. 

. between . work. and. income, :. between ·. ef'f'ort ·• and .-reward . could·. be 
. .. 

modif'i¢d · .. considerably~ A-.ch~nge :of' :such.· importance. has 

.obvious implication~ .for .the market·.position :of'·vario~ ·groups 
. .. . . ·- -- . . . 

. in. soci~ty. . It. also· has ·important implications . f'or·. the 
.. . 

· 'master .. symbols·: of' .legitimation' as . these apply·. to . the·. power . 

. and. status :of' dif'f'ere:tr~ ·groups. . Teeh.I_lical . c~ge·, ·.therefore, 
. . - .. . 

eould·have.serious implication~.f'or.the distribution.of' power 

-in.soei~ty • 

. At .the same time, _by·bring~ng- into ·existence·.ilew·.types ·.of' 

. work .. roles: .. demand~ng . new .types :of'. knowledge. and. skills . technical 
. .. . .. 

. . ch~ge imposes .new.requirements upon .. the .educational.and training 
. .. . .. .. ' 

. ·facilities .which .exist. in modern social .systemS. .The· ' points 

:of'· articulation -and impact~ could be. -extended .. and. infinitum. 
.. . .. .. . 

.What is. cl.ear. in .the· circumstances. is .that .we:·a.re .not likelY .to 

understand .the .eonsequences.:of' .change :if' .we·.m.er~ly· pay .attention 

to.the immediate.economic.eonsequences·of'.changing.teehno~qgy • 

. Such .change .must .also .be .related to structure ·.of' social systems. 
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· . Section :Three .. 

· ·.Automation :a.nd :thELSociaJ. ·system 

At .the mbst .general.level.:au-t;;omation is- seen. ha"Yi:ng 'import~nt 

impli~ations for all· aspects :of .our :culture,. for our·: conception . .. . . .. . . . 

. of . dep10cracy, . of · prope~ty, . and ·.of . the . role·: of _the . ind~ vidual. · 
·- . .. . .. . . .. 

·In some .. publications .the. continuation :of .the :westeril.ideal·.of 
. - . 

. political.democr~cy is.se~n.to.depend up9n.the.close.supervision 
. . .. . 

:of:autamation. -In.this.respect.two.reports.deserve special· 

.mention. .The first.report _by.Donald·N. Michael:was·p~oduced 

under· .. the .auspices.:of .the Centre .for .the Study of .Democratic 
. . . -- .. 

-Institutions, Santa Barbara-and is.impressive,IY·titled. 

'~Cybernation: . _The Silent .Conquest" (.16) ·.In .this .report 

Michael.. sets :out .to .describe. some :of .the more. ~ sambre. and .complex 

Q.:i,fficul~ies --Which· are. alre~dy _ ~eginning. to. p~ue . some aspect-s 

:of .oilr. society. and. economy (and .which) ·are· on,ly·. ~eginni_ng. to 
. . 

.be-.. re~ognised.' .The. second report _by .Rex .Hopper -extends 

Michael!s discussion.to-examine.the:e~fects .of.automation-on 

_ .the ·processes :of .revolutionary .ch.a:nge •. (:17) .. . 

Michael.' s. starting .point is. the. observation .. that :automation, 
~ .. . . . . .. . -

.. despite .other. opinions; .represents a .q'!JB,litative .ch~ge ·in .the 
. . .. -~ 

.. evolu"jjion :of .technology: 



"Both optimists· and .. pessirnists: ·of~ri :alciim. that ·automi:rtion 
is· simply. the· latest .stage, in. the :·evolution:of .. f;eahriiaal 
.means :for .toemiJ.ving .the .bta>den ·of."~Pork. ·.The assertion is 

.. ·rrrts leading. · There is. a . very . good: possibi Uty :that 
autcxnizt{,on· is :.s~ diffe~ertt i'it ·.~egree. to .be q prr;;fo?!J1d . 

. · differenae in· kind·and.that it'wi7..7.. .pose iotique problems 
:· . .for::soai~ty~· a.ha~Zertgirzg 9ur l?asi:a value~?·and .. the u.Jays in 

whiah .UJe 'e:cpress arid enforae. them., . ('18)'. . 
. . . 

. He.identifies two principal _types .of.autamation.which c~ 
. . .. 

be. combined. to ·produce. mixed _systems. . One ·_typ.e is :e:X:empJ,.ified 
. . . .. 

. in .de~ic.es .. whi~h improve .human ~S:pacities; .. the'.other: is epitomised 
. .. . . . . ' .. ' 

. . 
.'in . the . electronic computer • . However, . there ·are .. common . elements • 

. . . . . .. . . 

·"The ~a.biUties and :potentiaUties ·of. these deviaes :az.e un.Umited • 

. They oontain · e:x:traordinary ·imp Uaations . fo~ . the errri:haipation ·and 
. .. 

ens Zavement ·of mankind. " MichaeL se~~. ·a· d:lsqui~t~ng . feature 
. . .. 

:of .this. situation. i~ .the fact .the .. automation is ·a .necessary 

. development .because inoderil. economies. are. under' considerable·:dtiress 
. .. . . 

. . . . . . 
to .be .even more ·productive to ·create .even h:igher .levels·:of :affluence 

. .. . 

.at a time when .this is ·.becOm.~ng .even more d{fficult: 

.. ''In .reaent .yea:t'S .deteriOration ··sales prospea.ts;: nsing 
pi'oduation :a:o~.ts; in:a~~sed,fo~e.i.gn :competit-?on :a:r;.d .·mer 
profits have. Zed ·bif.siness m:z:nagement ·to ·turn.: to ·out 
natirmal ta~ent .:fo:p·. *eahnologf-r;a.l :inovation as. the .most 
p ZaU.Sib 7..8 . ~ans ·of. reducing aosts and 'inareasi!Lg productivity • •• " 

In.th~ face.of.these.demands _cybernation·(Michael's wo~~-for 

.~utomation. and. computer. technolqgy) .becomes:.necess~y .althqugh 
. .. . 

.. there· are .. some paradoxical aspects in .that'· ••• a8 cybernation 
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advan~es·:rfew)md pr9fo"U1'U$ pr;obtems wi·U a:t'ise·· •· •• Cyb.ema'tion · 

presag~s changes .in the social system so vast and so different 

~om.those With which we· have traditionally wrestled that.it 
. ' . 

will challe,nge to their roots o'U:l' ·cUI'rent . percep'tions · about . the 

viabiZit;y of ·o'U:l' way of life. (p.'l3-14) .. He points :out 

forebod~ngly·.that,. ~If .our .democratic system has a .chan~e. to 
. . . . . . . .. 

survive at all .we shall·.need far more "Understand~ng of .the 

consequences .of ,.cybernation. {p' .. 14) 

·Predictably .the most important consequence.of .cybernation 

.relates to.the.level of emplqyment.and.the distribution of 
.. . . . .. .. .. . 

em.pJ,oyment. . .He tak.es it as .axioma-tic .that· irrem.edial struct'l;II'al 
. -· .. -- . .. .. .. ·- · .. 

unemployment is inevitable •. Qne ~pli~~tion.of.this is.that.the 

Government might . be fac.ed 1 in . the indefinite . future 1 to . support 

thr~ugh.public werks a l~rge part of the population. Potentia.J,ly· 
.. . 

.this could undermine.the American doctrine .of.competitive 

individualism- a major value in.the Am~rican, .if not 

capitalist·, soci~ty. ·· The. situation is _paradoxical for as 

Michael ·poin~s .~ut, th~se .who would·.resis~ .such.an ·.e~ension-in 

. the role·. of the state should. realise . that . 1 encou:raging . the . . . . . . . . . 

e:r:tensian 'of cybernation in the interests . of free enterprise and 
• - i 

better pzoofits, rray be self defeati_ng. 1 (p.-27) 
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To those of us who might.think that his alar~ng-prognosis 

~s not in the .least in .keepi_ng with .current -experience .he 

maintains .that by its .very nature _cybernation will'.be 
.. . .. .. 

introduced.selectively.'by organisation,-industry-and local~ty'. 

Because.of this.the problems associated with it will not .. be 

immediately.seen as national problems •.. Furthermore, since.the 
.. . '. 

principle.of·attritition will.be operative-in.the labour market 
. .. .. . 

the consequences.of cybernation ~y.be de~yed, .but only for a 

short.period. He writes: .. 

"By the time the .adverse ·effects :of. cybernation are 
sufficientZy.noticeabZe.to be ·ase!'ibed to cybernation~ 
the equipment wiZ Z _.be in and operating. " ( p • 28 )" 

Michael.then goes on to discuss the.relationship.between 

.automation and'leisure but some.of his more interesting points 

deal with.the.relationship.between _cybernation and.changes-~ 

.the.political system. 
.. . .. " 

. His · S:rgument entails·. the follow~ng . steps. Firs~ly, 
' . . 

.. efficient Government-in the.future will·presuppose the 
'. . .. . . . . 

-e.x:ploitation.of _cybernation (.a) for.relatively.mundanedata 

processing -and. (b) for .the mak~ng .of rational decisions. This 

in~itself is.neither·profound.nor startling. What is startl~ng 
. . .. 

~s his .s.~gel3tion that 'privil:eged .acces·s to information at the 
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time it is.needed is a.svfficient .if not always.necessary 
.. .. .. 

condition for attain~ng and maintaining power.' One.consequence 

.of this in Michael's opinion is that as computer .systems.became 
.. . . .. --

integrated into the.administration.of affairs.of state and pol~cy .. .. .. 

decisions increas~ngly to be based.on.the use.of.these .systems, 
.. .. 

a gap em~rges.between.the state and.public opinion. Only.the 
- .. 

. rea~ly sophisticated voter will.be in a position to discriminate 

between alternative policies •.. He .s.uggests also that .there J!!B.Y .. .. . 

.be a.tende~cy for the major.public positions to.be.occupied .bY 
.. . .. . . . 

~utaqritatian.personalities' intolerant.of ambigu~ty and 
. -- . ' . .. 

emotionalism- two of the commest.features·of.the democratic 

process. 

Similarly, since.the computer.deals more .efficiently with 
.. . . .. . . 

mass:problems.there may.be a.tende~cy on.the p~rt .of.planners 
. .. . . . . .. 

to .rega.rd .. the .public .at large in mass terms. and .that .the 
.. - .. .. 

'individual J!!B.Y.be completely swallowed up.in statistics.' 

.rn.such a situation.the alientation of.the individual and.the 

start will reach unheralded proportions. .Cybernation will.thus 

consummate.the e~rgence of mass society.* 

*It is interesting to note.certain parallels.here with.the 
work:of"Ma.x.Weber ... ·In Weber's conceptualisa~ion.of:bureaucra:cy 
a.Iid.l:egal-rational.authority the .idea'.of precise calculability 
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pl~s an important part as a necessary consequence of the rule 
of law. This·· calculability which is appropriate, everi. essential 
to capitalism. 

"is . the more fuZZy real.ised the more the bureacraay 
"depersonal.ises" itseZf i.e. the more compZeteZy it 
succeedS in achieving the excZusion of Zove hatred~ 
and every pureZy personaZ~ especiaUy irrational, and 
incaZcuZabZe feeZing from the execution of official, 
tasks. In the ptace of the oZd type ruZer who is 
moved by sympathy~ favour~ grace and gratitude~ 
modern cuZture requires fo·r its susta:tning external, 
apparatus the emotionaZZy detached~ and hence 
r_igorousZy "professional," e:x:pert." 

From Max Weber in '1-'Ia.x Weber on Law in Econoii:iy and Society' edited 
by 'Max Rheinstein and Edward Shils. 
quoted by Bendix 1 lV.La.X Weber; An Intellectual Portrait' 
CoUld we have l:egitima"J;ely ex:pected .. Max Weber to have .. a.nticipated 
that his perfectly ·professional expea,"t would have turned .. out to 
be a comput~ng machine?! 

There are many issues upon which we could question Michael's 

analysis. Two sets of considerations are of particular 

importance and we shall deal with them presently; they concern 
. . . 

his view of the relationship between innovation and social 
. . . . 

structure and also his assessment of the extent to which 

automation will develop. 
. . . 

Before we take up these issues we shall turn to Hopper's 

report, "Cybernation, Marginality and Revolution" (19) 
. . . . . 

The purpose of Hopper's report is to ascertain whether or not 
. . -. . . -. . 

with c~bernation the possibility exists for the emergence in 
.. -- -- . ... . . 

.American of 'numericaUy s_ignifican:t. group of economicaUy 
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powerful, and inteZZectuaUy informed peopl-e who wiU themsel-ves 

rnal'ginal to the structure of poUticaZ pOIJ)er and social- prestige'. 

His hypothesis is that where these conditions are £oun~ there is 

a clear possibility that revolution is immanent. Such conditions, 

there£ore, represent the structural prerequisites £or revolution. 

(20) His thesis is that the 'population displacement' result~ng 

£rom cybernation will create the necessary m~ginality and 'work 

such changes in our social structure as to develop the kind of 

socio-psychoZogicaZ seed bed in which revol-utionary behaviour 

typically has been nurtured. • (p.3~4) 

Hopper contends that automation and the cybercultural 

revolution result in three principal £arms o£ population 

displacement. Predictably the £irst and most important 

population displacement is ~h~t ass~cia~ed wi~h unempl~yment~ 

Secondly, there will be 'displacement thr~ugh obselescence' i.e. 

the replacement of human brain power by machines. Finally th~re 

will be cultural displacement a term which £or Hopper sums up the 
.. .. .. .. 

£act that no longer will our central conceptions o£ 'property' 
. . . . . 

and 11v-ork 1 be applicable as key components in rur value system. 

He questions whether pro£it can still be the measur~ng rod o£ 

progress and whether or not work can be equally subjected to 

productivity measurement. Since the virtues o£ hard work and 
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profit are rooted in scarcity the problems of the.economy of 

abundance are acute indeed. His argument is that 'the old 

cultural ~lues are no l~nger functional ••• '· (p.320) 

Relating these three displacement processes to marginality Hopper 

speculates that: 
-- . .. 

"· •• if Zfi!ge sa.aZe unerrrpZoyment a:nd au.Ztu.raZ aonfusion 
are virtuaZZy aertain in the immediate futu.re~ it is 
highZy probabte that the futu.re aZso hoZds an enormous 
inarease in the number of peopZe who wiZZ be thrown into 
a ma:rogina Z position. " ( p. 321) 

Not only will large numbers of people be maxginal to 

economic processes they may also be maxginal to the processes of 

political decision-making and thus to political power. This 

section of his argumen~ draws heavily on Michael's report and the 

latter's view that cyberneticians might ultimately constitute a 

power elite. 

Hopper is of the opinion that his revolutionary hypothesis 
. . 

could well be confirmed. The displaced population will be 

numericallY significant; it will have economic power because of 

its potential as a mass consumer market and it will be intellectually 
. . 

informed since a large part of it will have been recuited from 

displaced people from the middle and higher social strata. He 

does not conclude that revolution is inevitable and be also points 
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out that even if it were it would be difficult to predict its 

political texture. He forewards the personal view that ' ••. 
. .. .. .. -· . .. .. 

we shall move toward a militarised and cybernatised totalitatianism 

of the ~ight'., and he ends with. a quotation from Norbert Weiner 

'The hour is very late and the choice of good and evil knocks on 

our door.' 

Both reports have presented a forboding picture of the 

likely consequences of cybernation on the structure of American 

and, indeed, Western capitalist society. It would be wro_ng 
. . . . 

merely to dismiss them as futuristic or sensational alth~ugh they 
. . 

do have these qualities. Furthermore, even if we disagree in 

important respects with their predictions we cannot dis_agree 
. . .. -· .. .. 

with them in the importance they attach to the problems they 

have discussed. It is necessary to consider the likelihood of 

extre:qJ.e unemployment; it is equally necessary to consider the 
.. . 

implications of the Governmental use of computers. In both 

cases it cannot be denied that changes of the order of magnitude which 

they predict would have powerful ramifications on the major values· ... 

the major symbols of legitimacy - which control the function~ng 
. . . .. . .. 

of a capitalist social system. To discuss these issues 

properly much more rigorous think~ng than has so far been outlined 

is absolutely·necessary. 
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Three sets of considerations seem to be of strategic 

importance if we are properly and systematically to evaluate the 

work of Michael and Hopper and, indeed, the work of anyone else 

who writes about automation or technical change at this level. 

The firsttwo considerations are pragmatic, the third theoretical. 

The first is that before we can b.egin to discus automation we ... 

~ught to be clearly aware of what it is we are talki.ng about. 

The reasons for saying this have been dealt with more fully in 

the preceding chapter. On this level one would·have to recognise 

that automation can mean different thi.ngs and certainly computers 

and automation are not synonymous. One would also point out 

that the immediate social consequences of the different types of 

automation v~ considerably. (see Chapter 3) This makes it 

difficult to generalise too freely about automation. 

The second issue, directly related to the first, concerns 

the extent of automation both on the macro level and the micro 

level i.e. within the economy as a whole and within specific 

industries and industrial ~rga.nisations. Here one would stress 

that alth~ugb. automation systems, by their very nature, could· 

produce extensive change in the level of employment, and in the 
.. . . .. 

nature of work itself, it does not logicallY follow from this . . .. . .. 

that these changes will come about. There are two reasons for 
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say~ng this. Firstly, in the use of machinery there is 

considerable roam for human engineering; just because certain 

types of automatic transfer machinery could conceivably be 

operated or monitored by merely semi-skilled workers it does not 

follow that this will be the case. In the design of work and 

in the sett~ng of skill levels management has considerable room 

for ma.noevre. One ~ught to avoid therefore the anthropomorphic 

fallacy of assuming that machines will somehow imprint their own .. .. . 

requirements on the social structure of industry. Secondly, 
. . . . ··-

since ~ great many ~igher level predictions of the sort we have 

been discussi.ng depend upon some quantitative notice of the . . .. .. . . . .. 

extent of automation and the rate at which the cybercultural 
. . . 

revolution is occurring it becomes very necessary to be sensitive 
. . . . 

to those factors which govern the rate of ch~ge and to the 

important practical difficulties involved in measur~ng the extent 

of change. 

The third principal issue concerns the way in which writers 

attempt to relate technical change to social ch~ge and the 

importance of having theoretical models to assist in this very 

complex operation. Bear~ng these points in mind the conclusion 

necessarily eme.rges that both Michael and Hopper have probably 
. . 

grossly ex~ggerated the consequences of automation. 
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In relation to the first point o~t ~gument can be . . . . 

stated very simply and briefly. Whereas both Michael and 

Hopper assume that automation systems are applicable to a 

whole r~ge of human mechanical and conc~ptual operations 
. . 

and that 'the potentialities of these devices (automated 

machines and computers) are unlimited' "ife can ~egi timately 

point out that these assumptions are suspect. The differences 

which exist within automation between types of systems and 

the performance capacity of the different systems are extremely 
. . . . . 

significant in themselves; their potentialities are limited 
.. .. .. . .. .. .. . 

and their social consequences within industry will be different. 

The importance of this argument is taken up more fully in the 

next chapter. 

The second major ~ssue ~s directly related to this and is 

of much greater importance. Briefly it is that Michael has 
. . . 

over emphasised the ~agnitude of the automation revolution 
. . 

within industry and under emphasised those factors which in any 

economic and social system tend to slow down the rate of 
. .. . . 

technical change. The work of B~ight makes clear that 

~easur~ng the extent of automation in industry is a much more 

complex operation that some have previously assumed. (21) 

Just because automation systems can take over many tasks which 
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w·ere prE;!viously carried out and completed by operators it does 

not follow that in all instances they will be used in this w~. 

One needs to take into account the range of application of 

automated systems. What this means in practice is that in any 

one organisation not all production operations will be subject 
. . . 

to automatic control and, therefore, despite a possible high 
. .. 

level of automation we would not be justified tn talk~ng about 
. ' . .. .. .. . . 

full automation. Furthermore, there is the third measure 

employed by Bright - the depth of penetration of the systems ~n 

question. 

Given, therefore, that there are at least three measures 

to be taken into account in describ~ng the extensiveness of 

automation it is clear that the consequences of automation on 

the structure and function~ng of an industrial ~rganisation will 

be in part a function of its span, level and penetration in that 
. . . . . 

organisation. Michael has not taken these considerations into 

account. Had he done so then his assumptions about the future 

extent of automation would have been different and, this being 

the case, ~is assessment of the social consequences of automation 

a little less dramatic. 

These considerations apply more appropriately to estimates 

of the extent of automation in an individual firm. It is also 

important to take into account systematically those factors which 

govern the rate at which automation is likely to extend throughout 
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the economy as a whole. 

At ~his point Michael accepts that cybernation is necessary 
. . . 

in a modern economy, that there are certain processes .occurring 

e.g. external competition, demands for higher levels of affluence 
. . .. . . 

etc, which underly the modern imperative to innovate. The logic 
. . . . ' . . . 

of his account is as follows; since those factors in a modern 

economy which would seem to impel technical change al~ng are 

likely to remain continuous in their operation then the automation 
.. . .. . .. 

revolution must accelerate. Furthermore, since the need to 

innovate is not confined to just manufacturing sectors but even 

~n the realm of information processi_ng and decision - making it 

is perfectly possible for the cybercultural revolution to gather 

an even greater momentum. 

One of the difficulties with this claim apart from the 

obvious one that the cybercultural revolu~ion does not often 

live up to its potentials in practice, is that it fails to take 

into account those variables which would seem to govern the rate 

of technical ch~ge, especially those which would retard it. 

W11ether change occurs at all depends more upon the cost of 
. . . . . ·-

automated equipments in relation to the cost of more conventional 

equipment than on the intrinsic capabilities of the machinery 

itself. As the T.U.C. report put it 
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"The comparative cost under aLternative systems are 
one of the vitaL factors which any firm rrrust take into 
account when contempLating the use of some new method 
of production. " ( 22) · · 

Similarly, an I.L.O. report laid down twelve factors which, 

taken together, influence·the extent and rate of introduction of 

new technologies. (23) They range from 'the extent in which the 

exist~ng plant conditions are l~ging in ~egard to the best 

techno~ogy available (the existence of a l~g~ gap may lead to 

the speedier introduction of the newest technology)'and' the 
. . . . 

prevailing and expected capital-labour price ratio' to such less 
. . . .. . 

t~gible conditions as the 'political situation' and the 'attitudes 

of Government towards business'. 

Other factors need also to be taken into account. The T.U.C. 

report s.uggests that, 'The type of material used in an industry 
. . .. 

is an important factor in the spread of automated systems of 

production.' Where materials can be easily subject to 

automotive controls as is the case with fluids and electricity 

then automated.systems can be expected to spread more quickly. 

Other industries cannot use automated.systems. The T.U.C. offers 
. . . . 

an example - the garment industry. In this case the market 

demand for its products is likely to fluctuate widely and in 

these circumstances it would not be economically rational to use 

automated techniques which invariably impose quite a high degree 
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of ~igidity on the productive process which naturally militates 

.against frequent changes in product. 
.. . 

Th~se points have been mentioned in order to illustrate that 

Michael has probably overestimated the extent to which automation 

is likely to develop. There a~e obviously many more factors 

influenc~ng the rate of technical change which we have not 

mentioned. En~ugh has been said, however, to suggest that the 

diffusion of automation is likely to be (a) much slower than 

Michael assumes and (b) much more unevenly throughout industry 
. . . . . .. 

than his account would imply. Such considerations are a sober 

corrective to those who anticipate the automatic factory fUlly 
. . . . .. . . . 

functioning just over the horizons of the next decade. The 

third and final set of difficulties are theoretical. How are 

we to describe and. predict the social consequences of technical 

change? What ~ught to be our basic point of reference? In the 

past as we argu~d earlier there has been a split between the 

economic analysis of technical change and the socio~ogical 

analysis of cha:nge. To some extent these are combined in the 

two reports we have discussed. Both writers take pains to 

relate economic cha:nge to social and especially cultural cha:nge. 

It is for this reasons that any theoretical criticisms which 

might be made .against them cannot be made independently from 
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any substantive or empirical criticisms of the sort we have jus·t 

been discussing. 

In both cases automation is ~egarded as changing the labour 

market in drastic ways both quantitatively on the level of 

employment and qualitatively on the nature of the employment or 

division of labour. These changes have important consequences for 

select industri~ groups. Hopper is concerned about middle 
. . 

executives - ambitious, hard working and committed to the 

American ideal - who might find themselves both m~rginal to 

economic processes i.e. displaced by computers and marginal to 

political processes. Michael is concerned with the way in whic~ 

unemployment will affect the distributive mechanism of capitalist . .. .. .. .. 

society and especially the values which: govern this mechanisms. . . . 

At the same time, by looking at what might happen in the division 
. . .. . 

of labour Hopper and Michael predict an important development in 
.. . 

the emergence of an elite of computer programmers - an occupation 
. . 

which the computer produces. They have then attempted to spell 

out the implications of these changes. 

Undoubtedly it is in this way that we ~ught to approach the 
.. .. .. . . 

problem. The mistake Michael and Hopper make, however, is to 

underemphasise the extent to which social systems will resist 

t.hGs.e cha:nges they see as inevitably deri v~ng from automation. 
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Put differently they have failed to take into account the 

possibility the social changes will be carefully supervised 

and made to fit within pre-existi.ng patterns of social arrangements. 

They have neglected, in short, the whole problem of 'system inertia' 
. . 

- the tendency on the part of all social systems to seek 'to maintain 

themselves within the framework of their exist~ng value systems. 

In this respect their work is fateful, and pessimistically so. 

The dynamics of the process whereby social systems seek to maintain 

their integrity are by no mean clearly understood. Within 

functionalist literature and exemplified in the work of Parsons 

the problem is seen as one of th~ group seeking to resuscitate 
. . . . . 

. group solidarity, to apply normative sanctions to deviant 

behaviour. This app~ies.either to the small face-to-face group 

as it does to the society at large. Alternatively we can ~egard 

exist~ng social relations being held together by coercion and the 

application of force. Whatever the case there is always the 

implicit s~gestion that the status quo will be resistant to 

fundamental ch~ge. If one sees society as a coalition of 

conflicting interests - as a plurali.§rt.ic system - it would be 

quite :I:egitimate to suggest that say, Trades Unionists, by 
. . . . . 

articulating their grievances and· fears about automation, may 
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institute actions which will retard the applications of automated 

systems. 

Alternatively one n~.ight Sll:ggest that the state, especially, 

the modern state, will attempt to control automation on the 

political level, possibly to retard it until such times as the 

appropriate social.adjustments can take place. Processes such 

as this are entailed in this notion o·f 'system inertia' and by 

adopt~ng a view of society which under emphasises the degree to 
. . . 

which such processes are amenable to rational control Michael 
. . 

and Hopper have overstated the gravity of technical ch~ge. 

In summary they have assumed that technical and social ch~ge ~s 

a one way process, that technical change itself is sufficiently 
. .. 

important· to account for social changes. They have neglected 

to take into account the multifarious ways in which the social 

system itself can exert a degree of control over ch~ge at least 

sufficient to ensure that its basic structure and values are not 

fundamentally threatened. 

This notion of system inertia is ~eglected just as much in 

lower level work i.e. at the level of the firm or ~rganisation. 

It is to lower level studies which we now turn. 
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Section Four 

Automation and the structure of organisation 

Concern with the effects of automation and computers on 

ma~agement and administration ~s the second main theme in the 

sociology of automation. It is a complex area-in its own ~ight 

but it should not be assumed that this lower level work is entirely 

divorced from ~igher level work. Quite the contrary, the for.mer 

is an integral part of the latter; it is on the basis of social 

change either observed or anticipated in industry itself which 
.. . 

underly many of the higher level studies of automation. It ~s 

important, therefore, to be critically aw.are of what these 

ch:a.nges are. 

Just in the same w~ as we can detect in higher level work 

an underly~ng vision of the wholescale transfor.mation of western 

capitalism so it is with lower level work that we find sweepi:ng 
. . . . 

predictiqns about the role of management in the computer age. 
. . . 

More than one commentator has s_uggested that with automation 

'middle ma.D:agement' is likely to disappear, to become redundant. 

(24) Hopper sees this as inevitable and one of the implications 

of this displacement process for him is that the ~ighly ambitious 

group of middle executives might become so frustrated at the 

shrin~age in mobility opportunities that they ~ight be impelled 
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into new forms of political. radicalism. (.25) 
. . .. 

Added to this possibility it has also been s.uggested that 

automation may effectively precipitate the downgra~ng of a 

great deal of m~agement and staff work with quite novel 
... . -- . . . 

implications for the nature of social stratification. It has 

been s.uzgested that there will em~rge a 'white collar proletariat' 

barred by the limits of their education to ~igher administrative 

positions which will entail a functional knowl~dge of computers 
. . . . .. 

and their operation. The implications of such a process would be 
. . 

far reaching; eve~ greater pressure would be exerted upon and more 
.. . .. . . 

pres~ige attached to those _agencies which were seen to promote 

social mobility. 
. . . . 

Some of the consequences of computer systems on m~agement 

have been predicted upon some assessment of their effects on two 

main areas; ( 1) in their impact on decision-mak~ng and on 

infor.mation processing generally and (2) on the division of labour 

in ~agement and administration. We shall discuss these in turn. 

Automation, decision-.making and information processing · 

Developments within cybernetics - literally the science of 

control - have made rational decision-mak~ng strategies available 

to the manager especially in those areas where a ~igh degree of 

uncertainty existed and where hunches rather than reason were at 

the root of most decisions. It is the implications of computerised 
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decision-mak~ng which is at the root of ~ great deal of 

speculation concerning the changing structure of management. 

A report which deals in a reasoned way with these developments 
. . . . . 

and casts some light on the sociology of ma.Il:agement change ~s 

Herbert Simon's "The New Science of Ma.r1:agement Decision". (26) 

In this book Simon: gives an account of the many new techniques 

available to management especially decision tak~ng ·techniques. 

It appears that computers can handle 'pz:ogrammed decisions' 
. .. . . 

in a revolutionary way i .·e. all those decisions which are based 

on formally defined rules or precedent and the implimentation of 

which is entirely mechanical; they can also introduce a great 

deal of control and predictability into formerly 'non-programmed 

decisions' i.e. hunches and intuitions. In this way a great 

deal of man:agement forecasti_ng and preplanni_ng can be subject 
. .. 

to rational control. To summarise what is a very complex 

argument Simon s_uggests that these technological changes will 
. . . . 

have three main consequences for the structure of management. 

one n:egative, two positive. 

On the negative side the basic hierarchical structure of 

industrial administration will remain intact although the 

relationship between the parts of the ~rga.nisation may become 
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more explicit. (Simon sees the ~rganisation as hav~ng parts. 
. - . . . 

In the "bottom. layer" there are the basic work processes ~.g. 
. . . . . 

manuf'acturing. In the "middle layer" there are the pz:ogra.mmed 
.. . 

decision-making processes whic~ govern the day to day operation 

of the firm. On the "top layer" there are the non programmed 

decision-mak~ng processes. On this level policy decisions are 

taken.) The reason he adduces for this assertion is rather 

unfamiliar. Far from claiming with the classical school of 

organisational theorists that the principles of hierarchy are 

the most efficient to apply in the design of industrial structures, 
. . . . . ·- . .. .. . . 

he ~~gests that, 'Hierarchy is the adaptive form for finite 

intelligence to assume in the face of complexity. '· 
-- . . . .. 

We shall have cause to question this assumption later in 

this study but to briefly anticipate, one of the most important 

findings in industrial sociology over the last few years is that 

hierarchy may not be the most efficient form of organisation. 
. .. . 

Some firms, especially those who operate on the frontier~ of 

innovation would seem to be best served by an 'organic ~agement 

structure - one in which roles are not hierarchically ~rganised 

or explicitly related to one another. (27) 

To say that the principles of hierarchy will still apply 

~s not to·say that organisations will not change. Simon selects 
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out two main areas for consideration - changes in centralisation 

or decentralisation and changes in the authority and responsibility 

of m~agers themselves. He sees automation as having important 

implications for both these dimensions of ~rgari.isational 

function~ng. ~lith respect to the first problem his thesis is 

that the automation of important part·s of business data process~ng 

will 'radically alter the balance of advan~age between centralisation 

and decentralisation' (i.e. of decision~ak~ng functions and thus of 

power.) 

Two technological facts of information techno~ogy provide 

the framework within which management re~rganisation must take 

place and both favour centralisation. The first stems from the 

opportunity automation offers for plann~ng ·the work of the 
-· . . . ' . . . -

organisation as a whole - integrating into a more complex planni.ng 
. .. . . . . . 

process the various plans of separate departments. The 

exploitation of this possibility would seem to favour a central 

system of ma~agement control which will remove some of the 

decision making functions of 'middle management'. (This. group 
. . 

would include department heads up to an including factory ~agers.) 

The second techno~ogical fact 'push~ng in the direction of 
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centralisation' is the speed at which data can be processed and 

decisions taken. For the successful exploitation of this potential 

the organisation and its work processes must _again be seen as a 

system and the computer p~ogrammed·on this basis. Once this is 

done there is little roam for spontaneous modification of plans 
. ·-. . - . . . 

by overzealous m~agers keen to ensure departmental autonomy. 
. ". .. 

Thus the possibility of individual discretion is seve~ely curtailed 

by centralisation. The cha:nges which shall take place in the 

manager's authority and responsibility are implied in what has. 

been said. Simon writes of these changes: 

"If a coupZ..e of terms are dssired to characterise the 
direction of change we may e:x:pect in the maiz.agers job, 
I wouZd propose ·rationaZisation and impersonaZisation. 
In tezoms of subjective feeZ the manager wiZZ find himseZf 
deaZing more than in the past with ·a weZZ structured 
sys'bem whose probZems ha:l)e to be diagnosed and corrected 
objectiveZy and anaZyticaZZy, and tess with unpredietabZe 
and sometime recaZaitrant peopZe who have to be persuaded, 
prodded, rewarded and aajo Zed. For some managers 
important satisfactions deriving in the past /rom 
interpersonaZ reZations with others wiU be Zost. For 
other managers, important satisfactions from a feeZing 
of the adequacy of professionaZ skiZZs wiZZ be g4ine"d." (28) 

Thus in the future a premium will be placed upon technical 
. . . . 

rather than social skills in management yet Simon is of the . . . . . 

opinion that work experiences will be mo~e ~ntri~sically . . . . . . 

satisfying - 'less frustrating and more wholesome' - for "Man 
. -- .. . . . 

does not generally work well with his fellow men in relations 
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saturated with authority and dependence, with control and 

subordination, even th~ugh these have been the predominant 

human relations in the past." (p.49) Automation obviates 

the need for control mechanisms or relationships of this 

nature. Little can be said .against Simon other than that his 

predictions depend upon the rational use of these modern methods 

in ~agement and since this cannot be guaranteed it is not 
. .. .. 

certain that the ch~ges he predicts will occur. The value 

of his pook, however, lies in its exposition of the potentialities 

of automation. 

Automation and the division of management labour 

The rationalisation of m~agement has its counterpart in 

the rationalisation of clerical work generally. Much of clerical 

work is merely of a routine nature- processing information,.filing, 

follow~ng well-worked out procedures. This type of work can be 

easily transferred to a computer with obvious consequences for 
. . . . . . 

the clerical labour force especially the status of clerical work. 

C. W~ight Mills has pointed out that a great deal of clerical 
. . .. - ·-

procedure has been mechanised and that with the absolute growth 
.• 

in the size of office units more and more aspects of office work 
'' . . 

are coming to bear the same characteristics of factory work. (29) 

Office mechanisation has fUrther eroded two aspects of the whit~ 

('. 
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collar work situation - its security and the extent of promotion . . .. .. 

opportunities - two features which in the past separated the white 

collar worker from the proletarian. 

In this process, not to be exclusively explained by mechanisation 
. . 

alone, the social status of clerical work is bei_ng re-evaluated with . . 

adverse consequences. It is in the context of these changes that 

~rgum.ents about the emergence of a 'white collar proletariat:') 

become particularly significant. However, as I shall show in the 

nexi;; chapter computers are not, as yet, having such far reach~ng 

consequences and, since at this level clerical positions are 

taken in the main by yo~g women, the consequences of these 

ch~es, affecting as they do career lines and individual 

aspiration, may not be quite so dramatic as some writers have 

assumed. Women clerical workers apparently do not have such a 

~igh level of commitment to career lines which, if frustrated, 

might lead to newer kinds of radicalism e.g. trades unionism on 

the part of clerks. (30) 

A more important change 1n the office division of labour must 

now be mentioned for this one portends to have far reach~ng 

consequences for the social system at large. Leavitt and Whisler 

predict that automation will tend to decrease the important of 

traditional 'middle m~agement' - a view we have already met with 
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from other quarters - creating ~ greater demand for staff 
. . . 

p~ogrammers, research analysts computer specialists and the like. 

(31) 

A similar view has been put foreward by two ~hglish researchers -

Enid Mumford and Tow Ward. ( 32): Not o.r...ly do they attempt to . . . . . . 

describe the pattern of change in the office division of labour 

but they attempt to describe how these ch~ges will affect the 

distribution of power in the ~rganisation. They write: 
.. . ' . . 

"One consequence (of integrated data processing) is a 
f7Attening out of the h{,el'al'chy pyramid nOIJ typiaal of 
most management o~ganisation and whiah is large~y a 
conseque.nce of the traditiona~ pattern of information 
f~OIJ. The number of top management are ~ikely_to 
increase whi ~ the e Umination or reduced size of departments 
~ess need for midd~ supervisory management." ( 33) 

The implications for the structure of power within the 

organisation is such that "It is now possible for a small elite 
. . .. 

of senior ~agers, supplied with the necessary info~tion by the· 

computer, to be responsible for most major decision-making." (p.-8) 
. . 

Furthermore, since the computeris-ation of mar~:agement will have 

necessarily redefined organisational functions a great deal of power 
. . 

will have been transferred to new: groups of technical experts. 
. . 

Such a situation has serious sociological implications bes.ides 

those relating to the potential chaos which could ensue were these . . . . . 

groups to withdraw their labour. Mumford and Ward suggest that 
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these groups are "irresponsible" and identified with computer 
. . .. . 

technology rather than with the aims of business. Their loyalty 
.. .. .. '' .. 

to the firm is therefore in some doubt. 

These developments in electronic data process~ng herald, 

therefore, the eiD:egence of a new kind of salaried employee who is 

indifferent to the ~rganisation save for his instrumental 

involvements yet who has ~ great deal of effective power. 
. .. . . . . . . . 

~agement would seem, therefore, to require in the forseeable 
. . . . . 

future a staff of professional experts upon whom considerable 
. .. . . 

pow~r and responsibility will be attached rather than . general 

managers without specific technical skills. 
. . . For Britain, at 

least, this will ent~~1. fundamental changes in the selection and 

train~ng of managers. 
. . 

Upon such hypothetical changes on the internal structure of 

~rganisations -.predicted as they are on the knowncapacity of 

cqmputers - much wi~e~ claims are ma~e about the effects 

automation is likely to have on the society at l~ge. We have 

alreaQy mentioned some of these claims. It is important, 
. . 

therefore, that we be clear on the ways in which such claims can 

be evaluated. Once _again there are broadly two sets of factors 

to be taken into account - the empirical and the theoretical. 
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On the empirical level much more needs to be known about the 
.. . .. 

number of electronic data processing installation; also much more 

needs to be known of the ways in which these installations are 

being used. To anticipate our argument in the next chapter it 

is clear that ~n Britain at least computers are not being us.ed to 

their fUll potential. This must lead us to the conclusion that 

the cybercultural revolution with all it entails for rational 

decision~ak~ng, the disappearance of middle management is far 

from being with us. 

In fact, however, this empirical point is not the most 

important fo~. on the assumption that the momentum of technical 
. . . . . 

change in the office is likely to be maintained then it is 

almost certain that in the future computers etc will be used to 

their fUll potential. 

The most important contribution which can be made to the 

understanding of the social consequences of automation must 

be on a theoretical level. This is not to say that empirical 

considerations are not important; clearly the level, span and 

penetration of these systems in offices will be just as 

significant a measuring rod as it is for factories and unless 

they are taken into account we are likely to be presented with 

a distorted picture of the extent of office automation. 
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Consider, however;· ·the supposed relationship between 
. . --

frustration, political r~dicalism and blocked opportunities for 

upward social mobility. Although Hopper's account of this 
. . 

relationship is creditable it is still nontheless lop-sided. 
. -- . . 

He has assumed that techno~ogy will impose its own logic on 
.. . ·- . . 

the structure of social .systems; he has failed to discuss as 

systematically as he might the extent to which social systems 

will modi~ and control such technical change. Were it true 

that social mobility, defined as .occupational mobility, will 
. .. . .. . 

inevitablY·become restricted then there are at least two 

further modes of adaptation other than that s:U:ggested by 

Hopper. Firstly their may be a redefinition of personal 
.. .. . . 

mobility goals; the prize jobs may be perceived as being so 

far out of one's reach that it is not worth fretti_ng about them. 

Or, in a similar manner there may be a tendency to 

diss~cia~e .. social mobility from occupational m~bili~y and 

one's social status will come to depend less upon work than 
. . .. 

upon some other feature of one's life. In any case, most 

social mobility takes place between ranks which are relatively 

close to one another, the 1 height of social mobility 1 bei_ng 

relatively 'low' in modern western societies. (34, 35) 

What is far more important than 'height ' is the amount 
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of mobility which takes place; Hopper has not taken this into 
.. . . 

account. What these points, limited though they are, ~uggest 

it is that the relationship between technical ch~ge and, in 

this case, social mob~lity has not been clearly worked out. . . 

One of the. reasons why this may be the case is th~t there is 

still a tendency to assume a position of techno~ogical determinism 
. --- . 

and to ·underemphasise the extent to wlich technical change will be 
. . . . . 

'controlled'; in short, attendency to underemphasise the 

institutional matrix of technical ch~ge. 

Even at the level of the organisation itself these difficUlties 

become apparent. Just because computers can modifY and improve 
. .. . 

upon decision~aking processes it does not logically follow that 

they will be used in this way. Just because new groups will 
. . . . 

em~rge in the office divisi~n of lab~ur ~ groups of technical 

experts oriented more to their machinery than to the goals of 

the enterprise - it does not necessarily follow that effective 

power will be freely given over to this 'irresponsibl~ group'. 
.. . . 

This same mistake of assum~ng that technology carries with it 

its o'Wn pattern of social ~rganisation, is being made even at 

this lower level where the possibility of '~rganisational choice' 

should be clearly rec.ognised. 
. . 
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These brief points serve to re-emphasise what is an underlying 

theme of this study, namely, the need to have adequate models of 

the relationship between technical and social changes which 

explicitly rec.ognise that although techno~ogy can be an important 

agent of change, the ch~ges which do take place are not to be 

explained exclusively as the outcome of technical change. One 

must rec_ognise that the 1 social 1 has a d:egree of autonomy; that 

social factors c~ mo~if,y the direction of change that would seem 

to be ~plied in a technology. 
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Section Five 

Automation, work and the soci~l system 

The third and final area in which sociologists expect 

automation to produce significant cha:nges is in the nature of 

work itself. As Crozier and Friedmann have put it; "The 

impact of fl,Utomation is most striking at first s_ight in the 

profound changes which it works in the position of the man on 

the job and in the actual, nature of his work." (36) 

Once _again there is a double reference; automation changes 

the nature of work and work tasks and in so doi_ng begins to 

ch~e other important aspects of the social system. In the 

next chapter we shall be more concerned with the effects of 

automation on jobs and the organisational context of work. 
. . 

In this section, we can briefly mention some of the changes 
. . . . 

which are expected in the society at large as a consequence 

of the cha:nges which have taken place at the level of work. 

In modern society social status is derived primarily from 

the status attached to a man's work. No less important, 

probably even more so, the values which we attacht· to work and 

the virtues of work are an integral part of the value system of 

modern societies. Given changes in the nature of work and 

also in the meaning which work has as a central component in 
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man's existence and in his experience o£ himsel£ it is clear that 

a trans£ormation in work is a major aspect o£ a much·more 

comprehensive transformation of society itself. 
.. .. 

The importance of this view is nowhere more fully established 

if we think of.the classical authors both in.economics and in 

sociology. Adam Smith saw cha:nges in work primarily occuri_ng 
.. . 

in consequence of the extensive division of labour. With Emile 

Durkheim ch~ges in the division of labour had important 
. . . . 

consequences for the in~egration of social systems. Occupational 

specialisation he noticed served to exaccerbate the 'destructuration' 

of the moral order. The situation was paradoxical since by 

alienating men from one another on the nor.mative level, the 

division of labour in a modern economy monetheless ensured that 
. . 

men were more dependent upon one another on the economic level. 

Durkheim's pessimistic and conservative account of amonie; 

is complemented with suggestions as Heilbroner has put it 'to 

flesh out work with meaning' so that the worker will see his 

specialised task as part of a much mo~e comprehensive whole. (37) 

It is only thr~ugh work that the individual can be reintegrated 

within th~ group and it is only through the development of a 
. . . . 

strong sense of occupational soldarity that mo4ern societies can 

hope to overcome the cancer of amonie. 
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~arx's analysis of the nature of work under capitalism and, 
. . . 

in his earlier work his account of the nature of work and human 

development is pr?bably the most comprehensive account to date 
. . . . 

of the importance of work as a major aspect of the life of the 
.. .. . ,. . 

society generally. His account of alienation - the inexorable 

processes whereby the worker, loses both his sense of identity 

and the feel of his work - is complemented with a self actualising 

theme which underlies in part Marx's view that the proletariat 

will rise up to thraw off the chains of capitalism. 

Whatever the type of theoretical system in question work 

has always been thought of as an int.egral part of the social 

system. In modern sociology this concern with the nature and 

experience of work has taken a new turn. We tend now not to 

generalise about work as such but to make detailed empirical 

studies about different occupations. (38) 

Unfortunately studies of this type which deal with the 

nature of occupations under automation are noticeable by their 

absence. And,_ given that automation is not an ho~ogenous 

development it becomes difficult to fully realise the. extent . . . 

of change in the nature of work roles which it most certainly 

will br~ng about. Nonetheless certain things can be, and 

have been said, and these can be grouped under tvo main headings 
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(a) changes in the nature of work and the experience of work, 

and (b) ch~ges in the ideology of work. Ch~ges on both levels 

are seen as having important wider implications. 

Crozier and Friedmann s"ll:ggest that "Like all important 

technical changes automation results first in the transformation 

of the correspond~ng human tasks and the qualifications required . . . 

for these tasks ••• " ( 39) • Despite the r~ge of variation in the 

performance capabilities of automated machinery there is a common 

feature - the progressive replacement of human skills, both 

physical and social and intellectual, from the productive process. 

In certain industries this means in practice that work becomes 

'~ighter' - less materials handling- but labou~ gains in this 

respect would seem to be offset in other industries where the 

drudge of physical work is replaced by the intensely monotonous 
.. .. 

concentration in dial watching. ( 4o) Despite such variation 

Daniel Bell has maintained that "Just as fac:tory work impressed 

its rhythm on society, so the rhythms of automation wiZZ give a 

new c:ha.rac:ter to work Zi ving and Zeisure ". ( 41) 

H~ goes on to explain that 
. . 

"Automation wiZZ c:hCZ!Lge the basic: composition- of the. 
Zabour forc:e, creating a new saZariat (his emphasis W.W.) 
instead of a proZet~at.as automated proGess~s reduc:e 
the nurriber of workers requi:rae d in prod:uc:tion. " ( p. 268) 
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~is conclusi~n f~llows inevi~ably fr~ one ~f his initial 

assumptions that: " ••• the vast deveLopments of automatic oontrol,s 

and of continuous fl,ow creates the possibiLity of el,iminati~g the 

workers from production compLeteLy." 

However, for those still in employment there will be 

~xtensive ch~ges in the organisation of work. The need alweys 

to ensure the continuous operation of the plant could conceivably 

result in a re~rganisation of life rhythms primarily because of 

shift work with all its attendant social, psycho~6gical· and sexual 
.. . . . .. . . 

problems. Moreover, "For the individual, worker automation may 

bring a new conaept of seLf." He will have lost the 'feel' of 

work - the e~erience of the conscious modification of things. . . . . . . 

Under automation control of work is shattered there being instead 

the 'endless concentration' and 'mental tension' o-f dial watching. 

Bell does not see the implications of these ch~ges as 

entirely negative: 

'~et there is a gain for the worker in these new processes. 
Automation requir~s workers who can think of the pLant as 
a whol,e. If there is Less craft~ Less speaial,isation~ 
there is the need to know·more than one job~ to Link boiLer 
and turbine~ to know the press and the borer and to reLate 
their jobs to each other." (p. 270) 

For Bell, however, what is probably the most important change 
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is in one of the core 'technologies' of earlier industrialism-

work measurement. This now becomes redundant for under automation 

the worker's work can no longer be measured by his productivity 

for the latter is entirely dependent on the machine. 

In an interesting last section Bell raises a question which 

he does not answer. What will happen to the protestant conception 

of work i.e. that work is in itself endowed with virtue, "when not 

only the worker but work itself is displaced by the machine?" 

What is being implied here is that automations impact on work and 

society is to understood not merely in its consequences for the 

instrumental aspect of work, but through them in its consequences 

for the ideology of work. 

This theme that there ~s a basic disjunction between the 

nature of work and the ideo~ogy of work in a modern society is 

quite common. Berger has commented on the fact that withyet 
. . -- .. .. .. 

fUrther intensifications in the division of labour and with the 

. further emptying of work of any meaning, there still 'persists 

an ideology of work that continues to present the .idividual with 
. . . . 

the expectation that he·find work mean~ngful and that he find 

satisfaction in it.(42) This ideology he claims is ~nstitutionalised 

in the educational system (see for instance vocational counselling) 
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~n the media ef mass communication and last but not.least, in 

the various .occupational and professional organisations.' (.43) 
. . . . 

Ch~ge in the ideology of work is directly related to change ~n 

the distributive mechanism of capitalist societies. If we 

cannot equate reward and success with the virtues of di~igence 
. -· ·-

and hard work then with what are we to equate it with? We have 

already in the first section of this chapter illustrateA some of 

the thinking about this aspect of our problem. 

Less precisely defined than the other two levels of analysis 

of automation which we have already discussed it is still 

nevertheless true that observ~ng what changes which.occur ~n the 

nature of werk will tell us a great deal about the types of 

changes.which we can expect in the society as a whole~ An account 

of automation from this point of view. suffers from the paucity of 

available empirical material. Moreover in the discussions of 

the issues Which are at hand e.g. that by Daniel Bell or Bernard 

Karsh (44) there is not sufficient attention paid to the different 

types of automation. This leads to rather loese generalisation 

which cannot be accepted as legitimate comment on the socio~ogy 

of automation. In the next chapter some of the av.ail"able studies 

are discussed an attempt is made to assess how far these studies 

refute or confirm some of the ~igher level think~ng and 
.. . . . . 

generalisation which is Illlide about the·. effects of automation on 

the nature of work. 
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Conclusions 

A central theme of this chapter has been the insistance 

that what is now required if we are to understand the socio~ogical 
. .. . " --

problems of automation properly is a theoretical model which can 

relate types of technical ch~ge to ch~nge in the structure of 

social systeJ!lS. The lack of such a model underlies the current 

confusion and laqk of precision which characterised the literature 

on this topic. 

One of the main reasons why such a model has not. been.available 

has been that neither economics nor socio~ogy in the course of 

their development ~ave paid much attention to each other. At 

the same time the need. to relate economic change and social change 

has always been a press~ng one. Because of this theoretical 

failure the knowledge vacuum has come to be filled with ~ great 

many views on automation, some of a fatally pessimistic nature 

and some entirely optimistic; unfortunately some of these views 

have come to stultifY sociolical think~ng on these matters. 

Within the socio~ogical literature on the subject there is no 

clear picture of what are the precise problems associated with . .. . .. .. 

automation. Problems are seen at three levels .of complexity -

on the society and culture, on the structure of industrial 

~rganisations and in the nature of work. That automation has 
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important implications for each of these 'areas' is someth~ng 

which we would not.deny. What ~s at issue is the w~ in which 

these three 'areas' have been examined. Not only·is it the case 

that much of the socio~ogical work suffers on a theoretical level 

but it also has empirical or substantive deficiencies. Most of 

the writers discussed above have failed completely in grasp~ng 

the actual complexity of the problems of measurement. On the 

theoretical level the main difficulty lies in too.ready an 

acceptance of technological determinism with the corrollary that 

adaptive facilities of the social system itself·were underemphasised. 
,. .. . .. ... .. . 

This criticism applies to all three levels of analysis. 
.. .. .. . 

What now seems to be required is a model which relates .. . .. 

technical change to the experience of the group most directly 
. .. . . 

affected by the change. Given that we. can identify thes~ groups, 
.. .. .. .. . 

their major values. and the extent .of their power, we might. be 
. . . . . . .. . .. 

able to predict how they may react to change. Furthermore we 

must recognise that technical change can be modified, held up, 

accelerated or whatever by the.actions of men. We must avoid 

therefore too ~igid an adherence to techno~ogical determinism. 
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III 

THE SOCIOLOGY OF AUTOMATION 

Section One 

Aims and Discussion Framework 

In the last chapter some theories of the social consequences 
.. .. . . . .. ' 

of automation were discussed. The general conclusion was that the 

sociological problems of automation were yet to be clearly stated. 

In part, the reason for the persistence-of this situation must be, 

as Schultz and Weber have pointed out, that there is a paucity 

of 'structured sociological research' _against which some of the 

more general accounts can be evaluated. (1) 

This chapter is directed at research of this nature and it 

pursues three principal aims. Firstly, to set out the findings 
.. .. . " 

of socio~ogical case studies of automation in a systematic way. 
. . . 

Secondly, it attempts to examine what limitations there are to 

these studies. Finally, its aim is to see how far the fin~ngs 

of these studies lend confirmation to some of the more general 

theories of automation discussed in the last chapter. 

Over the last few years quite a considerable number of 

studies which full into the category of 'structured research' have 

appeared although not all of it has been specifically sociological 
. . 

research. William Faunce has pointed out, for example that: 
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"To the e:x:tent that soCYiaZ saientists ha»e become concerned 
with the probZem (automation) at aZZ~ their attention has 
been Jjoaused primariZy upon the possibiLity of techno~ogicaZ 
dispLacement of workers and its attendant probZems. The 
questions of individual, and organisational, adjustments to the 
changes in production techniques has received much Zess 
attention." (.2) 

Despite this the situation is ch~ging; there is a renewed 

interest in the socio~~gical consequences of technical c~an~e 

alth~ugh there is little concensus on the most appro~riate ways 

in which to approach t~is problem. One consequence of this is 

that the significance of the findings of ~ growing number of case 

studies is not entirely clear. Furthermore, since this. grow~ng 

research effort is not systema~ically coordinated around a 

determina~e r~ge ~f key problems ~he importanc~ of which emerges 

naturally from a common theo~etical framework, it is difficult to 

regard o~ growing knowl~dge as being in any sense cumulative. 

In the l:ight of this it is ~reposed in. this chapter to set out and 

discuss the find~ngs of important case 'studies und.er the head~ngs 

of the three ~in type~ of automation which were discussed in 

chapter one; these were (a) process technology (b) automatic 

handl~ng devices and machine tools (c) c~mputers in offices. 



Section TWo 

Process Technology 

There· are several reasons· why it ~s appropriate to· be.gin 

with a discussion of'process technol:ogy. W. H. Scott has pointed . .. . . .. 

out that although the concern with the problems' presented by . -. 

process technoi:ogy seems to·be declining in the "face b"f a much 
·- .. -

greater interest in the implicatio~s of various forms of computer 
-- .. .. .. 

technol:ogy it was process technol:ogy which first captured the· 
.. .. " .. 

public ~gination during the 1950's. ·( 3-) It was in this 

period, that the . scene was set for subsequent di·sctission of 
-· .. -· . .. 

automation. In the· public imagination, proces·s technol:ogy has 

c·ome to exam.plify' all that· is entailed in the idea of automation. 
. . ' .. -- .. . ". . 

Thus· when one finds far reaching social and-industrial changes 
. . . 

being p~oclaimed for automation it is more than likely that it 

is from the experience of process techho~ogy that such claims 

are be~ng made. 

Joan Woodward and'her team. of-researchers in South-East 

Essex have suggested that ·manufacturing methods in ·an industry-
.. . - . . . . . .. 

can be seen·as pass~hg through three stages of technical advance:-
. " . .. 

from small batch and 'one-off' or unit production thr~ugh to 

l~ge batch or 'mass· production' thr~ugh finally to continuous 
. . .. 

flow or process production. (4) Similarly, in a recent study 
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of alienation in modern industry Robert Blauner has claimed that 

process technology is the latest stage in the technical evolution . . . .. . 

of manufacturi,ng employing the latest control devices which modern 

electronics have developed.(5) In short, process techno~ogy 

represents the spearhead of technical evolution in manufactur~ng 
. --

methods and it is for this reason that process plants have 

attracted a great deal of interest in recent years. 

There is, however, a curious ambivalence ~n our attitudes to 

this type of automation, an ambivalence which is reflected in the 

wider literature about automation. There is first of all the 

obvious tendency as we have just noted to con~eive of process 

technology at the forefront of the techno~ogical revolution. 

Associated with this is the suggestion that not only is process 
. . . 

technology progressive in a purely technical sense but also in a 

social or human sense. Adam Abbruzzie has written of 'new 

horizons of labour dignity' as more and more sections of i;ndusti'y 

come to resemble and embody the operating conditions found in 

process plants. Similarly, in his essay, 'Work and Its Discontents' 

Daniell Bell.writes of workers attaining a new conception of the 
.. . . . ,. - . 

self - a new conception of th~ir relationship with work and with 

society generally. (6) Final)..y, though by no means . exhausting 
. ... . . . . 

the list of possible references, Blauner has ~gued that under 
.. . .. . . . .. .. 

process technology there is a shift away from a commodity concept 
. . .. .. . . . .. 

of employment to a welfare concept. Because of the challenging 
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nature of work, a :p.ew found responsibili~y, a ~igh .degree of j~b 

security, ~n s~ort, ?ecause of a non alienated work envir~~en~, 

workers come to anticipate spending their whole working lives .· .. -·. . .. . ·-- . .. . . . . . 

with the same ~rganisation. 
·' I . . .... 

Similarly, for z:easons .which are 

both human and strategic·management in these circumstances .tends 

to look a~er ~he we~fare of the employee~ In this situation 

worker-J:ila.Il:agment relations are entirely harmonious. .(7) 
. ·- . ,. . 

However, i~ is n~~ to be supposed ~hat the quali~y of 

human relations in process ~lan~s is to be explai~ed entirely by 

~he exis~ence of highly ~rai.ned, pr~gressive mBll;agemen~s for 

process ~echn~~ogy itse1f.seems t~ call fo~h ~hese qualities~ 

Man:agement can afford ~~ be magnanimous for produc~ivi~y n~ 

longer depends upon the worker but upon the machine and is, 
. .. . . 

th~refore, usually ~igh. In these circumstances, a Blauner 

~gues, there is. a pr~mium placed upon J:ila.Il:~ement to employ 

responsible employees rather than merely skilled men for a 

responsible workforce (i.e. one which can diligently and without 

supervision ensure the continuo~.operation of extremely· complex 
. . . . .. . . . . . 

mac~inery) is a~solutely essential in this kind of plant. In 

~ircumstances such as this it is not hard to understand the· 

supposed trans~tion from a commodity concept of labour to a 

welfare concept of labour. 

• 
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We shall discuss Blauner's work iD: greater detail in a 

moment our purpose so far hav~ng been merely to illustrate one 

set of ~rguments which are applied to process technology. 

Writers at the opposite pole tend to stress the severity of the 

employment consequences of process techno~ogy pointing to the 
. .. 

great. gains made in labour saving with this type of automation. 
. -· .. . . 

Th~ gains made for labour dignity, or alienation, or whatever 
. .. . . . . 

are completely offset by the absolute decrease in employment 

opportunities which process technology produces. (8) One can, 

of course, quite easily provide evidence on the level of 

emplqymen~ in process plants which would sensibly· support these 

views. At the s~ time, ·however, it must not be forgotten 

that the industrial sectors which can utilise process control 

are few in number i.e. those industries having a flow technology 
-· .. -· 

often deal~ng with. liquids or, for example, electricity generation, 

which is particularly suitable for the introduction of automated 

techniques. Given this it is unlikely that the proportion of 

the labour force affected in any ~ by process technology will· 

exceed more than 8.per cent of the total. (9) 

To appreciate the significance of these arguments which on 

the whole would s~gest that process techno~ogy is a welcome 

development, it is important to appreciate what features -
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structural and behavioural -·Of industry this technol:ogy is likely 

to moqify. This is particularly important since one's evaluation 
. -- .. 

of the past will temper one's evaluation of the present. 

The Context of the Debate 

One of the cons~antly recurring lines of criticism directed 

against the industrial structure of Capitalism both in the 
.. . .. . .. 

nineteenth and twentieth. centuries concerns the w~ in which the 

worker has been systematically and inexorably deprived on the 

fruits of his labour, both in a qu~titative.econo~ic sense and 

in a qualitative experential sense. The former is economic 

exploitation the latter alienation. (10) From Marx to Ge~rge 

Friedmann it has b~en a commonly held belief that the mechanism 

principally involved in this dehumanising process has been the 

extensive div:j.sion of .labow .• 

Bell has s~gested that specaisation is one of three of 

the most i:inportant !'technologies" of Capitalism, the other two 

be~ng the princ~ples of measurement and hierarchy. (ll) Given 
.. . .. 

an extensive divisiop. of labour it is possible, Bell S_"U;S;gests, 

to measur~ meticulous~ every work operation. and to·transfer the 

control of work - an imp0rtant factor in work satisfaction - from 

the worker .h~self to an appointed ~agement functionary. 
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Alain Tourraine, a_French .socio~ogist, has summed up this 

process as a movement from the 'craft system ofwork' to the 

'technical system' of work. In the former .the essential 

productive unit is the worker, in the latter it is the factory. 
. . . 

(12) The process of specialisation results in a diminuition of 

skill le~els but probably more important than this, at least for 

the critics of industria.;Lism, a loss of responsibility on the part 

of the worker. The end product of all this is that work is no 

~O.nger intrinsically satisfying in its ow.n.right; that it is 

sought after for reasons which are predominently·instrumental. 

Dub_in has_ s_~gested that work is no l~nger a central life interst 

for a great number of industrial workers. (13) 

Within this context social.scientists have assumed that 

workers.act in one of two w~s there be~ng little _agreement on 

which i~ the most likely response. Either the worker seekS to 

re-es~al?lish his ~ccup~tional_ ~utonomy _by vari~us 's~ra~_egies . ~f 

independence' (14) or.else his expec~ations f~r a sa~isfy~ng 

work -experience are displaced onto .new. expectations of his l_ife 

within the home. Durand has written for example that: 
. . . .. 

'In the phase of the doumgrading of skiz:Led work, the 
craft 's work is broken doum into. fragm?nt<i:Py and 
repetitive tasks, of ~hich that of.the semi-skiLLed 
worker is typicaL. Conf"I'9nted with this fragmentation 
of work, the worker's response is to maintain his 
occupationaL autonomy '. ( 15) 
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and that in the face of a·. scientific work ~rganisation the 

production line worker, a man whose work role exemplifies all 

the dehumanising characteristics of industrialism, is '~n~aged in 

sureptitious battle .against pace'. The so-called 'strategies 

of independence' - strikes, absenteeism, restriction·of output, 
.. .. . .. 

'buck~ng the line' , . 'gold brick~ng' ·-work to rule, in short, the 
.. . . 

whole r~ge of labour action-are seen in this analysis as an 

attempt to regain work, to recreate a work environment in which 

work becomes a 'self.actualising experience'. (16) 
. . . . . 

Peter Berger, on the other hand, has argued that the worker 

has reacted by retreating into the home and by devalu~ng the 

importance of work as an aspect .of his total experience •. He 

refers to this 't!ype of adaptation as 'privatism' and _ s_U;€;gests 
-- -. . .. 

that it is to be explained because of the-persistence of an 
. . . .. . . . . 

outmoded, Protestant work ideology which stresses that man 
. .. . . . . .. .. 

~ught to fulfill himself in work where this is plainly no l~nger 
.. . . 

possible~ (.17) Privatism is one wa:y of reconcili.ng these 

contradictory pressures. 

It is not my intention at this point to discuss the· relative 
.. . . . . .. .. 

merits of either analysis for this is an extremely·complex.sub-
.. . 

topic in its own.right. MY purpose has been to illustrate 

briefly the kind of situation which automation - and especially 
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process automation - is expected. to change and to s.1.1:ggest the 
. .. . .. .. 

evaluat.ive backclo~h .agains~ which·pr'?cess.~echnol:qgy ~s.being 

regarded with so much enthusiasm. It has been necessary to do . . . . -

this for the situation now is that most s~udents-expect .automation 
-- . . . . . . 

to reverse those dehumanis~ng tendencies in industry which once 

seemed so inevitable. Durand has writ ten: 

'~s the technical organisation of ~ork is further developed 
to the point of q.utomation, the reint_egration of ~ork_takes 
place." (p. 30) 

and that: 

"The technical concept of automated production processes 
is, indeed,· one of integrate'd groups of work processes.· 
The individual job is no longer isolated; it owes its 
ne?U s_ignificance to the part it pl,a;ys in a complex whole". (18) 

If the discussion so far Sl,lSgests that process automation seems 

to reverse certain consequences of assembly line production, 

·notably·the tendencies towards an eve~ greater-division of labour, 
.. .. .. . .. . . 

it should not be assumed that in this transformation the worker 

regains lost skills. This is quite obviously not the case; 
. . . .. 

rather he aquires a qUalitatively· new. skill.· Robert Blauner. 

has suggested that an essential component of this new skill is 

responsi~ility: -

"The development of T(IO,chine and asseroly Line techno"logies 
greatly reduced the number of traditional craft.skilis 

. necessax-y for manufacturing production; with the emerge~ce 
of automated continuous process techno~ogy, traditional 
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araft.skiZZ has been aompZeteZy eZiminated from the 
productive proaess • ••• In the pZaae of physiaaZ eff9rt 
and skiZZ in the traditionaZ~ rrrmua.Z sense~ the major 
job requirement for production workers in continuous 
proaess teahnoZogy is responsibiZity. As the Frenah 
sodioZogist AZain Touraine phrases it~ '~heir 
resporl.sibiZity defines their professionaZ skiZZ"'· (19) 

Certain skills do remain intact and these are usually the ones 

concerned with maintenance. 

The Evidence from Cas·e Studies: The Worker's Role 

Process technology then seems to be reversing both the 

tendency toward ~ greater division of labour and the tendency for 

the worker to loose all control over his work. · These observations 

are in the main substantiated by other case literature. Four 

studies are of particular value in the study of process automation. 

There is first of all the study we have quoted from by Blauner 

which is a study of alienation amongst factory workers. This 

study of-alienation amoij9t factory workers. ·This study seeks 

operationally to·define the concept of alienation and apply the 

analysis to a series of-different work environments. His thesis 

is that the degree of alienation experienced by the factory worker 

is. a function of the type of industry in which he works; that 

contrary to crude Marxian suppositions not all work environments 
. . .. ' 

produce the same degree of alienation. 



He analyses four work environments which for him illustrate 

the weys in which industrial production methods have ··progressed 

throughout the· industrial revolution. These are (.a)·printers 
. . . . 

(b) textile workers .(c) automobile workers and (d) chemical 

operators. Us~ng four dimensions of alienation - powerlessness, 

mean~nglessness~ isolation and self estrangement- all·of which 

are entailed in the Marxian notion of alienation and all of which 

are-experienced to some degree by most industrial workers, and 
' . 

relating these dimensions to different work enviranents, especi~ly· 
. . . -· . . . . . . . 

technological environments, Blauner postulates his thesis of the 

u-curve of alienation. 

Essentially this states that the.evolution of manufactur~ng 

methods in modern industry has served.to.accentuate and intensif.y 
. . . .. ' . . . . 

the ~egree of alienation.experienced by the industrial worker; 
• • • • ' I 

that alienation is at its peak with the assembly line workers in 
.. .. .. 

the automobile industry and hardly exists at all in the traditional 

craft industries of which printing is a fine example·.. With the 

chemical operator the situation changes for, as we have seen, 

a reiteg~ation of work takes place and alienation decreases. . . . . . 

Thus in Blauner's analysis process techno~ogy will decrease the 
. . . .. 

level and intensity of alienation experienced by the factory 
.. .. . . . . 

worker. Hence the so-called 'U-curve of alienation'. 
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A sec_op.d important .r:?t'L'!-dy in this context ~s that of Manp. and 

Hoffman, 'Automation and the Worker' which is a study of social 

change in power pJ.,a,nts contingent upon the introduc;:tion of 

~;~.utoma,tedequipm.ent to.~he pr~cess ~f electrici~y genera~ion~(20) 

An empirical study formally designated as 'an investigation of the 

social and psychological effects of a new form of technology, 

automation. ' This is a case study which cqmpares two power plants 

at different s~ages of techno~ogical complexity. Thorqughly 
. . . .. 

~mpirical in its orientation this study a~tempts not merely to 
.. ,. 

de~?cribe what ch~ges .occurre_d in the structural morphology of 

the power plant but to relate these changes to the attitudes and .. .. . 

perceptions of the workers involved. in these changes. Despite 
. . . . . 

a coiimJ.endable attempt to try to ·tr~at the organisation as a total 

social sy~tem ~his study succeeds only in provid~ng ~ great deal 

of v~ry useful empirical information. However the st'L'!-dy does 

not suffer too much for that since the authors themselves consider . . 

it an exploratory study. We shall have someth~ng to s~ later of 

the theoretica+ _assumptic;ms which the __ authors br~ng to their work, 
.. . .. .. . 

· name_ly, ~ human relatio:r;Ls framework ~f analysis, bu~ for ~he 

moment we shall be interested only in their principal empirical 
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A third study which is directly usefUl here is that .by 

Joan Woodward 'Industrial Organisation; Theory and .Practice.' •. 

'J;.'his is a study o.f Il).atlagement organisation in British industry 

based upon a sample of firms in South East Essex. (21) 
. . 

Initially concerned to find out 'whether the principles of . 

organisation laid down by an expand~ng body of management 

theory correlate with business success when put into practice'. 
. . . . . . . . . ·-

this study widened considerably into a much more comprehensive 

enquiry into what variables affected the structure of :ma.Il:agement. .. .. .. . .. .. 

The initial finding of the study was that few firms .. seem to adopt 

the kind of management ~rganisation which is prescribed by the 

classical organisational theorists and that in some cases a . .. . .. . .. . . 

rigid adherence to these rules would be positive damaging. It 

emerged later in the analysis of the data accumulated from a 

number of deta.iled cas.e studies that a decisive variable 

dete~~~ng the formal organisation of management was the level 

of techni<;:al complexity reached by the organisation in its 

productiqn met~ods. This study which is both empirical and 

analytical is of consiP,erable value in throwi_ng light on the 

prob~§ID.s '?f managemen~ organisation l.n p;rocess t!=.chnology. 

Finally, in th~ group of studies we shall be concerned with 

l.n this ess~ there is the study by Emergy and Marek ~eported in 
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Human Relations 1962 'Some Social-Technical Aspects of Automation'. 

(22) This·· is· a study currently be~ng carried out by ·the Tavistock 
. . . . . 

Institute of Human Relations of the social psychol:ogical problems 
. . . . . . 

which exist in an ~ighly· automated power plant installed in a large . ... . .. .. 

~rganisation.· · This ~s another example of process technol:ogy and 

information is. given on the ·problems of. the change from one set of 

operat~ng conditions to another and to the ways in which the new 

technology and its special operati.ng characteristics affected the 
.. -- .. " .. .. 

structure of the management system in the power plant. Part of 

the difficulty involved in regarding the findings of these studies 
.. . 

as contribut~ng to a cumulative body of knowledge about process 

automation stems from the limitations of the case study technique 

itself. As Emery and Marek have pointed out a case ·study in a 

particular plant tells only· of one possible·w~ in which the 
.. .. . . 

introduction of automation can affect the structure of ·an 

organisation and for this reason m~ not be readily generalisable. 
. . . -

(.23) However, even.accepting this limitation the studies·we 
. . . .. 

have briefly mentioned lend support to the view that process· 
. .. " . 

automation bri_ngs with it beneficial consequences and that workers 
-- . . . . . 

and managers ~hemselves "seein ~<:' derive a· grea~ deal c:'f satisfaction 

from their work under the special conditions· imposed by this 

technology. 
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In all of. these studies attempts are made with varying 

~egrees of success to relate technical changes to social and 

psychological ch~ges -in the operat~ng conditions of-process 

plants. As such these studies can be seen as attempts to 
-·--· ... 

illustrate and discuss some of the main variables which need 

to be taken into.account when we examine technical change. 

Process ·technology is modern; the successful exploitation 

of the latest methods of production often means that. completely 

new ·plant has to be set up. As Mann and Hoffman show one of 

the immediately appreciated aspects of automated process plants 
. . . . . . . . .. 

is their cleanliness, spaciousness and safety. (24) They also 
.. . 

SU;ggest that these physical characteristics of process plants 
.. -. 

contribute in part to the higher levels of work satisfaction 

found in them. 

By far the most important characteristic: .. of ·process plants~, 
. .. .. .. -- . . .. 

however, is the absolute reduction in operating personnel.which 
. -· . . .. 

is achieved in them. A consideration of this aspect reveals 

some of the most important characteristics of process techno~ogy. 
. .. . . . . . . . 

In their stu~ of the power plant Mann and Hoffman point out: 
.. .. . .. . .. .. 

"Visitors to Advanae (The automated plant - W. W.) were 
impressed by the Large amount of gigantia~ e~ensive 
machinery and the -few men appa:t'~tZy responsible for its 
operation. (p.52) 
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and go on to s~ that' ••• the personal requirements of the new 
. - . - . ~ . . . . . . . . -

pl~t, relative to its P!Oduc~ion cap~city_, were a l:j.. ~tle less 

~hen half what ~hey were in ~he ~lder pi:an~s • ' . (.25) ( :p ~ 52) 

Blauner suggests on the basis of _comparative employment data 

that the low level of employment in process plants is ~ e;en_eral 

feature of process technology poir_J.ting out that "~espite the size 

of the major companies, individual plants do not employ as many 
. . . . . . . . . 

w<:>rkers '· on ~he average, as in ~he automobile industry" : . ( 26) 

~is low level of employment is .achieved primarily thr~ugh 
. . .. 

ch~ges in ~he.<:>ccupati<:>nal s~ruc~ure of ~hese plan~s.- no~ably 

ch~ges to~ards the rein~egration of_ skills, and, contr~ to 

what might be expected·, job security is increased and so is the 

work satisfaction of process workers. Syno:pymously_, ch~ge 
. . . 

occurs in the structure of supervision. In fact, all these 
. .. .. .. . 

changes are stra~~gically. interrelated with one anothe_r. 
,. .. . 

In the Mann and Hoffman study _it wa~ observed that in 

the new process plant - the one they refer to as Advance - a 

policy of job enl~gement was effective~ execute~.. Three of 

the previous operative roles ~ere combined und~r the direct 

control of t¥e maintenance ~ngineer. Whe~e~s preyio~sly there 

were three craft functions ~ealing !espect~vely_ .:with the boiler 

operations, turbine and condenser functions and general electrical 
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work~ new.role was. evolv~d in which the three functions ~~re ~used. 

- opera~ives merely ro~ating from one job to another - but the 
.. 

overall effect was to raise the level of job satisfaction and break 

dc:>wn ~he d.~gr~e .. c:>f physical separa:tion which is usually fo':lnd 

betwe~n work~rs in older electrical plants. In the ~ew plan~.there 

is a shift in the.main orientation of operative roles from direct 
. . - . . ...... -- - . . .· . . . .. 

intervention in the productive process to one of 'servicing' the 
:. .. . . .. . . . . · .. 

technical system.i.e. a move towards maintenance. Mann and Hoffman 

p~int out that in circumstances .. such as this where it is imperative 

~hat the plan~ remain funct~oni.ng - the consequence~ of 'downtime' 

be~ng to shut of the electricity supply of a whole area - it is 

im~ortant for workers to have an overall understanding of the 

operatibn of the plant and to be able to predict accurately the 

cons~quen~es of their ~ctions on the whole system. It was of 

course for these reasons that a poli~ty of job e~largement was 

accepted bu~ i~ s~c:>uld be ~oin~ed out.that process ~echno~ogy 

affords clear ~p~ortunities for the successful adoption of such 

a policy • 

. These shift~ place new demands upon the op~rative~s ski~~s. 

In the Mann and Hof~ study i~. was reporte.d tha~ although ~he 

new work situation allowed for a.greater degree of work s~~isfa~t~on 
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the operatives.nevertheless experienced greater.tension and 
.. . . . . . . . . 

nervousness. Similar fin~ngs are ·reported in the study by 

Emergy and Marek; in both cases an expansion in the skill · 

requirements of the operative's role produces a :new. level of 

work satisfaction. -They note that with progress to ·automation 
. .. .. .. . .. 

the operative is increasingly separated from the productive 
.. . .. .. . .. . -

·process for the higher output achieved under. automated ·conditions 
. .. . . .. 

could not be achieved·by manual intervention. Automatic control 

devices have to be introduced. They write that " • • • at most 

points in the productive process the operator is one step.removed 

from What is going on". (p.2l) Further 

"With centraZised pane"ts of indicators in ·each of the 
three main Z.ocations it is now possib Z.e fo"!' an operator 
to have conceptual. contact with many more steps in the 
process than previousZ.y. And hence to have greater 
reZative knowZ.edge despite the compZ.ewity - ·a so-urce of 
considerabZ.e satisfaction." (-27) (p.2l) 

The operating conditions of process technology are such that they 

require workers who have more knowledge and more control over the 

whole productive process than they had previously ·needed. This 

all leads to greater satisfaction in work or, as Blauner analyses 
.. .. . 

it, to a work situation which is 'self-actualising instead of 
. . .. .. .. 

self-estrB:Ilg~ng' (p.l54) The .benefits .accruing to the worker 

which we have describ.ed so far are entirely intrinsic, relat~ng 
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to the experience of work itself. The level of work satisfaction 

is also influenced.by the amount of.security which a particular 

job carries and this is b•:!St looked at as a factor producing 
. . . 

extrinsic or instrument;al :::a tis faction. Current. experience of 

process technol:ogy s_uzgest that alth~ugh fewer in number. of jobs 

in process plants are very secure. This job security is, however, . .. . . .. 

just as much a function of the kind. of industry·into which process 

controls are introduced. as it is to the intrinsic attributes of. 

automated. machinery. Deal~ng with the second aspect, h~rver, 

Blauner explains the situation as follows: 

"Workers in the continuous process industries are far more 
secure in their empZoyment tha·n empZoyees in most other 
industries. In.an automated technoZogy~ the voZume of 
output is not a fW'Z.ction of the nwribe·r of production . 
workers as it is in pre-automated systems~ but depends 
~eZy on-the capacity.of the technica~ equipment. 
IndividuaZ -pZants do not hire and fire a8 consumer demand 
rises and dips~ as is common in .the aut.omotive industry. 
The nwriber of workers necessary to operate and maintain 
the equipment has aZreaay been reduced by.automation to 
the rrrinimum required for safety and efficiimcy. For 
these reasons~ "'labour tends to be serrrifixed or fixed 
cost in production rather than a variabZe cost~.and the 
'oore "'labour force' in an automted techno.Zogy_ therefore 
has an W'l.usuaZZy high ~gree of job security ••• " ("28) 

On this analysis job security is a structural aspect of 

process technology but process workers seem to perceive their 
.. . . . . --. .. 

roles as being very secure. Mann and Hoffman report that in 

the older·plant examined for their study some .87% of workers felt 
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that their jobs were insecure is t~ey felt that were it no~ for . . . . . - ·. .. . 

expa.ndinl? busi:ne_ss in ~he area. ~heir jobs w~uld· be ~hrea~ened: 

In the modern plant only l in 5 worker~ or 20% felt that way •. (29) 
.. .. . . . . . .. :. · ... 

So far we have described how the nature of wor~ ch~ges under· . . . .. . . . 

process.technology and thus how the workers role changes. He 

seems to.acquire more responsibility, have a.less·fractionated.role 
- -

to play, to.derive a greater.degree.of work.satisfaction and job. . . . . . ..· . . .. . ... 

secUrity, to feel less alienated insofar he has more control.over 

his work. There is one other. ~portant cha_.nge which .occurs and 

which we.have not mentioned. It is often the case that a shift 

~ystem has to operate. As Mann and Hoffman show it is quite 

possible that ·a shift system· can add to.the tens{on-of the job, 

especially at supervisory levels, and disrupt somewhat the no~ 

rhythems of family life. On the whole,.however,·process 
- .. 

~echnol:ogy see~ to aff~rd ~I?-e w~rk~r .. new.~pportuni~ies in work. 

The changes-which promote those·cl?-~ges_which we.have 

described in ~he workers ~ole ~qually affect, though in a different 

way, supervisory roles and the whole nature of supervision. 
. . . . .. . . 

Technical changes thus affect ~ne set of relationships which are 

of central importance in the whole complex of work relations -

tho5epertaining to authori~y. 
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Process Technology and Authority Relations 

That authority·relationships in an ~rganisation are of 

strategic importance for social behaviour in that organisation-is· 
. . . . 

·s·ometh~ng we are no longer required to prove. Difficulties arise, 

however when it is re~ognised that different types of authority 
. . . . 

·relations have different consequences for behaviour. Authority 

relationships are relationships of subordination and superordination. 
. . 

To remain stable these relationships require legitimation i.e. the 

subordinate must perceive the greater discretionary power of his 

sup~rior as legitimate. Authority relationships, then, are 

social relationships and as such are governed by patterns of 

mutual and reciprocal expectations - supervisors expect workers 

to act in certain ways; workers have presumably internalised these 

expectations and.act accordingly. However, in·the event of non 

compliance the superior can level certain sanctions .against his 

subordinates for his role is invested with grea~er power. If 

what we have just said represents the bare bones of the theoretical 

analysis of authority it should be immediately rec.c.&;.ised that in 

practice the types of expectations involved vary enormously, the 

sanctions supervisors can apply .against non compliance are subject 

to the same degree of subtle variation. Finally, it must be 
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re~ognised ~ha~ (a) ~he na~ure and type ~f authori~y relationships 

which prevail in any one organisation are not entirely accidental 

but directly related to the special operat~ng problems of that 

organisation and (b) authority relationships are related directly 
. . . . . 

to the nature of the workers participation in ~rganisational life. 

·(30) 

Authority relationships can be looked at in a variety of ways. 
.. . .. 

Insofar as authority is pervasive, direct and continuous it can 

be regarded as yet another feature of modern organisation which 
.. . 

produced the alienated worker. Blauner regards close supervision 
.. . 

in this l:ight. In this sense the relationsnp between supervisor 

and worker is one of domination. Blau and Scott, however, 

differentiate another 'supervisory style', that of leadership. 

In this kind of relationship there ~s likely to be more consultation 

between ~agement and worker and the supervisor in this situation 

is likely to command more layalty and 'informal authority' and 
. . .. 

secure a h;igher level of productivity from his subordinates. (31) 

The nature of authority relations under automation is a 
. . 

topic which holds considerable interest. Hierarchical auth9rity 

relationships and organisational structures - mechanis~ic systems 

in the terminology of Burns and Stalker - have been shown to be a 
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necessary feature of assembly line production and a particularly 
.. . - . 

distasteful aspect in the social relations of industry. ·( 32) The 

need for such relationships was a function of two special 

characteristics of modern factory production - a high ~egree of 

work specialisation which raisesproblems for the coordination 

of work flow, and the direct link between effort and productivity 

which placed a premium on m.a.Il;agement to secure the maximum amount 
.. .. . . 

of work from the worker. Underlying this relationship was the 

purely market relationship between worker and ~rganisation - that 
. . - .. 

which Blauner refers to as the 'commodity' concept of employment. 

In this situation the motivation to work and to seek intrinsic 

satisfactions in work is not high and the domination ty.pe of 

authority tends to prevail. (33) 
.. .. . . 

Just in the same way as writers see in process technology 

the reint.egration of work and an increase ~n the responsibility 

of the worker so do they expect, and find, a qualitative change 
. . . .. 

in the 'govern~ng system' of the ~rganisation and changes in 
. . 

the nature of and style of supervisory roles. In the governing 

system the ch~ge is towards greater decentralisation; in 

supervisory style there is a shift towards a reliance on 
. .. 

'impersonal mechanisms of control' and consultative supervision. 
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It is in the nature of ~rganisations as social. systems that 
.. . . . ·-

change in one part of the system will. exert pressure for other 

parts to change. In the study by Emery and Marek changes ~n 

supervision are analysed as bu~ one p~ of the process ~r change 

in the total. 'socio-technical system'. Four aspects of change 

~n supervision are selected out. They notice first of al.l that 

with the integration of the operatives' role giving him overall. 

responsibility and control over a much wider section of the 

technical. process the supervisor has more opportunity toooncern 
.. .. . . . .. 

himself with the maintenance of the 'boundary conditions' of the 

parts of the plant under his command. That is to s~, he can 

spend more time servicing his department and ensuring that 
. . . -- .. 

disruptions of the technical. system are kept to a minimum. 
. .. .. . 

Secondly, since the operative is 'one step removed from the 
' . ·- . . .. 

process' his key functions are onl.y overtly performed in times 

of crisis. In a situation such as this there is l.ittl.e need 

for constant inspection or supervision. Because of this two 

further changes occur in the superior - subordinate relationship. 

In the first place it comes to be expected that supervisors do 

not in factcarry out inspections; that their fUnction is not to 

control. starr. Related to this there is the second change -
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which is essentially a change in expectations - that when required 
.. -· .. 

the supervisor is consulted for his professional advice only. In 

the Mann and Hof:f'ma.n study one of the implications drawn from a 

series of findings similar to those we have just described was the 

supervision can, under process automation, be concerned more with 
. . . . . . .. 

the 'human relations' aspect of their role, and that this in 
- -· 

itself is likely to lead to greater satisfaction in work. . . . 

Blauner, too, observes this change in the pattern of 
. . . 

sup~rvision - a change which, for the worker, means more freedom. 

His point is that 'This freedom is possible because the work. team 

which runs an individual plant takes over many of the functions 

of supervision in other techno~ogical contexts.' Likewise, of 

the ch~geover to consultation Blauner writes: 

"The chemiaa~ operator probab~y has more persona~ contact 
with persons in higher ~eve~s of ~upervision than do 
workers in mass production industries. These contacts 
genera~~y are for consu~tation on production prob~ems 
and are therefore more satisfying than administrative 
or discipZining contacts. In -automated production, 
when the workers' function becomes responsibiZity 
rather than ski~~, consu~tation with supervisors, 
engineers, chemists, and other technica~ speciaZists 
becomes a regu~, natura~ part of the job duties." (p.l47-148) 

It appears then that authority relationships in process 
. . . .. .. . 

technology rest more upon the positive commitment on the part of 
-· . . 

the operative to keep the system serviced than on any negative 
.. .. . 

sanctions on the part of :ma.rl:agement to ensure compliance. 
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Apa~ from ~hese very important ch~ges in the style of 

supervision with process automation very important changes occur 

in th~ government framework of the ~rganisation in which 
. . . .. 

supervisory practices take place. With process techno~ogy as 

Joan Woodward has shown the structure of management changes. . .. ,. .. . .. 

The length of command in the organisational hierarchy tends to 
.. . . 

decrease as technical systems come to resemble process conditions, 
. .. - . .. . 

that ratio of salaried staff to manual staff tends to change in 
. . . 

favour of the former. Woodward and her coll~agues found that 

in process firms there were over three times as many managers 

for the same number of personnel as in unit production firms. 

Similarly at this stage of technical advance the organisational 
. . .. 

system tended t.o be very flexible with little of the rigid 
. ... ·- .. 

specification of roles one finds in the more traditional 

bureacratic form of ~rganisation. (34) Woodward and her 

associates also found that, in these circumstances, the task of 

controll~ng personnel was in many w~s built into the machinery; 

that 'the plant itself constituted a framework of discipline and 

control' (p.29) and that 'Any demands on the operators were in 

fact made by the process rather than supervision'. 

Alth~ugh we shall come to her detailed explanation of this 

organisation later her thesis ~s briefly that different production 
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sys~ems presen~ differen~ 'si~uational.demands' to management. 

The necessary seq~~nce of.events and operations notably in 
. . .. . .. 

development, production and market~ng which ensure the normal,· 

profitabie function~ng of the fir.m provided a special·framework 
. . . .. . . . . 

of circumstances within which ma~agement ~rganisation had· to be 
.. .. 

worked out. Underlining and to a large ~egree".determining 

these ~agement functions was the techno~ogical system and this 

is shown in the analysis to be the most important variable affect~ng 

the structure of ~agement. 

We come now to the end of our discu~sion of process.techno~ogy 

for the moment; in a later chapter we shall be return~ng to the 

studies we have been discuss~ng here. · To round off this 

particular· section of·the discussion three-final points need to 

be mentioned. First of all it seems relatively-.well· established 

that when writers e~ogise on the -humanistic impli~ations of 

process technology· their expectations· are·to large ~egree borne 

out by experience. Process techno~ogy does seem to reverse 

some of the dehumanis~ng processes inherent· in, ·say, mass· production 

type industries. It must be emphasised, however; that the gains 

we have· described are the product· of proc·ess technology and not, 

as some writers have· erroneously assumed, of automation generally. 

I shall show· in the next·. section that· other varieties of -automation 
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bear little resemblance to process.technology: in.actual fact, 
. .. 

they ~ intensify some of those industrial pathologies which 

process techno~ogy seems to alleviate. 

The second point must relate to the paucity of studies. 

available. We still lack a comprehensive attempt to stuqy 
. .. 

process techno~ogy in all its aspects. The examples we have 
. .. .. 

used cover a limited range of process industries and most of 

them are industries on the frontiers of innovation. As such 

the 'sample' we have used ~ not in fact be truly representative 

of all process plants. 

Finally, and more important, it is . readily apparent the 

studies we have used to illustrate. t'he disclission deal only 

with a limited r~ge of problems and then from within a rather 
.. . .. 

special theoretical frame of reference. We noted earlier in 
. . . -

this chapter that.the frame of reference brought to the data and 
.. .. .. . . .. 

the theoretical assumptions made by ~he writer significantly· 

affects the kind of problems he selects out for special· examination. 

Not one of these studies relates changes in the structural · · 

morphology of the firm to ch~ges in the distribution of power 
. . 

within the ~rganisation. Not one of these studies relates 

socio-technical ch~ges to new opportunities for industrial 

stra~egies on the part of trades unions when it is well established 
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fact that different· work environments af'f'o.rd different opportunities 

for industr"i~ .action. Say.les, for example, has shown how effective 

power" can be distributed between various work groups, each hav~g 
. ·- . .. . . . 

a dif'f'er.ent skill composition and each be~ng related in different 

ways to the overall productive process • .(.35) The.reason for this 

Il:eglect of' the· industri8.l relations. aspect of' organisational 

behaviour is that the studies we have been discuss~ng adopt a 

'unitary frame of' reference' for the study of' ~rganisations. It 

means ~n practice that they are more likely to study those 

processes which tend to support co-operative relationships ~n 

industry rather than those which invariably produce strains and 

tensions. ·(36) 

So l~ng as a situation such as this is allowed to persist our 

knowl~dge_of' process techno~ogy in particular and automation in . . .. .. .. 

general is likely to suffer fro~ grea~ gaps in the area of' our 
. -· . . . 

theoretical concern. We shall be taking up this problem _again 

later. In the meantime we.must turn now to a discussion of' some 

of' the studies concerned with the more primitive form of' automation 

- 'materials handl~ng and linked processes' or what has been more 

conveniently referred to· as "Detroit automation". 
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Section Three 

Automatic Handling Devices, Transfer Machine~ .Detroit Automation 

To the purist the type of technology which we shall now discuss 

would not be considered as automation. Insofar as automation 

always involves sophisticated control device~ geared around decision-

mak~ng problems then there 1s same justification in this view but 

then it would also have to be explicitly.admitted that the type of 

process which could be properly considered as automation is 

extremely limited in most advanced societies. On the other hand, 
,. .. .. .. . 

if we take the view that there are vary~ng levels of technical 

evolution it is possible to include 'Detroit automation' under the 

more general term, 'automation' but it must be pointed out that the 

kind of process we are referring to is at a more primitive level 

of technical advance. It is this latter vi·ew which is adopted 

here. {37) 

If.Detroit automation bears any resemblances to earlier forms 

of techno~ogy it is with assembly line production that these 

resemblences will be most evident. In fact, this type of 

automation can be usefully considered as the next step from 

assembly line conditions in the.evolution of.techno~ogy. This 
.. .. . .. . . .. 

type of automation resembles mass production methods both in its 
. .. . . ,. . ,. ' .. 

operating conditions and its implications for the structure and 

quality of work. 
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We have already described. some of these aspects of modern 

industry comma~ felt to be distasteful,·self-estr~ing and . . . . . . . . . 

which to various writers are to be modified_by process technology. 

The type of industrial structure which these writers assume is 

be~ng quickly mo~ified is best examplified in assembly line work 

particularly in that industry with which mass production methods 

have traditionally been associated - the motor industry. It is 

convenient, therefore, to ~egin our discussion of the relevant 

case literature with a discussion of research carried out on 

·automation in this industry. 

The research I refer to ~s that of William Faunce ~n a 

Detroit automobile factory. (38) The second study to be discussed 

is the study by Walker 'Towards the Automatic Factory' ·(39)· This 

is a piece of research carried out in the steel industry in a 

pipe mill. It ~s typically heavy industry where, prior to 

the development of automatic methods, work conditions were hot, 
.. . .. 

smoky, exacting and generally he~vy. Once more it is a work 
. . . 

environment _against which the improvements likely to come from 

automation can be usefully contrasted. Finally, we shall·.be 

using the study carried out by:Fe~sham and Hooper on the problems 

of technical change - change prompted by the introduction of . . .. 

automatic looms - in a cotton mill. -(40) This study carried out 
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in a British textile mill provides useful information o:q.yet. 

another.variety of primitive automation. 

Over the last few years workers in the motor industry both 

~Britain and America have came in for consigerable.research 

interest. This work situation has, for many intellectuals·, 
. .. . .. 

came to typifY in microsm the 'mass society' of detached 

individuals no l~nger ~ngaged in a satisty~ng complex of 

integrated social relationships. It is a work situation ~n 

which the imperatives of size, hierarchy, specialisation and 
.. .. . 

speed - all th~ught of as essential prerequisites of high . .. . . 

productivity - have been fully institutionalised. Thus we have 

the well-known study by. Walker and Guest, 'Man on the Assembly 

Line 1 and the companion volume 1 Foreman on the Asse:mbly Line 1 

which both, in graphic.detail,·exposed the dis~tisfaction which 

is· felt at the mechanical pacing of work and the breakdown of the 

social.relationships or·work. There is also the study by 
.. .. 

Chinoy 1 Automobile Workers and the American Dream 1 which, am~ngst 

other th~ngs, discusses some of the safety-valve mechanisms 

which operate in these plants to reduce tension and feel~ngs 
... .. 

of anonymity and estrangement. Trapped by the.econamic fact 
. . .. " 

of high ~ages Chinoy shows there are at.least two. important 
. . 

.adaptations to this work situation on the part of the· auto worker. 
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Either. he redefines his own . pE:lrS!'>nal: g<;>als, of't_en in phantasy, 
. . 

to, for example, own~ng his own business. . Or, and this is the 

most usual response, he becomes child centred - plann~ng the 

coll:ege education et.c. etc all in an attempt to . remove the 

possibility of his own children ever hav~ng to_work pn the belt. (4l) 

Likewise Blauner, in the study we have mentioned al,ready, discusses 
.. ... 

in some detail the work situation of the automobile worker 

concluding that this .is a work situation of .extreme alienation 

on all the four criteria which he ~ses. (42) A recent study in 

Britain by Goldthorpe and Lockwood has ~hewn that to some extent 

motor car workers are self selected.men- the _type o~ man who 

does .not seek intrinsi.c sa:t.isfactions in work and· does not, 

therefore feel pa~icularl,y deprive;ld in his work situation. (.4~) 

Be. all this as it ~Y it shquld now be evid~nt th~t if 

automation will, as some writers s:ll:ggest, transform such a work 

environment a study of automation in such a plant is particularl,y 

suited for the p~oses of evaluat~ng this claim. The studies 

in Detroit by William Faunce·are of direct.relevance.here. 

:Faunce ha1!3 been concerne_d in a series of pub.~ications to trace 

the e:t:fec.ts of: autOID:ation on the plant soc:ial st~ucture and on 

the .attitudes .of workers .• He has been able to survey what 

ch~ges .occurred in ~o~k, work groups, on t~e problems of monotony 

and tension, on supervision and, unlike-the conclusions which have 
. .. 

been reached about process automation Faunce's thesis ~s that 
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'In g~nera4- ~he da~a.s.ugges.t that the s.~cial s.truc~ural cha:riges. 

which can .be attribu~_ed to the chS:Ilge in production technol:ogy 

were s.ources. of dis.atis.faction in t~e automated plant.' (44) 

And, more omious.ly and als.o in direct contras.t to the conditions. 

foun~ i~ proces.s. plants., 'With the.advent of automation, the l~ng 
.. .. . .. 

·trend towards.-decreas.~ng control of. work pace by the indus.trial 
. . .. .. 

worker has. almos.t run full cours.e.' (p.371) Faunce's. .res.earch 

on the_.adjus.tment p;r-oblems. o;e' workers. in automated plants. was. 
-- . .. . . .. ' .. 

bas.e9- on a random s.tratified. s.a.mple of .12.5 ~orkers. who had had 

experience of automated technol:ogy in the mos.t highly· automated 
. . . '. . .. . .. 

car.pl~t in Detroit. He deals. with chS:Ilges. in the work and 
. . . . . 

plant s.ocial s.tructure and the with the effects. of thes.e changes. 
. . . . . '. . . . . . . -· .. 

upon work s.atis.faction and attitudes. towards. indus.trial work. 

His.·[· mos.t important fin~ngs. were as. follows., four of the mos.t 

import~t be~ng s.ingled out for s.pecial attention. The firs.t 

and mos.t obvious. ~h~nge w~ich.occurs. concerns. the amount of 

materials. handl~ng involved in.as.s.embly jobs.. Here Faunce 

~eports. a reductio~ from 8o% to 44%. What thes..e £:igures. . mean 

in practice is..that the new work was. phys.ically.much eas.ier. 

This. is. a s._ignificant change in job. content, alth~Ugh .few. Ch13:I1ges.. 
. .. . ... 

occur·in work condi~~ons.. Nois.e levels., fumes. etc etc do not 

change with-automation. 
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Under most· forms of automation the worker. is· as·.we .have· seen 

one step removed from the process.of production and Faunce's 

researchprovides corroborative.evidence for this generalisation. 

In the whole sample only·two workers reported that they could 
.. . -· . 

actually operate (i.e •. control) a machine. In this situation 

fewer workers were able to work at their own speed. A third 

ch~ge directly related.to this was that-in the.new plant, in 

contrast to those in the older plants, many jobs required·. almost 

constant attention· for the economic consequences of an unscheduled 

stoppage are ·too great. A fourth feature of the new plant was 

that no new or greater skill was required and no special 
. . . . . . 

·training· schemes were set up. The layout of the machine, the · 

nature of the.new job.requirements in short, the operating conditions 

of the new plant had important implications. for the· social structUre 

of the plant and for· the attitudes .. of the men. Worke~s themselves 
. .. .. 

were.reported to feel more responsibility but at the same time . . .. .. 

more fat.igue ·-· a fa~igue which seem to .be related· to 'the intensive 

and constant monitor~ng of the machines. Further, the· ch~ges. 

which.occurred in the social milieu.of the plant·- 'in-plant social 

structure in Faunce's terminology -.were such that the worker felt 

increasi.ngly isolated in work. Plant layout first.of all decreased 

the opportunity for social interaction and what social interaction 
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whic~ did. "t?a.k.e .. l'l~ce typically occurred in much s~ler:gro11ps. 
.. .. 

Final~, p~an~ c~nditions are such that in.conjunction with the 

isolated.nature of the.new.work roles, workers are.less l~kely 
.. . 

to ident~fy with a particular wor~ group. 

Changes. such as these in the analysis by Blauner (~p ci~) 

were regarded as contributing to the meaninglessness .of work and 

thus to the extent .to which the worker felt alienated:from work. 

Faunce ·writes: "It ID:ight be hypothesised that a .. decrease in the 

opportunities for social interaction and an increase in the amount 
. .. . .. ... . --

of supervision would be sources of disatisfaction with.a~tomated. 
. . . 

jobs. The data collected in this study support these hypotheses." 

(p. ·373)' Authority relationships tended to become more formal 

and int.ense and this was reported as preducing a great .deal.of 
.. .. .. 

disatisfaction. Similarly there .were no s.ignificant chf¢ges. 1.p. 

the amount.of pay nor in the possibilities for promotion for, as 

he points out, 'There is also same.evidence from this study that 
.. ,. .. .. 

the range of the status hie~archy is.even more campressed,.in 

automated than in non automated plants." (p •· 375) 

In the last part of his analysis he turns to the·. qu~stion 
.. .. 

of how far au~omation ~ill·af1ect the wor~er's attitude to work. 

He ~oints out that: 'Generally a chf¢ge which. is.perceived as 

increasing the importance and amount of resp~nsi~il~ty of a job 
.. 
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could.be expected to.~ffect.the relative importance of work in 

the life.of the wor~er, the effect of work upon self image, and 

the workers' perception of the general status of industrial work." 

(p. -378) .He concludes that with automation the· validity of this 

proposition can .be .severely·. questioned for there arise a situation 

in which there are few. appropriate forms ~ith which to evaluate 

blue-collar work and inc~eas~ngly opportunities for.advancement 

will be blocked. 

In Faunce's work, then, the .benefits which .accrue··from 

automation-only·m~rginally affect the worker. and then.only·to 

intensify what in a ~ord can .be summed up as aJ.ienation. The 

benefits are rather transferred. to the producti:ici~y.;··. of the 

overall·process. The motor industry, both in Bri ta4. and 

America, have, thr~ugh their high levels of productiv~ty been 
. . . . . .. .. 

th~ growth points in the economy during 1950's and continue to 
. . . .. .. . 

be so. This industry has not, however, been.so clearly advanced 

in the des_ign of its basic work operations and thus in produc~g 

a.self~actualis~ng work environment. One ~ast point needs to 

be noticed about Faunce's stu~. He claims that in the 

automobile industry the introduction of automation did not place 
... 

any ~eat strain. on the everyday.relationships.between a management 
. ·. .. . . . . 

and worker-although th~ grievance rate did increase somewhat in.the 
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~eginning. The". reason implied in. his ,'analysis . for this state 

of affa:irs was ~ha~ au~c:mation did not s_l.gnificantly · ch~ge work 

conditions·or job classifications. The unions were able, 

therefore,.to retain the same benefits for their members as they 

had.realised.under non automated conditions. 

Whereas in the automobile industry not all production 

operations are automated ~ in the Faunce study of a most highly 
.. .. . 

automated plant- out of a work force of 1,600 men 500 were still· 

employed.on assembly and other.non.automatic operations- the 

effects of automation seems to be to reinforce some tendencies 

inherent in mass production methods. This state of affairs in 

which the worker feels isolated, where skill levels remain largely· 

unchanged where wor~ groups are not characterised.by strong ties .. .. .. .. 

of solidarity etc etc might conceivably be explained because .of . . ,. .. .. .. . . 

the very primitive nature of the type of automation involved. 

The validity in this suggestion is attested in the study by 

Walker in the· U.S. Steel Corporation's continuous pipe mill 

where production methods affecti_ng work. flow and work· C!rganisation, . . . . . . 

in -Walkers own words, .-'pushed the process in. question a l'!ng step 

towards the automatic".(.45) In the scale.of technical.evolution 

the pipe mill·.resem.bl~d proc-ess automation though not reachi;ng 
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quite the same degree.of sophistication and as.such.represents a 
-· .. .. 

more .advanced type of automation than that studied._by Faunc~ for 

the overall system was more continuous and extensive ~n its 

operation. 

This study _by Walker may be. said, as.he hiinself.points out, . . ... 

"to belong to th~ general literature .of 'technological ch~ge and 

human.relations' with which social.science has for same.years been 

concerned" and. attempts to assess the consequences of change for 
. .. .. -· .. 

the structure and functioning of work: groups and the attitudes of 

workers. It is essentially a socio-psycho~ogical analysis of 

ch~ge conceived:from within a theoretical framework drawn from 

Ge~rge Homan's . 'Human Group' and the analysis of the dynamics of 

change which is g~ven there will.be looked at more closely in a 

later chapter. For the moment we:are interested only in the more 

permanent changes which occurred in the structural morpho~ogy of 
.. . . . . 

the organisation of the plant, as these are described by Walker. 

The in~egration of the production functions required for the 

manufacture of seemless pipes on the basis of continuous. flow and 

automatic machinery ch~nged.the labour.requirements of the new 

steel mill in certain fundamental respects. Briefly' the.new 

work team required was both smaller in number and functionally· 
. - -· 

integrated.to a much higher degree than was·previously found to be 
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necessary. . Whereas p~pe mak~ng in .the past .. requ~red.many 

different job operators·~rganised into specialised bu~·fractionated 
.. . . . -. . . 

work groups·grouped.around one particular part of the·process the· 
. . . . .. . .. 

introduction of automative.methods in the.new mill rationalised 

considerably· the whole work group structure and the nature .of 

work itself. 

In.th~ first place jobs.in the.new.mill.were physicallyeasier 

with the anachronistic exeption.of one which could not be.automated. 

There .were. also s_ignificant cha:nges. in the functional and social 

relationships of work groups. Firstly, work:·groups were: greatly 
. . . -· . .. 

reduced in. size. from. app+oximately. .25 .. men to 9 .men and, secondly·, 
. .. . 

more .functionally int_egrated, each operator's work be~ilg ·~rganically 
. -· . .. .. . . 

related.to the work of another. Simil~ly·the new mill changed 

the internal status structure of the work teams. Whereas in.the 

old·mills there were five operational subdivisions and under each 

·key. operator 3 or 4 helpers, under the new conditions there.were 
. . .. . .. 

nine operational.subdivisions requir~ng o~ly·one operator. This 
. .. . . . . .. ' . 

served. to level .. status differentials· within the operating group. 

In the.new.situation it took qu;ite a l~ng time for the.new .. teams 

to ·'settle down~, as it were, and it is this .period of .adjustment 

which is the main concern of Walker's analysis. 
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~e new j~bs were.~egarded_by the opera~ive as hav~ng 

resp~nsibili~y and ~hey expressed.satisfaction wi~h ~hem.al~h~ugh 

greater demands were placed on their intellectual abilities. It 

was commonly expressed that the work in the new mill was 'mentally 

harder'. W~lker quotes one worker as s~~ng of his new job: 

" . Yo~ have to think more about the job you're doing. 
You can't Zook around. In. the oZd miZZ the job got so 
you didn't have to think -no mentaZ effort. This job 
is very touchy - you have to watah aZZ the time and 
think every minute. They shoii.Zd give a Zot more credit 
to thinking. Even when the miZt is ·tu:rned ·on a:u.tomaiic · 
you stiZt have to think aZZ the time." (p. 31) 

Just in the same w~ as the nature of the job and.of the work~ng 

groups change in the new mill so did the pattern of supervision. 
. ,. ... . . 

The supervisory hierarchy 'flattened' a little and at the same time 

the number of contacts which workers had with immediate supervisors -

the so-called 'interaction rate'.- increased. In the old mills 

the number of levels between the worker and the plant superintendant 

was 4; in the new one it was reduced.to three. However, in the 

course of the settling in period supervisor - worker relationships 

deterl.orated badly. At the outset there was clear evidence of 

consultative supervision. In the second round of interviews, a 

period in which there were severe disputes about the new incentive 
-- .. 

system, these relationships regressed to formality and domination. .. .. . . . .. 

When the operational and financial problems were.overcome the 
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relationships set.tled. at a new. equilibrium: in which th~ f'low of' 

command was ·still· downward and in which same workers-expressed 

disa~isf'action f'~r ~hey were excluded:f'rom the planning process. 

Finally' f'or the moment, there is the extent of' promotion 
.. . -· .. -- .. .. 

opportunities. The.avenues.of' mobility were.seen.to be.serve~ly . . . .. . .. . .. . .. 

restricted.in the new.mill because of' th~ f'or.mal.educational 

qualif'ications.required f'or higher.administrative and.technical 

posts. Also the mill was operated on the smallest number of' 
. .. .. . . 

men necessary to ensure continuity_of' operation. In circumstances 

such as this there·are f'ew,.if' any, .avenues f'or upward mobility.· 
.. .. . . 

For most of' the men the move·to the automatic mill was a step. 
.. -·' .. .. 

which:.guara.nteed.the.security of' their job; to the.men .. lef't in 
.. .. .. .. . 

the older mills·their jobs seemed now considerably less.se~ure •. 

The most important f'eature of' the.new circumstances.f'or 
.. .. .. 

Walker.is·without question the new level.of' in~egration achieved 
.. . . .. . .. 

in the.new.mill by the work.teams. From an initial period.of' 
.. . . . " . . 

group f'or.mation where the group, !'earful if' the new.environment 
. . . . . . . . .. 

and rese~tf'ul of' the management did not.really· constitute a high .. .. .. . 

moral~· group we.f'ind at the end.~f' ~he.period precisely·~hose 

f'eatures. which were absent and want~ng at the b_eginning "":' cohesion 

and h:igh morale~ 
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The contrast with the work.of Faunce.is.clear and only· 

serves.to emphasise once more.the point that the· social 

implications of automation will vary with the type of.automation 

bel:ng used. Whereas with one it seems inevitable that for 

example'. the worker. shall". feel. isolated. and deprived .. of the 
. . 

feeli:ng .of controlli_ng his own. work in. the other it is precisely 
. . . .. .. 

these features.which are made possible· in the new. plant. . .. . 

The framework of Walker's study was, as pointed .. out, ·drawn. 
.. .. 

from George Homan's. 'Human·Group' but unlike a·great.deal of 

literature·. in the 'human relations' tradition Walker does.take 

into.account.tension and strain and.the conflict of interests 

which.occurred in the first few.months of.the· operation of the· 

new mill. His.anlytical framework still.rests; however, on what 
. .. 

we. have earlier .. referred to .as a. 'unitary frame of . :r:eference' , 

for he clearly . regar.d.s the kind of disputes. which ·arose in the 

mill as .avoidable had the ma~agement .been aware of some of the 

operative variables in this highly comple~·group situation. . .. .. . . .. 

Walker discusses.and elaborates on certain.situations which to 

someone adopti_ng a different set of theoretical assumptions 
. . .. .. .. . --

would· represent classical conflict.· situations. One of the· 

main 'points' of this case study is the.demonstration, la:rgely· 
. . . . . . . . 

.achieved, that systems of incentive payments are intricately· 
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linked with a particular production system; that modifications 

of production, especially when these modifications affect the 

~egree to which the worker can directly influence the level and 

speed of production as was the case in the steel mill, 

necessitate ch~ges in the method of payment. The workers who 

operated the.new mill had to suffer a 20% reduction in 'take home 
. .. -- . -

pay' at the outset for the mill was still technically inefficient 

and as such could not sustain a viable system of incentive payments. 

The men tolerated this for a while but disatisfactions which the 
G· 

incentive plan when it arrived produced a 'deadlock' situation 
.. --

in wage ~egotiations, a threatened strike and a considerable 

drop in productivity. It is clear in Walkers discussion that 

the ~egotiating parties differed fundamentally in their 'ends' 

and 'aims'. Walker writes of this situation: 

"Menibers of management a:I'gued that they couZ.d not put 
in an incentive· pl.an until. the workers were making an 
effort to operate the miZ.Z. normaZ.Z.y. The worke.rs made 
it cZ.ear that they wouZ.d not increase their work pace 
until. the incentives were instaZ.Z.ed." (p.·l37) 

Walker himself develops his description to show that the 

circularity inherent in this situation and the ways in which 
. . . . . 

various 'forces' were imp~nging on each 'actor' in the situation. 

It is clear in the text that. over a whole r~ge of issues there 

were conflicts between management and men. I~ the new situation, 
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. for example, differences .occurred .over what aspects of the new 

job :deserved what amount of.credit. Workers expressed the view 
. . . 

that since they were be~g asked to think more on this job they 
. .. .. 

ought to b.e rewarded for it; management claimed that this .new 

requirement had been accounted for in the higher job. clasSifications 

which existed in the new mill. (Walker page 171) Similarly it 

) is clear that the workers felt a persistent sense of job 

insecurity and .also expressed the view that the proportion of the 

benefits accruing from the new mill which was com~ng to the worker 

was not sufficient. Walker quotes one man as saying: "I 

recpgnise that the company. has to put out a Zot of production to 

get back .the money on their investmBnt but the_ general, feeZing 

amo_ng .the men is that the company is_ getti_ng a Zot more out of 

increased production than the ~n are shari~g." (Walker p.l84) 

To someone less interested in making m~agement more 

efficient and ~ore inclined to try. and understand the dynamics 
.. .. 

of this situation it is clear that the initial period in the 

operation of the mill~ a period of technical.adjustment- was 

accompanied a .series of adjustments in .. expectations relat~ng to 
. . ·- . . .. -. 

the labour contract in the new technology. (46) Both .actors 

in the s.ituation - maD;agement and men - were attempti_ng to 
. . . . . . . .. 

influence the behaviour of the other by establishing new ~arms 
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) 

which woul~·govern· their new relationship and· in so doing.define 
. . .. . 

what expectations one ·can legitimately hold of one another. . In 

this situation each side was using what sanctions were available •. 
. .. .. .. 

In -the circumstances described by "Walker conflict .seems inevitable 
. . 

but. instead of regarding this situation as 'normal' in· the 

circumstances i.e. where there were no rules already ·laid· down to 

cover.adequately the industrial relations aspects of the.new mill-, 
. . ' .. '. . . . . 

Walker attributes this disruption as a combination of slack 

ma.r~:agement and. fear and ·lack of faith on the part of the .men.· It 

is produced as a situation which _'good human· relations' could have 
. . '. . 

certainly avoided. Still, despite some inadequ~cies of his 
. . . . . 

theoretical analysis, a problem which we shall return·to more 

c:losely in· a· later chapter the general outlines of the plant 
. " .. .. .. 

social system likely to found in this _type of techno~ogy·are 

clearly presented. 

The third and final study which we turn to· in this section 

is conceived· of within a similar theoretical. framework and concern 

the impact of automation - in this ·case the· introduction of 
-- .. . -- .. .. . 

automatic looms into a textile mill - on· textiles workers, the·ir 

attitudes, social relations and reactions to ·a change in 

production technology. The first concern ·of this study is to 

understand the problem of resistance to change· and the ·framework 
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the,y use is drawn from the Tavistock Institute of Hum~ Relations' 

work on socio.~ technical systems. We shall be.discuss~~g th~s 

framework. in detail in the next chapter so for the.momen"t! it. is 

only. necessary to point out that in this study. the mill is seen 
. " .. ·-

as a socio - technical system ' consist~ng of the interdependent 
' . -· .. .. . .. .. .. 

social and technical organisation which includ~s. all· the machines, 

materials,· products., individuals. and: groups in .a dynamic . relai;ionsl;lip. 

(.p.·.S.) 

Briefly·, the central thesis of the book is thai; technical 

changes may be hindered. by 1 the recalcitrance . of attitude c:P..a:n.ge' 
. ·- . 

on. ~he part.of w~rkers~ However, one would not be .in a position 
. . . . . . 

to understand such recalcitrance unless it is r~ali~ed that 

.attitudes and frames of.reference are supported and.infl~enced by 

a certain pattern of group ~rganisation which, in it~ turn., is 

supported by a particular system of rules and practices specific 

to a certain type of technical culture. To be ~re specific, 

Fensham and Hooper found that the changeover. towards a set . of 

attitudes and a·frame.of reference for understand~ng 1¥1d 

facilitat~ng the completion of work under .. automatic.conditions 
. - . . . . . -- . 

- from what they ternz a 'l,oom centred frame of reference' to a 

'sett centred frame of reference' - was naturally hindered by 

the .persistence of a system. of group .iden~ifications. support.ed_ 
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by a 'non- automatic culture~.appropriate to a mill still 

employing older non automatic production.methods. The innovation 

studied was the introduction into 'Radbourne Mill' of 112 new 

automatic looms. The study has a comparative dimension to it 

for the company in which the changeover took.place.already 
. . . .. 

operated a mill -.Debenham Mill- with.new.autamatic looms and 

the authors use this mill as a backcloth ,against which to. measure 

changes ~n Radbourne. 

It is their concern to show that the.changes which occurred 

~n the job structure and social relations, both at plant .level and 

~agement in the new mill, can only be.understood in.relation to 

the technical problems associated with the new mills. ·Briefly, 
.. ... . . '. .. -- . 

they·. show that the two. main factors. which arise from us~g 

automatic looms as opposed to non - automatic looms are, firstly, 

that production operations become continuous rather.than discrete 

and. secondly' the speed of production increases. The.very high . .. . .. . 

costs entailed. in . 'downtime' have . tended. to increased. the pres sure .. .. -· 

for continuous operation and .in terms of operational requirements 

this.leads to a situation in which the preplanning of.all 

production operations so that they are int.egrated. with one 

another becomes .. economically and ·practically essential. This 

in itself implies much better communication between.workers and 
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supervisors and.between.ctifferent.departments. In . De benham 

mill.these.problems had been met by bringing into existence 
.. . -· -· 

a regular production meeting of the management group and by a 

var~ety of devices for improved communic ations. To characterise 

and to .oversimplify, the integration .. of production functions 

necessited by the automatic lo.oms seemed to draw ~ogether the 

governl:ng sy~tem.of the mill. In the Radbourne Mill the form 

of structural change was different from that at Debenham but the 

tendencies towards int.egration of the ma.Il:agement. group was clearly 

in.evidence in both cases. 

In the· operat.ive groups two. work roles. underwent considerable 

c4~ge - ch~ge which not only affected the content of the jobs 

but also the social relations of production.. These two roles. were 

the·traditional weaver and.overlooker. 

Fens ham ap.d Hoqpe:;r describe the ch~ges . in the weaver.' s task 

in ter.ms of ~he ~hanges which were effected in the.t~chno~ogy and 

s.uggests in .summary that three main . feature of the ch~e stand 

out. First of all, and in line with what might.be-expected with 

on:;Ly ~;he simplest .form of autom~tion, 'there was .a considerable 
.. .. . .. . 

reduc~ion. in t~e proportion of th~ work-task wtich was manual'.(p.94) 
.. .. . . ·- . . 

Th.ifi . w~s relat.ed. to the. second change, ,again in line with what is 

often ob~erve9.., towards a decrease in .actual contact with the 
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Final:J_y, a camporl:ent of the weaver's task which they 
~ . . . 

;r~;t'er t_o a_.s 1 supervisio:n' .and which we. have elsewhere referred to 

as_. 'mo~i:tor~ng' iD;creased considerably. In this chB:Ilgeover the . . . . .. 

~hythm_ of _wor~ also changed in the direction of more systematic 

work methods • The need for one weaver to control a much l~ger 

g~oup of machines, coupled wi~h ~he need ~o supervise his machines 

more. c~osely_~ made i~ impera~ive ~ha~ s~me form ~f 'sys~em' be 

b~il~ into the weavers' role. Systematic surveillance of the . . . . . 

machines. ensured production con~~nuity. 

Qverlookers are also.responsible for the inspection and 

maintenance of the new automatics and this role,.too, chB:Ilged in 

s_ignificant respec_t~ though not, as we shall see, with the same 

cons~quences.as those _ch~nges which took place in the.weavers' 

ro:).e~. Bri~f~, tw~ _changes_, aris~ng from the nature of the new 

loom~, took place. ~irstly,_the manual component of the 

overlooke~s task became more complex • Essentially·a maintenance . . 

mechanic or ~ngineer the overlooker.had to master.new techniques 
. -. .. 

for deali.I1g with automatics. Likewise, and in line with what 

took place i~ the weave~'s role ~he elemen~ of supervision or 

syste~ti~ i~s~ection was increased. This particular ch~ge in 

role seems also to be a common feature .of most _types of 

automation where maintenance functions.seem to acquire a new 
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importance and·a.re·organised.on a preventitive rather,than on a 

'crash'· basis. (.47) 

For both groups of operatives.there was an initial period 

of .adjustment duri.ng which time .th,ey .. acquired. a .new frame of . .. 

reference for work. They point out that with . automatic·. looms 

it is essential for both groups to regard cloth·production as a 

whole· and to.avoid any.tendency to.be concerned with only· one 
. . . -- . . 

loom or merely a.few looms as is the case.in non-~utomatic 

production. In the initial.period both, groups still.adopted.-a 

largely 'loom.centred' view of work •. Th,ey.also show.that.this 
.. . . .. 

loom.centred·frame of reference was still·supported.in.various 
. . . . . . . . . . . 

weys both by ma.I~:agement and by other workers. Management , for 
. .. .. . . 

example, still retained a payment .system and a punishment .system 
. ' . . ' . . ' . . . -

which was taken.over.from non-automatic.methods. Whereas in 

the old.methods the weaver was paid in.part for good qu~~ty 

cloth. in the new conditions he did not have the same.~egree . 

of control.over .. qual~ty. When taxed. for poor q~lity the 

weaver~s felt considerable resentment. This.observations 

reinforces.the points made .bY Walker. concerning the complex. 
.. .. . ... . 

interdependence.of payment systems and supervisory practices: 
.. . .. .. .. 

within the framework of problems raised .. by a particular ·production 
. .. . 

system. One kind of p~ent .system is not.necessarily·suitable·. 
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for a different techno~ogy. Fensham and Hooper regard.these 
.. .. . 

difficulties as ·transient; they·_ would wither away as the 
.. . -· ,. 

non-automatic culture of the mill, institutionalised.as it 

was in a particul~ group structure,.withered.away. 

By far the inost important chap.ges _occurred, however, ~n 

the" structure of work relations between these operative groups. 

Weavers and overlookers became increasingly dependent on one _ 

another for the successful operation of the new mill~ As one 

weaver put it; 'Its absolutely essential. If you can It. -get 
. --

on with your overlooker and the other two.people,.you ~ght as 

well· pack up. 1 This change in the social relationships 
.. . .. 

obtain~ng between different operating personnel represented a 

change towards the emergence and int.egration of work groups 

and the gradual break up of role groups. It means, in the· 

context of our wider. concern with automation that as.the· system 

in question becomes increas~ngly sophisticated there ~s a 

probability that the integration which takes place between 
. -. 

technical operations finds its counterpart in an integration 
.. . .. .. 

~n work tasks and the emergence of work groups. 

This find~ng is quite in line with the observations reported. 

by Walker.in the pipe mill which we discussed earlier. Whereas 
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previously the work task of the weaver was relatively isolated ~n 

the sense that she was not dependent ·upon the actions of the 

other weavers or overlookers to the extent that they are ~n 

automatic conditions, each operative group could retain its own 

separate identity. Not surprisingly, Fensham and Hooper show 

that in non automatic conditions weavers 'stick together'; they 

help one another on the job even though this is not a formal 

job requirement. Similarly, overlookers who have, it ought to 

be mentioned their own union, could remain in relative isolation from 

the weavers. In non automatic conditions, to sum up, the daily 

contacts and significant social relationships in the plant obtained 

between members of the same occupational group. This is what 

Fensham and Hooper refer to as a role group. In the new sheds 

the patterns of interaction required for the successful operation 

of automatic looms was conducive to the formation of work groups 

i.e. groups, cohesive in themselves, but comprised of different 

occupations. 

The parallels between this study's findings and the findings 

of Walker are quite striking but the.range of problems examined 

did, of course, vary. In that respect it may not be entirely 

legitimate to make direct comparisons between the two for they 

have not selected out for special attention the same variables. 
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But this ~sa limitation which we shall just have to.accept for 

some time to come. Both studies are conceived of within a 

unitary frame of reference, and the inadequancies of this 

framework are more accentuated in the Fensham and Hooper stuczy. 

There is not, in the whole book, one reference to conflict or 

tension. They do refer to absenteeism, an initial low morale 
. . . . 

and to complaints about the speed at which weavers now had to 

work. Likewise they quote some workers as showing considerable 

disatisfaction with the management of the new looms. However, 
.. ·- .. . 

the overwhe~ng impression they try to convey is one of har.mony -

a harmony which would have existed from the b.egi:tming had the 

~agement been aware of those variables in the situation which 
.. . . .. . 

tended to support a set of attitudes and beliefs more appropriate - . . 

to non-automatic conditions. This ~eglect of the problems of 
. . 

the conflict between management and worker, of the differential 

distribution of authority in the organisation - little is said 

in .this study about authority relationships - is to be explained 
,. . ,. 

in part by the fact that the ch~geover which they described 
.. . 

was achieved l~gely wi~hou~.much c~nflic~ bu~ i~ is s~ill 

~egitimate to question their an)Uysis of this situation. Whereas 

in their·explanation of this state of relative harmony Fensham 

and Hooper place great stress on the cohesiveness of the weaver 
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group prior to the ~nnovation as a det~r.min~ng factor in produ~~ng 
... 

the.'corre~t' attitude towards the innovation (indee~, they_ ~egard 

th~ir study as substantiat~ng the hypothesis that: 'When the 

cohesiveness of. a rol~ group increases as a result of t~chno~ogical 

innovation, the es_tablis~ent of new frames _of reference and 

favourable attitudes to the change is more rapid than where . 
. --. ... . .. 

cohesiveness is constant or has _decreased'.) (p.229) ~tis still 

possible;, from a different position, to s_uggest th_at _few 

~fficultiel? .. occurred because the operati:ve grg:ups's interests 

were l~gely.achieve~. One cannot, obviously, reinterpret 
. .. 

rese~ch da~a so c~mple~~ly bu~ the p~in~ being made is ~hat_ this 

harmonious cha_.nge cgu,ld be _explained from a different theoz:et_ical 
. . . . . . .. 

standpoint. ~ere is no .reasonto supp_ose that a the_ory qf cop.flict 
-. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. 

cannot_ account _f.or stabi_li ty in social ~elationships, i1;1de~d, a 

good theory would be able to do this. ('48) 

H_ow_ever, . despite th~s limi t_ation (and we shall take up tp.is 

th;read in ou;r argument _in the next chapter when we dis_cuss the 

theory of soc_io-techn,i_cal systems arqund which this study was 

constructed) there. is m,ucp. to commend in this study especially 
.. . . . .. .. 

1;he in_sis.t_ance t):l.at. th_e _facto:cy, or in this case the ;miJ,.l, be 
. ' . . . . . . . . . --

regarded a!'l a soGial system having a _par1;_icular struc~ure and 

culture wh-icl;l is. ell!-braced __ by th~ persona.J,ities_ invol,ved. Th.is 
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orientation to the data has some posi~ive.results. I:p. the first 

place it ends to offset the possibility of explanations of, for 

example, resistance to ch~ge, in purely psycho~ogical ter.ms but 
•.. -. .. .. 

whether or not the explanations they offer are the correct ones 

or, at least·, the best ones is still open to much controversy. 
. ~. ... -. - . 

Secon~·, by discuss~ng structural ch~ge and the ways in which 

this ch~ge was perceived always in the context of the technical 

ch~ges themselves has had the pleasing result of stressi_ng the 

essential interdependence of social and.technical change. 
- . . .. 

Thir~·, whatever the limitations, of its theoretical explanation 

.of .events, this study does provide a clear picture of the social 

consequences of yet another type of automation. 
. .. .. 

We have not!t come to the end of this. section dealing with 

'Detroit automation'. At the end of the last section which 

dealt with process technology and its social consequences the 

point was made that; ' ••• other varieties of automation bear 

little resemblance to process technology; in actual fact, they 

may intensifY some-of those industrial patho~ogies.which proces~ 

technology .seems to alleviate.'. It is clear that this view 

is very largely true. As the level of technical complexity 

increases and as all-production operations.become -increasingly 
.. .. . . 

in~erdependen~ on ~ne another there is a clear pos~ibility ~ha~ 

work groups can be reconstituted, that skill levels can be raised 

and that the worker can find new for.ms of satisfaction in work. 
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Section Four 

Computers in Offices 

In this· section we turn to what for most people· is the mos:t 

int~iguing aspect of automation, and it is an int~igue which is 

grounded very l~gely on the known capacity of computers to 
. . . . . -· .. -

solve extremely complex problems at a speed for which there has 

been constructed a new·time·measurement. We have alread;y 

discussed in the last chapter some of the theorising which has 
.. .. . 

taken place on the implications of computers for management and 
. . . . .. . .. 

. administration. Not only did it appear to be the case th~t the 
.. -- .. 

structure of . administration would be changed in s_ignificant ways -

we mentioned (a) the growth in power of chief .executives (b·) 

the dim.inuition of the 'middle manager' role (.c·) the eme_rgence 

of new stra~egic groups of technical . experts and many other 
.. -· 

things besides - but it is also usually suggested that these 
-- .. . .. .. 

ch~ges have profound implications for the structure of society . .. .. . .. 

at l~ge. When such claims are ·be~ng made it is particularly 
.. . 

important to pay special attention to the available evidence. 

A great deal has been·written about computers and their potential . . . 

applications but ·there has been allnost total r~:eglect of this field 

by ·social scientists -·research on the industrial implications 

of ch~ge be~ng confined allnost exclusively to the factory·or the 
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shop floor. In this section we shall draw upon four research . . 

sources- two.British, two American- and once more our interest 

is in how far substantive research can lend support to some of 

the views we have already discussed. 

At the centre of the storm is the computer hardware and it 

~s essential to point out immediately that the ra:nge of problems 

which can .be solved by computers varies tremendously. They 

ra:nge from.the simplest of data process~ng functions such as the 

calculation of w:ages bills or the solv~ng of mathematical and 

physical formulae in.accordance with p~ogrammed instructions to 

the most complex of decision mak~ng problems in situations where 

there are many variables. It is also quite certain that their 

current uses and potential is only a fraction of what may.be 
-- ... . .. . 

expected.of them in the future. Not only do they vary ~n 

function but they also vary considerably in capacity. We shall 

show later that the size. of the computer installation ~s an 

important factor to be taken into account when consideri_ng its 
.. . . . .. 

consequences df: the structure . of ~ firm's administration; the 

point now be~ng made is ~hat ~his varia~io~ in computer hardware 

makes it difficult to generalise too freely about com~uters. 

In some of the more jour.nali9tic .accounts this elementary fact 

has not been heeded. Scott has pointed.out that: 
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"The cha:(tges which may fo~Zow the instaUaticm of a computer in 

an industrial- firm are, at Zeast in general- terms, .onZy a .special

case of the rel-ations which have been traced between technical-

o.rganisaticm and social- structure." (49) This means in practice 

that if we are.sensitive to the many subtle w~s .in which.techno~ogy 
.. .. . 

articulates·wi~h social organisation then we~ arrive at a more 

balanced an realistic picture of the consequences of 'white collar' 

automation. 

However, as has been.pointed out, a situation persists, 

despite the fact that (a) there has been a considerabl~ growth of 

general interest in the possible effects .of computers and the :white 

collar employee· and (·b·) a fairly rapid increase in the .numbers of 

computers.be~ng installed, in which pertinent social:scientific 
. -- .. ... -- . .. 

work is noticeable by its absence. It has been estimated, as is 
. .. . 

shown. in Table l, that by January 1974 same 6,000 new computers 

will have been. delivered to British ~rganisations. These 

computers are for office work only no account be~ng taken of 

the.number of installations wtich may.be used.on factory processes • 

. (52). 
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~umber ~f ~~~ice C~mpu~ers -~o January 1965 

Year No. .Delivered Cumulative .Total 

prior 1959 26. 26. 
i959 10 36 
1960 34 70· 
1961 . -55 .125 
1~6? .. 103 . 228. 
1963 162 390 
1964 215 605 

Estimates of Minimum Future . Deliveries 

1965 . 265 870 
1967 400 1,200 
1970 . ·.610· 3,320 
1974 6,000 

Table l. 

It is clear from the tables that the rate of introduction of 

computers is beginning to accelerate but these figures. in themselves 

do not give a sufficiently clear indication of the socio~ogical 
.. . . 

importance of this spread. More information is needed on the 

uses to which such installations are being put. The report ·from 
. . ·- . 

which Table l. was extracted contains such information and it is 

clear, in Britain at least, that the computer revolution is taking 
. . . . . . . .. . -

place only in the repetitive and.relatively simple "office "operations 
.. . . . . 

and· not in those 1 areas 1 where the impact of computers portends 
.. . .. .. . . .. .. 

to be really serious i.e. in management decision-mak~ng. The 

report shows that, of the installations surveyed the highest 
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percent.age were engaged. on the .relatively· simple problem .. of 
.. .. .. . 

payroll·. accounting - some 21% in fact. . . Furthermore , .. of the· . 328. . . .. ... . 

organisations who submitted information most .reported.that.clerical 

methods were the work operations most commonly taken.over by the 

computer. The report reads : "There is little· s.ign . of a:a.y 

development away from the process~ng of the popular -computer jobs, . .. . .. 

like payroll, to.the more advanced. systems .of production control 
. . 

and management.account~ng. While this is undoubtedly taking 

place ~n some insta~lations, there is no.evidence .of ~.general 

trend in this direction." (para .17 p.·l4). It appears that in 

_ Britain, at least, the claims of those who predict the metamorphosis 

of the middle·~ager·or the disappearance of the clerk·are still· 

somewhat ·premature. However, by.showing that these·p~ognostications 
. ·- . . .. . --

remain futuristic is not to diminish the importance of . such . claims. 

It ~ight well·be that things will develop as the.pundits have 

suggested. they would. 
-·· . 

Still, .even. at the current level .. of unsophisticated. us.age the 

computer has, and is hav~ng, important effects. Computers 

significantly affect certain. classes. of clerical work,. indeed it 

is here that they·are currently·hav~ng their greatest impact; 

(5l)·at the same time the·growth in.demanQ. for computer systems 

is bring~ng to the office.new groups .of.technical·experts- the 
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programmer. and the .systems analyst •. (52). The. assimilation .of 

ne-w::groups into a work environment inevital?ly·possess ·problems. 
. . . -- .. . 

How powerful are thes~ groups to be? Are they to be part.of 

the 'line' :or the 'staff' of office work. As we shall· show in 

a moment it has been.the experience. in some firms that the role 

of.these.expert~ is rather.diffusely.defined and.the consequent . .. ... .. .. . .. 

am~iguity surround~ng their role can lead to .tension •. (·53) . How 

can these workers be trained? Can existing clerical staff be 

diverted into computer work? . How does.the existence of these 

new .. stra~egic gr.oups affect the status o:r;der of clerical work? 

These and a host .of other. questions can.be raised at this moment. 

Si.nce clerical work seems likely to .be changed it is 
. .. - . 

important that we.know the consequ~nces. of these ch~ge~ for the 

clerical worker- the black coated.worker. If it is·true,.as 

some writers have predicted.that office work- traditionally· 

respectable, non routine and, above all, secure - will· come more 

to resemble· factory work, how. will this change affect the 

ideo~ogy and political attachments of office workers? Will 

they.then, despite probably a lower income, still be able·to 
.. .. .. . --

retain the somew~at. h:igher .. degree. of social honour and pres~ige 

accorded.to them over and above the manual worker? Similarly 

one can ask how the structure of.administration will ch~ge-
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how authority will be distributed and how far the so-cB.lled 

'time span of discretion' of the managers role will be affected 

with computers. We shall give some tentative answers to 

these questions in a moment illustrat~ng the consequences of 

computers for emplo,y.ment, for work roles and for the structure 

of :ma.Il;agement • We shall also mention some of the ways in which 

white collar workers mdght be.expected to react to these ch~ges 
. . . .. 

in their work situation. What is clear alreaqy.is that despite 

the fact that computers are only now beginn~ng to penetrate 

industry and even then rather unimaginatively they are, 
.. .. .. .. 

nonetheless, rais~ng important sociological problems. 
. . .. . . . . 

The reports upon which we shall draw for our discussion 

come from four sources. These sources are by no means .exhaustive 

of the literature but at least they are either reports upon or 
. . . 

based upon concrete, structured research. The first. and f'or our 

purposes most important document is the stuqy by Mumford and 
. .. . .. -· . 

Banks 'The Clerk and the Co~puter' - a case stuqy bases upon six 

years research in two .firms .which adopted a computer system. 

Specifically concerned with the impact of computers on clerical 
. . .. -· . 

work and the attitudes of the clerical worker to technical ch~e 

into his work situation - a work situation which it should be 

added, has been rather immune to technical innovation this study 
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~s probably· the most systematic to date •. 

The.second.source is the O.E.C.D. report 'Office Automation 

Administrative and Human Problems' which is a document comprising 
. . . 

four reports of computer installations in various European c·ountries 
. . .. . . .. 

and is .edited by w. H. Scott. The third source is a stuQy carried 

out by Mann and Williams on the effects of the installation in the 

accounts. department of a l~ge electric light company in America. 
. . . .. 

Finally, we have the work of Ida Hoes in America which concerns 

a whole ra:nge of problems related to employment, to the structure 

of management ~rganisation under automation. (54) Taken together 

these reports yield a fairly authoritative picture of the impact 

of automation in the office. 

Computer Automation and White Collar Employment 

The first substantive problem to which we turn is the problem 

of employment. A great deal of speculation is based upon the 

possibility that ~n the future it will not only be the blue collar 

worker who shall be subject either to the vicissitudes of the 

labour market or the threat of permanent techno~ogical redundancy 

but also the white collar employee. The implications of this 
. .. .. . 

possibility·are far reaching. They relate not only to the 

work experience of the white collar worker but also to his social 

stan<ll:ng. Lockwood in his stuQy 'The Black Coated Worker' 
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forwarded the explanation that one of the reasons why the clerk 

felt himsel-f to be superior to the manual worker, was .accorded 

greater prest_ige, and was apathetic both to 1mionism as an 
-- -· 

occupational strategy and radicalism as a political creed, was 

to be found in the muc~ greater. degree of job.security 

experienced by this group of workers •. (.55) Job security was 

not, of course, the only variable in this.complex situation •. . . .. .. . .. 

Another.is the nature of the work itself (based as it was on 

primitive office technology in.small clerical establishments) 
.. . .. . . ·- .. 

which often.resulted in a situation.when the cle~k dealt with 

the core of the firm's business, and probably more important, . . . .. .. 

encountered close, non authoritarian relationships with his 

employer. The structure of such a woz:k s_ituation was conducive 

to the development of str~ng attachments to the.aims and goals 

of the firm. The work was not standard; clerks had little 

of an 'occupational community' as had many industrial workers 
.. . .. 

and all of these factors contribute to ~igher status and an 

.individualistic outlook. The two kink pins of this situation -

job s.ecurity and work .situation - threaten to. be undermined by 
. .. . .. .. ,. 

office automation. Some accounts s_-ll:ggest, for instance, that 

clerical work shall· increas~ngly·come to.resemble·factory work 

in that it will be standardised, monotonous and carried out in 
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l~rge offices-in which.close relationships.between .ei!lployee and 

employer are not.easily.generated. There is clearly some 

justification.for hold~ng this view and.certainly such a ch~ge 
. .. 

will-explain in part the.post war growth in white collar unionism 
.. -· .. 

for the white collar employees.relationship with.management is 
. .. -· .. 

now 'universalistic' rather- than 'affec.tiv;e' •. (56) Likewise it 

has been.~uggested.as we saw earlier.that there will emerge a 

'white collar proletariat'. Both suggest.ions are based. firmly 

on the consequences of computers on office employment. But 

once _again, on the basis of. current . evidence. thes.e views seem 

futuristic. 

There are, in fact, two.aspects to.this employment problem-

the. macro problem of office employmen~ .. generally and the micro 
.. . . . . . .. . 

problem of the employment consequences .of a computer in special 
. . . . . .. 

instances. Dealing first with the macro·problem it seems fairly 

clear at the moment that the employment consequences.of computers 

are far from drastic. . The computer revolution comes at an 
. . . . . . . 

appropriate time for it will relieve demand pressure on the 

market for clerical.an.d.white collar workers. In the· Ministry 

of Labour report from which .we have already quoted. it was shown 
. . . ·- ·- . 

that in-the.next ten.years computers will"take.over some 9%· of 

office work - some 300,000 office jobs .but in so doing will have 
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only slightly helpc'!. to .. reduce the growing. demand for .office 

workers. On the assumption that the demand for office workers 

will rise by some 2%.annually for the.next decade (the demand 

since 1931 has been 3%) the number. of extra jobs created will be 
. . .. 

some 700,000. Evidence such as this would s:~gest that, at 
.. .. 

least in the short run future, there is little cause for concern 

at white collar unemployment. However, these·are .agg~egate 
.. -· . . .. . .. 

~igures.a.nd conceal the.redeployment effects which computers 
. .. . .. ,. . .. 

may have. The report s:~gests that some redeployment will have 

to take place. Evidence on the micro·problem is best collated 
.. . .. 

from individual case studies. Summarising the findings of 

four European case studies. W •. H. Scott s.~gest that: 

"It wou~d appear.J therefore.J that the reduation in a.~eioiaa~ 
empwyment oaaasioned by the extension of offiae automation 
is sti ZZ being more than offlf3et by. the inareased .demand due 
to aertain tong term faators whiah are operative in advanaed 
.e~omies.J suah as the steadi~y inareasing 'saa~e and 
aomp~exity of ~dminist.rative systems and the groUJth of the 
'tertiary seator '." (p. 94) . 

Even so, in a dynamic situation.evidence such as this can 

remain only.tentative. Improvements and innovations in.computer 
. ., .. . . . -· 

technology m~ in the near future.render.these predictions 
,. .. 

obsolete.. In the study by Mumford. and Banks .neither of .the firms 

examined .. experienced any redundancy nor any labour displacement. 

The authors do point out., however, that if used .. effectively· 
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computers should . cut down staff. ( 1- p •. 1 72) .They . account for . . . . . . . . . -- ' 

this descrepancy.be~ween expectation and fac~ by show~ng that. 

·in both firms a 'hardware' approach rather than. a 'systems approach' 
. .. -- .. 

was .adopted. in relation to the. computer. This means in practice 

that instead of-exploit~g the potential of the computer for 

cha:nging the whole· work system the firms studied _.merely _used _ 

their installations for simple clerical procedures. More white 

collar .redundancy may therefore be. expected as .businessmen come 

to. realise the full·potential.of computer.techno~~gy. 
·- .. . . .. .. . 

Computer .. Automation and the Social. Structure of_ the Office •. 

rr·at the moment the debate of the employment consequences. 

of computers can remain only inconclusive the same is not·true . 

of the debates concern~ng other. aspects of the. white collar. work 
.. .. . -·· .. -· . . 

situation. It is now fairly clear -that the effect of computers 

in offices is to (a) introduce changes .. in the. office division 

of labour by "Creat~ng·.new .occupational ca~egories (b) alter. the 

patterns of social interaction and task interdependence between. . . ,. .. .. 

different .. occupations and. (c) ·create the opportun~ty for cha:nges 
. - . . . . . . . . - . 

to be made in the structure .of ma.Il:agement - usually· towards 
.. .. .. . .. 

centralisation.of m~agement functions. Combined or entailed 

in.these changes are the necessary ch~gesin job content, skill 
.. -. . . . . . 

etc inevitably· associated with.technical innovation. 
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The changes which .occur in the office division of labour and 

in the content of office jobs are best described by looking at 

the occupations involved. Three groups can be singled out for 

special attention though they by no means -exhaust the.number of 

occupations affected. These groups·are clerks, technical experts 

and managers. 

Clerks- the·traditional black coated worker- have.been at 

the centre of concern for obvious reasons but it is still·not 

clear precisely in what w~ their jobs are affected. Ida Hoes 

has s_~gested on the basis of research into twenty data process~ng 
.. . .. -·. .. .. ... . 

installations that clerical work becomes more routine, pressured 
.. . . . . . 

and monotonous; that offices become 'paper processing factories' 

and that skill levels· nor job grades. are s_ignificantly . affected. 
. . . . 

.(.57) On the other hand, .alth~ugh _agreeing on some points with 
. .. . . . .. .. 

these observations the British study by Mumford and Banks concluded 

that when a firm moved to a computer from a punched card installation 
.. .. . . .. . 

clerical work is not greatly changed •. (58) In the detailed case 

studies which comprise this study - one case deal~ng with bank 

clerks, the other with clerks in a manufacturing firm - certain 

changes were, of course noted. In d.escribi_ng these changes this 

study relies not upon a.detailed and objective description of the 

changed nature of clerical tasks but relies upon the·. verbal 
.. . .. .. 

statement of office workers themselves as they described in what 
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way their jobs had ch~ged. Certain.ch~ges were stre~~ed.by .. . . -· .. 

the bank clerks; some .50% believed that the compu~er had made 

their work more accurate, over 30% felt that their wo~~ load 

had increased and a similar proportion.felt that they now had 

more responsibil~ty. (see table ·13 p. ) op cit. However, 
. . . . . . 

on three aspects of work- pay, the amount of supervision and 
. .. . .. . . . 

promotion opportunities- a majority of the.cler~s in qqth 
.. . .. . 

fir.ms were _agreed that little .change had taken place. The 

overall. impression, recognised._by the :~:a,uthors themselves, ¥as 

that computers, in the. cases they studied, had had little _ef':t:ect .. .. . .. 

on clerical work nor on the attitude of cleric~l wo~k~rs. 

They show in the.text that.their find~ngs are somew~at 
. . .. .. .. --

dissimilar to some American research which has been carried out 

but explain this by pointing out that " •.•• the kind of f,mpaa~ 
. . . . . . . . 

a aomputer has on work is aonditioned to a Z~e _extent by the 

situation into whiah the maahine is introdu.aed." (p. 193 op cit) 

They. also . rec_ognise the probability that ~s the fir.ms come to 
. . . .. ·- .. ,. -- . .. -

adopt a 1 systems approach 1 to th:eir c_omputers and as :the amount 
·- . . ,. . . .. 

of work handled by the computer increases ·th_e .~ffects on __ o_ffit;e. 

work will·be much more extensive. 

It appears.; therefore, that .since the cons~que:p.ces .. of 

office automation for .the clerk depen,d vecy ~~gely upon the 
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complexity .of' the installation it. is impossible· at th·e moment· ·to 

generalise ·about the group of' workers. 

·Changes in the of'f'ice division of' labour, and, ·potentially 

in the distribution of' power. in the of'f'ic·e ·are brought about by 

the em~rgence of'.new.groups- the computer:p~ogrammers. Mulil:f'ord 

and Ward . (59} have analysed some of' the dillemmas inherent in 

this .new role~ · They:-write at one point, f'or example that; since 

computer.techno~ogists·are committed to ch~ge and.seem to adopt 
. .. .. . . . .. 

an overall view of' the :functioning of' the ·organisation they·. 
.. -· .. . .. 

of'ten.come into conf'lict with.departmen~al interests. The 

problem is much.more serious than a.territorial·one •. They. 

write: 

"Computer technoZogiS?ts. win· be.-striving foro r-ational. 
management organisation in or-der- to roeaZise the potential. 
of their- machines. In.doing this they wiLZ be aZtering 
the functions of management and per-haps eZiminating some 
management positionS aZtogethero. Ther-efore~ untike the 
normal. staff. adviser-s~ the new speciaZists r-epr-esent a 
thl'eat to the jobs and power- positions of rrany Zine 
man_ageros." (p. 246) 

In one of' the f'irms studied in 'The Clerk and the Computer' 

considerable resentment was allowed t~ grow in this group.because 
.. . . .. -

of' the lack of' necessary cooperation f'or the completion of' their 

task. Since this is not a role traditionally associated.with 

of'f'ice work and especially since this role is likely to.overlap 
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with·exist~ng roles; possibly to.devalue them, it is likely that 

the· programmer will·.meet with some .degree of hostility ·or 

uncooperation. 

Yet. another unfamiliar characteristic .of this role· is that 

its .adherents· are rarely·.identified. with the· interests of the 
-· .. . .. 

firm. Mumford and Banks show how the,new.progra.mmers,.recruited 

in this.instance·from.existing clerical staff, quickly·refashioned 

their:orientation to bank work no l~nger perceiv~ng their long 
" . 

term career.prospects as be~ng linked to the fortuned of the bank. 

Furthermore, unlike other staff specialists such as .scientists, 
.. . .. -· .. -- .. 

the p~ogra.mmers requ~re some skill in interpersonal relations. 
.. . -- . --

At .least, this is what Mumford and Ward have .s.~gested, but 

since they ·are likely to be recruited .. from .a rather .narrow . 

technical bac.kground it is unlikely that . they will have these 
.. .. 

skills~ .( 4o) It is also clearly possible that the existence 
. ·- -· 

·or the ·.creation of such groups of experts could modify ~n 

significant ways the way in which the status structure of the 

~rgani.sation is .perceived not to mention ~he possibili~ies. f~r 

the.tr~sfer of ~ffective b~rgaining power within the firm. 

However, .despite what may have been. written. on the 'irresponsibility' 

of such:groups (see Chapter ·2).there is little·research.available 

to substantiate.such claims. It.seems likely·for example that 
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the power, influence and st~ains which.~ight characterise.this 
.. . " .. .. -· 

role·are·transient.features; tha~ given a.muc~·greater. 
. .. ... .. .. .. ·-

understandi:ng of their particular .needs the problems currently· 
'' .. 

associated with this·group would disappear. 
. . .. .. .. . . 

The third group of.personnel.to be.affected by computers 
.. . . . .. 

are m~agers.but once _again a.responsible appraisal.of their 

position is handicapped_by the la,ck.of.research into.thi~:~.field~ 
.. . .. . .. ' .. . 

There are,.in fact, two.aspects to themanagerial·problems 
. . . 

associated.with computers. On the one hand there is the problem. 

of the structur~ of ma.Il:agel!lent - hoW" ·are marl:agerial role· 

distributed? . What.a~t~ority.relationship~ hold between.them? 

On ~~e other.there is the.~agers themselves -what is their 

new. job? How much.d~scretion have they? . How far has the·. 

computer removed their decision making functio~s? How far.do 

t~ey.accept _the changes made.necess~ _by.the. computer? 
.. . ,. 

Computer .. Automation and Management 

Dealing first with the problem. of ~agement structure .the· 

most ~ediate·issue_to·arise is that of centralisation. The 

existence of a cOii:Lputer. :to which. a great .deal .. of work can .be. 
" . . -- . 

transferred.raised.qu~stions .of departmentalism-and the . .. .. .. 

~ignments which exist.between.different.departments. In .. her. 

study.Ida Hoos clearly sa~ tendencies.towards the.centralisation 
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of managemen~.functions and.decision making. (61) . . Similaz:ly;, 

Ma.pn and Williams .report that. such .. centralisation is clearly . . . 

possible i~ a situation in which. 'Rules and.regulations·are 

substituted. for individual decision mak~ng'. (.62). 

It appears that when-a computer. installation takes .over 

work which was previously· carried .. out _by. separate. departments 
. .. 

a clear possibili,ty exists for the transfer of ma.D:agerial, ·.and 
. .. .. . 

especially· departmental functions, to a central executive. It 

is because tp.is possibil~ty-exists, of course, that some·writers 

have come to predict the.elimination.of middle ~ag~rs·from the 

authority structure of the ·organisation. At this point in.time 

t;h,ere is not en~ugh . evidence to . support or . refute . such .. claims 
- . . . . - ' . . . 

and, mo+eover, since a great deal obviously·. depends upon . the . 
. . .. 

nature of the computer. installation in.the first it is probaqly 

misleading to make .. such wide generalisations. Despite this, 

evidence does. exist to show the w~s in w~ich the job .of the 

manager may .be. changed with automation •. 

Urs Ja:~ggi and .Herbert Wiedemann writ~ng about·.research 

carried out in.Ge~ claim that the· cc::>mputer .. removes a l,a:rge 
. '. .. . -· . 

amount .of the controlling the .details·.of the collection and 

~valuation .of data .. releasi:ng them. instead to concentrat~ng-on. 

supplying higb.er.mar1:agement with :inuch :inore:precise information 
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and advice.. (.63) .The task of' ma.D:a.gement alE!o c;:hanges so that 

they can now spend more time on the human relations aspect of' 

their. role - coordinating work teams, improving work procedures 

etc etc. 

A complimentary aspect of' the computer is that the manager's 

tas~s become more specialised and precise. Since ~ great deal 

of' the everyd~ decisions have been built into the system those 

'non-programm~d' decisions are made with ~ greater de~ree of' 

certainty f'or the computer pl~s a vital role in processing all . . . . . . . . . . 

the nec.essary information f'or the .manager. In the research by 

Mumf'ord and Banks , however, no major ch~ges occurred in the . . . 

decision mak~ng f'unctions·of' ~a.gement. One significant change 

which these researchers regard as important for understanding the 

managerial reception of ch~ng~ - a reception which, in this 

instance was. guarded and unethusia.S·t.:ie since the C<?lnputer was seen 

as likely to a.f'fect personal status - was that the manager becomes 

removed from the operation of his office. He is no l~nger fully 

aware of all the operations which go on; he no l~nger fully 

un.d~rstands the system. It is in the context of t~is that 

computer programmers can be seen to acquire ~ great deal of power. 

It. appears once .again that since ... tber,e is . ...:a lack of relevant 

research, and since a great deal depends upon the uses tQ which 
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the computer is put, we are not in a position to·predict what 

changes will occur in the nature of ~agement, at least, not 

in such a w~ that could be considered.scientifically·precise. 
' ' 

There is certainly little empirical justification for some of 

the views which we discussed in the last chapter. 

Before concluding this·final section one last point needs 

to be made and it is a point· which we shall be returning to in 

chapter five - the white collar worker's response to technical 

ch~ge. It is only in the last few decades that ·the white 

collar worker has been subjected to far reaching changes in his 

worck situation so in many resp~cts he is traditionally ill~adapted 

to such ch~ge. On the other. hand, his manual counterpart has 
-- . ... . .. --

been. centinuously subjected to change,-· is more unionised and has 
. . . . 

evolved. a more.elaborate system of rules to apply to technical 

ch"a..TJ.ges. The question arises therefore, 'how will this group 

of workers react to change?' 

. Once .again the research information is scant but what does 

appear to be emerging is .that the white collar worker-will.accept 

such change as long as it is in line with his own personal 

aspirations and:- goals. (6'4) . What appears to be happen~ng at the 

moment is that the traditional clerical worker - the man who 

ta.kes.more responsibility and stra~egic decisions than his employers 
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usually credit him with - is likely to experience an expansion 

~n his role~ an· increased interest and more respo~$ibility. 

At the bottom end of the clerical grades, however, work is likely 

to become more mundane and systematised. However, since these . . . 

jobs are likely to be held by younger women and girls with little 
. . . . . 

attachement to an occupational career line anyway white collar 

workers can be expected to.accept ch~nge with the minimum of 

anxiety. Mumford and Banks try t9 show that a great.deal.of 
. .. .. .. . 

anxiety can be avoided if m~agement pays more attention to the 

social and psycho~ogical problems·involved in changeovers. . . . . 

The research which we have briefly discussed.in this.section 

goes only a little way in answer~ng some of the questions which 

we raised earlier. We khow very little of the response.of white 

collar workers to automation; we know even less about managerial 

responses. We need to know more about the ways ~n which computers 

will affect the work.ideologies of clerical workers and, more 

especially, we.need to know how a changed work situation for this 

group of ~orkers will ch~ge the range of occupational strategies . . . . 

available to them. Will they, for instance, turn more and more 

to trades unions or some other kind of association? Mumford 

and Banks found in their study no tendency whatsoever to trades 

unionism but at the same time they also recognise that ~n the .cases 
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they examined the effects of the computers were quite Illa:rginal. 

These and other questions require answering and one of the 

reasons they have not been so far answered, despite the. general 

neglect of the field which we mentioned earlier~ is that current 

research has failed in many respects to bring to the data a 

theoretical model which not only attempts to account for the 

in~erdependence of ~echnology and social ~rganis~tion - especially 

office techno~ogy - also to spell out more precisely what are the 

variable which govern the behavioUr of workers in work. 

Summary and Conclusions 

In the foregoing sections we have tried to do three th~ngs. 

Primarily we have been concerned to bring ~ogether some of the 

principal findings of socio~ogical research into·the problems of 

automation. · This in itself was an important .exercise for not 

only.were we able to derive some indication of·what is.currentlY 

known in the body of social research we were also able to show . 

up some of the limitations of many of the more general theories. 

and views which surround this subject. 

these case studies we were concerned to illuminate the 

limitations· of·.existing kriowledge and to suggest some of· the 
.. . 

theoretical di'fficultie·s associated with these studies. 
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The ove.rall impress.ion is that alth~ugh there is exists 
. . . . .. . -. . . 

a growing bc;»dy of cas.e materia~. concerning the effects of 

automation in speci.fic instances it is not always clear whether 

the changes described were fortuitous or necessary. It is by 
.. . . . 

now well established. that although differen~ production systems 
.. . .. . . 

tend tq be . 'governed' by social systems which ·are somehow 

'appropriate' to them the~e is still, nonetheless quite considerable 
. .. .. ' .. .. .. . 

room for alternative organisational des.igns. (.65) One of the 

q1:1es~i9ns which case studies should answer, therefore, is: "are 

the aha:nges obse~ed meani.ngfuZ.Z.y rel-ated to the ahCJ:!Lges whiah 

oaaur.:r.i.d .in tea'hno'Zpgy?" The operative word being 'meani~gfuZZy'. 

To answer this question future research must bear in mind t~e 

twin functions . of theocy - to del~mi t the problem and to analyse 

it i.e •. explain it. ~is in itself req~res tha~ we have some 

prelimin~ry model of what are the operative variables in the 

situation even.though t~is model itself may be.subsequently 
. . . . . . . . -. .. 

modified on the bas~s .of new research data.. Of the studies 

described ve~ few br~ught to their research such a model and of 

those which did; ~d I am thinking here of the stu,dy by Fensham 
-- .. 

and Hoqper, the model used. facilitated the analysis of only some 

prob],.ems ._ . As such, some of these studies were not entirely 

successful in delimit~ng the field i.e. showing what were the 
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specifically sociological problems of automation. Research in 

industrial soc:blogy and organisational theory is currently . . . . . . . . . . 

reveal~ng some of these variables which determine the structure 

and fUnction~ng of industrial organisations. Out of the many .. . . .. . 

variables which have been shown to be of decisive importance 
. . . . . ... 

technology has a special role to play.(66) However, alth~ugh 
. . . 

the studies which.we described analysed social change.always 
. . .. . 

in the context of the technical changes themselves, albeit less 
.. . ~- .. .. 

successfully with office automation, the relationship.between the 

teChnical changes and the social ch~ges were not.very systematically 

related. The situation now l.S that alth~ugh we have this body 

of evidence we are still not in any firm position to predict with 

accuracy what will be the effects of automation in a firm. 
.. .. .. . 

Theoretical difficulties.aside this review of research has produced 

some substantive results. 

The first and probably most important. point is that the term 

'automation' conceals within itself at least three different types 

of technology and that each type has different social implication. 
. . . -· .. . -- . 

Moreover, the .type of change which occurs, not only·in.the structure 
.. . 

of the organisation but also in the content of work and in the 

satisfaction of workers seems to be directed related to the level 

of automation reached. In the more fully automated systems -
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exemplified, for. example, in process technol:ogy - a work environment 

seems to be emerging which, in terms of which we analysed it 

earlier, tends to be 'self actualising' rather than 'self estrangi.ng'. 

It is paradoxical, however, that at the.one.extreme- process plants 
. . 

- where the worker stands to gain a great deal from work, it is 

here that fewest workers are required. 

In the office the advent of automation implies some radical 

ch~ges in the office division of labour, in the status of office 

workers and in the power of various groups. These changes can be 

expected to intensify as firms come to adopt a 'systems approach' 

to their computers rather than a 'hardware approach'. 

We have.described.these changes in the body of the chapter. .. . . ,. 

What needs to be said now is that these ch~ges represent only 

tendencies, that in specific instances one ~ght find examples 

which would contradict these generalisations. This, however, 

is a limitation which must be accepted for all the sociol:ogist 
. . . 

can claim is that the evidence he has available points not to 

the details of fUture work.systems but to their general form. 

One last limitation ought . to be mentioned; although it has been 

shown that many of the dire predictions· discussed in chapter two 
.. . .. 

are not completely.grounded in experience it does not follow 

from this th~t ~hese predictions were 'wrong' in any sense; 

rather it illustrates only that they are premature. 
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.IV 

AN APPROACH TO THE SOCIOLOGY .OF ORGAN·ISATIONS 

Section One 

The Theoretical Problem 

In the last chapter an attempt was made to discuss some . 

of the principal findings emerging ·from ~ growing body of case 

material concerned with various aspects .of automation. It 

became clear that although a 'picture' was. ·gradually emerg~g -

of the ways in which automation~ be-expected to affect the 

structure of work ~rganisations, it was nonetheless·true that 

there vere both theoretical.4eficienci~s and substantive omissions 

in this body of literature. 

On the theoretical.level- clearly worked.out modelsof the 

variables whic~ govern the structure and function~ng of 

organisations were rarely employed when technical installations 
. . .. " ... 

were examined; this was particularly the case with office 
·- . . . . . . . 

automation. A limitatio~ generally in evidence was th~ general 

failure to state-explicitly the relationship which holds between 
--. .. .. . .. 

a form of technology and a form of industrial organisation. 
. . .. . ,. . --

It was also shown.that the.adoption of a 'unitary·frame of 
. . 

reference'.for the-examination of industrial·problems often 
. . .. 

resulted ~n a situation where problems, for-example of power. and 
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conflict- both of which·are particularly interesting in relation 
. .. .. .. 

to automation and both of which would be systematically·. examined 
. . .. - - .. . .. .. 

from with a 'pluralistic frame of reference' - were often. 

Il:eglected. The ·arguments put forward in the last chapter lead 

inevitably to the conclusion that the terms in which'the 

socio~ogical problems of automation are best analysed are yet to 

be worked. out.· 

In this chapter anr.'. attempt is .made to .rec~ify this situation 
.. . . 

thr~tigh a discussion of ~rgartisational theory. .We shall discuss 

the state of.current theory· as an aid to empirical research, 

examine various models· of organisations and of the factors which 

condition ~rganisational behaviour and see how far these models 

help us understand the relationship.between.technical and social 
,. .. .. .. . 

change at the level of the firm. We are, in effect, ·trying to 

trace as completely as is possible on the basis of.'current 

research cause and effect relationships between types of work 

situations and their associated patterns of behaviour. Put 

differently· we are ·teying to ascertain what variables· ·operate 
.. . . . . '. . . . 

in the strricture of the work situation to render industrial 

behaviour predictable •. 

One canriot hope at this point in time to elaborate a 
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for.mal model. of the sort which. so obviously· seems to be. required 

and which at the same. time can. be regarded as hav~ng.been 

substantiated both within specific industries and.between 

industries. Nonetheless, considerable headway. has .been made,. 

especially with.~egard.to.the theory.of socio~technical systems, 
.. . . . . '. 

towards the.elaboration.of such a model. This. elaboration has 

come from many separate directions; many strands of thought and 
. . -- ... 

interest are being woven together to make a more cqherent whole~ 

To anticipate briefly;, there is now ~ growing rec_ognition of 

the important role played by systems of.techno~ogy in the social 
. . . . . . .. 

~rganisation and fUnction~ng of ~rganisations; there is also 

an emerg~ng awareness of the. importance of 'environmental'· 

factors as these .affect .. the structure of the organisation. 

Finally, through.successive modifications of classical m~agement 

theory and·great forward strides in the sociological rather than 
. . -. . . . 

the psy.cho~ogical analysis of industrial behaViour much.more is 
.. .. . 

now·known.about such crucial problem:areas as the nature of the 

worker's. involvement in organisational life and the factors .which 

govern his work behaviour. . . . . 

. To appreciate the s_ignificance of this . em~rgent approach. to 

industrial .analysi!S we shall discuss in what ways it has been 
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modifY~ng.existing ~rganisational.theqry and·organisational 
. . .. . - . . .. . -- . .·. . -· .· . 

models. We. shall .. ~ry and make .. exlicit as far a~ it is possible 

some of the ass~tions made in the past about ~rgan~sational 
. . -· 

structure and behaviour and to show in what respects these 

a~sumptions have been modified. Approaching the discussion 

in this w~ not only.serves the usefUl purpose of. o~t~in~ng a 

!Il~del ~f indus~rial·~rganisation bu~ i~ will als~ ;i.;J.lustra~~ . 

why i~ is ~hat s~me of ~he studies which were discuss~d.in.~h~ 

last chapter.made the theoretical·errors w~ich they ~id. 

Before b.e~inn~ng on this discussion a .. few. words. ·are 

nec·essary on why an elaboration of the sort to be outlined 

below is in fact required. The briefest is that in·order.to 

understand l~ge scale·~rganisations one needs to have some 

conc~~tion.of what are th~ most important facets of this 

comp+ex.real~ty which have to be given special atte~~ion ~n 

one's own particular ~alysis. 'J:'his problem: ari~es. because,. 

like. all other forms of social organisation, large scale 

~rganisatioz:t,s has a multidimensional !eali~y. To the 

ec~n~st an industr~al organisation or a commercial undertak~ng 

is primarii¥ ~.economic.unit. T~ grossly C?Vers~pli.fY, his 

interest in it is restricted to a determinate range of problems, . . . . . -- .. ·, .. . . . . . . . 

for example' the ratio of capital to labour, costs per unit of 
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production, efficien,cy etc etc. · To the political·scientist an 

~rganisation is a system of power. and ·'!'lllthority .rationally· 

articulated to.achieve certain, goals·or dispense certain 
.. .. . . 

functions. His interest, too, is restricted to a specific 

r~ge of problems. He might, for-example, be specifically· 

concerned with the distribution of power:or the.l:egitimation 

of authority. Burns ·has argued, for instan·ce; · that· the· . 
. . . . .. . .. 

political processes of·~rganisations has.been.a.much.n;eglected 
. . .. 

a.Je'a of study. (.1·) To the sociol:ogist an organisation ·is a 

rather special.device for ordering social conduct·around same 

specific objective; it is, in.fact, a special collectivity- a 

system·of social relations. 

I am not concerned at this.point to.legislate on which 

view.is the correct one~ they.are.all correct. Organisations 
.. . .. 

have-three identities- the economic, the political and the 

social- and the study of·~rganisations must p~ special·~egard 

to· this. fact. It is for these reasons that the sociologist 

must carefully·~efine his special way·of look~ng at·organisations. 

In what- is to follow we· shall ·illustrate how some ·writers ·have 

solved. this problem. · 

Some General Features of' a Social System. ·Model.:of ·Organisations 

One .of the· implications of· us~ng ·the· term: '·organisation' ~s 

that we are referri_ng to something which has an existance 
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independent.of its constituent parts. This fact has a double· 

s.ignificance.-: In the· first place it s.uggests that··qrganisations 
... .. 

have a per.manency, that they·have ·a special.relationship to 
-- -· 

society as. a whole. . In fact, some writers have: S.'ll:ggested. that 

organisations·are.best conceived as sub ·systems of the.much 

la:rger social system. (l·) · We. shall.be. elaborat~ng on the 

important implications of its view.later. For the moment it 

is ·only.necessary to point out that wha~ goes on inside . 
. .. .. 

qrganisations has important implications for the.external 

relations of the qrganisation and as such for society-as a whole •. 
. .. . . . .. . . 

Etzionni captures the.sense of this a:rgum.ent when.he says that 

modern society is an ·organisation society •. (2) 
. . . . . . 

The second implication of the view that the·organisation - . . .. .. ,. . .. . 

exists independently of its constituent parts concerns the·way 
.. .. .. -· . .. 

in· whli.ch we are to conceive .of what. goes on in organisations 

and what it is whic~·governs qrganisational behaviour.· 

Ultimat.ely' of course,· when we. speak. .of an ·organisation .we.:have 

some notion of . men. doing things in an ·ordered· manner;· that · th;ey · 

do these·th~ngs ·for· only some of the· time; that whilst· they do 

them:they .. have some specific end in sight. The concept which 
. . .. 

mediates ~-between. the view. of an ·organisatio:Q. ·as .:be~ng .men~doing-

things· and the·view<of the qrganisation·as some· kind· of· 
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suprapersonal entity is ~he c~ncept of r~le~ .. View~n~ .~he members 

of an ·.~rganisation as role . players and . re~ognis ing. that they are 
. . .. 

'pla;y~ng' in_a rather.special·~rga.nisation ~av~ng; g~als.invi~es. 

the.secon~ formulation that orga.nisations·are systems of roles. . . . .. ,. . - ... . - ·. . . . . . 

An~sing the c~ncep~ fur~her.i~.mus~.be .. rec~gnised ~J:la~.all we 

are ~eferr~ng to when we use the term 'ro~e'.is a pattern of 

reciprocal.expectations which 'actors' hold of·o~e a.not~er. It 

mean~.also that each.actor is.aware of what these.expectations 
.. . -· 

·are and plays.out his role· in.accorda.nce.with them. It is in. 
. . . ·.. - . 

these terms that the sociol:ogist thinks of social relatioi:tsh~'Bs 

and it.is in.terms of social relationships that.he thinks.of 

~rganisations. 
' . 

Without at this pain~ go~.ng further. into . this . description 

for we.sh~ll.be.concerned with it,in muc~ greater.detail.later, 

it is.clear that a whole range of problems are opened u~. We 

can ask, for· instance, how far the men who·are asked.to.play 

roles play them. out successfully, how far they .. ident:i,fy with . . . . . . . . 

the role, how.th,ey:themselves 'interpret~ ·or 'define the role'. 
.. . . .. . .. 

Likewise.we.can ask why it ~s that ~rganisations.seem.to Q.iffer 

in WSfS in which r~les·are alloca~ed,. defined. and rela~ed.~o 

one another. In short, we. can ask what . i "t . is that gives. an 
-;,'- . 

·organisation a distinctive structure. But apart ·fz:om the· range 
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of ·problems .which ·are raised. it is also. clear that .the character. 

of these ·problemS is theoretical. .Beginn~ng ·from· role·· concepts . . . .. . . . .. 

and patterns· of ·expectation we can in fact build· up complex ·models· 
.... . 

of social·.syst·ems~ · These models·will assist us in·not-only·. -

accoimting for the· particular structure.adopted·by an·~rganisation 

in .me·etirig' its particular purposes. but also to·.account (i.e. 

explain) for the" behaviour of men in.such·~rganisations~. . ... . . . 

The' mod'el'. which. we have ·brief~· touched 'upon· here is that of 

the· organisation as ·a social system; it is the' sociol:ogist •s· w,a:y 
. . . --

of look'~i:J.g at ~rga.i:J.isations. It is· not exclusive~·the. 'correct' 

wa:y to look at organisations and it is by· no means a common~ 
. . . 

accepted·. '~lta:y, . even amongst people call~ng themselves sociologists 

or behavioural .scientists, or whateve·r. However, it is a wa:y 

which has· rather. ·spe·cial implications and we shall elab·orate on 

these· in· a·momerit. 

The model of the ·organisation tc be . developed. in. ·this·. 
. " 

chapter: ·conceives ·or· the organisation as· a .. social ·system·: in:. the 

sense outlined above;. it also conceives· .or· this s·oc'ial system· 
. .. . --

as being 'institutionalised' in.technical .systems·- machines; 

tools·, skills etc·-· ·so that it is possible to sp·eak of a 'socio -

technical .system•·. Since ·it 1s also true; as we· have·already 
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environment and that forces. in_ this . environment . ( e·._g. :the . S"jjate, 

the market, etc.) have effects on the ~rganisation and YiGe~versa, 

it is convenient to extend our conception .of the .~rganisa~ion as 

a socio - technical system to that .of an 'open s~cio-:-technical 

system'. The· central.purpose of this.chapter.is t~ elab9r~te 
.. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. 

this model.and.illustrate its utility for the _analysis of 

industrial·~rganisations. It should·not.be supposed, however, 

that this model. is complete or that it is ·brand new.. .Neither. 

is true. The model is still in.the·process of.develbpment . . .. 

and can o~ly·.be. understood in the context .of a much. w:;i.der bqccy-

of theory and theoretical development •. .. . .. . 

In the nineteenth cent~ as J. H •. Smith has pointed .. _out 
.. .. -- .. - . .. 

the .term '~rganisation' still--meant someth~ng like e~trepreneurship; 

it_ still retained. that sense of . 'g!3tti.ng somethi_ng done'. {J) 

In twentieth century the term has increasingly·become·understood 

as referr~ng to a special structure,.a special w~.of ordering 
.. .. . . 

things, especially·management hierarchies. 
' . . . It is-only·in.the 

last decade ·or so that the conception .. of .the ·~rganisation as a 

social sys~~·· has arisen, and then.· only· in .response. to a 

theoretical traditio~ which stressed. the· conception of an 

~rga.nisation as a wa;y _of rationally· structuri.ng the behaviour of 
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~agement •.. In ·order. to elucidate our. :inodel .. !oTe .. turn .to .this. 

devtUop:inent look~ng first at the. classical .. school.of ·organisational 

theory. 

The· .Classical.School 

.To· charac.terise the .div.ers~. group .of ·writers .whc), ·from the· 

b_eg:i.nn~ng . of the twentieth century .b. egan to concern theinsel ves .. with 

the problems .of rational .bureacratic .administration (Max .. Weber), 
.. . . .. . .. 

-w:i th . the .. means· by which. such .. administration. could·.be. made .more . 
·- ... , . 

. efficient · (:F:ayol, ·ur.w;i.cl,t) and. who at the. same time developed. a new 

body .of knowl~dge.which.~ain.Tourraine has called 'psychotechno~ogy' 
. . . --

- work .meas:urement., motion study, and the like ~ llllder. the on~ 
. ·- . . -· 

head~ng is to.~egl~ct the. important divisions .of opinion which 

exist w;i.thin. this .. school.· Some writer~. feel it is more appropriate 
. . 

to split th~ group into two.- those concerned with.scien~ific . 

I)'l.~agememt a,nd who can be usually grouped: arolllld the intelleqtual 
.. . . .. .. .. 

:J...eader, <F.rederick Taylor, .and· those concerned to s.pe11· out. a system 
. -- . 

o-r rule!?, ... ~qst of'_.dec;iu9tive l:ogic, within.which.management can 

structure. it.s .activities._ However, for .our .purposes. the .central 

tenemts of this body of th~ught. ·are far. more important . than the· 

c;ti.ffe:rences.wh~ch-exist within it. 

The.· .central concern.which links them ... alL~_ogether. is .. the· . 

c<;>.ncern t.o make. indU!?trial organis~tions. more .effective. in the· 
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realisation of thei~ goals. This.does.not proper.ly·apply·to·Max . . . . .. . . -- . 

Weber.since he"was more concerned .. to.analyse.the·properties of 
. . .. . .. . 

rational administration but his theory of bureacracy has had an 
., .. .. . 

important influence on the growth of our think~ng about·~rganisations • 
. --· . . .. . -· ., . . 

Not directly concerned, therefore, with the .effectiveness of 
. .. .. . .. . .. .. 

management the.central core.of Weber's theory of bureacracy-
.. . . ... . . 

that bureacracy is the most rational form of administration - is 

still; nonetheless, in line with what the theor!i.st·s:~ o~ formal 

·organisation.also maintain. 
.. -· . 

Three .. features of this approach are particular.ly· important. 

In the· first place the classical.school contained. a theory of 

for.mal·organisation which was to have an important effect. on the 

subsequ~nt . development of· ~rganisational theory, and, .of. course, 
0 -· • •• 

the way in which we think about ~rganisations~ . Secondly;, the· 
. .. 

classical . school made a series . of assumptions ab~u~ ~he· behavi~ur 
. . 

and motivation of men which produced.important.reactions. · Fin~ly;, . ... . . . . 

the classical school seemed to espouse a certain.ideo~~gy:of 
.. '. .. . .. . 

work rela'tions which blinded them. to the dilemmas and contradictions 

inherent in large scale production and which.led.them.to.adopt a 

unit~ry frame of reference for looking at behaViour within 

organisations. 
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The·· essential·orientation of the. classical.sc~ool was 

practical;· th,ey:.~egarded. themselves. as· ~rga.ni~ational de~igners 
,. .. .. . 

rather·. than· sodal.scientists. But· they. were. des.igners with a 

mission and this mission was .to make.:inarl;agement .systems .more ·. 

efficient, to des.ign the execution .of work in ·such a W.B:y that the· 
.. .. . . --

·organisation.derived maximum (not morely·optimum) benefits.and 

they .believed in the course .of this the workers would·.be:Q.efit 
. . . . .. . . . 

too. It is.here that we have the essential.ideo~ogical nature 

of this body .of 'theory'. Taylor, the father·of.scientific 
. .. . . ... . . .. .. .. .. 

·management conc~ived of one of his.tasks to.be 'to·bri:ng about 
.. . . -

harmqny, not discord'. (4) . His basic commitment is to the··. . . . . .. 
.. . .. 

belief that the . development . of a . science .. of IIIB.Il:agement ·from 

which rules coUid· be .derived to make. work more ·.efficient and 
. . 

more·profitable would· remove any possible· cause .of·friction 

. . . . 
between.management and men. He·urges us to.realise.that 

.. . .. 

. scientific m~agement is not 'any efficie~cy device ••. it is 

not time study, it is not motion study ••• in its essence.(it) 

involves a complete mental revolution on the part of the work~ng 

nien' ... (5) H~ goes on .. in this .testimony to the House committee· 

which inves~iga~ed various systems .of marl:agemen~ in 1912 ~~ 

s11:ggest· that .thr~ugh the application .of scientific :principles·. 
. -- .. . . -· 

the two:sides.of industry will be in a position to take.their 
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eyes. ~ff .~h~ g~~w~n~ industrial. sw;plus for i~ _wi~l'.become .so 

la:rge ~ha~ '~her~ is _ample r~~m-for a la:r~e incre~se _in w~ges. 

for ~he· workmen_. and an equ~ly· la:rge increase- in p_rofi_~s f_~r ~he 

manufacturer.' (op cit) His _system implies. an harmonious view 
• • 0 ••• 

of industrial.relations with workers and ~agers accept~ng.the-

same ·framework of rationality so tha~ each c~ equall:Y·-perceive 

the l:ogic .of the .new .. methods and .~ct~vely _emb_race .t~e:i:n. We. can 

mentien in passing taht in an.ideal situation Taylor maintained. 
-- . . . .. -- ·- ·- ·-- ..... - - .. : . 

that-trades.uions would not be.necessa.ry, nor wo~ld·~techniqu!=S-

of collective ba:rgain~ng. . . . . . . 

The second essential component .of this .school concerns.the· 

w~ in which.they.viewed.the individual and his.work motivations.-
··· . . .. . . . 

In their concern with 'psychotechnol:ogy' T~lor and hi~_followers .. . -- . . .· . . . . 

des_igned. elaborate experiment!:! for work .measureme~t, _for calculat~ng 

the best way of completing work and for calculating .the'.best 
.. . . . .. . . . . .. · .. -· .. . . .. 

structure of incentive p~ents. Without.outlining.what.they. 
. -- .· .. .. .. . ~ . ·- ·- -~ 

contributed.in this.respect.it is.clear that they .. relied.on a 
. .. .. ·. ·. 

mechanistic _economic theory of man's commitment to work. - ~e;y-_ . ... . . . .. · . -. 

believed. for. ex~ple, ~ha~ al~h~ugh -~ne could· me~iculousq·_ 

measure a man's work, split.it.up into its most essential operations, 
. . .. . . :.· . .. . . . .. 

specify how.these operations .ought to.be .. related.to.one.a.nother, . .. .. .., . -·. . . . .. .. · .... ": .. 

the man will work harder~ and.be satisfied. with a much higher .. level 
•• • • -·-· • .J • • • •• 
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~f .reward ~han c~~d·.be .. achieved. with more ·primi~ive .methods .~f 

work ~rganisation. George.·Friedmann has rightly ·criticised: the 

'technicist '- ·orientation of. Taylorism and its failure to conceive 

of the worker.as deriving other.important pysychological satisfactions 
.. ·-· .. 

in. work •. (:6.).. Subsequent . think~ng. about man 1 s relationship. to industry 
. . . . 

andwork has s~ught to.remove the unsympathetic mechanicism.built· 

into Taylor's system. 

Taylor, as . we. have. s~gested. tried. to . derive a system· .. of 

rules .. for .re.tionalis~ng work its~lf but probably· of equal ililportance 
. . . .. .. 

to the classical.theorists was the way in.which they.conceived.of 
. . . . . . . .. . 

the structure .of the formal ~rganisation of work •.. · At .the· centre 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 

of their think~ng-in this.respect, and exemplified.in.the work.of 
. .. .. -- . .. . 

Gulick and·Urwick,.was the assumption that the more a.job.could· 
'' . . 

be·broken.down.into its constituent parts the more efficiently·· 

could·. it .be carried out and, by implication the· more .efficient will 

the.overall·production system.be •. As Etzionni.describes.it t:q.ey 

also.believed.that the· division.of labour itself shoUld·cqnfor.m 

to.certain·principles.such.as 'spec:ialisation by.purpose', 
.. . ··- . 

'specialisation _by·process' .'specialisation by clientele~ etc etc. 

Furthermore, __ they ·argued that work tasks .. ~ught -_to . be . controlled 

and .de.s_igned.by. a.central.authori~y- ~he postula~e ~f-uni~ary. 

control.·. It was in.: this body .of .theory .that propositions. about . 
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the· role-,i:)f line management .were .deveoped·, .about the· optimum 
. . -· . . -- -· . -. 

relationship. be~ween. line· and s~aff · ~rganisation - ~he· :pe·~tuJ:~-Ees 

of functional.demarcation. Tb:ey .were .concerned· to spelLout-
-- . .. ' 

the-·precise .responsibilities .. of each .department and each.:ina.tl:ager. 

and to.defin~-explicitly.all·work roles. 
.. . .. . . . 

It is not -necessary for . the purposes .. of this . essa;y . to 
... . .. . . 

. elaborate further. on the· prescriptions made _by .. the classical 

school.· It is en~ugh to point out what.were.their.major 

assumptions. One- further assumption, as Joan' .Woodward has 

pointed: out, wa:s .that the ·principles. which .. they. elaborated. 
-· .. . .. 

were applicable· to all forms .of·organisation and.administration.-

the· postulate of universality .. (.7-) 

· · In all of this. thei~. generic. concern was wit:p_. formal · 

orga.Iiisation - the bare bones. of· organisational: des_ign.-. and 

. subsequent ·critics. of this . approach .. admonished. the:in .. for not 
.. . . .. . . ·- . 

pa;y~ng-sufficient attention to the· other.equally·importa.Iit . 
.. .. .. . - .. 

aspect .of organisational life,. informa.l·organisation. The··· 

implication :of this is that these theorists c9uld· only··present 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

a li~ted.·picture .of ·organisational.function~ng, .. that ._by. not 
. . .. . . -. . . 

pa;ying sufficient attention to.the worker~s attachment t~ groups 
.. .. - .. . . 

other. than those prescribed._by th~· firm, .they .. thei,'efor~ ·failed·. 
. . . . . . . . . 

to reach a-.deep-understandi_ng of the ·true nature of -~rganisational 

life. 
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The·· criticism of the classical. .theory did.not, however·, 

proceed.al~ng these lines~ The'postulates:which.t:q.ey·laid 
. . . . . . . . 

down .. were .subject to increas~ng ·criticism ·primarily". because 
. " 

they. were . seen not always to work in: practice. . It was this 
. . ' . . . . . . . 

realisation that inspired·. the famous Hawthorne . experimenters 
. -- .. .. . -· 

to seek further int~·group function~ng for.explanations .of . .. . . .. . . 

ch~~ng productivity levels· and it was the·grow~ng 
. -. . . -- . . . 

realisation of the· importance of work· groups, a.m.~ngst other·. 

things, which prompted the.development .of a different theoretical 

tradition - that of human relations. 

Still, the contribution.of the.classical.school to 

~rganisational theor,Y has been an important one. Those·. people· 

concerned with industry were made to .realise that th~ form taken 

by.an.administration has an important.bear~ng on its effectiveness 
... .. .. . .. .. 

or success. Furthermore they raised. the· possibility of a 

.. science of'·~rganisations as such. But the Ul. timate . testimony 

to what they themSelves would consider. their success is. to be 

found in . the fact that a concern with industrial problems as . they. 

defin.'ed.them still.persists in ma.r.~:age:inent education and.alth~Ugh. 

the" scientific . status of classical theory can be . severely" 

questioned·. it has had an enormous ·practical effect on the 
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the· importance.of.the.classical.school.derives.more·from.the 

reactions it·produced.than the contributions which it made •. 
. .. ... . ,. .. . 

The most important.reactio~·from.the point of the· em~rgent 
·- ... . .. . .. 

social.science .. of·~rganisations cam~ ·from 13: ·group -_by. now 

-expanded into something.of a tradition -.of·writers .identified. 
-· . . .. . .. . ... .. 

with. Elton Mayo and the Hawthorne investigations. The··.school 

is . the . h~ . relations . school. · It. seems la:rgely ·from a 
.. . 

~egative.reaction to classical.theory and manifests a.deep. . ..• . .. 

concern with the··problem .. of work; ·groups and the· :i,.nformal 

-~rganisation.of industry. The initial impetus in its 
. ... . .. . 

theoretical.development comes. from the work carried.out _by. . . .. . 

Mayo and his coll~agues.in.the· Chi~ago.plant of.the.Western . . . . . . . 

Electric. Company. between 1927. and 1932.. . The. developill.ent . of 

this. approach .. has been continuous .ever since •. 

The.Human Relations .School · 

Whereas .theclassical.school.relied.upon (a) a.mechanical 

conception of the·~rganisatio~·frozen.in .. scientific.immun~ty 
. . . . .. . .. 

from the play .of ·irrational. elements. either ·from within. itself· 
. -- . .. . .. -· 

or ·from its environment and. (b-) an atamised conception .of the· 

industrial worker havi_ng, under .. the z:ight·.remunerative conditions, 
.. . . . -- . . . . . 

a healthy .respect. to the··~rganisation - an· undivided.loy~ty, as 
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it .were,. the· human relations .school·presents .·a. qj,fferent view .. 

of· organisation as .leadership, and an ~ge . of man as. ·group man 

or social man. InevitabJ..y·the ma.ny·writers .identified.with 

this school·are .. not.all in .agreement wl.th.one another. 
.. . . ,. 

Landsbe:rger, for.exam.ple, has pointed.but .af'ter.an·extensive 

review.' of . the· literature, both ·pro and anti, . that . any attempt . 
. .. .. .. .. 

to tar thein.:. all with same ·brush as .Kerr did, in his. description 

of thein. as 'plant socio~ogists' is.merely· ~academi~.ge~:i:'ymandering'. 

{B). Still' . there· are common . themes. of this . school· which. can .be 

s~ngled·. out. It is instructive to.examine (.a-) their.ideology 

(.b-).their view.of the plant·and the·organisat'ion.(.c-) their 
.. . .. .. .. . . 

. conception of the industrial worker.and the natUre.of his. 

attachment to work. Viewing .these elements as all·· interrelated. 

with one another.is an essential·prerequ~site for understand~ng 

the· theoretical system .. of h'lll!lBil. . relations and its limitations. 

We. s.uggested: earlier. that one of the· start~ng .pointE! for 
.. .. .. . .. -· . .. . 

the' human relations· movement was .the observation :that· so.me·.of the· 

strategies for management·prescribed.by.the· classical writers . . .. .. . .. .. .. 

and.des.igned to improve· efficiency .. were .seen. not to work in 

·practice.·. The experiments .reported. in. 'Ma.D:agement. and the· 

Worker~ by· Roethlesberger. and Dickson .seem. t.o ·confirm· in · 
. . 

meticulous detail that the variables which governed. th.e·.behaviour 
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of workers were not physical - such as the intensity of illumination 

- but social.· This was an important break thr~ugh for it placed 

the wor~·group and the an~sis of wor~ groups· at the centre of 
. . . 

the social and psycho~ogical analysis of industry. But the 

in~luences on the development of human relations and its interest 

in the group came also from a philosophical tradit~on concerned 

with the implications of 'anomie' and social disorganisation. . .. . .. 

Sheppard has·traced the intellectual roots of this concern to 

the·French sociologist, Emile Durkheim.but it was Mayo-in his 

'The.Huma.n·Problems of an Industrial Civilization' who·provided. 

the·.school with its moral and .ideoJ.pgical directives. He .sees 

industrial society as annihilating.'cultural·traditions' and 
. . . . 

breaking up.those social codes.which.formerly 'disciplined.us . . . 

to effective work~ t_ogether' • (9·) · His work . S1J€;gests that the 

remedy.to this.is to.recreate the soci~ty in work, to re-establish 
" . .. .. . .. 

~he s~cie~y of ~he wor~·group. His.interest is.in.maintain~ng 
.. .. 

·order.and stability. It is ·frOlll. this concern with order .. that 
. . 

subsequ~nt ·criticism has .charged .the .. human .relations ·writers as 
-· . .. .. 

either:. being totally·. blind to the· conflict , induc¥lg .mechail.isms 
" .. ' .. . .. 

. . 
of modern industry ·or else to be largely concerned. with the . .. . . .. . 

efficiency of management. (10} The. debate. over .. this. 'ma.nipultive 

. cha:rge' still goes. on but it is .less important . than the·. debate 
.. . .. . . .. .. .. 

over·. the.· framework. of explanation evolved. by .. h:uman .relations • 

. But .before .turning to this .. we can illustrate the·. nature .of .huinan 
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~elations by·turn~ng to ·same of the find~ngs of various studies 

associated. with the school. 

As Kerr and Fisher have analysed it, two.find~ngs were· 

basic. (ll) The first was the small group is the elemental 

component of the·organisation and that the.members of these 

groups, in ·true Paretian ·tradition, .were .s·een. to .be moved._by' 
. .. . .. -- . . 

'sentiment ' ·rather than 'reason' • Expe:ri.mertt"s with incentives 

has ·shown that· _by ."deliberate .action workers would· place ·a. 
. . . . . . . 

. ceiling· on their· ·earnings. This . observation ran contrary to 

any explanation:·which could·.be .developed from.scient.ific 
. .. . . 

:ma.11:agement. It became clear, hoWever, that this 'restriction 

on Ol;l.tput·• was ·a rational . a·ction on the part . of the workers and 

this observation lent support to th~ view.that workers do not 

operate from the same universe of logic as managers. Furtherinore, 

detailed observation had revealed.same of the mechanisms employed. 

by small groups ·to sanction deviance and.reaffir.m the sol~darity 
. . ' . - . . . . ' . 

of the·group. Subsequent work in social psychology has been. 
. .. . 

concerned, especially in the field known as gr~up dynamics, to 

analyse these mechanisms much further. Some.of the conclusions 

of the Hawthorne experiments follow naturally·· from this. as do 
.. .. . . ,. .. . 

many of the prescriptionS built into.human relations train~ng 
·- .. 

programmes. · For.exatn.ple there are the·propositions that 'the 
. . 
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level of production ~s set. by social norms, not .bY· ·physio~ogical 

capacities' or that 'of'ten workers do not.act or react as 

individuals but as . members . of groups ' • We t~nd now to.accept 
. .. 

these propositions as common place but at the time they were a 

s.igiJ;ificant modification of earlier think~ng. :tt was th.is 
-· .. . . 

concern with groups and the ways in whic~ groups set their own 

norms that directed attention to the problem of informal 

~rganis at. ion • 

. Ov~rgeneraiising somewhat the . central core of hu:tna.n 

rel~tions, not· only· as it was known. at the time .of Hawthorne, 

but subsequently with the work of George Homans. ·and Whyte,. is 

that organisations are made of groups and sub groups, that . . . . .. . . . . .. 

coexistant.with the formal prescriptio~s .of ~agement there 

is ·an informal organisation of operatives which.exerts a control 

in its own. way, that some·· of the more recalcitrant problems of· 

industrial . ~rganisations concerns the ways in which t:P.ese. groups 
.. . " . .. . 

ought to be related'to one another. In.·praqtice, therefore,. 

human.relations programmes lay great stress on.leadership.and 

the' need for ma.!l;ageinent to ensure the establishinent . of the 
.. . 

effective conditions fo~ -group :ri.mctioniilg·. These prescriptions, 

as Kerr arid Fisher have shown, ·follow inevitably from the 
. .. . " 

assuritpt'ions made about·· the nature of man .... that he' is . s'ocial - the 
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nature of industrial society, that it is anomie , and the nature 

of the ~rganisation, that it is made up of groups which ~ert 

their own controls. (12) 

Human.relations have come under attack from a number of 

positions and out of the furor which has ensued socio~ogists 

are now more aware of a much wider ra:nge of variables which 

affect industrial behaviour. Many of the criticisms which 

have been levelled at the human relations approach are 
. . 

i~egitimate; they have been_ concerned far more with the 
. - .. 

philosophy of.human relations and insufficiently·with the 
- .. . - . 

detailed studies undertaken. (13) However, .even accepting 

this the criticisms have.perfor.med a valuable function in 
.. . 

laying bare the limitations and explanitory: power of the. 
. . . 

theoretical system of the school. Landsberger .. sees. the main 

group of criticism as center~ng around four areas - (a) the 
. . . . .. '. . . . 

view of society held-by its adherell:ts (b-) the image of the 

worker presuppos~d in the system (c) the apparent neglect 
. . ... .. -- . .. . 

shown. to the problems of industrial conflict and (d) an almost 
-· ... - -·· ·- . . . -- . .. . ·- .. 

total failure to take into.account the purpose and.behaviour 

of trade unions. To this list of·problems·areas Kerr and 

Fisher.have.added.that the.school has been criticised for not 

taki_ng into . account the wider environment in which the firm 
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functions as a variable .aff~cting .. what_ .. goes. on .inside the .firm. 

Furthermore.,. they have been criticised for not deal~ng .adequately 
. . .. 

with the problem of power either within the·~rganisation·or in 
.. . . .. -· ... . . 

the wider society. The criticisms which .have been. made under 

these headings form a fairly·coherent :whole~. Thus Kerr . .has 

objected to the view that anomie and dis~rganisation are the 
. . ' . .. . ,. 

prime.features.of industrialism but.even more fundamentally he . .. . 

dis_agrees w.ith the Mayoist s,uggest;i.on that the .return to social 
.. ". 

solidarity as .he _conceived of it was:t:he most. desirable .s.olution. 

Kerr·pref~rs a system in which there is institutional.demarcation, 

divided.lay~ties etc etc for,he.believes.that.it is .only·under. 
.. . .. ·-

such a pllcll'alistic system the basic freedoms can .be .realised. 

(14) Other writers have .. taken -exeption. to the .. ideology of .human 

relations for. in its quest for industrial harmony and -in its 

abhorrence. of conflict. of any kind it unwitt~ngly .serv~s the· _ 

cause and interests of.~agement. A_more impartial.but_ still 

related obje.ct'ion is that i:p. adopti:o.g .this ~oncern .for order. 
.. .. . . .. . . 

Mayo in particular .and hliiilan relations .. generally·.:Q.aye ·assumed. 

what. is still to be proved; that ther.e exists a basic_ harmony 

between m~agement and.worker. Fox .has. s_uggested. that. this . 

1 unitary ·frame.- of .. reference .1 .employ.ed in .. thinking .. about industry 
. -· " 

serV:es ·primarily .a reassuring function, that it. can be at. the 
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sa;me t~e used py_ ~agement fqr -P'!ll'POSes -.of .pe;r-su~sion 1:!-Ild _as 

a tecb.J:l.ique for .legi ~imis~ng authority. (.15) 

Likewise,. a great dea~ of justified criticism has been 

appl~ed :to the way in which hlliD:~ relations-wr:i,ters corr(;~iye o+ 

the nature of the worke~s _attachment to the:C!rganisati_on. His 

.involven;Lent is t:P,_<?ught .of in sc;>cial.terms_; he wa:nts the 

s_~i;;isfactio_n and security o_f th~ group; he is not the hOJilO-

economicus comma~ assumed. It _is believed, too, that he is 
. . 

quit~ willing to su"Qjec~ himself ~o ~he requiremen~s of a~~hority~ 

Wb,at t_his view .. neglect_s is that the worker. is aJ_so .e_conomically 
.. .. .. . . 

inv:oJ,.ved, in the ·organisation and, as_ Koivisto has .. s.~gested, .he 

is_a go~ .~ett~ng and goal.achiev:ing creature. In _thi_s . sense 

~is_ attachm~nt to the fir.m is.on~·partial and hi~.relation~hip 

to it primarily a market.relation •. He may also be a member.of 
.. . . . 

a:trades 1,1ni_on - ~ fac;:t whi~h .human relations ·writers have . 

avoided to ~y~tematic~lly t~e in~o.account- and ~~-such his 

loyalties wilLP.e 9-ivide~; at some point he m!ey have to_.accept 

the.a~thority .o.f ~he union.over ~d above that of his.emp],.oyer. 
.. -· .. . . -· . . 

A dit:ferent line of· cr~ tic ism has s_usgested. that since- t_he whole· . 

emphasis is on th~ group the.rel~tionship between the wo~ker and 
. . . . . . . . . . -· . 

his wqrk h~s been ~eglected. There is a presuppositionthat 

whatever i;he work, _tl:;le worker could· be made s_atisfied. if s~fficient 
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attention is paid to its ~human.relations aspects'~ · Daniell 

Bell has referred to this . attitude ·as . 'cow ·sociology' • ( l6) 

Other·lines of criticism dwell on the fact·that .. the role 

of unions are neglected. in this .. scheme, ·that :even where they. 

are mentioned .. they.·are z:egarded: rather. bloodlessly· as ·a 
'. .. 

communication channeLbetween m.a.Il:agement ·and worker. Their 

fUnctions in articulating·grievances.and manipulat~ng power 
.. .. .. 

are totally neglected. In fact, it is in the analysis·of 

conflict that the theoretical framework of human relations· 

has shown its greatest inadequacies. Whyte· in ·"Pattern for 

Industrial Peace" - a book which .describes: the state .of 

industrial·relations·in the Americ~ firm Inland Steei.Containers 

duri:ng the period 1937 to 1950 - regards· the conflicts· which 

occurred as a fUnction.of certain types of·cammunication· 
. .. . .. .. . 

failure and unions are seen as making a·positive contribution 

to.the m.a.Il:agement of the ~rganisation. As Kerr and Fisher. 

have pointed.out, little·reference.is made in this study to 

factors outside the firm which ·were ·producing inevitable;,. 
' . . . . . 

tensions between workers and managers. No ~eference:is made 

to the ·war, the cost :of· living, .the tightness or looseness .of 
. . . . . . ' . . .. . 

the labour·market.etc etc. (.1-7) These points.lead·also to 
. . --

the ·critic ism that·. human relations . tends to . regard Wha~ goes 
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on inside the ;f:i,.z:m.independently· o.f what goes. O:r;L outside it .•. 
... . .. . . .. 

Da;niel. Bell h,as . poin~ed. out . t.ha~: "There is no .view. 9f . th~ 

larger .. inst.:i,.tutional frai!lework of our .economic ,_sye?tem.within 

whi~h, ~hese.relat:i,.onships (he is .referr~g to ~orker.~~gement 

relationships) . arise and have th~ir .m,ean,:i,.ng." (18). 
. . 

The·cr~tiG:i,.sms of this approach.which we.~ave.~entioned. 

so far ·.are ·not .. all· baseQ.. on fi~. rese~ch . ev:i,.d~nce . qut . recent 

research :i,.s_ gra.Q.ually charting .. out otper. variables which: govern 
. . .. . .. . 

th,~· :t;>~haviour .of .men i.n ~rga;nisations and this .research is 
. . . --

also bring~ng·~:r;Lto.question at.least s~me aspec~s .of human 

rel~tiqns. Two. aspects ·are .. of particular importance;. one 

GOil.Ce+.ns .the· .f?upposed. relatiqns.hip .betweeil. formal and informal 

oz:g~isation,. :the other. cqncerns the ro1e·.pl9¥ed. by .technol;~gy 
.. .. . .. . .. . 

.i:o.. th,e. 'human .. relatiqns' of .the.:organisation. 
.. . . . 

. .l'he Q.uman .z:elation,s .had assumed. that i.n t:p,e··~rga;nisation 
·- .. -- .. . 

there coexisted two. differ~n,t·<;>rders of reality_- thE! formal 

requir~ents of. ma.!l:agem.ent as these .. were embodie_Q. in, the· 
-· .. . ·-

codified £?t~cture of the.· ~rganisatiqn an9, the :i,.nfo:pn.a.l 

arr~g~ents of wor~~n,g.men. It was . also ass):llned· .. that the~~ 

info:t;'Illa.l ~rlil:Ilgments lay behind suGh 'irrai;;ional.beh,aviour' as 

restrict:i,.on of .output etc. e:t;c. .The conclm?ion to which ... recent 

research:.:is .point~ng .is ~ha,t the distiction .. betw:een. :e"orma1 
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organ~sation ·arid. :i,nformal. ·.organisation is misleadi:ng,. that . there 
.. . . . --

is. o~ly· one ·~rganisation and .that behaviour can .be .analysed. (Le. 

explained) .from.within. the. structure. of the. work situation. itself. 

One.piece.of research.of considerable interest. in this 

respect. is. that _by Lupton reported .. in 'On the $hop Floor' a stuey-
.. .. .. ·-. . .. .. . 

of the behaviour of wor~ groups. in two.Qifferent.industries, the 

garment industry and an electrical ~ngineer~ng workshop. (19)· 
.. ·- .. . 

This st-q.ey qu~stions .the analytical value .. of the formaJ./informal 
. .. -· -· ... . '' . . 

dichotom;y.-.and the assumption that worker's .b.ehaviour is· to be . 
.. . " -- . 

understood as the outcome of the discrepancy which -exis.ts between 

the managerial logic.of efficiency and the behavioural norms of 
-· . . .. . . . 

the·inform~·group •. The standard.human.relations-explanation 
.. . . 

. of such .phenomena was couched. in .terin.s .of· group se.ntiments.. The 

research .by Lupt.on .s_uggests that .contrary. to this (i.e •. the view. 

that th~ group .controls .. the individual and that the individuals' .. . . .. .. . ... 

attachment t~·group norms was.sentimental in.the sens~ given._by 
. . . . . . ' . . . ' . 

Romans) worker's .. behaviour is rational. in.the .cont.ext· of the . .. .. .. 

situation. .Lupton-was sp~ifically concerned. with the'·problem·. 

of restriction of .output and he found that in only·one.of his 
. '' ... . .. . . 

. cases. could. such .. behaviour .. be. said. to .exist. .In .the: .~ngineer~ng 

workshop, ·~rganised on an assembly·. line basis, .well· defined':groups 

had. em~rged. which controlled. the .level· .. of earnings •.. In .the . 
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. -
'· 

g~I_lt ~l;Lqp, c;m _t'J:;!.e .. otb,.er _ha.D;~, no sue~ gr<?~P did. ~erge· -~d the 
.. .. . . . . :_ .. - ... ·. . •. 

wom~n wo~ker~ w~re co~pletely respsnsive to incentives.- He·. 
, •• • • ' • ." • • ' • -:.:.. • • ~I ' ' •. 

explains ;the_- diff~renc;:e by r~ference to a ~ange of .factors w~ch 
. . .. . . ' · .. ':..,_ .:·.- -. 

_ al~ho-q.gh qpe~~~iye_ in l?~th _cases- a:ffe_c~~d e~ch, d~ffe~~n~ly ~"' 

Some of the variables.were (a) the state of the marke~ for labour 
.. . -

(b) the techp.ology. (:c). th~ existence or .otherwise of a .sense of 
.. 

.o~cupational attachment. }1any.more characteristics.were seen 

tq be r~lated. to these differenc¢s_. The implication of this 
. . -... 

study is that, c9ntra~ to h~ re~at~ons a~sumptions, workers 
.. .. --. 

9,o .act rationa.;Lly ·when the· situation. allows. and that the· 
. .. " .. . 

distinction· drawn .between formal and informal· organisation ~.s 
-· : .. - .. . . . .. . . ' . . . . . ,'. . .. :· 

at ~es~-~~leading; workers' behaviour is a.function of the . . . . . . 

s~ructure of the work situation and ~s also influenc~d by non 

w9rk factors. 

A second piece of research.. _w~ch.. ~ugges~s ~igni~ican~ 

limitations in the theoretical·fra.mework of human.relations. is. 

~he: study_ by_ Sayle_s_, -. 'Behavio':JX of Ind':ls~rial Work. Grc:>ups' . C20) 

Thi~ stuqy poi~~s ~c:> ~he· impo~.an~ fac~ . ~:tJ.a~ war~· groups_ vary_, 

that if management wants to try and build· up harmonious 
. ·- .. · . .. ·.. . .... · - . . . .. . . 

._relationships th:ey must ~eco_gnis_e that .·all·· gro~ps · ~e not on 

the' same level. S¥-e~· was able_·~? dist~guish. four indus.trial 

g;roups._- t~- ~p_a~h:etic.,_ the erratic, the· stra~_egic :and the· 
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conversative. Each stood ~n a-unique.relationshipto the 

produc~~ve pr~cess, each was c~posed ~f workers hav~ng 

different skills~ Apathetic behaviour was ·.typical of· 

unskilled .workers. Erratic behaviour was common with 

assembly· line workers.- Stra~egic .behaviour i.e. well· 

calculated threats- and strategic b~gainl:ng was cqmmon to 
. 

important·and.well·placed operators.such.as.w.elders who 

could· easily· stop the whole·w.ork process. Conservative 

behaviour·- restrictions on.occupation~l-recruitment, 

dema.rcation disputes etc etc was found to be common in 
.. --

traditional·craf~·groups. These: groups corres:J;:iond to 
.. .. . . - --

the state of . technol:ogy so that in· an important sense 

technology.becomes an important variable·in the·prediction 
- .. 

of work behaviour yet this is another dimension left hardly· 
- . 

a.n~sed by the hulila.n relations tradition. .We shall.be 

discussiag in a moment other studies.which show-the important 
.. -· .. 

role of technol:ogy as a limiting factor in industrial 

relations; for the moment it only remains to point· out that 

even for the analysis of that aspect of work life where the 

framework of huina.n relations was at its .best, namely· work 

groups, -there .were still important ommissio_ns. 
- . 
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. In the .acc01-1nt so far an att~p:t has .been .. made to illustrate 

tll.e. Way- in which., almost dialectically~ the .. rap.ge of·. concern of 
.. . . . . 

·organisatiq~~ analysis has widened. From a rather-narrow concern 

with th~· dee~:ign. of formal· organisation. and psychotechnol:ogy which 

was the· case with. the classical .school there em.~r.ges in hutn.a.n a 

r.elations. an . expansion ·of interest into . th.e ·.problems of work groups 
. ·- -· 

and vrorke_r motivation. In our criticisms .. of .these .schools ·.we . 

were ourpelves.adopting a parti.cular.standpoint. The. position 
. . 

adop~ed· .. here,. alth~ugh not formally worked. out, has .b.een. described 
.. . . . ... 

by, o~e "Writer· as the structuralist approach. .. l2l) · In its 

es.sentials ·.this . approach .. J::egard.s the ·organisation as a social 

system~ the· operation of which. i.s .subje~t. to the- type of variables·. 

which .. :we. have . outlined .. above. . .. The view· .. of th.e · ~rga.ni.sation as 

a social ,syst.em. is the. one whi.ch .. seems to .be prevailing and it is 

to this .. t~t we~ now turn. 
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. In this .section the·.~~gestion is made that within. · 

~rganisational theory there·has.been 'a:certain.convergence ·-an 

_agreement·on what·are.the constituent.elements of industrial social 

.systemS -.but.at the same time·these convergent.tendencies have 
.. .. .. . 

not .yet·.been·.:fully ·articulated. into a formal model.· Hickson has 
.. . 

· .recently· s~gested: that the.li!.ajor-.convergence in :~rganisational 
.. .. . . . 

analysis has .been .. concerned. with. the ·problem:. of· 'role· specification'. 
. .. " . .. 

By that . he .means the Aegree .. to ~~h.· organisati.o;ns · prec.isely·. define 
.. .. - . . -· . 

their . component parts. and the . relationship . between .. these parts. 
. .. . . . . . . . . -· .. 

Role· specification .becomes·. a rather.loose. indication of the". degree. 

of .bureacratic :~rganisation •. l2·2}. 
. .. . . . 

An equa1Jy·.~egitim.ate view.~ the· one .adopted .. here.- is t:Q.at 

some of the· more important conv~rgent tendenci.es· .. relate to the. 

ways in which systems of techno~ogy serve to.define.the. 
,. . .. . .. 

boundaries.witbin.which. social systems can.be de~igned; .put 

differently·. w.e: are .learning more and more . about the· role·. p~ayed· 
. . . 

by .. technol;9gy as a. conditional factor in . the· structure and 
. . . 

functioning.of social _systems. In .. this.section .we .. Shall· discuss 
. . 

this .tendency. for, as. we. concluded·. in. chapter .. three~· .. the· ·. 
.. . .. ·- .. 

explanation. and· prediction of. the. cb..a:hges.. which.· are likelY· to 
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ensue ·from automation: would·. seem to ·presuppose . the·. existence . of 

a theory· of a theqry .of ~rg·anisaticins which caiJ. take 'into· .account 
. . . . . . 

the subtle.relationship between technical factors and· social· 
. .. 

c~ge. Furthermore, in.the last section of this chapter·we· 
. . . . . ~· 

have indicated how both the formal· and the·· htiin.an . rel~tions 

schoo-l. of ·~rganisational· the·ory ha~ failed:·to appreciate 
. . -- . .. . .. 

. adequately the role of ."techriology as part of the" structure of 

the ~rganisation. 

Other. conv¢rgent_ .. tendencies are. also in .evidence. 

·Probably· the· most important . outcanie of "the ·structuralist.. . . 

. ·critique of human .relations w~s the· inb"del of ~he s<?cial _sys~em 

.adopted by that ·school was too simple· and t·oo .. insensitive to 
.. ·- .. 

the·· problems· of power . and conflict - tw:o of the most important 
. . . . -- . . . . . . 

institutional facts.of medetn soci~ty. FUrthermore,· they·. had 
. . . . . . . . . .. . 

failed:. to .eonceptualise . adequately the nature of the· internal 

relationships of the'·organis·ation; not realis~ng .that apart 
. . . . . 

·from.be~ng 'social' they were·also.economic"and ~agerial.· 
. . . 

This imderplay~ng of.the'differential distribution of.authority 
. . . . . . -. . . . . 

and the· differential distribution of ec·onomic .rew'ard··:explains 

in pa.rt· .. th.efr inordinate interest· in industrial order·. · ~:Als.o· 

there i.s:.th.e':·a:rgumerit, ·.·accepted . .by .. the. Mayo .School; .that the 
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f'irm could .be studied independently· of' the·. environment: in·.which. 

it functions. Critics stress the·.necessl:!ory interdependence. of' 
. . '. .. 

both internal and . external variables. One of' the naive 

presuppositions to which this .. neglect. inevitably·. led was the 

view of' the worker .bei~g loyal and significantly· attached-:.:to 
. .. . . .. ". 

the firm; that ·his loyalties were divided .between· his fa.till.ly;, 

his union, his community and the. firm was somethi::b.g they< had 

failed: to take· into.account. 

Nevertheless; . recognition . of the essential interdependence. 
.. . ·- .. .. 

of these-internal and external factors an~ greater·attention .. .. .. " 

.be~ng paid to the'· problem .of .techno:J:ogy and the opportun~ty it. 
. . . . . . . ' . -. . . 

affords for the.design of the plant social.structure is.leading 

to a .much. more comprehe:b.si ve view .. of. the· organisation as a 

social system. These.accelerations and.refinements in.our 
. .. 

conceptuali~ation.of.the. elements involved.in.this.system:haa 

been· facilitated _by .. advances·. in . our knowledge of role·. theory · and 
. . . .. . 

the patterns . of . interdependence of s.ocial structure . and . systems 
. . .. . . -· .. --

of' valuesand.belief's. Together. with. this . we: axe . now . ~eginn~ng 

to.acquire a much.:inore sophiaticated .. knowle;:dge.of'.h:uina.n 

motivation and especially· of the· nature of .the·· individuals· 

involvement in ·~rganisational lif'e.. It is .. hoped:. that S.ome'.(:>f 

these .relationships will'becOm.e clear in the· course .of .this. chapter·. 
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Whereas . the·. ideological . support for . huina.n . relations came 

·from a ·traditio:r;J: which. had at its .centre .th.e".need. to ensure 

social·order the structuralist model.stems·from a tradition 

concerned vri. th. conflict . and . change. . Whereas · one . of the ·. 

intellectual fathers of . human . relations was Emile.·. Durkh.eim. 

the· intellectual roots of. the structuralist model·. sten;L·: from 

.Max Web.er and to a.certain,extent, Karl Marx •. (23)· The· former. 

analysed the" nature of .b.ureacracy and the".l:egit:Lm..ation of . . .. . . . .. . 

authority;· ... he ·was concerned with the Q.ifferential distriqution . . . . . . . . . . . 

of power·. and commitment, the· latter presente.d a. radical .account 

of.the·n~ture _of.the: social.relationships.of capitalist 

·production. 
. .. . 

of Ma.x.Weber.has.been conceriled.-w:ith the· dynam.ics.of bureacr~cy. 
. . .. .. . 

and the.·prob.lems .of authority structures·. Marx . defined·. a 
. . . . . . . . . 

series:_of different .research·prob.lems, those· of.a-1-ienation, 

exploitation, con~lict and social cha:nge. · BetW:eem:.the:in·, .tq.ey . . .. . . . . . 

defined: a r~ge of . research. .. problems. -w:ith. which.. :inoder:h theorists 
. .. . . .. 

·are. still· concerned . The" nature of their. influence :Will• . 

. become apparent in.the" course of this.discussion. 
. -- ·- . . .. 

A vari~ty .of .tendencies·:seem·. to .be. conv~rg~g on the· 

notion of the··~rgani.Sation as. a s.ocial system. . One. influence. 

of considerable·. importance comes.·.· from . the·. s.chool of t~ugh.t 
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kno'Wil. as structural .. fUnctionalism. Exemplified.in.the·work.of 

Talcott Parsons.thenotion.of _system.is.central. to.tp,is.body 

of :theory .. (24} . Even in . the. famouS Hawthorne ·experiments . a 
.. . ·- . .. 

_syst~.concep:t was used.in the· analysis of.the data, a concept 
.. . .. .. .. . --

whic~~ ~n t~~ . case w:as :taken. over: from the· Italian so.ciologist 
.. . -- .. . .. 

Vilfredo P~eto. The· use of _system. constructs. in. social~·· 

scientifi.c, analyses is, in fact a formal.recogni_tion that various 
.. . .. -- . 

el~e~ts in . soci~ty ·are . necessarily·. related, to one another~ 

Th?·.qu~stion ·arise, .. therefore," of what it .means to_ ~ay .that an 

·organisation is a ·social_system. Already.w:e.hav~ given a . . .. . 

partial answ:er ·. t.o . this . question. .We have.~uggested.that 
.. .. .. 

· ~rganisations ·are special forms of social . devices .. set·. up to 
. . . . . 

. achieve . certaiD:. goals~ . that their most important . constitutive. 

elements ·are the roles .:which.. men .. pJ,ay .. and the ~ays · in . w:hich. 
.. -- . .. 

these roles·· are .related. to one .. another. It w:as s_uggested·. 
. . . . 

that the· relationships .. obtaini:ng .b.etw:een different. roles.: · 

constituted .~he· s~ruc~ure of the··organisa~ion. . Ul~ima~eJ..Y·,. 

of course;· role~:?-·· are .. played·, out by .. individuals· hav~g their 
. . . 

own, distinctive attributes .. but in .the" an~lys~s .. of ·~rganisations 
.. .. .. .. . . 

as _systems. .these individual differences.: are .. less important for 
'' .. 

the"·prime focus of. interest is., on. the· .. 1 situationaJ,ly·. shape.d' 
. . .. . . ,. .. 

roles· ~ich.:. these individuals.·. play . out. It w:as also pointed: 
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.- out-that a notion, directly linked-to.that of role,:was·that 

of expectations.· Expectations, as P-arsons ·has . analysed. them· 

are- aJ.wa.Ys 1 doubly contingent 1 
, . that is to say, . they:· are SJ.ways 

. . .. . 

reciprocal -.the--expectations of one .actor are of central 

i.mportanc·e in . explaining the . behaviour . of another. Thus a 

lllB.Ilager ·.or : superirisor will· 'expect' hi.s . subordinates·. to . act 
. .. .. 

in . a certain . way. · The·. subordinates can .be .. ::t::egarded· as havmg 
. .. 

'internalised' these expectations i.e .. he- knows what is ,expected·. 
.. .. - . 

of hi:in,and.he.acts .accordingly~ 
. . . . -

'-·expects' . the·. supervisor . to . act . towards hi:in .. in . a _certain . w,a.y, 
. .. . .. 

. the". superiris.or is aware. of what these . expectations. are and. he 

.acts.accord~gly~ It is-in.this:way that stable·social 
. . . . . . .. . 

relationships·are.built·up. However·, t~- fact .that theS.e 

mechanisms -can operate at all_ .. presupp_qses.:. that _ego· and. alter·, 
. . - . . . . . .. . .. 

worker. and: supervisor, ·understand each. other within . the· same·. : 

·framework.. of .mea.:il~ngs, symbols.·, values·, norms . and . b.eli.efS.. 
. . . 

. In short,. there is the.·pres:ilppos.ition of a. common cuiture. : 
. . . - . . . . . . . 

whic~ bot~.actors.accept . Part of what .we:.mea.:il by· a s.ocial 

. system·. then:. refers to . people pla;y~ng . out . certain. roles: in. an 

·ordered· way i.. e. w.itliin. a given: structure and within. a gi:Ven ·. 

cultural · framewrk.. ·. 
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The implications :Of these points ·are not- immediately·· . 

apparent .but as Rex. has illustrated .. the use of .these -netions 

helps us to analytically-describe social situations r~g~ng. 

from· cooperation thr~ugh conflict to anomie .. (25) Whereas, 
. . ' .. . . ··-

for example;,· in the system. of Parsons the· use _of -these 

ca:~egories of explanation has resulted -in a body _of theory 
. .. -- . . ... . 

which.tends to be concerned.solely·with the in~egrative aspects 
-· .. ' . ... .. ... -· --

of social systems-there is no reason why t:q.ey.-shoUJ.d·not:be 
. . -· .. . . -· . 

equally relevant· to the -study .of ch~ge and conflict once-. it. 
-· -·. ... .. . . ·-

is-recognised that the expectations .which _ego-holds :Of-alter . . . . . . -

can differ considerably. But apart·from the· an~ical 
-· .. . ··- .. 

utility of these concepts at this.level the.question still·· 
. .. .. .. . . 

. remains of delimit~ng more clearly the constitutive elements 

of-~rganisations as social systems and,describ~ng how-these 
. . . 

elements are .necessarily·. related. to one another. 

For the-structural functionalist the· problem. resolves· 

itself into· one of specifY~ng w~at·are the· functional· 

imperatives: of the ~rganisation as- a _system:proc·eeding then: 
.. . .. . .. . -· . -· 

to shaw how. these· functional imperatives: are .met~ .. . Schneider. 

·writes: "The· structura.J,. functional approach is. essentially· 

a means _ o_f a.ri,l.Ysis which. related. the· various roles'· ·groups, 
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institutions. and .personalities. in .. a. social .system .. to the:.needs 
. .. 

of the social . system as a . whole~ " . ( 26) . . SchneiQ.er, · dra~~~ng 
. .. . -· . . 

directly·on the·work.of Parsons, then postulates.that the social 
. . . . . . . . . . ... ... ~- . 

system .. meets these prerequ;i.sites .. by:br~ng~ng int9 ·existence. a · 
-- . .. -·· ·-

certain 'structure'. i.e. a special arr~gein.ent .of .. roles. The· 

des.ign of .this .structure will· vary. but .despite _any possible·,. 
. ... --· ... ... .. . . 

range of.variation·organisations can.be.a.ns.J.ysed.in these.terms. 
. . ... .. "' . 

He then. goes. on to .specify some of the ;most .importan~ .. features. 

o:( .any social .system singling out .(a·) the .division .of labour ·or 
. .. ... -· . . . 

the·. way in .which .necessary work .is allocated. am~ngst .different 
. . . . -- . .. . . 

roles ... (b}. author~ ty systems which 'sanction and enforces: the· 
. .. .. . . . .. 

division of·.labour, thereby maintain~ng ·orde~ ..... (and) ••.• 

serve .as a .means .of communications' (op cit pp 24) . (c-) :presl'tige 

or status s~ry:c~ures .. (d·) .dis~ribu~i~n ·.~f satisfactions and .rewards. 

He . claims that . '.Any analysis . of a. social system. which does:. not 

deal .with these .general structural.. elements wo:uld·.necessar~ly· 

be. incomplete'. (pp g6) 

In the'·brief outline given by .. Sc~neider ... all·.of these · 

structural. elements ~are . dir.ectly . related. to . the·· prim~ -functional 

requ;i.rement.of maintaining·order. Thus . the . author.:i, ty sys~em·. can 
-· .. . . .. .. .. .. 

enforce.the· division of labour, the.pres~ige ,sy.stem.can act a~ 

a 'mean~ for motivating individuals to play their proper roles 
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and to play their!. . well •·. and this too :serves .. to maintain . the· : 

stability.of the _system. The system· of allocating.rewards 
-· -· ·-· .. . 

is .seen. also in this ·l:ight~ It is· also in ·these .terms claims 

.Schneider that the analysis of social dis~rga.nisation ·or 

system ·breakdown can be carried. out. Generally·, ·a :system. 
... . 

will·break dO'Wil.because its ·functional imperatives·are not 

being .met. and alth~ugh this breakdO'Wil can be ·precipitated 
-· .. . 

·for a ·number· of .reasons ·one of the most important· is the 
. . . ... -- .. 

failure·or:~rga.nisational.members to· properly·embrace.their . . .. 

roles·. 

Social systems do not, however,.subsist in.isolation; 

indeed·, the .. idea: of system implies. that of system. boimdaries. . . . . . -. . 

and system environment. FUrthermore it also-entails'some 

notion of the system.adapt~ng to·or respon~ng·to that 

environment. It is in these.terms that Talcott Parsons· has 

described the· structure of· organisations as social .systems. 
. -· . 

(27) For him all· social systems must solve for basic 

functional problems; (a) .adaptation·- the accoiiiJ!lqdation of 

the _system. to the·· demands· .. of its situation (b} goal attainment -

~he defin~ng:.:~f. ~bjec~ives. and ~he' m~bilisati~n o'f. ~he' appropria~e 

resources for . the'· attainment of these· obj'ecti ves :: ( c·) in~egration 
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ensuring that the various components of' the system work harmoniously 

t_ogether tow-ards the achievement of' th~ goals and (d) Latency and 

pattern maintenance; this essentially ref'ers to the wey in. which the 

system ensures a continuity in the cultural attachments and 

motivations of' its members. 

Each of' these represent problems f'or the system in question 

and it is made clear in Parson's system that these problems can be 

exacerbated or made easier by the nature of' the environment ~n 

~ch the system functions. In meeting these problems social 

systems evolve social structures and in this scheme organisatio~ 

especially economic ~rganisations, are located in the goal-attainment 

sub system of' the· rider society insof'ar as they 'produce' the 

generalised f'acilities with which wider goals can be achieved. In 

modern societies these generalised facilities are th~ught of' as 

wealth a,nd power. (28} Of' more importance to th.e present discussion 

are his views on the nature .of' formal ~rganisations as social · 

systems, on tl;le one hand, and his view of' the· veys in 1-rhich such 

systems are to be an~sed on the other. 

First of all )1..e. s_~gests that the organisation has to be 

analysed· around the attainment of' its_ goal because in this way we 

discover how it will solve its adaptive and integrative problemS. 
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In his own account he sees the primary adaptive e:x;igency of the 

organisation as the procurement of resources both financial and 

human; in its integrative aspects the problem resolves· itself 

into one of deciding how these resources are to be allocated . . 

within the organisation. Furthermore, another integrative 

problem is to define the precise nature of the commitments of 

the organisational members. In analysing these processes two 

sets of relationships are crucial - the external relations of 

the organisation and the internal relations of ~rganisational 

members. Both are merely aspects of the same reality. One 

set of external relations concerns the procurement of resources. 

Thus the organisation is linked both to capital markets and 

labour markets. ~other aspect of these external relations 

concerns the problem of 'disposing' with the organisations 

'products'·. Inverted commas have been used as re~ognition of 

the·· fact some ~rganisations do not dispose of commodities in the· 

usual economic sense; hospitals, for example dispose of certain 

professional services but it is still meaningful to speak of 

the external (client?} relationships of hospitals. Parsons 

himself does not attempt to formulate any-propositions about the 

weys in which these internal/external relationships influence one 

another but he does make some comments on the st::i:'Uctur~? of the 
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organisation vrhich follow on from his specification of its main 

functional·problems. 

The vr~ in which the organisation mobilises its resources 

and thus achieves ~t~ goal is clearly related, so Parsons argues, 

to the process of decision-making. He disti:ngtiishes three types 

of decisions - policy decisions which define· the relationship of 

the organisation to its environment, allocative decisions which 

govern the vr~ in 1i.hich resources are to be employed on the actual 

process of goal attainment and co-ordinating decisions. This 

last category relates to the overall integrative problem of the 

organisation in ensur~ng cooperation from its members. It is 

here that the problem of ·control arises. Organisational mempers 

may not, for a multitude of reasons, wish to participate in all 

this goal achieving activity. As Parsons inimitably puts it 

relative to the goals of the organisation, it is reasonable 

to postulate an inherent centrifugal tendency of sub units of the 

~rganisation, a tendency reflecting pulls deriving from the 

personalities of the participants, from the speciaL adaptive 

~igencies of their particular job situations and possibly· from 

other sources, such as the pressure· of other· roles in which they 

are involved~' (29} In this situation sanctions must be available 

to ensure compliance. 
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These three types of decisions find their ins-titutional 

·expression 'in three hierarchical levels· of the ~rganisation. 

Starting from the bottom there ~s the technical level where the 

actual product is made, or, as ~s the case with certain professional-· 

Client relationships, Where certain services are- dispensed. Above 

the technical level there is the managerial level where decisions 

are made which co-ordinate the various parts of the ~rganisation 

and above this there is the institutional leveL Exemplified in 

the board of directors this level connects the organisation to 

the wider social system ensuring for example that what goes on 

within the organisation is l:egal or else to mediate between the 

organisation and significant actors in its environment. In his 

scheme of things each level has a distinctive functional primacy. 

The· technical level (operators, workers, doctors etc etc ) are 

concerned with goal attainment and adaptation. The managerial 

Ievel specialises in in~egrative pro~lems and the institutional 

level is concerned with latency problems. 

There is much more to Parsons scheme than has been indicated. 

There are, for example, certain propositions about the nature of 

line/staff relationships, about responsibility, about the role 

of the professional but above all about the nature of the 

organisation's relationship to the wider society and especially 
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to societal. val~es. Furthermore he bas some perceptive comments 

to make on the economic dimension of ~rganisatioilal functioning 

and on the nature of the labour contract. 

The most distinctive part of his analysis, however, concerns 

the 'cultural-institutional' level of o.rganisational functioni.ng. 

lie bas attempted to show in this respect how certain values in 

the wider society exert a vertical cc;mtrol over the o.rganisation. 

Thus as economic units firms must conform to the value of 'economic 

rationality'; as major social subsystems t4ey also must remain 

within the law and respect the publ:j..c interest. The nature of 

the labour contract is clarified somewhat if th~ught of in these 

terms. In the first place, to the extent that the firm conforms 

to law it must recognise free labour. However , unlike in a slave 

system the existence of 'free. labour poses a motivational (latency) 

and integrative problem - that of securing a level of commitment 

sufficient for work tasks to be carried out. Furthermore this 

problem is exaccerbated since the actor is not merely an economic 

man; he is also a household~ and as such his .occupational role·· 

is in many respects a boundary ro.le · mediating between the· 

~rganisation and the family~. We shall discuss the implications 

of these points. later in the next seGtion when vre discuss how 

this commitment problem is perceived from within the theory· of 
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socio-technical systems. In the meantime it only· remains to 

point out that with this analysis by Parsons the frame. of 

reference of organisational theory widens considerably as does 

the range of problems: -which can be analyseQ. when the· o_rganisation 

is regarded as a social system. 

Parson's scheme bas been criticised for be~ng too formal 

and too· abstract. ·( 30) It is true that he nowhere·refers to. 

empirical work to substantiate some of his views. and neither 

does he attempt to formulate any testable hYPotheses. Despite 

thi.s limitation he bas. performed a valuable function,. at least 
. . . 

on the theoretical level, of breaking down the i:t~sularity and 

'atomism' of much organisational theory. He has shown the 

importance of adopt~ilg what has elsewhere been referred to as· an 

'input - conversion·- output' model of the organisation, a model 

which stresses that organisations are dynamic mechanisms striv~n,g 

to achieve certain·goals in a much larger social system. 

Despite these very valuable observations Parsons bas little: 

to s.ay·on the relationship between te.chnol:ogy and social systems 

other than that it is around this that the technical level of 

~rganisational fnnctioning is structured·. In this respect hi.s· 

analysis is concerned more wi.th occupational-roles· and the' W:ays 
. . 

in vzb.ich these· roles· are related to the· fnnctional·problems· of 
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the organisation rather than the ways in whic~ they .are.related· 

to technology-. On this level- he differentiates three·main 

groups, operative roles administrative roles and executiveroles -

his analysis is incomplete but since it was not his purpose to 

formalise all.these relationships this is in no sense a criticism. 

His two papers, whatever other limitations they ID;ight have, do 

sfu>w the importance of a system c·onstruct for o_rganis·ational · 

analysis. Parson~s two papers on organisational theory deal in 

the· main with what he himself calls the 'cultural-institutional ,level' 

of ~rganisational theory. There is he claims another point of 

departure for the analysis of ~rg~nisations as systems and he 

refers to this as the . 'group or role point of. view' . Preminantly · 

concerned with groups and sub parts of the ~rganisatien it is 

larg~·left out in Parson's analysis. In the work of the Social 
. . 

Science Department of Liverpool University this line of analysis 

has been. extensively· employed. 

In a series of publications, allof them empirical studies, 

the Department at Liverpool has been concerned 'to develop basic 

knowledge of industrial institutions and behaviour' and although 
. .. 

their approach has been-practical ('to make possible: a more 
. . 

immediate· contribution to the· developm~t .of industrial and 
. .. 

social policy'·). they have nonetheless taken pains to ensure a close 
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relationship between theoretical development and empirical research. 

(31) Their focus of interest has been on the attitudes of workers 

to social and technical changes and on the factors which influence 

these attitudes. In the course of their researches they have come 

to employ a '·frame .. of reference' for regard~ng industrial plants as 

social systems Wich elaborates on what we have· referred to as the 

role·or group point of view. Although it would be possible to 

select out many aspects of the plant as a social system four aspects 
. . 

in particular are used by the Liverpool researchers., There are 

(.a) formal structure - the organisational cha.rt, the· precise 

formulation of roles etc etc (b) informal str.uct'ure - the spontaneous 

group organisation which always ·develops within the framework laid 

by· the formal structure (c) the occupational structure - the 

division of labour and its associated·patterns of status and rewards 

and (d) tradition. All.of these are, of· course, abstractions from 

the' same reality and in practice constitute an interdependent· systems. 

Nonetheless, the individual can be seen as haV~ng a role·to play in 

each of these three structures and his attitudes can be seen to be 

conditioned by the interplay between them. 

In this framework there is postulated a close relationship 

between the technical ~rganisation of the plant and the· social 

structure of the plant. The relationship is not seen, ho'Wever, as 

a determinaT-e one; rather it is truer to say that 'whilst technical 

organisation sets certain limits to the possible variation of social 
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structure these limits are fairly narrow for s.ome aspects and 

· broader for others' . (op cit pp 16) • Thus technical organisatiqn 

has a direct influence on the occupational structure or division 
. .. . . 

of labour de_fin~ng precisely how many men with special types of 

skills· are required for the operation of the process tllo"ilgh., · of 

course, these de.Iil.ands can be modified either by tradition or by 

trades unions or both, Similarly·, technical ~rganisation has an 

important influence on informal structure det·eriilin~ng, for example' 
. . . 

the layout of work groups and the extent to ~rhich tea.inwo:i:'k and 

GOOperation is necessary. Finally-, the analysis of the· 

inter-relationship of these variables in a study of technical 

c~ge in a steel mill· has shown that they also influence the 

attitudes of workers to a considerable degree. (32) 

This description of the organisation as a social system 

serves to direct the researcher's attention to the ~ost important 

groups within the organisation and to assess the ways in which 

these groups. exert control over their members. 
• I . 

The inclusion 

of the category, 'tradition' as a component part of the· social 

system is merely another way of saying that factories or 

organisations generally·tend over the.years to acquire a certain 

culture and habitual ways of doing things or treati;Xlg people. 
. . . . 

As such the model outlined here is very close to that use.d· by 
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Fensham a,nd Iiooper in their study of the textile· inilL · {331 In 

this study that .factory was thoilght of as a social system 
. . ' - . . . . ' . . 

cqmprisiilg (a) technol_ogy (b) personalities playi.n~ out (c l roles· 

which in their turn were co-ordinated into a . certain (d l structure 

which in its turn reflected a certain culture. Again, these 

variables· were thought of as merely· aspects of the same reality 

having a relatio.nship of complete interdependence. 
. . .. 

In our discussion so far a number o.f aspec.ts of the 

organisation as a social system have. been described·. We can 

illustrate them with a d~agram. 
. . . . -

Components. ·or ·the_ Organisation 
· · as 'a Sociai System 

CULTURE 

Internal Formal Org/Informal Org External 

(.Tradition) · Roles C:tw.stitutional 
environirientl 

Diyision of Labour 

STRUCTURE PERSONALITIES 
Technology 

MARKETS 
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The framework just outlined represents the barest categories 
. . . 

aro-qnd which we can think. of the organisation as a ·social system 
. . 

and as it. stands at the moment it is unrealistically static. It 

stl.ll remains to be shoYm how this ·framework can be of use in the· 

analysis of ·dynamic processes such as technical change or else 

in the e.Xplan:ation of why it is the structure evolved by one 

organisation is different from that of another .. We must ask i.p. 

Ylha.t sense does this emerging framework help us to preduc:t 

industrial behaviour. Put differently we must ask what are the· 

variabl"es Ydri.ch underlie the detailed operations of social systems 

described in these terms. 

Just 1n the same was as there has been a conv~rgence in 

organisational theory ·around the view that ~rganisations are social 

systems bounded by an environment· which· exerts controls·-"4-pon it 

and in some .sense 'insitutionalised' in a technology, research has 

begun to spell out same of the dynamic·forces which operate upon 

this system (a). to give it a particular structure and (b) explain 

the behaviour which goes on within it especially industrial 

relations behaviour. 

In developing the argument to lend support to this cl~dm let 

us first look at that aspect usuallY designated as formal 

structure .. It will be remembered that in the classical school 
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of organisational theory there was the assumption that all· · 
. .. . . . 

management ~rganisation is subject to the same ·principles-". More 

often than not the many prescriptions offered by the classical 

w:riters to make industrial organisations maximally· efficient 

instruments pointed in the direction of a form of social 

organisation which Max Weber analysed as bureacracy. The· 

essential characteristics of the bureacracy as Max Weber 

analysed are all too w.e11· known to require recount~ng. It is 

sufficient to point out that he conceived of bureacracy as the 

most rational instrument for the purposes of achieving complex 
. . 

objectives. A ~igi.d division of functions. between offices each 
. . . . . 

governed by rules serves the purpose of rationalising administration. 
. . 

A systematic de1:egation of authority not only· leads. to hierarcey. 

but is an essential prerequisite for the carrying out of offical 

duties since the ~igh.ts. and powers· of each. role ·incumbent are 

clearly"· defined~ This 'theory' of bureacratic organisation ·has 

·sparked off a tremendous debate and has been an important source 

of ideas since it was first formulated. One of its ess.ential 

components is that ·of the prime. functional importance of rigid 

role: specification and formaiisation under th.e principles of 

legal-rational authority. The question arises, however, as to 

what it is which prompts the evolution of such a structure and 
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whet~er or not· such a for.m of administration is as efftcient as he 

claimed it would be under all conditions. Recent research has 

pointed to some important limitations in-Weber's argument. Joan 

Woodward has sh0wn that a bureacratic for.m of administration sends 

to be appropriate only to certain kinds of industries and the work 

of Burns and Stalker in the electronics industry points to the 

conclusion that for certain types of firms a bureacratic for.m of 

organisation would be positively inefficient. (34, 35). Both 

reports point to the complex interdependence of for.mal structure 

and technol:ogy. 

Burns and Stalker postulate two ideal types of industrial 

organisation, ·the mechanistic and organic. The for.mer corresponds 

largely· to Max Webers for.mulation of bureacracy. Such a structure 

is characterised by rigid role specification, hierarchical 

organisation and ~s considere.d by the authors to be ill~adapted 

to change. The second is characterised by loose role 

specification fluid lines of authority and consultation and informal 

lines of commuilication. To oversimplify the explanations for this 

difference offered by Burns and Stalker is that a mechanical · 

structure is more suited to a ~irm which, for a variety of reasons, 

need not constantly adapt to a changing environment. On the one 

hand it may be supplying a stable· market where demand is steady 
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and predictable occasioning little need for changes either in 

product mix or production technology. In this situation the 

ritual of formalisation is entirely appropriate. Firms with an 

organic· structure are often to be found on the frontiers of 

innavation having te respond for survival to new techno~ogical 

developments or else to feed a variable market. Both· conditions 

are found in the electronics industry. In situations such as 

this a premium is placed on speed of consultatio~ and decision

m~g. Ef~iency and competitiveness demand that cooperation 

takes place and that design, .research and innovation be continuous 

processes. ~igid adherence to formalised roles and "role reqlirements 

is dysfunctional and hence inefficient. 

The implications of this analysis for the explanation of 

industrial behaviour are far reaching. What, for eXample-, will· 

th.e state of industrial relations be in a firm whose management 

structure-is ill-adapted to the cont~ngencies of its market and 

its technology? One could hypothesise that considerable 

dis-atisfac·tion ID:igh.t arise, especially amongst the technical e.Xperts, 

when their work is frustrated by lack of adequate channels for 

quicklytransla~~ng ideas into production hardware. Burns and 

Stalker do not·, however, · develop their a:rguments to ·uncover their 

implications for industrial relations. 
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The technical means of production adopted by a firm are· 

quite c~early related to the situation in which it finds itself 

and at the·same exert a certain pressure for the management to 

adopt a certain type of structu~e. Woodward found after a 

survey of a hundred fir;ms in South East Es~ex that certain 

'structural variables' were clearly related to the level of 

technical complexity achieved by the fir;m. Structural variables 

are understood as referring to (a) number of levels of ~agement 

(b) the ratio of managers and supervisory staff to other personnel 

Ccl the span of control of the chief executive and of the first 

line supervisors~ Taken together these structural variable~ g~ ve 

same indication of the shape of the ~rganisational structure. 

She found that at ·both ends of the scale of technical complexity 

there tended to be a 'flat' ma.r1:agement structure and that in the 
. . 

inter;mediary zones, exemplified in mass production the for.m known 

as bureacracy was commonly found. The operative variables. 

underlying this pattern tend predominantly to be technical. The 

technical characteristics of the system do not, however, determine 

the management structure; rather they provide a framework of 

opportunities within which. management can operate. At the same 

time Woodward and her colleagues postulate-a general relationship 

between the 'tone of industrial relations' and tl:le nature of the 
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tecbnol:ogy and maD;agement structure. She.· claims for instance that; 

'The intractable problems of human relations were concentrated in the 

tecim.ical area where production control procedzaoes were TiJO.·st complex_, 

and sometimes more r:Cgorous ly applied; . in batch production t.ihere 

products were rranufactzaoed intemittingly_, and in the standardised 

production of a Zarge nurriber of parts subsequently asserribZed into 

a large nurriber · of products. ' ( 36) 

In process production, just to further the illustration, the 

tone of ind-q.strial relations is. good. Some of the reasons for this 

adduced by the team were (a) less tension and pressure from the· 

process production is largely self ~egulating (·b) smaller working 

group~ (.c) smaller spans of control of first line supervisors. 

These variables she maintains contribute to relatively· harmonious 
. . . ' . 

relationships between management and workers by remo"ri:ng from the 
. . 

relationship some of these features found in mass production 

industries -pressure, domination and insecUrity. It appears then 
. . 

that the structure of an organisation - the w~ in which roles are 
. . . 

allocated and prescribed and the relationships which hold· between 

these roles - is heavily influenced by both the external. market 

relations of the firm · ~d by its technology. Moreover research 

evidence seems to be point~ng to the conclusion that different 
.. . . .. 

types of structures have different implications for ·the" tone of 
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industrial relations or, for what is but another ter.m for the· same 

thing, for the level of conflict inherent in the organisation. 

If the work of Woodward and Burns illustrates. some of the w.y-s 

in which. the nature of the fir.m's external relationships and its 

technology help ··to determine the formal structure the work of 

Walker and Guest on assembly line workers, of Sayles on work 

groups illustrate the weys in which systems of technology can 

affect ·informal.organisation. (37; 38) We have·already briefly 

discussed the work of Sayles and his conclusion that attitudes 

and behaviour of workers are best thought of as an outcome of the 

structural conditions of work. lie was able to identify ·the 

structural conditions which gave rise to certain types of work 

groups each displaying different types of industrial relations 

behaviolir. The research by Walker and Guest on assembly· line 

workers showed amongst other things that informal wor~ groups 

tended not to arise under the work conditions of the .. assembly· 

line. The rhythm of production, the physical distance between 
. . . 

work stations, the noise and the high turnover of labour all· · 

seemed to militate against the formation of cohesive and 

spontaneous informal w.ork groups. 
. . 

The-..~rork of the· Liverpool researchers into the ·problems .of 

labour relations in the Lancashire coal field· can also be cited· 
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in this context as lend~g support to the view- that not only do 

work groups appear to be determined by the nature of the technol:ogy 
. . 

but the types of industrial relations behaviour - strikes, work to 

rule·, restriction of output, absenteeism etc etc - experienced by 

an organisation is significantly affected by the types-of work 

groups to be found in it. (39) Thus the researchers revealed an 

inverse correlation between morale (assessed in terms of satisfaction 

rith available rewards) and 'un~rganised conflict' and a positive 

correlation between morale and 'organised conflict'. Thus those 

groups with a high degree of morale were more disposed to 

quest~.oning the behaviour of maD;age.Irient and to resort~ng to formal 

union procedures in advancement of their claims. These groups 

were usually the high status groups at the coal face. · Their 

behaviour was explained in this study as be~ng only partly related 

to the frequent breakdown of peace rates in the face of an 

unpredictable work. processes which are a common feature of most 

pits. Rather their behaviour seems to bebest eXplained by the 

fact that thes~ groups have·a higher market situation- a factor 

related to their skill composition "'" and also by a greater ~egree· 

o£: group solidarity and the fact that face workers tend to be 

older and more experienced men. On the other hand'· groups lower. 

down the· status hierarchy tended. to resort to for.ms of 
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'Unorganised conflict' -absenteeism etc - ~the· advancement of 

their claims. 

Mention of industrial relations·behaviour brl:ngs sharply into 

focus two problems, both related to one another, and both having 

important implications for the emergi;ng model of qrganisatioris as· 

social syste.m.s. The problems are respectively (a) what is-the 

nature of the relationship between management and worker and what 

variables influence-the amount of conflict or cooperation in 

this relatioil.ship'Z and (b) from what frame of reference· are we to 

approach this relationship? Consideration of these problems 

:would not merely c0ntribute to our knowl~dge of industrial conflict, 

it would· also further our analysis of the dynamic functioni_ng of 

organisations as social systems .. 

So far, to adopt an organic analogy, it has been suggested 

that organisations are adaptive organisms located in an environment, 

that the achievem.en~ of. qrg8.nis.ational: g~als· nec~ss.itatea·. certain 

'transactions' with that environment. Furthermore it bas· been 

Shown that "the technology whi.ch an organisation ·employs as part 
. . . . 

of it~ goal attainment function has important implications both 

for the structure of the system on a formal level and for the 
. . . . . .. 

infom.al·qrganisation of work groups. Both. aspe.cts have important 
. . . . 

implications ·for attitudes· and" behaviour within the"· o_rganis-ati.on. 
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The E!lJ,alysis so far, to sump up, has shown what variables affect 

the e;tructure of industrial social systems but there are aspects 

of this structure not yet examined, the relationship between 
. . 

managers and workers bei_ng of particular interest. It is of 

interest not merely because it raises the old problem of authority 

relations tn general and the problems of power and exploitation 

in particular but also because it raises·acute problems, at least 

for the model of ~rganisations as systems be~ng developed here, 

of the way irt which we are to conceive of the nature and experience 

of work and of the workers involvement in work. In short it 

raises the-problem of how we are to conceive of the industrial 
. . 

worker. Alain Touraine has recently shown that if we ~egin 

from the assumption that the industrial worker"is seeking 'se.Z.f 

·aatuaZ.isation' as his goal in work, seeking, in effect, to control . . . . . 

his own work, then our view of the dynamics of industrial · 

relations must necessarily· change. (40) This is not merely·an 

'·academic'· problem; as we saw earlier in .our discussion of both. 

the· classical . school and the human relations . schOol their v:iew 

of man as bei:ng motivated in the one instance by sentiments and 

in the oth.eX by reason was part of the· reason wrcy-· their analysis 

of industry vras so unsatisfactory. The problem is a crucial one 

because our view of the industrial worker will· 5;ignifi.cant1y· affect 
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the W8y in.Whichwe·try to assess what his expectations are and what 
.. . 

factors serve to ·articulate these expectations. This in itself· is 

a crucial exercise for it is in the nature of th~ngs that the 

worker's expectations must be taken into account in .any analysis 

of his.actions. 

At the· same time it must not be f~rgotten.that any satisfactory 

. explanation of the behaviour of workers must take the behaviour of 
' . . -

managers centrally into account. It is-only· by specifY~ng what 
. .. 

expectations each 'actor' holds of the other and by appreciat~ng 
. . . . 

the-nature.of the sanctions each can·br~ng to.bear upon the· other in 

·order to enforce these-expectations that we can.understand the· 

dynamics of industrial . behaviour. It is here, too, that.the' 

problem of'What·frame of reference to adopt·arises. If the· 

· ~rganisation is th~ilgh..t of as a . tea:in as it is in what Fox has 

identified as the· 'unitary ·frame of reference'· and if it is 

observed in·practice.that ~agement and.men·are not ~pulling 

together' ·explanations for .this phenomenon ll!ight· be s~ught, as 

they ·are in the huinan relations tradition, in the· breakdown. of 

communications between the· two.:groups. If, on the· other hand, 

the same ph.enbmenon ~s des.cribed by someone .adopt~ng a 'pluralistic' 

·frame of reference, a . determined . search would be made to isolate · 

those ·areas .in which the .expectations of the· tw~ ·groups .no l~nger 
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cojoin arid to use ~his as ~he s~ar~~ng point_of the· analysis. 

Different explanatioris.necessarily·ensue·from.these contrast~ng 

positions. 

The implications of these points can be clearly shoWn if we 

examine worker- ID.a.n;a.gement.relationships·from twe"a:ngles"na.mely, 
. .. . 

that they·· are both.economic .relations and author:i,ty .relations. 
. . . . . . 

These two aspects·are directly related to one-another. Ai-l an 

Flanders has expressed it this way: 'In return for the price which 

the· employer is ·prepared to p~ for .his labour, the· employee. 

surrenders control over a l~ge part of his life.' (41)· . In th:i:s 
. . . . 

sens.e ~hey· are also contractualL. rela~ions and _again as Flanders 

has pointed out they have always had some contractual foun~tion 

in law. Underlying both dimensions of the .relationship is the 

.question of the nature of the worker's involvement in the · 

·organisation and the nature of his-expectations in.re~ation to the 

job itself·, the rewards to .be gained· from doing the job, the system 

of authority and work conditions general-ly~ 

As Parsons has analYsed it authority rel~tions.persist, in 

part, because there is alwaY's a threat of the w.orkers commitments 

to othei: ·groups . being placed before his commitment to the 

·~rganisation. Often the. engineering of this commitment for 

management's ends is.seen as the function of.leadership and the·· 
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existence of the·problem in the first place is.seen as the· 

prim.ordial.-~rganis.ational paradox. Certainly·Selznick views. it 

in-this way. He writes: 'The UJhoZ.e individual. r-aises neUJ 

probZ.ems for- the o_r-ganisation~ pazotZ.y beaause of the needs of 

his OiVn pers~Zity~ pazotZ.y beaause he bT'i_ngs UJith. him a .set of 

establ.ishBd habits as UJeZ.Z.~ per-haps a8 aorrmitments to -speaiaZ.· 

gro.ups outside of the O"l'(Janisation. ' {4·2) It is for this.reason 

that Parsons and Smelser consider· it more appropriate to think of 

the· worker not as ho:ino.economicus, alth~Ugh. he.certainly·is this, 

but mainly as a householder. The needs of his family·. represent 

·one set of commitments to ·groups . outside the ·organisation. The· 

trades·. union is another .such·~rganisation which. can claim the· 
. . 

loyalty of the worker over· and above his firm. The.problem.we·are 

referring to .here is the latency problem discussed by Parsons., but 

the question·arises as to whether·or not the problem· is as.severe 

for all· employees_. as it is tho~t· to .be for the operative.· 

Etzionni has suggested.that it is not; that since som~ groups of 

workers are more committed to the ~rganisatio~ their continued 

loyalty is. not in question.. Furthermore, .. he· byp_othesises· t~t the· controls· 

used by ma~ement ·to ensure conformity if not commitment will· v~ry . .. 

systematically· with the· nature of the· employees involvement in th,e· 
. .. .. . . . . . . 

~rganisation. (#3)' Thus he" postulates that where .the emp~oyee 
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(or SIJ.Y other·organisational member} is alienativ~ly·ip.volved ~n 

the organisation the· ·type of control .exerted· by .those. in .authority 

tends to be coercive. Where someone is calculativel;Y" involved 

in an ~rganisation- a sales .executive, for instaiJ.ce- the. types· 

of controls which·are appropriate·are ma~nipulative. conformity 

~.s ensured on a stick and· carrot basis. Finally-, . where involvement 

in the o.r.ganisation is total ·or :mo:r-al - as is the· case, · presiJm.ably:, 

with priests -·the· :most appropriate form of control is in itself· 

moral, a reference· to the b;igh.er ·order symb.olism of the 

~rganisation. Using this typology of involvement and control 

Etzionni exami.nes a .number of different organisations. Applyi:ng 

his sche:ine to industry he s.1~ggests that .business concerns ·try 
.. .. .. .. 

predominantly· to .rely on manipulative methods of control altho'ilgh 

with operatives at the bottom end of the. hierarchies of reward SIJ.d 
- . 

power· coercion may be applied~ 

Obviously· this .sche:iri.e has considerable· comparative utility 

and although it can be questioned on a ni.mlber of points it is 

helpful in· highlighting the complex relationship .bet:W:een·. involvement 
. . .. 

and control. At the· same time it is clear that Etziorini has.in no 

sens·e . exha.U.Sted· the· ~lysis. of . authority . relationships. · Apart 

from meet~ng the ·latency:problem· authority relationships come into 
. . . . . . 

existence_ to ensm:e that work is coordinated·· and controlled, to 
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ens.ure, ~n f'act, the· continuous operation of' the· system·. But 

however the problem· is approached. the· nature of' the· members 

attachment to the·· organisation will· always be proble.mmatical. · 
. .. ·-

._The· question· arises, therefore, 'what is the nature .of' this 

attachment' • 

There appears to be two types of' answer we can give to this 

question. One is to s_uggest that his attachment is . economic 

and contractual. This is the economists answer and carries 

further to su_.ggest that.economically the operative is a commodity 

.subject, like all other commodities, to marginal·productivity 

costing. Furthermore, it is assumed that the reward value .of' 

the. job can be . exhausted in monetary terms; that there is an 

equivalence in.economic value of' the contribution made by the· 

worker to the f'irm and the benefits the worker, as a householder·, 

can derive f'rom the purchase of' goods with. his -w:ages. (44} The 

relationship is.terin.inable·at will·f'or both parties. On this 

basis the .behavioural assumption is made that both. 'actors' pl;ay 
.. . . . . . . 

out their roles slavisbly:in.accordance with. the norms of' 

economic rationality. 

This view· of' the worker's attachment to work is valuable· but 

it also neglects some of' his other· attachments. He .:ina¥ also .be· 

intrinsically· attached to his. work tasks like· the··craf'tSma.n. and 
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derive important social· and psychol:ogical satisfactions. in work · 
. . .. . . -- ... 

which·are not measurable·with.economic yardsticks. These other 

intrinsic .satisfactions, whatever they mey be, ·are just as .. .. 

important as monetary rewards for their removal or. violation can 

easily· result· in industrial action of various kinds. This was 

quite clearly· stated in Gouldner's study of the wildcat strike 

which took place in a gypsum plant. (45) A study of a strike 

precipitated by a change in management this study introduced the 
. . . . . - . 

importan~ notion of ·indlilgen.cy ·pa.~~ern. This indulgenc:y pattern 

comprised a system of expec~atic:>ns hel~· by the :inen·, often not 

formally· re~ognised, of the wey in which the plant ought to. b.e 
. .. -· ... 

run and they· themselves··treated. Prior to the· appointment of 
. . . . 

a newma~agement the plant atmosphere was info~l and personal.· 

Workers were allowed a few concessions which. they· valued·. highly" 

- stoppi~g work before time, for instance, or complet~ng work.in 
. . . 

unorthodox ways • With the· new ~agement steps were taken. to 
. .. ., 

increase efficiency; these expectations embodied in the· : 
. . 

indll:lgency ~egan, to be violated; . ultimatelY· a strike was 
. .. ,. 

precipitated' ostensibly· on a wage demand but in reality be~ng 
. . . . . 

caused by this systematic frustration of the·indulgency pattern. 
. ' . . . . . - ' . . ' . . 

It is clear hoW. the notion of involveiil.ent can .be ·broken· down 

and ·-translated into .the· lEl:Iiguage of ·expectations and, equally· 
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clear, hoW. the· notion of-expectation can be.seen· as central in 

the.·explan,ation .of beha:viour. The· same concepts can.be used' to 

describe the labour·contract mentioned earlier~ The· worker· 

'expects' an amount of money~ comensurate with. his effort -expelled 

in work;· he· also. seeks to maximise his monet~ re~ards to .supply· 

his ~usehold·with the means by wbic~ other· goals may be.achieved. 

(46) Often this means he be:rgains, usually·on a collective basis, 

for h,igher wages and work conditions. He may, as· Touraine has 

.~uggested be bargain~ng to.~egain his control over·work. 

At the· s.a.me time managers-expect.a.certain. effort-and 

diligence to.be-expended in work. Whereas the·worker .. acts in 

terms of the demands, both. internal and . external which.· are . be~ng .. . . .. . 

made upon him especially· from his family·, the· ina.D:ager· in his . turn 

is-.acting in terms of the· pressures: upon hiin to maintain a. certain 
. . . . - . . 

level. of work, at a certain cost, so that the· firm ca.n.remain 

competitive. That these sets of expectations come inevitably· 

into conflict is hardly·surpris~ng. As Mayntz. has . summed· it all' · 

up; "~rganisation members pursue ~heir own goais·and react 

adaptively to the· in.anifold· tension~ .generated: by the'.demands made 
. . . . . 

upon the:in'.' 047) 

The· range -.of expectations. involved·. in this. situation is .. 

enormous.· The' worker may .expect. to .be'. able· to identify with_ his 
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work. He may expect ID.a.D;agement to always .. act in . such a way that 

the boundary requirements necessary for the successfUl completion 

of his task - such as the ready availability of materials - are 

always met. The Liverpool study into labour relations in the 

coal industry found that the most highly cohesive face work·groups 

often expressed considerable· disatisfaction with management 
.. . 

precisely for the reason; the boundary conditions for the 

completion of their work and thus, in this instance, for the 

realisation of a certain level of economic returns, were not be~ng 

satisfactorily met. (48) The worker may likewise expect that 

the autonomy of his skill be maintained. This expectation would· 

be of particular importance where technical cha:nges threaten~ng 

to undermine his skills. Whatever the case, however, it is 

important for theoretical purposes to constantly remind ourselves 

of the entrenchement of these expectations in a system of work 

relations which. in itself is l~gely the outcome of the interaction 

between the technical system and the organisations objectives as 

these relate.to the process of goal attainment. 

We have largely· completed this review of what it means to 

say that an organisation is a social ~ystem. At every step-in 

the· outline it was clear that every facet of' the ·o.rganisation 

whether it was for.mal·organisation, informal organisation, the 
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system of rewards or whatever, were inextricably·bound up with one 

another. Furthermore it was made clear that attitudes and 

behaviour within the o~ganisation could· be l~rgely· ~xplai~ed by 

reference to the structure .of the work situatio~. However, 

alt~ugh we have mentioned the importance of such factors as 

technology, auth~rity relations and patterns .of.involvement, of 

expecta~ions and their linked sanctions we have not been able·to 

'tie' these el~ments into a more formal and dynamic model of 

industrial social systems. One of the nearest attempts at 

do~ng so, however, is em~rg~ng·from the work.of the· Tavistick 

Institute of Human Relations on the theory of socio-technical 

·systems. It is to this that we now turn but it should be 

immediately pointed out that at its current state of formulation 
. . 

this i;heory suffers, perhaps, from having too many affinities 

with certain beliefs and assumptions of the human relations 

system. We shall·discuss these difficulties as we outline 

current thinking on the nature of socio-technical systems. 
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Section Three 

The .. Theory of Socio-Techii.icaJ. Systems: ... Th.e · Tavistock. Model 

Re~ognitiqn of the importance of ~egarding industrial 

organisations as social systems hav~ng as one of their major 

'system constants' a system of .techno~ogy leads. inevitably the 

concept of soci9-technical system and, since these systems are 

'located' in a wider environment, the formulation necessarily· 

extends to that of an· 'open socio~tecbnical system. At least, 

the ~ogic of this.outline leads to.such a conclusion. In 

practice, the notion of socio-technical systems developed 

slowly and painstainly .out of a series of empirical studies· 

carried out by the T.I.H.R. into press~ng industrial·problems. 

(49)· Alth~ugh this approach to industrial problemS has been 

shown to have a great deal of practical use there·are some 

q~],.ifications 11o be made to it as a theoretical model· and it is 

the purpose of this section to discus.s these and, ~n do~ng so, 

he~p·to articulate further some important aspects of the 

em~rg~ng social science of organisations. 

The concept of socio-technical systems was first introduced· 

by Trist and Bamforth in a study of the longwaJ.l· system of coal 

mining •. (50) It became clear in the course of this study that 

some of the more recalcitrant ·problems of mining - low morale·; 
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strained labour relations etc etc - were all botind up with the 

nature the unde:rground situation and the hazards of . this environment, . . 

with the pattern of mechanisation and with the.types.of wor~·groups 
. . 

to be found. Similarly·the growing productivity of some pits after . . 

nationalisation ~uggested that non technical innovations in the· 
. . . ., . .. 

design of work were probably· just as important as .the·. technical.· 

It was suggested in this study that, in fact, 

"So cl.ose is the !'eZationship between the val'ious aspects 
that the socia"l and the psycho"logica"l aan on"ly be undexastood 
in te:t'mS of the ~tai"led enginee1'ing facts and of the iJay . 
the techno"logica"l system as a whote behaves in the envirorunent 
of the unde:!'ground situation." (51)· 

This, at the time, represented a break with the· hu:tnan relations 

tradition which. tended·to regard techno~ogy as relatively· 
. . . 

unimportant compared with social and psycho~ogical situation of.men 

at work. The various aspects of the· underground situation. selected 

out in this ·study and whose interrelatedness prompted the·. notion of 

socio-technical system were such factors as the ~rganisation.of 

work groups, the· problem of shift ~rganisation and cycle· control 

and the coordination problems of management. The· early min~ng 

studies dealt·with small· social systems- the·organisation 

underground - but subsequent developments in the use of a socio-
. . 

technical approach have demonstrated'. the' validity of the approach . 
. . . . 

at the level of the· organisation. I refer' in particular to the· · 
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work of' Rice carried out in an Indian textile· milL .(52) His 

work has shown not merely the interdependence.of' social, 

psychological and technical features of production organisatiOns 

but the·ways in which these, in their turn, are boUil.d up with 

ec6nomic and financial conditions of the industry of which they 

are a part. Whereas the-basic distinction at the root of the 

development of socio-technical system theory was that_ between 

'the technol;ogic·al system' and the 'social structure consisting 
. . 

of the occupational roles which have been institutionalised in 

its use' Rice has shown how these in their turn·a.re governed by 

an economic measure which can-exert its own pervasive influence 

the extent to which the human and technical conditions effective 

meet, within the framework of economic targets, th~ goals· of the 

enterprise. As he puts it, a socio-technical system must have 

'economic validity'. 

Unlike classical ~rganisational theory which, as we have 

already shown, tended to focus attention on the internal·problems 

of ~rganisations, the model adopted by socio-technical system 

"theoriSt's is that of the · ~rganisation having certain regular 
. . . 

transactions with an environment. To function at all the 

organisation requires certain inputs. These are the same 

inputs as conceived by the· classical economists. They are land, 
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labour and capital. In secur~ng these the ~rganisation enters 

int.o a system. of market. exchanges with. oth~r ~rganisations .and 

personnel. One stra~eg~c exchange in this respect is the 

exch~ge. of wages for labour power of a certain kinP,. This 

exchange is of particular importance since it .affects the 

cost-operating conditions of the ~rganisation and, therefore,· 

the price at whic~. goods and.services can be ofrered to an 
' ' 

1 output market 1 
; this, in its turn will· determine the . economic 

. . . . 

healtp_ of the ·0rganisation •. The implications of these .. points 

are far reac~ng. To take one illustration which is of topical 

interest,-it is often the case that for a given level of 

production a firm mi~t employ x-unit of labour at y-~i~ cost. 

A change in demand for the product l¢-ght req_uire a h:igner level 

of production which can only·be met by hir~ng further uni~s of 

labour. If the cost of these .extra units of labour per··unit 

of output ~s not suffic~ently low then the fir.m may find that 

it will loose on this .extra production. It will· t~s loo.se 

part of ~ growing market. Its competitive position will'become 

increasingly· tenuous. In circumstance.s such i:!os this it might 

be necessary to increase the productivity of.existing.resources 

and this, in its turn, I¢-ght mean more technical· innovation. 

It has been hypothesised that the faster rate o:t:·growth of 
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automation in America is in part-explained by 'imperfection~' in 

the market for labour maki.ng the cost of labour unrestrictively· 

high and thus the attractiveness of tech.Ilical innovation 

correspond~ngly increased. It is not only imperfections in the 

labour market - such as Trades Unions - which ~gh.t prompt the 

sort of c~ge just described; labour short_ages could· conceivably 

have a similar effect. Where shortages-exist the.bargain~ng 

power of thos~ ·groups with the monopoly of the· required· skills· 
. . 

is increased enormously; in such a situation it :rp,igh.t be 

cheaper for the firm to invest in labour saving machinery than 

to hire these high cost labour units. Whatever the situation, 

it is clearly important, as these two illustrations show,.to 

take into account as systematicallyas possible·the.external 

relations .of the organisations in any modei purporting to-explain 

the internal functioning of that ·organisation. It is for this 

reason that in the theory of socio-technical systems ·o.rganisations 

are seen as 'open systems'. 

Apart· from the inputs just mentioned the existence of the· 

·organisation in a steady state i.e. in which it is carry~ng out . ,. . 

regular commerce·or-exchange with its environment and fulfilling . . 

its 'mission' satisfactorily, also presupposes the rational and 

predicatable··orgaD:isation of human .functionaries. (Em~cy.and 
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Trist ·53) Moreover, this · ~rganisation of . huin.an resources must 

be rational within the framework of a technical system for such 

systems set certain requirements of the social system and 'the 

effectiveness of the total production system will depend:upon the 

adequacy wi.th which the social system meets these requirements , • 

(Emery and Trist op. cil) In socio-tecbnical theory the 

technological component of the organisation, insofar as it converts 

inputs into.outputs, is seen as playing a major role· in determin~ng 

the self ~egulat~ng properties of the enterprise. Thus Em~:cy;···and 
.. 

Trist point out that 'The variation in the'output market that 

can be tolerated without structural ch~ge _(in the ~rganisation 

W. W.) is in large measure a fUnction of the flexibility of the· 

:Sy.~tem of technical productive - its ability to vary its rate, 

its end product or the mixture of its products'. The corrolla.ry 

of this is that the tolerable variation in the input markets -

the--extent to which, for example, the enterprise can function with 

an·ir~egil.lar supply of labour- is similarly dependent upon the 

flexibility of the technical system. 

It is within the proces·s of converting inputs into outputs -

whatever these may be in practice - that a particular· kind of 

structure emerges. It is a structure· which,· on the·-one hand can 

operate the technical system and on the other mediate between the· 
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organisation and its markets. In this respect there ·are clos·e · 
I 

parallels· here With the work of Talcott Parsons on ~rganisational 

theory where organisations are conceived as adaptive or 'convert~ng' 
. . . 

mechanismS very .much in the same way as I have indicated. The 

parallels should not be drawn too far since ~n this case much 

more attention is focussed on the technical component itself·, and 

its modes of interaction with the social system of the enterprise. 

Explicitly, attention is focused on three groups of·problems: 

(1) (a) the technical system itself 

(b) the 'work relationship structure' and its cons·t;j;_t.uent 

occupational roles 

(2) The analysis of (a) and (·b) in relation to the internal 

·problems of·coordination and control 

(3) The analysis of .external influences on the··~rganisation 

In the analysis of technical syst~s particular attention is paid 

to the' requirements these impose on the social system. Emery, 

reviewing same of these 'demands' isolates eight.m.ajor aspects 

which. have em~rged in the work of the Institute •. (54) Briefly·, 

they are as ~o;Llows:- (T) The natural characteristics of the 

m.at.erial be~ng worked ·on imposes limits on the· social·organisation 
. . . . 

of the enterprise. In coal mini.ng, to take an extreme . example, 

it has been shown that uncontrolled variation in und~rground 
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situation have an enormous influence not.merely·on the·organisation 
. . . . . 

of work but also on the qegree of strain (or psychol:ogical stress) 

experienced by workers .. ( 2) . The immediate phYsical ·work·. setting 

is of almost obvious importance as a factor related to morale·or 

tension th~ugh it is not clear whether; in the absence of other 

predisposing features, this particular aspect of the' 'internal 

environment' can exert an independent effect. '(3) The· spat:iaJ. 

laYout ·and spread of"the process.over time-exerts an important 

influence on ~y aspects of the-enterprise. It. affects the· 

layout of work·groups and thus the possibilities which·exist for 

the· formation of stable·work groups·or rol~·groups. If the· 

temporal nature of the process .requires shift work it will· · 

attenUate a special kind of coordination problem at the .. level 

of ma.Il;agement • (4) ·The 1eve1·.of mechanisation is probably· of 

decisive importance for it determines the· relative contribution 

of men and machines to the·.overall··production process. As we 

saw in the last chapter in the discussion.of·process .automation 
. . . . .. 

the level of mechanisation has a significant bearing on the" type 

of m.a.Il;agerial control and superVision required. On the most 

general level it seems clear that the·· more production· depends 

upon mach.iiles rather tha.h men·the·more will·management.resort 
.. . . 

to the use of 'impersonal mecha.:hi~ of control' · rather· than the· 
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techniques of direct supervision. And, as. the work of Woodward 

:would· indicate, since process auto:mation rep:i:'esemts the' Ultimate 
.. . . .. . . 

divorce of human effort and·productivity- the t:wo.be~rig directly· 
. " . . .. 

relate~ with lower levels· of technical complexity- there is 
-. . -. 

likely· to much. less pressure from management upon the· worker to 

increase his productivity and this would· seem to be conducive to 

'better industrial relations'. Perhaps we can aid to Em.ecy' s 

own .account the need also to pay special attention not merely·· to 
. . . .. . 

the· level of mechanisation but also to the .depth and span .of 
. .. . . 

mechailis.ation. . (5) ·The" phases ·.of ·operation .of the· productive 

process clearly· affects the nature of the interdependence between 
. . " . 

different w.ork:functions and, in its turn, affects the· nature.of 
.. . . 

the. coordination·problem faced by management. 

C)f'centrality of different·production op~rations is an important 

dimension of the technical system for the· implications it has for 

the structure of supervision and the overall effectiveness of the 

It is usually, the case that some oper~tions·are more 

neces.sary than others for the overall· effectiveness of the system. 

In mini.ng, for .example, tb.e efficiency of face work will be of 

·greater·. importance for the efficiency of the total system than 

will' 'bye work' ..... ciearing up'. paint~ng etc etc. It is usually 

the more 'central operations' which are at the centre of ~agement 
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attention. Of course the·. centrality of certain. operations ·depends 

in its turn on the· nature of theJ:··:inachihery. In process technology 

the most important operations are concerned with maintenance, 
. .. .. . 

w~reas in assembl~y .. line ·production the most important operations 
. . . . . . . 

are concerned directly with production. (7} ·The· maintenance 
. . . 

· op.erations required affect the structure of the enterpris·e in other 

ways. It may be.necessary to unify under· one line.of command both 

production and maintenance operations. This is particularly 

important with process techno~ogies where the cost of 'downtime' 
. . . 

is ·usually· considerable·. On the other: hand in theses cases'where 

a machine can be out of .action without too much disruption of 
. .. . ' . 

overa.l.l production then maintenance and production ian remain 

·~rganisationally separate. (:8} The suppg· operations ·are· 

strategic to the ~ctioning of the system· since they affect the 

rate at which production can be carried out. At each point in 

the. process the appropriate materials must·be available· else 

·production continuity. is. threatened. ·Organisationally·,· this 
. . 

means that the· planning of supply· operations m~st .b~ given high 

·priority. Emery suggests ~hat this is particularly the' case 

with. h:igh.er levels· of· mechanisation where, as with. inairitenance·, 

th~·· greater rate of thr~ughput raises. ~he cost of s~oppages 

enormously~ In this ·respect Emery's observations ·are . directly-
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in line ri th. these of both. Femsha.:ii:J. and Hooper .. and Mann and 

Hoffuan. In both cases the importance of long ra:nge plan.n.~ng 

of operations is stressed with the higher forms of mechanisation 

and automation. 

This list, which Emery does. not claim is eXhaustive,· has 

emerged gradually· in the work of the T.H.I.R. Of the· importance 

of these dimensions Emery writes: 

"Sufficient empii>icia.Z work has been done to indicate that 
it is a ruZe~ not the ·exception~ for these diffe~nt 
technoZogicaZ faats to ·exert.· a significant infZuence~ even 
though not necessariZy an ove~heUning infZuence on the 
socnaZ system. The fai Zure to cons'ider these facts makes 
it diffiauZt to assess the vaZidity of the findings of so 
many of the sociaZ ·scientific studies done·· in this fieZ.d~ 
incZudi.ng many doen on the effects of automation." (55) 

Viewing the demands of the technical system in this w~ yields, 

so it is claimed, a systematic picture of the· tasks·and task 

interdependencies required by the technical system. Following 

from this Trist has ~uggested that these demands·are met by 

'bringing into existence a ·work. relationship· structure'. ·(56) 

The nature of this work relationship structure will'be 

~ignific~ntly affected by the required compon.ents of the system 

under its·particular conditions·of·mecha.nisation, phase operation 

spatial ·layout ·etc etc. (Emery) At this point the·.notion of 
' . . .. . ... 

'occupational role' is introduced to .act as a bridge.between the· 

nature of the task and the experience of the person do~g the· job. 
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"OcaupationaZ ro Zes express the. re Zationship between a 
producti"on process and the. social, organisation of the 
group. In one direction they are ·rezated to ta{Jks U)hich 
are aZ~o reZated to each other; in the otheP to peopZe 
U)ho are aZso rezated to· each other." {Tris·t)·:(57)· . . 

With the introduction of the notion of occupational role a whole· 

neve ra:nge of problems is opened up. As Emery suggests a role 

concept can not only· act as. an important bridge relat~ng socia·l 

and P$YCho~ogical phenomena but it helps to delimit the·area-in 

which sociological explanations alone can be z:egarded as .adequate. 

That the notion of role is more of a relational·or socio~ogical 

rather ~han a psychological c~ncept is some~hing sociol~gis~s 

have insisted·. upon for a long while. It cannot be used 

legitimately without other concepts such as -expectations; role 

obligations, sanctions etc etc all of which·are involved in.the . . . . . . 

theoretical·treatment of social interaction. B;egrettably, 

hoWever, socio-technical system theorists have tended to 

concentrate more upon a psycho~ogical analysis .of role· behaViour. 

I use the word z:egrettably· not because role·. analysis has not got 
. . 

its psychological aspects, clearly it has, but because the 

exclusive concern with these aspects.alone serves only to 

under~utilise the explani~ory potential of the concept. It 

~s regrettabie·that this is the case especially-when they have 

so clearly recognised .. the· importance elsewhere of treat~ng the· 
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worker as a 'whole man' whose conformity to ~rganisational · 

requirements is always problemmatical. This deficiency may 

only· be temporary. In 'Organisational Choice' the:researchers 

were acutely aware of the existence of a work.culture.~ongst 

groups of face workers in the pits which stressed certain 

qualities such as the need for autonomy, friendship, pulli:ng 

together etc etc. It is a culture entrenched in particular 

operating conditions and evolved from the-experienc~ of.successive 

generations. . (58) ( Trist etl) 

The value of a return to a system of work which retained 

the importance of the·traditions of responsible autonomy 

characteristic of simpler methods of mini_ng was clearly 

demonstrated in this book. The analysis could have perhaps 

bee~ carried further to analysis of occupational cultures. How 

far, for example do skilled face workers regret the loss of the 

traditional control which they have exercised in their work in 

the face of mechanisation. The point bel:ng made here is that 

it has elsewhere been shown that .occupational cu1tures. have a 

s_ignificant effect on the behaviour and expectations of workers; 

that the· attitudes a worker has about his job are not merely 

determined by the nature of the tasks which comprise that job; 

rather ·they are pas sed down 'traditionally' ·from generation to 
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generat~on; they are supported an~ given a wider meaning within 

a community context; they ·are related to both the status · o~der 

of' the enterprise and the community at· large; t~ey ·are, in all· · 

probabi~ity an integral part of his self identity. As such they 

are l.ikely to have a significant effect on what the worker.expe~ts 

not .. merely from his job or task but from work as a whole. This 

theme will be taken up in~ little more detail in th~·next 

chapter when we consider the so-c~~led phenomenon 'resistance to 

technica.l;. c~ge' ; it is en~ugh to note at the· moment that a 

valuable·modification to socio-technical theory would be made if 

this notion o:t: occupational culture could be more systematically 

taken .into account. The reason for say~ng this is that at the 

moment the analysis of ocqupational roles .in !60cio-technical 

theo~ remains rather narrowly·psy~hological.· 

Whereas the·framework of analysis just outlined· seems more 

appropriate at the· level of .the plant the secona..~. group of 

prob.l;.ems'dealt with by·socio-technical system theorists.apply·to 

the·~rganisation as a whole. On this level attention is·drawn 

to the-ways in which the work relationship structure and 

occupational-roles are related to other aspects of the· 
. . . . 

~rganisation dealing in particUlar.wi~h ~he·pr~blems of 

production and servic~ng on the one ·hand and the ~overn~ng.functions 
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of I!lB.Il:agement on the other. At this point the an~ysis attempts 
. . . 

to show how an ~rganisation, thr~ugrr·processes of 'internal · 
. . 

elaboration' meets the 'demands' of its situation to recame and 

'internally self consistent structure'. (Trist) These problems 

are traced thr~ugh. the two concepts ·of 'coordination' . and bontrol' ~ 

(Emery) Coordination and control are seen as the·primordial.acts 

of management. Coordination of the lo.ng. term plans of the 

company and of the many parts of ·the organisation is always a 

problem for management. The problems. of control,·however, arise 

from a different source. It is to be s~ught ·. in the· face . of the 

ever-present threat of 'irresponsibility' i.e. 'the possibility 
. . . . 

of role· occupants acting in terms of their personal and social 

influences to-the detriment of th.e·productive·process'. (Emery 

p.'33). 

The problems of control and coordination, Emery points out, 

come sharply ·into focus in the supervisory role. · He can ensure· 

that people play out their roles properly by a.variety of devices 

r~ging·from- coercion to.manipulation but the most important 
. . . . . . 

point is that the type of control used will· vary predictably 

with the tyPe of task structure maintained by. the tecbno~~gy. 
. . . . . . . 

Thus where the $ystem allows for the development of relatively· 
.. . . . .. 

autonomous ·work groups , as in the l~ngw:all·· system of coal mini:ng, 
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the nature of.supervision differs.from those cases·where work 

tasks·are relatively'isolated. In the former, control is· 

exercised by th~·group, itself leaving the.supervisor to 

concentrate on supply operations. In the.latter.supervision 

tends to be more direct and pervasive. Wo;r~··groups whi~h can 

exert control over their· membe.rs ·are said to have. t;h.e quality 

of 'responsibl.y·.a.utono:my_'. · (Trist) However, the distribution 

of power and responsibility in an·~rganisation is not-entirely· 

random; the distribution is th~ught of as following certain 

principles- al1·of which are derivab1e·from a ratio:t:J.al appraisal 

of ·the conditl.o.ns necessary for the _stable· f~ction.~ng of the 

social system of an enterprise. 

Alth~ugh. the technical system and -external;· influences 

~pose restr.i::tions upon the ·structure .of. the_ social sys·tem. it 

is nonetheless·true that this system·has certai~'properties·in 

its own ri~t. Emery formulates these-under· four·propositions

the requiremen~ .of optimal _structur~ng, the· requirement of optimal 

distribution, the.requirement of maximum inst~tionalisation and 

the requirement of effective communication. Dealing with these 

briefly·in.turn it is s~gested that (a} there needs to.be a 

Qalance hetween roles, statuses-and power for.without this it 

~ight be impossib~e·to.achieve.overall· coordination. (b} The 
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distribution of .reward needs to be in line· with the distribution 

of respons~bility else the 'typical wage contract' is "likely· to 

be a source of·instability. (c) 'The effective op~ration of the 

soc~al structure requires that its members be motivated by their 
.. . .. .. . .. 

commitment to the goals of the·organisation ••• ' (EmerY" p 40) 

(d} Finaily·it is necessary that the flow of information should· 
. . . . 

(i) be ·such. that all members understand it and· (ii) .be sufficiently· 
. . 

-extensive that members can, in fact, discharge their responsibilities. 
. . . .. 

Finally·, the last. ·group of prob.lems to which this theory 
. . . . . . .. 

directs our attention concerns the" relationship b.etween. the . 
. .. . . . . .. 

~rganisation arid its environment. · This relationship is.expressed, 
. . 

as we have· earlier indicated, with the notion of '~rganisational · 

goals'. The·probiem arises though that in a compleXlY" differentiated 

collectivity there may not be common _agreement on what these goals 

are·or on how they are.to best achieved. The so-called·principle· 

of '·maximum institutionalisation' may not apply;' sub· groups of 

th.e· ·~rganisation may have· .needs and committments of their ovm and 
. . 

it is these. ·groups which. pose the major_., dilemina.s ,. for -the 
. . . ' . 

enterprise. (.Eniery) Tbese webs of committment-arid:affiiiation, 
. . 

of attachemEmtS. to given roles and set ·practices place social 
. . - . . . 

limit~ ·On the extent to which the· organi~ation can .remain flexible· . . . . 

in ·th_e· face· of disequilibriati,ng · cb.a:nges · in its ·internal ·or·. external 

environment. 
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The. outline of the main ·framework of socio~ecbnical .system 
. .. .. 

theory is now complete. It seems a.legitimate.conclusion to 

this brief review. that the theory, as it now stands, consummates 
.. . 

certain·trends which were already-in evidence towards an 

in~egration of '~rganisational theory' ·around the" notion of the 

organisation as a social system. It has spelled out.further 

same.of the key variables which underly·the operation of 

industrial social systems especially those relat~ng to the· 

technical. system. Moreover the frame of reference of socio-

technical systE;mJ.. theory would seem to be useful for the 

~r.mulation of a whole·host of hypotheses about different aspects 

of industrial behaviour. In the next chapter we shall·be using 

this framevrork, ~ogeth.er.with some of our own modifications to 

look at the twin problems of ~rganisational Charige and the· 

pheonomenon which has came to be . know.n, innappropriately· as 
. . 

'resistance to c~ge'. In the meantime we can recap-on some 

of the theoretical difficulties as.sociated with this theory. 

It has already been· s_uggested that socio-technical theory .perhaps 

suffers i.e. has certain inadequacies as an-axplanatorj theory, 

because it has too many.resemblances to.human relations socio~ogy. 

In relation-to this claim I want to make tw.o·a:rguments; the--one 
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is that the nature of the labour contract·o~ the.'effort b~rgain' 

has not been.· sufficiently·well·worked out and.because of this 

there is a tendency to.over emphasise the importance of the 
. . .. . . . 

worker's relationship to his .actual job and to ~he _pr~blems 

involved-in stim~at~ng a 'task·orientation'. This emphasis, . .. .. 

alth~ilgh justifiable in the . sense that the people· concerned with 
. . . .. . 

socio-technical systems have been, in their roles as cons~tants, 
.. .. . 

concerned to 'improve' the design.of work roles so that the· 
. . .. 

worker may-experience certain intrinsic satisfactions in the . ... .. . . . . 

perfo:rmance .. of his task has nonethless .served to leave as a 

seGondary aspect the wor~ers .relatiC?nship to the··~rganisation. 
. . . . . 

It is this latter· relationship which, as we.have already argued, 

~s both. a market relationship and a relationship of subordination 

and superordinatio~ which underlies much of what ~s referred to 

as 1 ind-qstrial relations 1 behaviour. What we are in fact.referring 

to here is the· complex nature of .the worker's involvement in his 

work and his ~rganisational role; it is a complex which includes 
. . 

much. more than what the worker expects·from the role· itself· i.e. 

from the.actual jo~. It seems a.legitimate·argument that the 

worker not only seeks,·or, to.be more·precise, expects.certain 

intrinsic satisfactions. in vro~k itself·but.he· also-expects to 
.. . .. 

. exercise more control over his work; he·.seeks· a work situation 
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which. is 'self·. actualisi;ng' rather than ~self· estra:nging' • - It 

is clear that to . achieve . such .. a work. experience the worker will· · 

have to bargain for more discretion, to ba:rgai:n, in fact, for more 

re_sponsi bility. As a householder.he is also interested in 

ac~ev~ng.job.sec"ilrity and more money.with which.he· can.achieve 
. . . .. 

other· goals .. · His .involvement in work, tp_erefore, would·. seem to 
. . . . -· . . 

be bes~ t~tight- of as hav~ng at least three major dimensions 

the' economic, the social and.the political.· It is· the· 

'expectations which 'relate to these three dimensions whl.ch ' 

underly the· "Workers behaviour in work. · 

These points.lead directly·to the second-criticism that the 

problem of powe:i::.._ has ·not .been. adequately·.dealt·-witb;. · Other· than 

sapng that the·· stable· function~ng .of. industrial social _system.S 
. . . . .. 

requires that there .. be some . ~egree · ·or correspondence . between roles, 
- - ' 

responsibility.and.power- the· requirement of 'optimal structuring' 

s.o.cio-.technical system theorists have little· to say on the ~ays 
' ' 

in which ... different. ·groups use their power· to their own. advantage. 
,. . " .. 

Little reference is- made to the-·processes· whereby'. expectations 

·are articulated.onto concrete demands for positive.action; little· 

reference is made. to the· range .of sanctions each·principle·.actor -

manager and worker. ~ can br~ng .against. one. another·. Little··. 



theoretical rec.ogni tion i5: g~ ven, . therefore,_ to . the-_ dynamic 

problems _of industrial conflict. Insofar as these cb.ai'ges·are 

~egitimate it is clear that socio~technical system theory 

-~eglects to analyse what for most.people· is the· most perVasive 

aspect of industrial life in a capitalist society. Our 

conclusion is, therefore, that by faili_ng . to appreciate the 

nature of the workers involvement in work in . terins of which.. W.e. 

analysed.it earlier and by not paying sufficient attention to 
. . . . 

the. phenomena of power. in modern industrial social systems· 
. .. . 

the. theory of socio-technical systemS remains incomplete. In 

the .. next chapter·. we shall· turn to two specific problem ·areas 

vmere it will·be shown how this incompleteness can lead to an 

inadequate analysis of the··processes which occur, especiany-

with· technical cru¢-ge, and especially in.relation to industrial 

relations behaviour. 

Conclusions 

Technical changes have the-potential of initiat~g social 

cliange in organisations. Not only· can they modify ~he ways 

in which work tasks.must be carried out but they can have 

important consequences for the structure of industrial social 

systems. It is clear that the type of changes which will.occur 

will depend upon a complex interaction of many forces -technical,· 
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social, political and.economic. On the ~echnical level the 

extent of cha:nge will depend.very largely, as we·argued·in the 

last chapter, on the_depth, span and level of technica~. 

innovation. It seems clear also that the ch~nges to take place 

will be _discussed and modified by both m.B.P;agers and men each 

seeki:p.g to optimise their own. gains·from the ch~ge. It is 

in the ~13-ture of industrial· change, t;h.erefore, that technical 

cn~ge is rarely, if ever, spontaneous; it takes place within 

a matrix. o£: group involvements and affiliations·. Because of 

this technical change has important implications for the. 

structure of power and authority which-exis;ts in the·organisation 

and ~so qn the nature of work roles both at operative and 

~agerial levels • Technical change is ther~fore ubiq~itous 

. and it.is i~portant if we are ever to understand the conseque~~es 

of. technical change that we be able to bring some·order into this 

highly· complex reality. This inevitably·entials·breaking the 

problem up and spelli_ng out what are the key variables which . . 

underly the structure and functioning of industrial social systems. 

It has been ·argued in this chapter that a. model .of the 

organisa~ion 13-s a social sys~em was ~equired i:f .. w~ ·are ~o begin 

to un~~rstand ~rganisational ch~ge induced by types of.technical 

ch~nge. Various models.of the·~rganisatiqn wer~ ~~cussed-and 



criticised and the view was held· that within·~rganisational theory 

there has been a conv~rgence- a greater level of .agreement.on the 

ways in which we are to think about · ~rganisations - ·around the 

theory of socio-technical systems. This conv~rgence has come 

about la:rgely·for two sets of reasons. In the first place it has 

become increas~ngly.realised that the precepts of both the classical 

school· and that of human relations, although providi:ng important 

initial in~ights, are now basically inadequate in many respects. 

They fail to take into account the problem.of·power and.tension; 

they rely on an image of the worker which would appear to have 

no basis.in reality. Apart·from that it is also an impoverished 
.. . 

view· of man·'·s· ~otentialities to assume, in the case or· the 

classical school that he would subject himself·to meticulous 

external controls·over his work·or, in the case of.human 

relations, that the· ~egrading and self·.mutilat~ng aspects of 

industrial jobs can be offset if management pays more attention 

to the buildi.ng up of a meaningful framework of ·group . relations. 

Vfuat now appears to be required is.an im:age of the·worker as a 

'self·actualising' agent seeking positive satisfactions in w.ork. . . . . . . 

Apart from these and other criticisms which have .be.en· 
. ' 

directed at the theoretical structure of various-~rganisational 

models· it Wa.s also the case that these models· failed.adequately· 
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to conceptuaJ.'ise the ways in which systems of technology 

articulate ·with social systems. :Because of this they could· 

not be employed to systematical·ly analyse technical ·ch.a:nge. 
. . 

·The theory of socio-technical systems_ goes some way towards 

meeti_ng both of ·these requirements. · More than this adequate 

cognizance"is taken of the extremely important fact that 

organisations h.a:ve a tripie identity. They·are·one and the 

same ·t·ime :economic, social and· political· units. As .we have 

·shown ·this fact has important implications for anaiys~ng the 

nature of the relationship ·which subsists b~tween manager and 

worker. At.the same time this theory.suffers in certain 

respects·from having too many affinities with human relations. 

A view:of industrial relations as being primarily· harmonious 
. . . . 

em~rges··whereas had more ·attention been paid to the· nature of 

the· labour contract and to the inevitable· system· of constra1nts . . . 

which. underly the behaviour of both. managers and the managed . . . . 

it would· have ·become ·clear that this 'unitary· ·frame· of reference' 
. . . 

was. inadequate fo~ an understanding of the" operation of 

industrial social systems. 

It ·has been possible to ·reformulate the theory of· 

soci0-technical systems. in· such a way that a.· distinctively· 

socio~ogical conception·of the camponents-and.fUnctioning of 
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soc:i,al systems can.be used in conjunction with the· socio-technical 
. . . . 

analysis.of·production systems. Because o_f this we ·are now in 

a much better position to identify what are the· key problems of 
--· -

the sociological analysis of technical c~nge. Finally·.we 

have been able to demonstrate unequivicobly·the importance.of 

developii).g theoretical models t~ g¢.de and infoi'II). em.piri,cal work. 
.. . 

Were the- theoreti~al approach .advocated in this . chapter employed . . . .. . 

in the empi~ical studies of automation discussed in the preceding 

chapter then ~y of ~he pi~falls of.pure empiricism woul~·have 

been.avoided. I_n the chapter to follow it will· be show how 

the theoretical.scheme outlined can be.very ~sefully· employed 

in stu~~ng two empirical problems - those ~f·organisational c~ge 

and the .phenomenon of resistance to.technical change. 
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v 

-- TOWARDS AN UNDERSTANDING OF CHANGE IN ORGANISATIONS 

Section One 

TWo · Foc·al .Points and the need to understand change 

In the. last chapter an outline of socio-technical system 

theor,r wa~ given in which the crucial role·palyed by systems 

of technol:ogy in setting firm limits on the structural 

organisation of the enterprise was emphasised. The claim was 

made tha~ given certain modifications, especially-with respect 

to the problems of industrial conflict and the power relations 

surroundi_ng the 'labour contract ' and in the way in which the 
. . 

worker's involvement in the ~rganisation was to be conceptualised, 

this theory would:· go a long way towards meeting the· need for a . . . 

systematic model of the industrial ~rganisation which was so 

clearly necessary if we are to be able to relate technical and 

social cha:nges. 

In this chapter we.turn to two substantive problems to 
' ' 

illustrate the· validity of these arguments. We shall deal first 

of all with the' so-called·problem of organisational c~nge 

examining, with special reference to automation, the·ways in 

which. technical chapges can affect the structure of industrial 

·organisations. Secondly' we shall· deal with the related ·problem· 
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of 'resistance to technical change'. Conventionally·, resistance 

to c~ge ·~s. seen as taking place· at the'.personal:i,ty level·or at 

the level of the smal~ group. I~ this chapter the thesis will· · 

be put forward that the ~rganisation itself can often be 

resistant to change. These arguments will be amplified later. 

In this chapter an attempt is made, therefore, ·to shaw the 

utility of socio~technical system theory in cast~ng ~ight.on 

what are two ·pressi.ng industrial problems. At the same time 

we shall·. develop the theory further than we have been able· to 

in the last chapter show~ng once more the necessity of the· 

modifications which have been.suggested. 

Our theoretical interest in these two ·problem·: areas ·arise 
.. . 

out of certain practical considerations. Insofar as technical 

chatlge is resisted then to that.extent higher levels of 

industrial·productivity will·not be realised. As B.C. Roberts ... 

has pointed'out: 

"Social dhd:nge is not only an inevitable consequ~nce of. 
technologi~l change~·it is also a nedeSBarY condition. 
Uri.les·s 'the· ctppropzoiate changes· take place; technological 
develOpment is frustrated ·ana the condition of soCiety 

· either remains or· becomes stagnant. " (1·) · · 

Such a situation cannot be tolerated 'for lo,rig.but it is no 

easy matter to control those factors which io:ight.:lead to either 



~rganisational ·or· individual resistance. to .. c~e f.or they ·are 

so little-understood. To facilitate the.acceptance.of c~ge 
. .. 

one ·presumably· needs to know what it is which· irp.ght .lead. to 

resistance.- Even more.fundamentally.tha:h this one.needs to 

know what c~ges to . expect in the structlire of the·· o_rganisation 
. - . - . 

before· one could·: even .begin to .:hake. thpughtful .measures to 
.. . .. .. 

introduce change successfully_~ Other than on an intuitive 

level we·are not as·yet in a position to make confident. 

predictions on either count; we know so little of the 

interdependence of techno~ogy and social structure that.we can 

b.a.rdly··predict what consequences a .change in .techno~qgy will· · 

have even in one-organisation. We know so little·.of the complex: 

variables which operate to govern.acceptance·or.rejection of 

charige that we certainly could·not·predict whether·or not change 
. . . 

~uld·.be ·favourably· received. One thi_ng, however, is clear; 

it is that technical ch~ge is ubiquitous - ch~ges ~n techno~ogy 

can .set off a whole· chain .reaction of change thr~ughout the· 

~rganisation ...;. anQ. unless this change ~s 'managed' well' the· value 

of the riew··process. will not be realised. 

Technical ch~ge can result in cha:nges. in skill· levels; 

cha:hges· in the social.relationships of work, c~:hges.in 

supervision, in departmental relationships, in the power and status 
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of man~g~rs: it can render obsolete a payments system., ·~~rt 
.. .. .. 

pressures for_ centralisation or decentralisation; decrea?e·or 

increa~e industrial conflict. All of these things and_' mer~ can 

follow from technical c~nge. In the cj.rcumstances i:t is e~sy· 

at least to imagine ~ha~ technical change will·often be resisted 

- altl_l,~ugh this· !3hou,ld not blind ·us to the possibility that change 

With possibilities .such-a,s this the 

man~geme~t of c~nge becomes an extremely d~lica:te·exercise. As 

Carter and Williams have.put. it. 

"New methodS of prpduqpion reaat on_manage~nt. struature 
and bad management 'structure reaats back on the effeativeness 
of produation, andmay Zead to a wrong assessment of the 
vaZue of a new produat or p:iooaess. " . (2) 

In other words, unless introduced and supervised carefully· 

and unless attempts are made to anticipate the consequences of 
.. 

change the benefits to.accrue·from it will·not.be realised. 

However, to indicate the range of problems which could-be 
. . . 

produced with technical change is not to. s.uggest the· terms· in 

which. they can be analysed. It is important that we· have some 

way of relat~g one set of c~ges to another, to see the· 

necessary interdependence of the many change processes. It ~s 

here that the theory of socio-technical systems together with 
. . . . .. 

our own modifications becomes particularly· important. It can 
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help us to reduce . the ubiquity and disorder of . Ch:S:Pge to. a coherent 

:pattern of necessary events and to s:pell.o.ut .. some of t~e .. variables 

which rill either facilitate acceptance of change·or :precipitate 

its rejection. The :purpose of this chapter .is to show the ~idi ty 

of this · a:rgument. 
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Section Two 

·some·limitations.in·c::hange·~heory 

We are interested especially in the structural consequences 

of automation and it may be that thr~ugh a detailed examination 

of these we might be in a position to outline the type of 
. . . . . 

industrial structure within which. automation can be best-exploited. 
. . . . 

That we should· now b_egin to examine closely the principles which 

we currently employ to design work organisations is somethi_ng 
. . . 

which is almost universally recognised. . However, even 

re~ognis~ng that_ advanced techno~ogy may render obsolete some 

well institutionalised industrial practices it is by no means 

clear what type of work ·organisation we shoUld· aim at. 
. I . . 

In.the House of Commons on April .25th 1966 the Minister' of 

Techno~ogy, then Mr. ·Frank Cousins, concluded a speech which had 

pleaded for a.new·outlook towards technical chl3:hge with the-view 
. . . .. .. . 

that what was necessary to-exploit change Was a new 'democratic 
. . 

relationship in industry'. He insisted 'that we must rec_ognise 

'that workers ZikeZy to be affeated by the drive towardS inareased 

produativity must more fuZZy than ever before be assoaiatedwith 

the deaision8 made '. :(. 3) Whether or not the type of work 

organisation which Cousins would· like to see· brought· about will·· 

in fact come about is entirely problemmatical. His point, however, 
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that cha:D-ges will· have to .be .inade, .even out of .necessity, is .well 

taken~ In these circumstances our task at the moment is to 

describe what type of industrial structure is in fact possible~ 

This point follows inevitably from what was·argued in the last 

chapter·- ~hat_systems of technology.require .'govern~ng systems' 

and patterns of work organisation which are 'appropriat~' to their 

particular requirements and that in any case they will· set 
. ' 

determinate limits on the type of social system which can be 

design~d to operate them. 

Thes~ prelimi~ary points lead·to the conclusion that.even 

when· we come to consider· very ·practical industrial problems we 

need to be informed by theoretical insights into those variables .. 
which tinderly the structure and fUnctioning of.industrial social 

systems .• In our attempts to understand.dynamic processes of 

technical and social ch.B:hge we .must have recourse to a. theoretical 

model ·which will· direct our attention to the· relevant sets of 

problems and als~·provide us with. a·framework ~rom within which 

chahge·processes and the consequences. of change can be analysed. 

We.need to be.clear first of all· on what it is which.leads to 

·organisational change. Secondly, we need to clarify why it J.s 

that there is an inevitable· discrepancy, at least initially·, 

between what II~:ight · be expected to change were the organisation 
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merely· a mechanical structure which ·1!1-dapts automatically· to new 
. .. .. . . 

operat~ng contipgencie~ and what .actually happens in practice. 
. . . . - . . .. 

This leads us dir~ctly·into a consideration.of·the social processes' 
. ·- . 

which ~ake place whils~ ~he·organisa~ion_is und~rgo~ng change. 

In al~~of this.well- form~ated theory is an essential 

prerequisite. 

UnfortunatelY the sociol:ogical analysis of industrial.ch:a::i:lge 

has not b~en.advanced as far as it shoUld be. In a most 

comprehensive.review of the literature Blau and.Scott were led to 

the regrettable· conclusion that: "Systematic studies of 

organisational chahge·are virtually non-existent." (4) There 

are very· ;f'ew well·.substantiated ·propositions· concerning the 

proces~es and consequences of organisa~ional ch~e and certainly· 

with respect to automation there is still· as yet little·understand~ng 

o;f' the types of industrial·~rganisation which automated technology 

c~n. sustain. The reasons for the persistence of.this state of 

affairs are varied but on that count not ~articvlarly difficult 

to. desc~ib.e. · 

Two sets of reasons would seem to accoUnt for this situation. 

The. first set·are theoretical and were discussed extensively ~n 

the· last chapter. The second ·are what might· be called· 

·orientational. On the-theoretical level~· as we.were able·to show, 

• 
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the· models· of· ·the· organisation .available· to the .researcher have 

not been adequate for understanding . change, and especially· 

technical change. With the classical.school there was an 

unjus~ified emphasis on ~he· formal s~ruc~ure .of· the· .~rganisa~ion 

which.blindedtb.eJi:L:initiallyfrom ta.kfng .into.account the 
. . 

problems raised by ·the fact that what the human relations 

school called· 'the informal structure' always served· to modify 

both. managerial· directives and the official blueprint of the 

organisation. ·Even· with the human r"elations school - to whom· 

we are.indebted for the.accoUiits they gave .of the behaviour of 
. . . . 

work. groups - there is a Il:eglect .of technical· variables in the· · 

social . systemS of the · ~rganisation. ·In both schools· there 

was litt·le conception· of the types" of variables which will 

govern the form which the··orga.nisation takes. Both. of them 

rely·· upon a closed system ·model of the ·~rga.nisation which. · 

blinded"them"to the influence of-external factors.such as the" 

state .of the· markets .. which the. organisation ·has to ·supply· and· 

to the. fact that workers were not merely· seeking satisfactio~ 

in trork. b.ut also, in their roles as hoUseholders, seek~ng 

instrumental rewards in work. T~ ·grossly·. oversimplify, a 

legacy of theoretical confusion has.been b~qile~hed·to·us by. the 

founding fathers of·organisational theory. It is o:D.ly· in the· 
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last two decades· that 5:ignificant .advances have .been made in 

·~rganisational theory especially·with.respect to the.view"that 

organisations can be·fruitfully·th~ught of as social systems .. .. . . 

institutionalis.ed in a technological and .market ma~ri.x. 

This lack of well-for.mulated theory has had important 
. . . . . 

methodological consequences. Instead of attempting to test, 
. . - . . 

in spec~fic circumstances, ce~ain hypo~heses we find a strong 

reliance on .purely· inductive methods i.e. the· belief that given - . ' 

a great.deal of-infor.mation about the processes.of change in . . . ' 

specific organisa~ions we shall be able· ~o .evolve, retrospectively·, 

certa~.general·principles of·organisational change.· One 

inst~ce in which this type of analysis has been ·extremely usefill 

is reported· by Woodward in "Industrial ·Organisation: Theory and 
. . . 

Practice" and we shall return to this work in a moment. Howeve·r, 

in "Automation and the· Worker" by Mann and Hoffman the· approach 

has o~ly·:succeeded as we were able ~o show- in chapter· th!ee in 

providing a great deal of information, the .relevance of. which is 

not entirely· clear . 

. The-reasons I have labelled·orientational.refer to the 

interest which the writer has in organisational.cha:Dge. To many 

people· a concern with the·processes of organisational charige is 

only·l:egitimate if our intention is to either gain some i.mderstandi:ng 
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o·f how the birth. pangs of' innovation. can be made less .-severe 

or else,· if' employed· in the. r·ole· of' consultant·, to institute 
. . .. .. 

measures· of' social ~ngineering to ensure that the· g·oals ··of' the· 

~rganisation can be effectively· realised. ·.An .. example· of' the· · 

first · orientatio;n is ·to be f'mmd in Guest's book ., ~rganisational 
. .. . -- . 

Change'· and- in Sof'er's "Th.e.·~rganisation ·From W~thin" •. (5) · (6) 

In both cases specific studies, or, in Sof'er~s case, .encounte~s 
.. . .. 

·are ·reported· of' ·organisations mov~ng ·from a state of' 'sickness' 
. . . . 

to 'hea.l th' ·• Guest's book is less-a study of'·organisational 

change than a study of' change "in·~rganisational.perf'ormance.and 

is described as 'a· natti.ralistic f'ield·.·observation ~hich ·relies 

primarily·:on the·. inductive approach' ·.:tT) .The. significant 
.. .. . 

cb.a:hge which he·. describes. is not one in which .. f'uil.damental ·. 

modifications .occurred ·in the· size;. structure or technology of' 
. ' 

the ·organis.ation (a motor· car assembly plant) but a change ~n 

the" style· of' plant leadership f'ocusi_ng particularly··on the" 

leadership. ~tyle·.of' the·.new plant .in.anager. ·some bf' the factors 

which Guest lays out f'or us to . account f'or improved perf'orm:a111c:e 

and high.~r·. plant morale·:are ·"more reciprocal."interaction·.between 
. . .. . 

··SU:bord.inateS.. and . superiors , tlie elimination of' fear, and an 

increase in favourable· sentiments mutually·.expre.ssed _by superiors 
.. . . 

arid. subordimites. towards "one ·-.another. . . . . (arid) •.••. (changes in) 
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the· basic .behB.'\riour linking ;m,i9-dle· and lower .supervision.·to. the· 
. . . . 

mana~er · and members . of the top s~aff ~" (pp 115) . . The·. plant 

which he· studied was only one of seve~ divisions in a· .much la:rger· 

corporation· and alth~'ugh. it would·. be difficult· to completely· 
. .. . .. . .. . . . 

re~t~rpret Guest's ':t;indings' it does seem possibl~·to·draw 

the conclusion' . from the v~ry. importan~ .fac~ which. h.e. b..tin~e],.f: 

mentiqns., that .h.ead office lessened the 'pressure' which, was 

be~~ -exe~ed-on the· plant after the·.new manager took up his. 
. . ' . . . . . . -

post. Part of the· difficulty of th.e pl_ant und~r the· old·_ . 
. .. 

m~ager·apparently·was that.head office were.be~ng-extrem:ely· 
. . 

critice:l a.p.d.authoriatrian with. adverse con~equences for the 

tone of interpersonal.relation~. Still the point remains. 

that this study is not a study in ·organisational cha:nge ;. . it is 

the· repon of a man with. a mission, someone who is. see~ng_ to 
'' . . 

de_s,cr~be thos.e co~ditions which must be .lJI.et if the interpersonal . . .. .. .. 

re~atio~~P i~ an organisatio~·are to.be rewarding and harmonious • 

. Safer's book. describes the· author's consultancy b.ehaV:iour 

~n tp,ree:: ~.rg~~sations showing how a 1 so.cio-therapeutic appro~ch.' 

to organi_sationa.,J.. behB.viour can be of benefit to ma.I1agemer_1t_ -

clarif'ti::hg objectives·, the relationships bet"WeeD:··g;roups and the· 
.. . -· . .. 

like ... :i In th,.e last ·.chapter·:~· attei@ts scm~ .generalisations .about 

the processes· of · ~rgaJ?-isat ional ch.S:l?-ge whic:P.., .al th~ugh. :r,J.Ot based· 
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on his three· case S.t~dies, .seem .. quite .helpful in .accounti_ng for 
.. ... . ··-

at.least same-of the· socio-psychological·problems encountered· 

by ·groups which.- imdergo cb.a:nge. We shall·return to Sofer shortly~ 

It shoUld· be lr;lade clear, however, that Sofer stands firmly· in a 

human rela~i~ns. ~radition and focuses ·primari:~:y-on. ~he· behB.viour 

of·groups.- For our purposes, therefore, his.account.must be 
. -- . .. . 

severeJ.Y·limited· since in the nature.of the case studies he 
.. .. .. 

draws upon.he.has·little·to ~ay about.techno~ogy.but there·are, 

nonetheless, quite valuable·elements in this study. 
.. . 

Yet another· orientation w.hich. we. find within the· literature 

dealing w.ith ~rga~isational change is that which is explicitly· 

concerned with. ch.a:ilging the ~rganisation or with defini_ng 

strategies ·of -Cha:hge which ensure maximum .acceptance _Of .change. 

We can point in this respect to the· work of Warren-Ben:his on 
. . ...... 

planned" c~ge ·or to the ·growi_ng literature of train~ng groups 
. . .. 

or, as they·· are .referred· to, T-groups.t8)" The· plann~ng _of 
. . . 

·organisational c~i:lge is now something of a 'movement'. The· 

focus is on patterns of interpersonal relationships and the· 
. . . . 

ways. in which. these can be :in.ade more harmonious and rewarding. 

The- mov-ement its:elf is pa,rt of the.·p~agmati.c ·tradition .of 
.. . .. 

Americail.behll:vioural .scien¢e .-explicitly concerned: with social 
·-

manipulation. A classic· experiment whichW.e.can.cite as an 
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example·.of this- approach is that _of- Coch and French,. '~Overcoming 
. . .. .. . 

Resistance to .Change"-. : Here is an .ac~ion study _of wn.a.~· :t;ta:Ppened

-wheh-women workers who had.been operat~ng on a piece rate system 

were :inoved-, ri thout warning, to another part of the- factory. 
. -· .. .. . . -- .. . .. .. ' 

They':. reacted str~ngly· to this. A few.left the' fir.m-al~ogether; 
.. " . . 

absenteeiSm. rates·.went up and output was restricted~ 

One of their·principal conclusions is that when·worker's 
- -· 

participation in chail.ge -processes is allowed-, their :resistance,·. 
. .. . " 

measured-- in terins of production t:igures is decreased~ (9} We 

need dwell·no.f'urther-on this type.of approach.- Sufficient to 

say that these studies· are conceived within a theoretical· 

·tradition more concerned- with ~ng lii.S.Il:agement more .efficient 
.. .. . 

and less concerned to spell'.out systematically· those variables 

which 'imderly the structure and functioning of social systems. 

In·brief they. can tell·us.very little·of·organisational chahge 
- - . 

its:elf~ 

We . .inus:t turn now to the tvro points made earlier, namely·_ 

that what is now. required- is a·frame of reference.W.hichW.ill· 

direct _our attention to ch.a:nge -generati:ng- --processes: and to·. the 
.. . - ... 

·proces:ses.~ch usually'intervene.between the'martagerial. 

conception of what.must take place and to what .actually· does. 

take place.- Secondly' that this-frame of.reference:must take 
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as ·its starting point the· view of the ·organisation as a 

socio""!'tecbnical system intercha:nging in significant ways with-

an environment. By. insisting in this way upon the·.need for 

a new:· frame of reference we do not want to . ~"ll;€;gest that the· 
. .. , ... 

tiPe.of study.we have·briefly·mentioned· above are·irrelevant 
. . . . . 

to our central concern. Rather we. should· like· to .fn.1;ggest 

that studies of this type far from.beirig useless·are best 

thc(ught· of as be~ng limited. 
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Section Three 

A socio-techrtical_system.framework for change ana1ysis 

_ Conceiving of the·~rganisation. as a social system institution-

alised in a system of technology - the model which .we outlined in 

the· last chapter - helps considerably in guiding . our thinki_ng 

about the··processes of· ~rganisational cha:nge •· It does so in two 

senses. In the first place it can be used to describe the most 

important aspects of the· structure of the industrial social system 

to be taken into.account when.we consider technical cha:nge. 

Secondly' through the· modifications which.we have introduced, .we 

are in a position to predict more.accuratel.Y·the.likely·reaction 
. . . 

of organisational members to technical and ~rganisational change. 

In this section I hope to_ show the validity of the latter a:rgument. 

In order to do so I shall have to introduce further modifications 

to the-theory as it now stands. 

The first claim i.e. that socio~technical system theory is 

directly applicable to the problems of organisational ch9:hge 

because it helps us to-eXamine key problem areas can be best 

examined in the follow.~ng way and with the use of the follo~ng 

di_agram. 
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Thls diagram does not exhaust either the structural components.of 

the ~rganisation e.g. those features.headed'under 'social system' 

nor have I listed the many other structUral Va.riables which could 

be listed under the heading .'governing system'. It served, 

however, to direct our attention to some of the factors which 

would· be taken into account by someone usl:ng the· theory of 

socio-technical systems. 

It has been shown in chapter four how these factors relate 

to one another. Burns and Stalker have shoWn., for ·example·, 

how the external markets of the ~rganisation s.l.gnificantly 

affect the degree ·of flexibility one is likely· to ~ind in the 

lllB.Il;agement hier archy ·• (10} Those firms havi:ng a stable·external 

market and which do not have to operate continually· on the 
,. 

frontiers of technical innovation and.tend to evolve an inflexible· 
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bureacratic f'orm of'·organisation- a.mecha.nisatic structure. 

On the other hand, those firms hav~ng to constantly· adapt to 

developments in their technical field (Burns and Stalker studied 

elec~ro~ics firms) usually.evolve an ~rganic system of' 

~agement a highly flexible management machine with overlapp~ng 

authority levels·, ·free channels of' communication f'low etc. etc. 

Here -·is at least one set of' arguments f'or· adopting an open system 

model. 

Woodward has shown how different types of'_production systems 

tend to be associated with different types _of' managements systems. 

(11)- Trist and Bamf'orth have sho"'tln how the-psychological·problems 

of' miners-are intimately bound up with the socio-technical aspects 
- --

of' the und~rground situation. (12) In "O,rga.nisational Choice" 

Trist et.al. have shown how the governing system of' the organisation, 

although_ subject to some variation, is inextricably-bound up with 

the nature of' the technical system of' production. In his work 

in the Indian Textile Mill Rice spelled out the- socio~technical 

system must also conform to certain economic-criteria of' 

efficiency and profitably. (13) 

These f'ew remarks-are merely· intended to show that the social 

system of' the enterprise must be seen as the'product of' many 

interacti_ng variables and,_ given that we have at least a general 
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understanding what these variables are we can begin to ask 

importan~ ques~ions about ~rganisa~ional ch8nge. 

Earlier in this chapt~r I. defined the focal pro~lems of 

the sociol:ogy of·¢rganisatio:r;J.aJ_ ch~ge as (a) describing what 

it is :which .. leads· to cha::i:lg~ and (b) .account~ng for the· 

discrepancy between.expectation- usually management's 

expectations - of what ought to follow the ch~ge and what does 

in fact follow the change. This is the problem of the. 

resistance to ch~ge. . . 

Discussions of this phenomenon ougb..t, however, to .be 
. -. . 

.extremeJ.y·cautious. "Resistance.to.cha::hge".only·becomes. 

problematical whe:h the consequences of.an innovation.cut .across 
. . . ., . 

. exist~ng·group interests and patterns .of established·tradition. 
. . 

The ~gni tude of the problem is measured, often in!-pl:ic~i1xly·,::.~:·, 

by the extent to which what .actually happen~.deviates from what. 

~ught to have happened were one dealing. with a machine (the 

~rganisatioris) or a collection of . automati.c:>n!3 (the· workers) • 

And, of course, both views are inadequate: work~rs·are :hot 

pieces of inanimate matter which can be rationally manipulated 

not are. ~rganisations like ~chines subject to deter.minate 

·principles· of operation·fro.m wb.,ich, they c.anno~.deviate. 
. . 

Unfort~unately ·, this . mechanic~l. model of th~ · .social . system ~s 
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one which is often quite readily·. accepted by ma.Il:agemEmt. In 

point~g this out Lupton went on to explaim: "The whole point 
. . .. .. 

about tr...is model is that it ·treats the .human be~ng in the 

~rganisation as if he.existed only as an instrument for the· 

attainment of the objectives of the ·organisation". (_r·4) By . .. . .. 

far th~··greatest difficulty with this model is that it fails· 

to recognise that the individual is "someone who submits to 

organisational demands •.. who reacts emotionally· to them and 

as a rational being • . . decides about things." (15) Given 

that the :IllB.Il;agemi:mt model of the'·organisation is ·often· 
. . . .. 

defective in these.respects it is not difficultto appreciate 

~ it is that change will be resisted. It may even be the 
.. -· 

case that which we conventionally define as resistance to change 

and by inference and implication.such 'resistance' is a Bad ~hg-

may be, in its unintended consequences, -extremely· constructive 

·from the' point of view of the ~rganisation. Managers will·be 
' ' ' 

made aware of the checks. and limitatl.ons built· into their roles·; 

workers may have.achieved a new conception of them.Selves· in 

relation to their work and in relation to the ·organisation; 

they·may,·in the circumstances increase productivity. If, on 

the other 1!-and, management . succeeds completely· in imposing its 

will· and discipline on the labour force without .. overlres.is.tance, 
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then: such. resistance can remain cover-t and will·. become apparent 

a~er.' a while·. in low production figures~ absenteeism, ¥gh rates 

of labour turnover etc etc. These remarks have beei:J. intended 

merely·to'show the perjorative connotations of the· :notion of 

resistance to· change. We can turn now to the· first empirical 

problem of.the· sociology of ch~:i:J.ge ~what is it which ind~ces· 

change.? 

·From the'viewpoint of the. open system model we have . . . 

described changes· will· always have a double·.reference point. 

They can be.seen as.being externally· generated· ~.g. whe:h a 

short. age . of skilled labour in the input markets creates. a 

si~uation in which. it becomes· necessary to introduce.technical 

innovations so that the· demands of the output market can be 

satisfactorily met without too much. strain on the ·o.rganisation 
. . .. . .. 

itself~ Alternatively, where market demand is variab.le · - as 

in t~ gament industry - the · ~rga.nisation must be constantly· 
. . 

adapt~ng to the problems associated.with-mix~ng new·products 

and the like. Both of these examples could . be taken as examples· 

To use Popper's ter.m, the· 

situational ~ogic of.externally·generated.cha:hge is as follows. 
. .. ' 

(16) 'l;'o maintain. certain . expected· cos.t-profi t rati'os · (L e.· the 
.. .. 
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economic stability of the socio~echnical .system) in the· face · 

of a situation.in which the variables.whic~ govern.such ratios 
. . 

are not entirely· subject to managerial control,· the · ~rganisation 

must aim at new operating conditions·or else.be prepared'to 
.. . 

accept a diminishl:ng share of the output market. The· 

. achievement of . new operating conditions may invol v.e a change in 
. . 

technology·or, .if not, a ch~nge in management methods·or even 

of ma~agement structure. 

Internally generated change can be .of many different types 
. . 

and stem initially .. fromnany different motives. Emer;Y.sees one 

form.of internal c~ge as the.achievement of a·distinctive 

competence.· The organisation becomes· specialised in one ·area·; 

it constantly· improves its standing in that field·- it innovates. 

The. ~rganisation thus seeks to.achieve complete control.over·one 

market. 

In the situation briefly·. describ.ed· the organisation is 

clearly·sett~g.new goals·for itself~ Internal.c~ge can also 

resUlt· whenever·. new means are sought whereby .exist~ goals· can 

b.e :inore effectively· realised. Increasing·~rganisational · 

effectiveness may entail chariges in.technical methods·or.c~nges: 
.. ·-

in the· structure of m~agement·or ch~ges. in the· layou~ of work 

and in.the'patterns of work group·o.rganisati6n. 
. . . ' . 
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It is clear, in the two cases mentioned, tb.B.t the··-pressure 
. -

f'or change comes-·f'rom within the ~rganisation rather than ·from 

without. But this shoUld not, blind us to the f'act that there 

is alw~s-an-external reference. In both cases· attempts-are 
. .. . .... 

made ·to br~g the organisation more. closely into line with the 

.norm of'.economic rationality and to enhance t~ social status 

of' the·~rganisation. 

The' actual detection of the.need for internal.ch~e is an 

. · extreme].y· difficult- and complex process. Who' is. to s~ that 

there is a.descrepancy.between organisation~ goais·aria 
-- .. 

-~rganisational effectiveness which demands remedial.measures? 

How is·this discrepancy initially perceived? Who-- articulates 

the problem into a problem? Who sets the goals- azryway? 

These-problems are particularly compiex since we still·persist 
- --

in believing in the leadership myth that_ goal direction comes-
. . . . 

f'rom the- top. In large differentiates-organisations this is 
- - . 

quite clearly not the case. "In ·practice"-·writes Etzionni 
. .. . 

_"goaZs azoe often set in ci aorrrpZiaated pOUJer pZay invoZvi_ng _ 

various individUa.Zs and_ groui?s within and wi-thout the o.rganisation, 

O:nd by T-eferenae to vaZues whiah govern behCr:viour in, generaZ and 

the speaifia behavioU:ra of the reZevant individuaZs and- groups in 

a partiauZar 8oaiety." (17) We shall be rettirn~ng to this point 
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later for it is of fundamental importance :w:he:h consider~ng how 

it is that the organisational plans of management· can be modified. 

Far from hav~ng a free rein in organisational changes the 

management is curtailed by other group interests and.recognition 
. .. .. .. 

of this very important fact ought to offset any tendency to 
. . . . .. 

regard the o_rga.nisation as a mechanical device .adapting automatically· 
. .. 

to new conditions·or, at least, something which is whol,ly subject 

to management control. 

Hav~ng seen ill: general terms how the model of the· open· 

socio-technical system can help·us to.account forth~ generation 

of socio-technical change we must now turn to the· ~ays in which. 

it can help· us ask the most important .questions about ·~rganisational 

Put differently the model can help·us state the problems 

of o·rganisational change .much . .more. clearly·. than .they have hitherto 

been stated. 

Our discussion at this point.must-inevitably·be:of a 

paradigmatic nature since.~he ~heory of s~cio~technica~ _sys~ems, 

in its current state of consolodation has not.bee:h used.to.develop 

a series of. deductive · proposi ti.ons concerning . the ·processes.· of 

chapge. ·That it is capabie of be~:hg used··preciseJ.Y.· for .this 
. . . .. 

purpose ho"kever is something which. I hope to .be·. able· to· demonstrate. 
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Given· a:ny .technical ch.a:nge pr<?cess wi~hi.n. an ~rganisation, 

and on the assumption that the· reason~ for the· c~ge have been 
. .. . .. 

satisfactorily· stated a series of questions follow immedi~tely~ 
. . .. . . .. 

The inost important question for our purposes concerns the· way 

in which the· exist~ng technical system has been ·or is to b.e 

modified. We then must enquire into the ways in which this 

cbailge is likely·to affect the distrihution of 'tasks' within 

the·or~anisation. Having clarified these tw.o probllmls .we then 

m.us.t ·examine the ways in which the cha:nges we have already 

des.crib.ed will affect the division of labour in the ·organisation 

-examine, that is to say, its effect on.occupational roles. 

This third empirical task is intimately bound up with the fourth 

i.e. a description of the ways in which these changes, in their 
. . 

turn, affect the work group structure which.persists or.persisted 

in the·organisation. 

Now· changes on this level must undoubtedly·.be bound up 

w.ith cha::i:J.ges in the· marl:agement system and especially· with · 
. . . . . 

s.upervis.qry and middle· management. In the last chapter we were 

able·to see hOW. these.changes·mi~t.be related~ In.the· coal 

min~g studies· of the Tavistock Institute there is a clear 

demonstration that a change in min~ng techno~ogy·created new. 

opportunities for supervision and control.· In.the early· study 
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by Trist and Bamforth. it ~as ~o~ how a ch~nge·from hari~-got 
. . . 

methods. of coal production affected (a} the· layout of wor~ groups 
. . .. . .. 

and.tb,e patterns of 'task interdependence' bet~een·various .occupations. 
. . . . - . -. . . 

They also were able to show how (b:} the deputy's role· (i.e. the· 
' . . . . . . 

underground for~) became more complex, requiring greater skills· 

and. tak~ng on .new coordina~i_ng fnnc~ions~ Both sets of_ changes 
. . 

were intricately·. related to technical ch.a:rige. In.the· later 

mining studies . reported in Organisational Choice Trist et · al. · were . . . . . 

able· to show how the techk,.ical system of l~ngwall co~ mining 

could: sustai.p - wtth .economic.· effectiveness - at least two types 
. . . . 

of control systems. Either work tasks could·be·£ractionated 

and wor~_groups·broken up or else wor~ groups could·be 

consciously· developed and have 'reso:p.sible·.autonOIIIY'. In the· 

former· case the dep~ty plays a much. more. direct ~ole·~ cajoling 

inspecting and coordinating. 
- . . ' 

In the latter case many of the 

supervisor's control ~ctions have been given.ove~·to the"work 

. · grqup i ~self. This represents a shift·fro.m external·or imposed 

con~rol to internal _control;· in these circumstances·. the work 

g~oup is said to have· 'responsible·.autonqmy'. (lBr 

.. Ye:t another· case in which. the· c~ne;es .of the· type .just 

discussed affected the governing system .. of ~he· organisatic;m ~s 
- . ' . . : -· 

dis~usse_d by .F~nsb..a.in- a_.nd Hooper in their 'The· ~amics of a 
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Chahg~ng ~echno~qgy'- a studY of.technicai c~nge.in a textile·· 

.milL· They .were able to shaW: that the shift to .automatic 

machinery in cloth·production·created·conditl.ons in.w.hich.:inore 

effective interdepartmental communication became a strategic 

prerequisite for.the successfui·production.of ·cloth.· (19)-
.. . " . . 

Such a change necessitated a more efficient syst~ of communication 
. . .. . 

between departments- the·creation of·~rganic.dependency. 
. .. .. . . 

The type of control used by management can, of c.ourse vary 

with different circumstances. With process tec~o~ogy 

management can rely·upon what Blau and Scott call· iimperaonal 

mecb.a.hisms' of control. · Having tci keep·. an . account of one's 

work operations. in a log. book which can . then . be . checked. is one 

such.mecha.hism. .Such a situation is reported·J..n Blauner's 

study.of the. chemical operator in "Alienation and·Freedom" :(.20} 

Here, supervision tends to b.e 'loose'; workers have B: ·great 

deal of autonomy. Such. a situat{on can be· allowed'to.persist 
.. . .. . 

·primarily .because the' output of the' plant is, with.. automation, 
. .. . . .. 

no longer.dependent on the productiv~ty of.the'workers. There 

~s little·.need· here· for close .superVision since the'· traditional 

functions.of the· foremen·~ ensur~ng that a sUfficient·amount 
. . . . . . . . -· 

of· effort is .b.e~ng. eX:pended·- is novr no l~nger·.necessary. In 

the study of automation. in a motor car pl~t by. Faunce itrhich.·.~e 
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described' in chapter three supervision .tends to .be close.. .:Again, 

hoWever, this is to be explained in terirls of the' opportunities' 

provided by the technical system for the development of different 

types· of social systems ~ch. can, apart ·from :produc~ng huinan 

satisfaction· or dissatisfaction, at leaSt 1neet ·.certain miriilnum 

economic criteria.of profitability. 

So far I have attempted to clarify· 'W:hat ·are . the· ::inost 

import an~ variables to be taken· into . accoi.mt. in . the·. analysis: of 

the ·Structure . of industrial ·organisation. In the· analysi.s· of 

s.tructilre . one. final point need& to . be· in.ade . and -it is- a point 

hav~ng direct .. relevance for the ·problem·. of . c~ge. · ·Briefly', 
. . 

. it is that the form Ylhich_. an. ~rganis:ation takes' in . attempting 

to lD.eet. it~· goals:·. and . the.' form wliic:EL it will'. evolve to . accoirmlodate. 

cliailge is not merely .. a function :of .certain. tecnnical and .econom.i.c 

e,x;igenci.es.' of the' type I: have .. beei:L' dis:cuss.ing. .There. are of 

vital importance· but it is also ·true. that the'. hu:ina.n ~elations~ 

p:nilosopn.y:.adopted· by· management in the .. design of its:- work..· 
. . 

systemS- can have 'important· cons.e~ences-· for .tn.e· stru,ctilre .of 

the.·· ~rganis.ation. By- pointing tB.is:- _out I: do . not want to 

will'. be· s:ignificantly-· cii:'cuinscriD.ed· oy:· Tr~des-·. Uni:o~s-· or other· 

powerful ·groups· nor the . extent . to . wf.iic:EL these· groups- will· liave 
. . . 
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an important say in ho~ the fir.m qut to.accammodate itself· to 

change;· cleariy-· they cannot b.e .neglected~ . . . . . - . . The· management's 

huinai_l relations .philosophy', howeirer·, institutionalis-ed in 
. .· . . 

methods ~ng~I_le~r~ng . departments, mac~e ~ayou~ , typ~s·. of 

~~emen~ contra~ sys.te:m.S: etc etc "rill.be· an important 
. . . . . 

factor. (al ~he· ~tructure ·of the·~~rganisation. and Cbl- on the. 

ways· in which .. technical·o~ social cl'lahges:··are introduced· and 

received~ There is·, in fac~' ~ groriil.g literat'!ll"e. on the"_. 

importance ·of mal'l:agerial_p~losopey'· i~ both. resj;lects •. (2ll' 

Charles:·.~s has pointed .out .tnat :questions :C?f :maD;agement 
. . . 

structil.r~ cannot .be· divorced·· from .qu~stions· .of -managemer_1t 
.. .. . 

philosophy'. (quoted.· J •· R. ·Smith... C2211 The· late Douglas· McGI:egor 

identified· at .leaSt tvro types.· of philosophies· whi:ch..he· laD.elled· 
.. . 

''Theory X' ·.and 'Theory- Y '. bot~. re.I.Yi;ng upon d:if'ferent as·sU:m:ption.s 

aS: to what it is which. governs: the· behB:viour of -men· at work. and 

tbns· .how:-.lrJ.en ought· to .be ·treated· at vrork. · Theory X is· li~sed 

up~n the" confic;i.ent assumption, formalised' in .the' scientific . 

management ·of ·Frederick Taylor, tliat since:. the·. individual is . . 

s:uperiris:ion.~ Similarly· there .. is· to .lie· found the .o.elief·. i.n .the. · 
. . . 

P!_incil?le;;;··o:f ~erarchy-: and spe.cialisation as- Oa.sic .functional 

requirements-of efficient.administration. 



Th.eocy y. ;relies upon the' as;sumption that within the' 

~rganisation the. individual ~ught to derive.certain satisfactions. 

Moreover~ in .achieving these satisfactions the. individual rill· · 

becbme a more. effective. organisational memb.er·. Those w-:no· held· 

Theory- y· .:O.elieve that it is a psychological imperative .that 
. . . 

individuals·have.re&PonsiDil~t¥; .feel'full¥participant.in 

organisational life.and, above all,·derive a·great.deal.of 

self· fulfilmen,t in vrork.. ·. (231' 

This formulation -. Theo:cy- X. and Theb:Iy y· ~ corre5Ponds· 

closelY'· to the' distinction :made ,"By-':Burns-· and Stalkei' 'fi.et'tre.en· . . 

'·mechB.ilistic'. systems: of ma.Il:agement. and 'organic'· systems of 

management. It is·· true,". hclreirer ~ that . certain :mail:agement 

systems-· are inore. appropriate. than ot'liers: wnere .. lre, find 

:mechanistic S:tructilres·· or a :management .s;ratem·:oa.i;;ed.· upon .tn.e.· 

postulates·. of Tl:ieocy X w:e · can b.e . S:ure. tl:iat system· corresponds-

fairly· closelY'' to . the. operat~ng cont~gencies-·: of tliat 

·~rganisation. To point thiS:. out, hcW.e:Ver ·, . in no w:a.Y". detracts-

·from w:na.t haS. alreacly-.b.een'.~gested' .. a'fioiJ.t .tlie":i:mportance: of 
. . . 

lll.aD;agement pli.ilosopey'· in the.' S:tructilre of . tlie'· ~rganisation. 
. .. . . . . 

T'lie.' ~nificance.::of the· philosopn;t is: to o.e·.s-een.· els:e"Vlfl.ei'e ·for 
. . . 

our . purpos:es.·. To .be··preci~e., · .. tlie.· nature. of .tn.e.· inaD;agerial · 
. . . . 

philosopey' w:ill· significan~l¥'· affect:. the ~ys-. in .Yrl:ii:cYL· ~rgani'sational 
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It may- be hypothesised, for -example-,· that .those managemEmts 
. . 

"Wfiich. .rely-· upon assumptions akin to . thoSe for.ma.lis·ed· in Theory- Y 

wi~ · take special care to increase the· .level" of .employee·· 

pa.z:ticipation in change ·process and, alternatively-·, those mtich.· · 

operate · on Theory- X rill not take . the· employee·. into .acco""imt. 

It :may.·. be· eypothesised · further , and there is a · great . deal of 

evidence ·.behind. thiS: hypotheSis' that planned" cha:iJ.ge. on the" oasis 

of Theory Y :may-,· in fact be :inore effective. (defined· in ter.ins·· of 

production rate.s:~ vrork.. Sa.tisfaction etc etc l ~ . (241 
. . . . . 

. These' .. thei::L ·.are. some of the" :iD.ost . important . structUral 

-variables' \lhich.:.inust be examined" vzheil.". vre aE;ik.: questions- aD.out 

· organiSa.t ional change .. · How.ever ·, t:ne·. actual~., processes-·.: of 

. accOiiiiOOd.a.tion. to . cha:ilge. ·are ·extremelY"' caio.plex·. · It is to t~e 

tbat .Yre· can no¥r.turn -examinl;ng bD~ far, in its .. current state .. of 
. . 

development, socio-technical system·.t:neory-· cail.help· us- understand 
. .. 

these . accamm<:>dation proces;S.es:·. 

In socio-4;echni.cal sys.tem· theoi:';y' at .tn.e·:moment .t:n.ere. is:-

little· Which: could· constitute a systematic .theoretical- analysis-

of the.'~procesS:es- involved·. in. an· organis:ation adapt~g i.ts:elf·. to 

. ne~. tecbil.ologic~ co:i:ltingenci.eE!·· Work. bas·."fieen· carried: out. on 

t~··pro~emS: .of. ~divid~s· having to .accommodate .tli.eirJ.Selires to . . . 

new.'. tasks:· :but . th.er.e: are s.trong theOretical . reaS:ons- :for . supposing 
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that, for the . purposes. of understandl;ng . even~. the·· individual' s· 

.response ·to .tecimical change it is··wr~ng to concentrate 

exclusively-· upon the·· individual.· ·In a .review of Bank's work 

·on the· attitudes·.of steel· wrorkei'S: to. technical. cll.a:hge. :(251 
. .. . . 

Simon made the· point that: "The. :inajor. shortcom~ng is- ·tliat tlie· · 

an~ysis, ·in focu!ring ·exclusively-· on the ... effects·of .the· changes· . . 

on· individuals" provides little direct·. i:nfor.ma.tion .·alioiJ.t lio'k· · 

these. cfu3::hges:· affected· social. relations ritli... tli.e. plant. It 

is- almost as: if eac:EL wrk.er· stood alone. in li.iis-.relations to 

tli.e· plant . and . that . n..e.· did not . re:m.B.i:n rithi:h a structilre ·of 
. . . . . . 

. 011: go~g Ci.f. cb.a::hge:dl s.ocial· interaction 'W:liere.ina.ny-:of these . . . 

attitudes .. tmrards: the' cammon :experience .. "kei'e first· expres:S:ed ·, 
. . 

:moided·. and confirmed". This point, al t~iJ.gli.. made with · 

specific reference to one study- i~:.genera:S:J.y-· applicable· as a 

methodological· injunction alvmys:: to .~egard .the· individual· in 
. . 

the' context· of his·. social .relationships. 

Even·. discoi.mting, lio\rever~ .the· diffi.c'illties-·. inherent. in 

. an approach: too exclusiv~y-· directed~ at . the·. individual it . S:e.e:i!l.is-

· . unlikelY' that the.'. analysis:·· of' ·organisational . cliange · can . oe· ·. 

carried::muc~:furtlier' if .the' 'Belief'. in .tl:ie":ilnportance' of a .tea:In . . . 

:modeL of . the.· ~rganis:at ion - . the.'· ilnitacy--: fi'a:me. :of :reference: 

still . persists·. 'in socio~eeliilical sys.teiil·· tlieo:i:y. · 
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·The .reas·on for s-aying this; is.reall;r.quite S::i:mple~ ~ .W:Ctlrin 

the" literature' on soc"io-tecooical ,systems: .th.ere is- little· reference. 

to the kys:' in "'ilfl.ich .. inall;agement-inspired'· ~rganis:ational 'cnapge. can 
. ' 

b.e :modified· in. its practical cons:eqilences-·. eith.eT' by"·. ot:ner· : 
.. . . . . 

entrencn.ea:. interest. ·groups· or .b;r'· infor.ma~ ·group . C.enairi.o-llr. . I:t 

is- as·s:ulned' at . the.' iri.ament that . organisati-~::ms- can' accommodate. to 
. . .. 

cn.ange through.. procesi:res._. of 'internal elab.orat·ion' . and :'·differentiation'-
.. ' 

·and in so· do~ng reac'h.. a .neYi 'steady- state, .. - a condition of' e.qililibri:um. 

(]!meXy- pp· 3 uses:: the .teriD. ~quas:i-s:tation~r;y--- eqil.;i:liiiriumti. .What is:-

actUally-·. involved·. in .these .. process·es:: is: no~ -made. clear. altli~ilgh. · 
' . . -· 

Eme:IT--does-: later: talk.allout .tn.e··~rganisation .coping rltli...c:B.ange .. by .. 
. .. .. . . . . 

evoiving 'nell.'. S..tructi.lres;·. and·. functions. . Tlia.t . ~rganisati:ons: do . not 
.. .. .. . .. . 

alvrays:--mnage· to .accommodate cfut:i:l.ge is:·.often:.res·isted" is- also· 
. . -· 

So:met~ to -mien.:. he is· apparentl;r liliD.d. lfowever ·, ·.lie .. ~egins-

later· to . s·ee." the· ilnplications. of . Selznick. ~ s- :{261' p0int . t®t 

organisational .:Iil.emberS: ·are. in fact:. real :men rita. needS:-· and. interests: 
. . .. 

of their. oll!i; ana· tliat .b.ecail.s.e:·.of. tiiis··.th.ey-: raise .acute ·problems. -for 
. . . . . . 

the·orga.nisation. Re ·w.ri te s of this fact that ·· 'the·. dependence ·Of 
. . . . . . .. .. 

ail enterprise on persons.' to operate its. technolqgy consti,tutes. one 

of its -inescapable·diiemma.s'. lP· 49) H~ goes·_on: . 

· "Within an ongoing enterr[JPise ·it: is 'fr~qufmtZy poss1.-"bZe 
for a_ '~d~hea~d' Zeadership to deny the ~eaZity of 
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the probZ.em bl,{.t it. is extremeZ.y doubtful. if any 
institution~ ind:ust'l'iaZ. or otherwise:.· aa7i persist without 
ma~.ing some ·aatuaZ. 'Ct.ooommodations to the fact that whoZ.e 
men a'l'e invoZ.ved:. not just the piyohoZ.ogioaZ. bits that 
fit the. teobnoZ.ogioaZ. requirements". '(p 49) 

However one car~s to express.if this notion.of.'dilemma' is 

extremely important but not sufficiently· well· elaborated in 
. . . . . . 

socio~technical .system theory. It is at this point that . . .. 

modifications can be. made, . exploring further the conceptual 

dimensions of this notion. 

In a recent paper attempt~ng to show the· ways in ~c~ social 

.pcience can.be of use to ~agers Tam Lupton has set· out a series 

of points which,. go a l~ng way- not far en~ugh, as we. shall see-

towards meeting .our demand for a further clarification of the· 

problem of resistance or, this notion of dilemma. (2T) He · 

begins by.~uggesting the' theoretical importance of an '~rganic 
. . 

model'· of the ~rganisation i.e. one .in which the· firm is seen 

adapting to an environment and.overco~ng stresses. within itself~ . . . . . 

As we ~uggested earlier this is not the model of the ~rganisation 

which is often.held·by management. 

He s11:ggests ~ha~ to conceive of the·~rganisa~ion.adap~~ng 

to an environment is also to conceive of the· idea· of a boundary 

and to recognise the· importance of boundary roles· (usually· h,igher 
. . . . 

executives) which·are invested with the function of.decid~ng upon 
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appropriate ·~rganisational stra~egie:s in respect of that 
. . .. . 

environment. He contends that stra~egic.decisions .at thi~ level 

· have major implications for how other ~rganisational roles will· 

be defined. He writes: "When changi_ng strategies are adopted 

fU:nctioning of the ·activities that, go with them. 0'1'{! anisations. 

encounter intema},. structural,. and fUnctional,. stresses when they 

have to a.dp:pt to m:zjor changes in their environment." (p 221) 

He goes on: "The stresses and tensions in o_rganisations arise 

from what one might describe as·stPuaturaz·inertia, a buiZt in 

tendency for structures appropriate to· an i"lTeZevant o_'l'{JanisationaZ 

sti'at_egy to persist." (p 221) He carries on to point.out that 

"It is not so much individuals·wh.o resist chailge·as social 

structures. · Individuals·tend to welcome charige if it meets 

their needS and aspirations. Social structures terid to inertia 

b.ecause persons see their ·needs and aspirations· as emb.edded in 
. . 

them and in the relationships with. other.people·w.hich these 

structures involve. (p 222) '~nother contributo~ factor to 

the probZem of structural,. inertia - a phenomenon we have aZread,Y 

met within the work of Fensham and Hooper - is the tendency for 

informal,. structures or 'ali·· or(Janisation · &U uU:{._e of c:U.stom~ and 
. . 

anowed ways of &Ji_ng thi_ngs to deveZop within ··the formaZ 
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PequiPements of oPganisationaZ stPategy. "· 

His concept of structural inertia is.relevant at three· 

levels· ot: analysis - at the level of the· ~rganisation, the 
'' . . 

group and the individual- and Lupton conceptualises the'problems 

of.technological change as follows:- "Techno~ogical c~nge·br~gs 

changes in role· and in the structuring .of roles.· and in doing so 

threaten to affect established and.customary group~ngs of 

persons in their relations one with another as st.ablised from. 

previous adaptations." There are . very valuable·. ideas. especi.ally· 

sin,ce they· shift our focus .of interest away from ·the· individual 

and on to the· social system. 

This notion of structural inertia,· as used· by Lupton serves, 

however .to di:sguise the. genuine conflicts of interests 'Which. · 
.. . . . . . 

.technb~ogical c~nge can throw up within·an·organisation~ 

Specific interest. groups can adop~ · certa.ip. · s~rategies: .. of 

independence either to consolodate and existing position (.status~ 

rewrd;s etc etc) or to derive more ·from an· o.rga.ilisational, ··or 

technological c~ge than was, in fact, intended: ;f'or them.'. 

Such.. behaviour, which may take the· form of lower·. production rates, 

absenteeiSm or.even threats of industrial.action, all have the· 

appearance of .resistance to cha:hge;. Cl.liiLulatively" they< coUJ..d· b~ 

th~ught· of as indicat~ng structural inertie. .. In short, this 
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concept of inertia conceals-what it ha~ yet.to explain and account 

for. 

The valuable elements in Lupton's paper·are twofold·- his 

view that individuals tend to welcome change when it meets their 

needs and aspirations and his suggestion that the concept, 

structural inertia, can be applied at three different levels. 

These points·are eminently· suitable· for further theoretical 

development. They can be developed in the context of the 

criticisms I have already ~~ggested of socio-technical system· 

theory that it (a) has inadequately·conceptualised"the nature of 

the worker's involvement in the o_rganisation or, put differently' 

it has not clarified what it is that the worker -expects of his 

work.and (b) it has relied so far upon a unitary·frame of 

reference for think~ng about industrial relations questions. 

I want now to . put forward the view that the· worker will· · 

resist (the way in which he may do so is not important at this 

moment) technical ch~ge if"it seems likely·that it will·violate 

the· expectations which. he has of his total work . experience. 
.. . 

Moreover, these-expectations can be regarded· as extending over 
. .. --

(a·} his i.Jmnediate job, his task and the· ways in which this is 

likely· to be changed (b) his social relationships at work and (c·l 

the· 'effort b~rgain' he. has previously entered· into with. his 
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employers. Gouldner has referred to . expectations of this nature 

as 'the indulgency pattern' and has further s.11:ggested that same 

of the expectations embodied in it can be either latent·or manifest. 

(28) To the extent that important expectations in either 'area' 

are violated then it is to that extent that social and technical 

changes will be opposed. 

A corrollary of this ~s the case in which a technical·or 

9rganisational ch~ge can result in a situation in which these 

expectations. or some of them, can be more fully·realised. In 

this situation we would expect, on the basis of this hypothesis, 

that ch8nge will be accepted as desirable and necessary. 

To state the hypothesis ~n this way is to state it in its 

most simple form; further propositions are required if we·are to 

be in a position to anticipate not merely whether the c~nge will 

be accepted or rejected but also the kinds of response which will· · 

take place. As we have already indicated the resistance to an 

innovation can be expressed in many different ways rang~g·fram 

the explicitly formal use of' industrial relations machinery to 

the informal reliance on silent strat.egies of resistance such as 

decreas~ng output, absentteeism, low morale etc etc. It is 

probably· true to s.11:ggest that the form which the resistance takes· 
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will· depend upon certain local conditions. In situations where 

trades union·organisation is strong one ~i~t ~xpect grievances 
.. . 

t·o be channelled through legi ti.m.ate b~gain.i_ng procedures. Where 

the power differential between employer and employee has not been 

so effectively· narrowed then we ~ght expect a series of silent 

strategies to be pursued. 

Whatever form resistance ~ight take it must be rec_ognised 

that the tendency on the part of workers to seek to control the~r 

own work situation for their own benefit·or at least to modify 

the extent to which their work lives are to be controlled. by 

managers represents one of the most elemental constraints which · 

exist in industrial organisations on the behaviour of m~agement. 

Also havl:ng recognised that the two.actors in the· situation seek 

to optimise thei~ interests and expectations .we mu5t be lead 

to the conclusion that the form which an·organisation takes after 

an innovation will also depend upon the balance.of powe which. 

exists between·the major.actors in the organisation and, by 

definition, upon-the extent to which their expectations correspond 

or div~rge and the extent to which each can modify the behaviour, 

of the other. 

One of the· strategies which. management adopts to. ensure that 
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change will be accepted is to ensure that those whose_jobs will 

be changed will be adequately informed and·provided for. An 

attempt is -~de to try and anticipate what probl~s are likely 

to arise with. change and to plan ahead for them ... explaining to 

people· the reasons for change, explain~ng the benefits to be 

de~ived.from ch~nge, inviting consultation etc etc. To the 

extent that these methods are successful then clearly· changes 

will come into effect quite smoothly. It is equally clear, 

however, that not all :ma.Il:agements would take pains to facilitate 

change in this way. Earlier in.this chapter I spoke to two 

lila.D:agement theories - Theory X and Th.~ory Y _- and s_~gested 

that changes introduced an~ guided by the. precepts of Theory Y 

would probably· be more successful than changes based upon the 

assumptions of Theory X. There seems to be a s.i~ificant 

degree of empirical confirmation of the validity of this 

hypothesis~ 

The work of Mumford and Banks into the· introduction of 

computers into a commercial firm and a bank came to the· 

conclusion that much of the anxiety whic~.accompanied the· change 

in both cases could have been avoided had the stra~egies of 

change adopted by the management been more sensitive with respect . . 

to the actual consequences of the change and the need-to explain 
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these consequences to employees.. (29} · Walker in his study of 

the new seamless· pipe mill in the book "Towards the Atit6matic 

Factory" was led to similar conclusions. If the management had 

been more aware of the variables which govern group cohesion and 

morale· and more sensitive to the natural fears which must 

accompany and innovation then many of the financial and human 

costs of the installation of No. 4 Se.emless Mill· cowd· have been 

avoided. (30) Both studies would lend support to the ~rgument 

that consequences of ch~ge will depend to an important degree· 

upon the ways in which change is introduced. 

Other variable· factors in the.acceptance or rejection of 
. . . 

change can be identified e.g. the traditions of the· firm in 
. . .. 

relation to industrial relations.questions and the attitudes· and 
. . . 

characteristics of the employees themselves. Emery and Marek· 

have pointed out that a history of good industrial relations ~n 

a firm provides a sound backloth against which change can be 

effectively· introduced. (31) Similarly, in a study of technical 

change in a steel mill Scott et. al.·of Liverpool University were 

led to conclude that explanations for the changes they discussed 

having been smoothly accepted, must be sought in the framework 
. . 

of ma~agement-union relationships. They refer to the· 'institutional' 
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security' of the uruons (pp 165} and the .acknowl~dged situation in 

w.hi~hmany of_ the problems raised by technical change- selection 

of men to be transferred and the establi_shm.ent of seniority 

positions on new processes being two of the most important - are 

left ·to the unions themselves to decide upon. The firm's 

rec_ognition of the union's rights in these respects served to 

decrease the level of conflict of interest between the two parties. 

The extent to which change is ac~epted would· also appear to 

be dependent upon the attitudes and characteristics of the 

employees.Mumford and Banks have proposed an interaction model of 

the many variables which in their turn influence attitudes. 

Constructed around four major dimensions the model lists at 

least fourteen different variables whichwill·influence attitudes 

to cha:nge. The· four major dimensions are (i) factors in the· 

change situation ~.g. propaganda, past policy of the- firm etc. 

lii) the-changepol:i,cy- whether or not to invite consultation 
. . . 

etc. (.iii) the ch~ge consequences - redundancy, transfers etc. 

(iv} the individual -·social characteristics, _age, level. of job 

invol yement, need~, aspira~ ions etc • · (32} 

· Clearly- the variables which se~ t~ govern the· acceptance/ 

rejec~ion-or effectiveness· of·ch.arige, w~ther ~his b~ 

techno~ogical or organisational are-extremely· complex. To point 
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this out, however, is not iii a:ny way to diminish the· importance 

of my earlier hypotheses. The variables Which have just been 

outlined do not lead us to the conclusion that the hypotheses 

set out earlier are too simple·for all of these variables could· 

be taken into account in the hypotheses. Nor must we come to 

the·conclusion that if my hypotheses are correct then all· of 

these other points are somehow incorrect. The studies discussed 

do, in fact, lend further support to the hypotheses. I shall 

explain why.this is so in a moment. At this point, however, 

it lll:ight be helpful to clarify what the differences appear to 

be. Two points·are important. The model of·the·~rganisation 

be~ng used in this studY and from which these hypotheses have 

been derived is explicit in its reference to a-conceptualisation 

of the worker as someone having expectations and who· is prepared 

to translate his expectations intq-.action. In this res.pect the 

differences are largeJ.y·terminological but not entirely·so. . . 

Secondly, the inodel being used here is more explicit in its 

interest in the· possibility of conflict.occurring during periods 

of cha:nge. One. implication of this is that for our purposes it 

is important to focus on the means through which-one.actor in the 

~rganisation can enforce his will on the· other and to-examine 

the so;..called 'strat_egies of independence' which·are the· means 
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thr~ugh which industrial conflicts become apparent and f~ught·. 
. .. . 

A similar approach to the one be~ng advocated here for 

conceptualis~ng the problems of change is to be found in Touraine's 

"The-Attitudes of Workers to Technical Ch~ge". {33) There is 

in this book ~ great deal of reported evidence which substantiates 

the view that the worker's expectations can be seen as extending 
. . . . 

over three areas - the job, the social relations of work, and the 

effort contract between himself and the organisation - and that 

it is in ter.ms of these expectations that change will·be 

evaluated and responded to. 
- -

In this book attitudes to change are discussed as the·. outcome 

of attitudes to work generally. Attitudes are considered 'at 

different levels· of the work situation' (p 29)·- at the level of 

job, the primary wor~ group and the decision-making system. 

The· scheme is imilar to the one I have outlined but certainly· 

not identical. At the level of the job, so it is·~rgued by 

Tourraine et. al. attitudes are expressed as-satisfactions or-

dissatisfactions with work and with relationships wi~h fellow 

workers. At the level of the organisation attitudes are 

expressed in certain types of labour action - 'dissatisfactions 

become formal labour claims • -.. ' (p 30) One of their central · 

theses is that in the- evolution of modern manufacturi_ng methods 
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the worke! has lost his occupational autonomy and had came to be . . . 

profoundly· dissatisfied with t_ightly-controlled, fractionated 
. .. . 

work. Durand contends that the frustrations which such work 

produces has led to certain responses. Quot~~g from Walker ~d 

Guests's study, "Man on the Assembly· Lii.le" he a:rgues that low 

mora::)..e-, absenteeism, 'hab-ituation' and a degradation of 

expectations are one set of responses. 

The fractionation of work has its parallel in the 

disint_egration of 'fOrk teams. Attempts to reintegrate work 
.. . 

t?-sks, to des_ign socio-technical systems which produce 

satisfaction h~v_e, he claims, al~ largely failed. Howeve:r:, 

the worker and his unions do nc:>t accept these changes passiv.ely. 

At the level of the job every attempt is made to p~otect the 

skilled trade and its occupational autonomy. To substantiate 

this he -quotes·the work of Scott et. al.·who discuss the 

~egative reaction of older·workers to technical change because 

it deprived ~hem of their trade. 

In a further chapter Alred Willener explores other 

dimensions of t;he worker's attitudes anq. the· extent to ~hich they 

will·influence his attitudes to change. (4) He·ex~i;J,es 

indiv~dua_l _resi~tance consid~ring the workers as being (i) 

occupants of roles and (ii) holdi~g positions of authority and 
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status in the organisation. In his account· here he appears to 

hold the view that as an individual a worker will'.accept cb.l¥J.ge 

if he believes that, under new conditions, the· reward he· receives 

for work~ng is. greater than his contribution. As someone having 
. . 

an occupational role Willener, following the' American behavioural 

Scientist, Argyris, suggests that the extent to which a man 
. . .. 

accepts change will depend upon the extent to which he is 

identified with his job as it exists before the change. 

Followi.ng Lenski, Willener s.uggests that, as an occupant of 

a status position, a worker will embrace change if he thiriks 

that in his current position there is a discrepancy between his 

status and his rewards. 

At the level of th~ group Willener quotes the· research of 

Renken and Lawrence into technical change. In their case stuqy 

they found that the resistance which took place was not directed 

at the technical change itself but at the disruption in 

interpersonal relationships which the technical change entailed. 

Williner interprets this and other pieces of research. as indicat~ng 
. . . 

tha~ groups seek to protect their interests and that 'where similar 
. . 

methods of introduc~ng change·are used in similar types of . . 

organisation, the non cohesive groups will·.t·end to react with 

anxiety while·cohesive·groups will·accept·or react ~egatively for 
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other reasons, for.exa.m.ple to·protect benefits that they have 

required.' (p·.75) 

As Durand points out elsewhere in this volume the· attitudes 

which they see as having a reference at three levels .. are,:in fact, 

part of an attitude systeiil, that taken togethe:r they. constitute 

~efer~nce systems in terms of which the worker's response to 

industrial c~nge will be guided. 

These ·are very important ideas and they shoUld· be developed 

further. They·are certainly· in line With a great deal of Qther 

thinking upon these matters although the assumptions made about 

work motivation are somewhat unique. Far from regard~ng the· 

industrial worker as an homo-economicus who would·respond to 

sufficiently high financial incentives and not care much about 

anyt~ng else (the classical school made these assumptions) or 

even as a seeker of security (.the human relations school made 

this assumption) Touraine et. al~ regard the· worker· as someone 

seeking 'self .actualisation' in work. =( 35) H~ seeks to be 

able·to control his own work life, to.achieve fulfilment in 

work. In short, and without attempting to outline the 

philosophy upon which these assumption~? ·are based, they· hold· 

that a great deal of industrial relations behaviour in work 

can be seen' as an att.empt on the part of the· worker· to ·transcend 
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the alienation whic~ the technical system of work (industrialism) 

has forced upon him. 

This model has several important implications. It would 

suggest again that common management mqdel of the worker as 

either an automation or a carrot-chas~ng donkey is an entirely 

erroneous one upon which to base any generalisation about work 

behaviour. Such a model also forces us to extend our list of 

what it is the worker expects ·from h:j.s work and to reformu1ate 

our current ideas about the nature of work motivation. 

The Touraine book has another very important feature. The 

worker is seen as a member of a eommunity, as a-householder and 

·the suggestion is made that factors which lie outside the 

immediate work situation do, nonetheless, have an important 

bear~ng upon work behaviour. ( 36) · Danie;L Pecaut develops this 

po:j.nt claiming that ' •.• attitudes towaPdS change cannot be 

e:x:pZained pureZy on th~ pasis of a woPk situation, but they 

:r>efZect a mo:r>e compZe:x: system of e:x:pectations de:r>ivi_ng from the 

individual's pZan as a whoZe.' (p 149) 

It is not important for present purposes to discuss this 

work ~n depth. It is sufficient ~o-say that these writers are 

very successfully·widening out the focus of study or industrial 

attitudes. Put differently they are, though not so explicitly, 
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tB.k~ng the conception of the o.rganisation as an 'open system 1 

to its· logical conclusions. Once .it is realised that such an 

appro~ch is necessary a new light appears to fall on much 

industrial relations behaviour. Community expectations for 

higher affluence will spill over into the work situation as 

demands for higher levels of remuneration. Or, to take another 

example, it ~ght be the case that a man will resist fundamental 

cha:nge·s in his job because the status accorded to him in the 

community may be dependentupon th.e status of his job. If 

technical change threatens to decrease the status of the man's 

work he ~ight interpret it also as a threat to his status 

outside work. 

The view ~s em~rg~ng, therefore, of the worker as having 

certain attitudes and expectations of-work (and of specific 

dimensions of the work situation) which are carried over from 

and reinforced by the nature of the community in which he lives. 

This point is in line with what David Lockwood has s.u,.ggested. 

He claims to have been able to .account for variation in th.e 

working class images of society, (i.e. how workers define· 

situations and, accord~ngly, how they act ·in certain situations} 

by referring, in part of his analysis, to the nature of the 
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community in which the worker lives. ~ightly-knit, homogenous 

work~ng class communities are conducive to the development of 

collectivistic attitudes and a 'than-us' view of industrial 

relations. (37) 

Clearly then the attitudes and expectation~ w~ich the worker 

has of work and in terms of which he will evaluate technical 

chan~e have extremely complex d.eri vat ions and cover many different 

aspects of the work situation. This discussion has also 

' established that in dynamic terms the extent to which a c~ge 

industrial practice will be resisted will depend, apart from 

whether or not work expectations are satisfied, upon the balance 

of power between worker and m~ager. If the manager is the more 

powerful (or, at least, more powerful than he would be had there 

been a powerful trades union movement in his·organisation) of 

the two he will succeed in introducing chB:nge as he wants. it. 

If by doing so he violates firmly held attitudes anP, expectations 

he is likely· to be faced with a period of silent industrial 

protest. If, on the other hand, there is a degree of power 

equalisation due to the existence of strong union o.rganisation 

such resistance, if it is to.occur anyway, will·be of an overt 

nature·. 
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Of course ~n reality the s_it1,1ations likely to be much more 

complex than this. A situation might arise in which technical 

change. is introduced without raising~ diffic~t·problems of 

industrial. relations. yet the effectivenesss of the changes as 

they wereinitially planned is not up to expectation. It is 

for such a situation as this that Lumpton uses the term 

'structural inertia' the tendency for people to h~ng on to past 

practices long after the need for th~ has_ gone. Fensham and 

Ho.oper similarly refer to the 'recalcitrance of attitude ch~nge' 

to account for this well-known phenomena. (38) Their 

formulations appear on the surface to be less radical than the 

ones I have been propos~ng. In fact, however, their analyses 

only account for one dimension of this overall problem of. 

resistance i.e. the dimension of attitudes an~ group attachements. 

They have important things to say here on the ways in which 

attitudes are affected by membership groups and norms anq v~lues 

embodied in these groups. They have very :),.~ttle to say about 

the phenomenon of effort bargaining or-:industrial conflict 

generally. They have nothl:ng to say about power and nor do 

they make any attempt to try and account for the nature of the 

worker's expectations which in the first instance create his 

attachement or disattachement to various industrial·practices 
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which they are so closely try~ng to 'un"derstan·d. · In -po:i.nt~ng · 

this· out I do not·want to dismiss this type of analYsis as 

irrelevant to the-central problem. Their c·oncern with the 

intricate webs of sroup affiliations and involvements as these 

amount to constraints upon management "behaviour is entirely 

legitimate. It should be rec_ogri.ised, however, that this is only 

one part ·of a much. more complex range of variables. This 

account of some of the variables which influence whether or 

not technical change (or industrial change_ generally) will· be 

accepted is obviously incomplete; m~ch more work need to be 

done 1n this area. However, when we take this account of 

what is i.niplied in Emery's notion of 'dilemma' or Lupton's 

'structural inertia' together with what was said earlier· about 

(i) the· reasons for technical and organisational change and 
. . 

(ii) the framework for understanding the structural consequences 

of change, it is clear that we have moved towards a much more 

comprehensive framework for thinking about the problems of 

organisational change than has hitherto been aval.lable~ Moreover 

it is a framework which avoids all the difficulties inherent 

in an organisational model which relies upon a •unl.tary·frame of 

reference' for considering industrial relations questions. It 

is also a model which carefully avoids the tendency to account for 
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indus~ri~l behaviour in terms of psycho~ogical postulates. It is 

based upon the alternative ·view that industrial behaviour can be 

explained as an outcome of certain characteristics of the 

industrial situation itself. 
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Section Four 

Some·socio-technical Consequences .of Automation 

In the last section the. general outlines of the theoretical 

model with which this and the last chapter have been concerned 

was completed. In this final section it remains to show how 

this model· can be of help in attempting to understand explain 

certain consequences of technical change. Moreover, it is 

important to try and identify what opportUI).ities for the design 

of industri!:!-1 social systems are presented with automa,tion. 

As I have already pointed out our interest in the organisational 

consequences of automation is by no means merely academic. It 

is important that we should know the w~s in which automation is 

likely to.be accepted in industry since further economic·growth 

is dependent-upon the appropriate social adaptations being made. 

The blind and thoughtless introduction of a techno~ogical change 

as profound in its implications as automation can only·lead to 
. . 

suspicion and industrial tension if careful plans are not laid 

to meet the problems which automation will·present. Industrial 

planning of the sort which is required, however, c~ only be 

successful if people are aware of the WEJ.YS in which technical 

change can produce social change. This same point has been 

made by Lupton in an article·which attempts to introduce 
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management to the· ways in which systems .of technol:ogy ·articulate 

in ~ignificant ways with the social structure of industry. The 

purpose of his article· is to show the ways in which the theoretical 

analysis of ~rganisations can.be of direct practical use. (39) 

This need to employ theoretical models·to the problem of technical 
. . 

change has been one of the principal themes of this study. 

In the recent past the empirical study of the consequences 

of technical change and of automation in particular has been 

hampered because satisfactory models·have not been available· to 
. . . 

him. Consequently·he has not been able·to ask the most important 

questions. The theory of socio-technical sy~tems which has been 
. . . . 

elaborated in this study goes al~ng way towards meet~ng the need 

for an adequate theoretical model. As _against. great gains be~ng 

made on the theoretical level, however, the number of structured 

socio~ogical studies into the problems raised by automation is 

quite small· and many of the studies which do -exist have many 

weaknesses. These weeknesses were discussed in chapter three of 

this study. Not only are these studies few i~ number but they 

also suffered·fram too str~ng a reliance on empirical obse~ation 

undirected with theoretical in~ight. 

A situation now pe!sists in which it is an ext~emely 

hazardous exercise to attempt to make fi~ generalisations about 
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the industrial conse~uences of automation. It is possible·, 

however, to describe ~ general terms the _type of ch~ges which 

shall occur with automation and also to s_uggest the varieties of 

ind:w;trial social. systems which could be designed for automation. 

Finally, through describ~ng the opportunities which automation 

presents to us for innovating in the des.ign of industrial social 

systems, it is possible to s_uggest under what conditions 

automation will be accepted or rejected. 

Des.c.ribing the conse~uences of automation presupposes that 

certain fundamental distrinctions have been made about the 

different types of autoamtion. As we were able to show ~n chapter 

one the meaning of this term wa.s by no means unambiguous and in 

the discussion in chapter three it became clear that the 

conse~uences of different types of automation were clearly·~uite 

different in a whole·r~nge of areas. We were able to show 

variations wit~ respect to the nature of jobs, the structure of 

work groups, the patterns of authority relationships an_d in 

degrees of job satisfaction. Also, as far as the organisation 

as a whole was concerned, apart from that segment of it which 

w:as run by automation, 9: great deal would· seem to depend upon 

the· extent of automation,.: Specifically, the conse~uences of 

autOina.tion varied· with respect to the d~pth. of pe:h~tration of 
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the machinery, its span across different work operations and the 

level of technical complexity of the system in question. These 

variations are not random; there is a predictable relationship 

between them over a wide range of industrial features. To 

mention a few: 

(1)· As the level of mechanised complexity increases throughout 

all·work operations the number of direct·production workers 

decreases; maintenance operations, for which different skills 

are required, bec0me more important~ Both of these changes are 

documented in the studies of process technolpgy discussed in 

chapter three. 

(2)" With an increase in mechanised complexity and the corresponding 

.reduction ~n direct production workers the· skiil requirements of 

the plant change in two s_ignificant respects. Firstly, a: greater.· 

demand is placed upon monitoring and conceptual abilities. 

Secondly·, a: greater knowle_dge of the· plant operations as a whole· 

is required. As .against these requirements for process technology 

the job requirements of less complex systems still·resemble·those 

for assembly line production. (see discussion of Detroit 

automation in chapter three} 
. . . . 

'(J) As the· level of mechanical complexity increases new 

opportunities are created for the formation of cohes{ve work. groups. 
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This opportunity does not exist where the level of automation 

is so primitive that it is almost indisti_nguishable· from the· 

assembly· line. This opportunity arise because less is demanded 

of the operative in terms of direct production and more in terms 

of interpersonal communication and cooperation. 

(4) As the plant approximates fUlly automatic production the 

consequences of breakdown become very severe. A premium is 

therefore placed on work scheduli_ng geared to planned maintenance . . . 

rather than 'crash maintenance'. This same feature has important 

consequences for the authority relationships of industry. 
. . 

Communication must flow both. 1 upwards 1 and 'downwards ' • From 

a system of. downward controls there emerges a sys-tem of 

consultation. This -in itself· follows from the ·break which.·h:ii5h 

mechanisation makes between production and effort. With process 

techno~ogy the plant operators' are not ~ngaged directly in 
. . . 

production; -there ~s little·need for close supervision to ensure 

the correspondence of 'effort' and 'reward' • 

. (5) The close interdependence of different production operations 

which automation demands (see discussion of higher levels of 

Detroit automation in chapter three) places a·premium on close . . . 

interdepartmental cooperation. -This .can involve a process of 

centralisation in management functions.· 
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Many more of these ch~ges were discussed in chapter· three. 
. . . . 

Insofar as responsibility and self·. determination ·are important 
. . . 

factors in work satisfaction, and there are str~~g reasons for 

supposing that these are important elements, it .is clear that 

the possibility of h:igher levels of work satisfaction being . . 

achieved with automation will depend 13: great deal upon the 

technical complexity of the system in question. What l.S 

ilil.portant at this point, however, is not that these associations 

have been observed but that they can be explained as necessary 

outcomes. of the characteristic features.of advanced .automation. 

A work ~rganisation conducive to the emergence of .these interesting 

features in the ~xperience of work is clearly·possible within the 

technological limits of process technology. The same conditions 

could·not be supported ~Y the mo+e primitive types of Detroit 

automation. 

If these· are some of the more predictable consequences ·.9f 

~utomation can anything be said upon the li~elihood of automation . . . . .. 

being retarded"thr~ugh industrial resistance?· If the thebretical 

considerations discussed in the .·last section have any validity 

t~en a great deal rill· depe~d- upon (:i). the. way in which automation 
. . . . . . . . 

is introduced by managemen:t an,d (ii) the·. ex:tent. to which it 

enhances or undermines what the· worker, thr~ugh. his union, expects. 
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of his job and its integrity, his social relationships at work 
.. . .. . . '' 

and the 'effort bargain'. Moreover, his reaction will· also 

depend upon t~e extent to which he is compensated for any 

deprivations he ~ight have to suffer. 

At this point the issue of unemployment becomes very .acute 

although. there is no necessity why the possibility of unemployment 

shoUld·lead to automation being opposed. J. D. Stanley has 

argued that "Fear of unemployment and f~ar of loss of st~tus, 

which ~e common causes of resistance to techno~ogical c~nge 

also cause resistance to organisational change". (40) This is 

a genuine fear but in the framework of current rates of technical 

c!.la:nge and economic growth it may be an unnecessary one. The. 

·report of the Ministry of Labour Manpower Research Unit "Computers 

in Offices" came to the conclusion that office automation would· . . 

not lead to clerical unemployment but would only go a little·way 

towards meeting the ever increasing demand for office workers. 

It is almost impossible to ~egislate on this issue but wha~ is 
. . . . ' . ' . . 

certain~ great responsibility is placed·upon martag~ent, in 

cooperation with th~ unions, to evolve means by which ~he 

~p~oyment consequences of automation can be made less severe. 

Leaving the overall·issu~ of unemploym~nt aside~· however, 

the· extent to which automation will· be a~cepted will depend upon 
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w~t·arr~ngements can be made ~n respect to ~ages; ~n respect 

~o the 'effort bargain' • The study by. Walker is a classic in 

this respect for he shows what happened to management labour 

relations over the.questions of bonus and incentive p~nts 
. . . 

with a riew· seemless pipe mill. A great· deal of industrial 

unrest was caused by ma.Il;agement's failure to evolve an incent-ive 

system which would· suit (·a) the operating conditions of the mill 

and (b) the men's assessment of what was appropriate to those 

operat~ng conditions. A whole series of actions - low output, 

threatened strike - were taken up in the effort b~rgaining 

process. Walker concluded that had m~agement been more ware 

of the importance of the incentive system then ·these conflicts 

could have been avoided. (41) Tak~ng a mor~ general viewpoint 

in relation to the many local factors whichmi~t affect th2 

workers' attitudes to c~ge what much of the work on automation 

points to is the need to employ w~ll· worked out ch.a:nge s~rat.egies., 

to inform: people' ·train them, plan ahead and always play close 

attention to the relationship betw.een .. technical and sound ch.a::b.ge. 

It is quite clear that·automatiori will·place :irJ.any strains 

upon labour relations but it is also quite clear that the more . . .. 

technically" complex the· system t~· greater··are the'.benefits to 
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be derived from working with it. In same cases the· introduction 

of automation will·meet with resistance; certainly· the T.U.C. 

report on 'Automation and Technical Ch~ge' and the A.E.U. 

Conference expressed their concern for the need for strict 

supervision and consultation and~ greater sha.i'e of the.benefits 

of production so that, 1n any case, automation will be a closely· 

watched development. 

As .for the direct consequences of.automation on the nature 

of industrial roles and for the structure of the work situation 

generally it seems unlikely that there are, apart from questions 

of ~ages, any real ~easons why technical c~nge will not be 
. .. 

accepted. But a great deal will depend upon the ways in·which · 

it is introduced. Men need to be .adequately· and systematically· 

·trained for their new jobs. They need to be infor.med·w.ell· 

beforehand of impendi_ng changes and be ·br~ught. increasingly into 

the plann~ng of technical c~ge. What is particularly· ex_citing 

at the. present time is that automation, at least in its more 

sophisticated forms, could· lead to the final emancipation of the 

worker from qegrad~ng work. It could lead to new skills·and 

responsibilities, to more democratic ~agement of industry, to 

a great many thi~gs whichmost people·would·~egard as improvements 
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in their w.orking conditions. But .if these t~ngs·are to be 

achieved· much inore :heeds to be known of the··principles .of 

organisational structure; there needs to.be a greater awareness 
. . . . 

of the . fact that industry as we know it today is not something 
. . . 

which cannot be redesigned, a structure frozen to immobility by 

the· forces if its technology. There is room to change and 

these is certainly a need to c~nge. The opportunities inherent 

Ln this situation should not be missed. 

The structural morphology of automation is becomi_ng clear 

and with further research the potentialities for o_rganisational 

change associated with it will be fully· understood·. These 

potentialities, briefly mentioned above and extensively· examined 

in chapter three, are easily established, at least in principle. 

What is not so clear are the ways in which people will respond 

to automation. The onus of this chapter has ·been-to describe ·the 

terms in which such responses can be understood and to argue 

unequivocably for an open systems model of the structure and 

processes of organisational behaviour. 
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the structure of the situation into which the . be~viour pattern 
he is interested in .fits. · It. is only in this way that he can 
unravel the logic underly~ng it. 

17~ Amitai Etzionni "Modern·Organisations" 

Foundations of Modern Sociology-Series, Prentice Hall-, Inc. 
1964 pp 7-8 

18. See chapter four of this study for a fuller discussion of this. 
concept. · 

19~ Fensham and Hooper 

Tavistock 1965. 

"The Dynamics of a Ch.aihg~ng 
Techno~ogy" 
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Factory·worker and His Industry" 
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21. For an historical account of managerial ideologies R. Bendix's 
"Work ·and Authority in Ii:i.dustry". is invaluaple. 

22. Charles Myers 

~uoted by J. H. Smith 

in Nancy Seear (Ed) 

I.P.M. London. 

=23. Douglas M. McGregor 

"Ma.D:agement and Enterprise Efficiency" 

"The Organisation as a Social. System" 

"Personnel Management" 

"The Human Side of Enterprise" 

in Berinis, Benne and Chin op cit note (8) pp 422-431 

24. See E. Mumford and Olive Banks "The Clerk and the· Computer" 

Routl~dge 1966 

.25. Herbert Simon's review of Olive Banks 

"The Attitudes of Steel Workers to 
Technical ·Chailge" 

Liverpool University Press 1960. 

26. P. Selznick 

A~S.R. 13~ 1948. 

"Foundations . of the Theory of 
o.rganisatibn II 

27. Tom Lupton op cit note (14) 

28. Alvin Gouldner 

Ye~low Springs Ohio 1954 
Aiso 

ASQ 2 1957-8 

"Wildcat. Strike" 

Antioch· Press. 
·"cosmipolitans and Locals: 
Tqwards·an·Analysis of Latent 
Roles" 

Social · 
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29. Enid Mumford and 0. Banks op cit note .(24) 

30. C. R. Walker 

New Haven Yale 1957 

· 31. F. E • Emery and J • Marek 

"Towards the Automatic Factory" 

"SQ:nle·Socio-Technical Aspects of 
AU:to.:tnation" 

Human Relations vol XV 1962 

· 32. Enid Mumford and Olive Banks 

"The Computer . and the Clerk" 

summarise their list of variables with. the· follo~ng d~agram 
pp 225 
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· 33. A Touraine and ass.ociates 

O.E.C.D. Paris 1965. 

34. Alred Willener 
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"Workers Attitudes to Technical 
Change" 

"The Worker and the Organisational 
System" 

in Touraine op cit note {33) 

35. A. Touraine op cit 

36. Daniel f.ecaut "The Worker and the Communi ~y" 

section 4 of Touraine op cit note '(33) 

:37. David Lockwood "Sources of Variation in the Worki_ng 
Class Image of Society". 

Socio~ogical Review No~ ~ vol. 14 1966 

38. Fensham and Hooper 

op cit 

39. Tam Lupton op cit 

40. J. D. Stanley. 

"The Dynamics of a Changing Technologyi• 

"Group Influences on Technical and 
Organisatienal Change"· 

in. Karsh (E_d) Industry and Human Relations 

41. · c. R. · Walker op C"i t note :(. 30) 

42. The use of the sentence ' autamation will·be closely watched 
development' althotigh true nevertheless fails to stress that 
automation is a closely watched development. It is diffic~t· 
t~·get information on the ways in which Trades Unions are· 
responding to innovation in the actual work place but if their 
behavioUr is at all·a function of their resolutions then they 
will be behav~ng ve~ guardedly· indeed. 

The TUC report "Automation and Technological Change" laid down 
seven :potnts which trades unions shouid·attend to~ In outline 
they were: .· 
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1. · A demand that a . schedule· shoUld· be drawn up well· before 
the introduction of a technological innovation so that 
workers can b~ given time to ·realistically·appraise 
the· development. · · 

2. Measures should be taken to 'minimise threats to a. workers 
security and status ' • The T. U. C. has in mind here the· 
concept of att~it;ilo;n i.e. that the employment effects 
should· be offset ··by natural wastage and through financial 
aids to retirement and facilities for find~ng new jobs. 

3. Rules should be drawn up and ag:reed upon well beforehand 
so that the·problems of selective discharge can be put 
into effect efficiently and justly~ · 

4. Given that automation requires numerous adaptations 
facilities should be made available· for adequate retraining. 

5. Provisions should be made to safeguard the level of earnings 
and to ensure that 'financial incentives for workers are· 
adequate to gain their support for the changes'. 

6. Consideration should be given to the effects of the 
proposed changes on working arrangements and the conditions 
of work. · · · · 

7. Lastly, the T.U.C. puts foreward th~ general principle·that: 
'Close consultation with Union reprentatives should be ·· 
maintained at all· stages ' . 

Similarly, the Annual Conference of the A. E. U. in 1966 came up 
with. six main points which. ~ught t~ guide their response to 
automation. After· calling for a·study of. the extent, ·progress 
and social implications of automation, the Union resolved-to 

1." No introduction of automation without previous consultation 
and _agreement. 

2. No redundancy arising from the introduction of automation; 
·labour so displaced to be reta.iried on pay· roll".pendi:ng 
alternative Mork without loss of.earnl:ngs. 

3. The· increased productivity result~ng from these. processes 
to be reflected in increased· earnings and reduced·h~urs 
without loss of pay. 

4. Technical training in automation for all· engineers. 
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5. Retrain~ng to be the -re~ponsibility .of the Government. 

6. That D~strict Committees and Shop Stewards should insist 
on discussions with. separate employers to as·certain plans 
extent of proposed introduction of automation methods into 
various establishments. 

The resoltuion then ca]ed for.a trip~tite- consisting of 
representatives of the unions, employers and Government, to 
'control the introduction and scope of automation". 

Perhaps we should contrast these two resolutions with the more ·/(:,,;. :· 
bouya.I).t attitude of sol!le union leaders. In this way we :inight 
place the'possibility of Trades Union resistance to autama:tion 
i~to a much more meaningful perspective. Speaking to t~e 
Industry 1965 Exhibition Conference on Productivity Les Cannon 
of the E.T.U. said: "The problems that this country is beset 
with are not those aris~ng from a poor'industrial relations 
system incapable .of absorbing the consequences of techno~ogical 
change because, as I say, they have :i:lever·.really· been put to 
the tesi; • • • In .my view the J:rOblem of industrial relations . 
in this country arise·fro.m the absence of techno~ogical c~ge". 
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POSTSCRIPT AND.CONCLUSIONS 

A great deal is known about automation but the significance of 

what is known r.emains .obscure. It is obscured by the failure.of 

sociology to state clearly·the relationship between technical and 

social change. . As a consequence neither the industrialist 

preoccupiedwith the management of technical change nor the liberal 

academic concerned with its consequences can feel sat.isfied with 

t~e achievements of research in this area. For the one research 

findings are not a good guide to practice for the other they are 

irrelevant to th.e most urgent ~ssues. Such responses reflect 

n~ither on the volume of research nor its empirical sophistication 

but its aims. 

In "Th_e New Utopians", Robert Boguslaw criticised social theory 

fo;r bei_ng '~a very conservative intellectual force on the 

contemporary scene" (1) And the point has recently been 

re-emphasised by Ben<S·eii'gnian(2). He feels, with some justification, 

that since modern societies are on the brink of a new renaissance 

it is i~portant that social scientists should attempt to tell · 
. . 

people what will happen or, at least, what cou+d happen if the 

':t;~.ew utopians' - systems anal;vsts and system designers - are 

allowed to pursue their technical visions without powerful social 
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constraints. It is only in this way that modern societies can 

avoid the very real danger of being "wagged increasingly by 

their technological tails" ( 3) • Whereas the old utopians -

Plato or Sir Thomas More, for instance - tried to construct 

societies fre~ from human imperfections on the basis of ;.: ___ 

perfect human beings or perfect principles, the new utopians 

'are concerned with non-people and with people substitutes (4). 

He says they lack the 'humanoid orientation' of the classical writers 

(5) • · What is worse, whereas the impetus behind the new renaissance 

is a desire to extend man's control over nature, "Its greatest 

thre~t consists precisely in its potential as a means for extending 

the control of man over man". (6) 

We may legitimately doubt whether Boguslaw's arguments have any 

basis in contemporary experience but we cannot doubt that the 

unintended consequences of automation may be more far reac~ing than 

we have previously realised. It is clearly possible that whilst 

we expand automation in the interests of profit and efficiency we 

might fail to realis~ other equally important social values and 

economic ends. Basic rights and freedoms could be jeopardised 

and full employment might become an unattainable ideal. 

Problems such as these o~ht to be at the heart of the 

sociology of automation and it is the relative neglect of such 
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questions that prompts Boguslaw to castigate social theory for its 

conservatism. 

In a sense, however, Boguslaw overstates his argument. 

Research into the sociology of automation is of a recent origin 

and the methodological requirements of staging research in this 

area have yet to be clearly established. I have been concerned 

to show in this study that it is not so much a lack of sensitivity 

to the far reaching possibilities of change associated with 

automation which is absent from the literature but an adequate 

theoretical framework for studying its consequences. 

The central concern of this study has been to clarify what 

the methodological requirements of research in this area are and 

to show, perhaps only· implication, the importance of Paul Lazarsfield's 

dictum.that:· "Nothing is so practical as a good theory". 

Notes 

(1) Robert Boguslaw 

(2) Ben. B. Seligman 

oooOooo 

"The New Utopians: 
and Social Change" 

A Study of System Design 
Prentice Hall 1965 

"Most Nototious Vic.tory: Man in an Age of 
Automation" Free Press 1966 

He says of his book: ·"My book seeks to analyse the condition of 
man in an era in which technology has seized control of his fate" and, 
earlier, "Seldom is the quest:lon asked, 'why?'". 
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